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Preface

What is the Management Actions Report?

The Management Actions Report is a reference document to be used in the development of the 2012 Central Valley Flood Protection Plan (CVFPP). The purpose of the report is to summarize the identification, development, and evaluation of a range of individual management actions to address identified problems and opportunities related to flood management and to contribute to CVFPP goals. The management actions presented in this report are not intended to be recommendations, but rather represent a wide array of suggested tactics, steps, or measures that could help reduce flood risk in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley.

How was the Management Actions Report Developed?

The Management Actions Report was developed with the support of a robust outreach effort to integrate study partners and interested parties in an open and structured planning process. Much of the information in the report has been compiled using existing and available sources and input from workshops and work groups composed of members of the public, representatives from numerous flood and related interest groups, and subject-matter experts. Such outreach included regional management actions work groups in five geographic regions (Upper Sacramento, Lower Sacramento, Delta, Lower San Joaquin, and Upper San Joaquin), and 15 publicly noticed workshops.

How will the Management Actions Report be Used?

The Management Actions Report serves as a technical foundation for CVFPP development. It provides work group participants, the general public, and California Department of Water Resources (DWR) with a set of management actions that may range from potential policy or institutional changes to operational and physical changes to the flood management system. Management actions are the “building blocks” for regional solutions and eventually systemwide solutions in the next CVFPP development phases. Characteristics of different management actions are identified and compared, including a preliminary review of potential benefits and other technical, social, economic, and environmental considerations.

Information presented in the Management Actions Report will also be used toward the development of a program Environmental Impact Report consistent with the California Environmental Quality Act, and will be incorporated into appropriate technical reference documents to the 2012 CVFPP.
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How is the Management Actions Report Organized?

The report contains seven chapters and two appendices:

- **Chapter 1 (Introduction)** provides context for this report and background information on FloodSAFE California, the CVFPP’s authority and guidance, and the 2012 CVFPP development process, including a description of the CVFPP planning areas.

- **Chapter 2 (Management Actions Development and Evaluation)** describes the process for management actions identification, development, and classification, and summarizes results of management actions evaluations.

- **Chapter 3 (Next Steps for Management Actions)** describes how the management actions will be further refined and carried forward in the planning process toward completion of the 2012 CVFPP.

- **Chapter 4 (References)** lists sources referenced in preparation of this report.

- **Chapter 5 (Acronyms and Abbreviations)** provides an acronyms and abbreviations list.

- **Chapter 6 (Program Glossary)** defines key terms used in this report and in other CVFPP products.

- **Chapter 7 (Acknowledgements)** acknowledges DWR staff, work group participants, and the consultant team.

- **Appendix A (Management Actions Descriptions)** presents the detailed descriptions of management actions and associated evaluations of social, technical, economic, and environmental considerations.

- **Appendix B (Considerations for Management Actions Applicability)** summarizes key considerations associated with the application of the identified management actions within different community settings. It also describes consideration for the integration of environmental, water supply, and other benefits into management actions that primarily focus on improving flood management.
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1.0 Introduction

The California Department of Water Resources (DWR) is required to prepare a sustainable,1 integrated flood management2 plan called the Central Valley Flood Protection Plan (CVFPP) by January 1, 2012, for adoption by the Central Valley Flood Protection Board (Board) by July 1, 2012. The CVFPP is to provide a systemwide approach to protecting lands currently protected from flooding by existing facilities of the State Plan of Flood Control3,4 (SPFC), and will be updated every 5 years thereafter.

This Management Actions Report and its companion document, Interim Progress Summary No. 2, describe the second phase of work to develop the 2012 CVFPP. It summarizes work conducted by DWR, partner agencies, organizations, and members of the public, to identify, develop, and evaluate a wide range of management actions. A management action is an individual action to address identified problems and opportunities during Phase 1 of plan development, and to contribute to CVFPP goals, consistent with the planning principles.5

1.1 Background

In 2007, California passed a series of laws intended to improve flood management, including Senate Bill (SB) 5, SB 17, Assembly Bill (AB) 5,

---

1 A project is considered “sustainable” when it is socially, environmentally, and financially feasible for an enduring period.
2 Integrated flood management is an approach to flood risk that recognizes the interconnection of flood management actions within broader water resources management and land-use planning; the value of coordinating across geographic and agency boundaries; the need to evaluate opportunities and potential impacts from a system perspective; and the importance of environmental stewardship and sustainability (DWR, Draft FloodSAFE Strategic Plan, 2008).
3 California Water Code (CWC) Section 8523 defines SPFC as the State and federal flood control works, lands, programs, plans, conditions, and mode of maintenance and operations of the Sacramento River Flood Control Project (CWC Section 8350), and of flood control projects in the Sacramento River and San Joaquin River watersheds (river basins) for which the Board or DWR has provided the assurances, and of those facilities identified in CWC Section 8361.
4 The assurances (satisfactory to the Secretary of War) are that the State will provide, without cost to the United States, all lands, easements, and rights-of-way necessary for the completion of the project; bear the expense of necessary highway, railroad, and bridge alterations; hold and save the United States free from claims for damages resulting from construction of the works; and maintain and operate all works after completion.
5 The CVFPP draft planning principles can be found in Interim Progress Summary No. 1 and chapter 4 of the Regional Conditions Report – A Working Document.
AB 70, and AB 156. Primary authorization for the CVFPP originates in SB 5, also known as the Central Valley Flood Protection Act of 2008. In addition, Propositions 1E and 84 provide both specific and general authority for related State flood management efforts. AB 162, another flood-related bill passed in 2007, required additional consideration of flood risk in local land-use planning throughout California. These bills added or amended sections in the California Government Code, Health and Safety Code, Public Resources Code, and California Water Code, and included specific requirements for developing the CVFPP.

Produced in partnership with federal, tribal, local, and regional partners and other interested parties, the 2012 CVFPP will describe the existing flood risk in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley and recommend actions to reduce the probability and consequences of flooding. As the first edition of this long-term planning document, the 2012 CVFPP will describe a broadly supported vision for improving integrated flood management in this flood-prone region of California, and describe a framework for implementing future improvements. In addition, the 2012 CVFPP will identify potential modifications to the State-federal flood management system that should be studied further for consideration in the 2017 CVFPP update. The 2012 CVFPP will be accompanied by a program-level environmental compliance document consistent with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

1.2 FloodSAFE

Preparation of the 2012 CVFPP, its supporting documents such as this report, and its related planning work is occurring within the broader context of FloodSAFE California (FloodSAFE). FloodSAFE is DWR’s ongoing initiative to improve flood management while reducing flood risks at local and regional levels.

The FloodSAFE Vision is:

\[
\text{A sustainable integrated flood management and emergency response system throughout California that improves public safety, protects and enhances environmental and cultural resources, and supports economic growth by reducing the probability of destructive floods, promoting beneficial floodplain processes, and lowering the damages caused by flooding.}
\]

---

6 More detailed information on authority and guidance is included in Chapter 1 of the draft Regional Conditions Report – A Working Document (DWR, April 2010).

Some of the management actions in this report may be implemented through existing programs and efforts that are also part of FloodSAFE.

### 1.3 CVFPP Goals

To guide development of the 2012 CVFPP, consistent with the 2007 flood legislation and the vision of FloodSAFE California, DWR applied input from its partners, such as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Board, local agencies, non-governmental organizations, and other interested parties, to develop overarching CVFPP goals to direct how the plan will address identified problems and opportunities for improving flood risk management in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley.

The CVFPP Primary Goal is:
- Improve Flood Risk Management

The CVFPP Supporting Goals are:
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Improve Institutional Support
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Each of the management actions presented in this report can potentially contribute to at least one of these five goals.

### 1.4 CVFPP Planning Areas

A planning area is the geographic area taken into consideration when formulating a plan. There are two geographic areas relevant to CVFPP planning and development:
- SPFC Planning Area
- Systemwide Planning Area

Both planning areas are shown on Figure 1-1. The SPFC Planning Area is the lands currently receiving protection from facilities of the SPFC. The State’s flood management responsibility is limited to the SPFC Planning Area. The SPFC Planning Area is best delineated by the Levee Flood Protection Zone (LFPZ) maps and the area protected by the only SPFC reservoir, Lake Oroville.
The Systemwide Planning Area is the geographic area that includes those lands subject to flooding under the current facilities and operation of the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Flood Management System. The SPFC Planning Area is completely contained within the Systemwide Planning Area.

---

8 California Water Code Section 9611
Figure 1-1. CVFPP Planning Areas

KEY
CWC = California Water Code
SPFC = State Plan of Flood Control

State Plan of Flood Control (SPFC) Planning Area is the lands currently receiving protection from the SPFC (CWC§ 9651[g]).

Systemwide Planning Area includes lands subject to flooding under the current facilities and operation of the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Flood Management System CWC§ 9611, CWC§ 9614(d, e) (completely contains the SPFC Planning Area).

The CVFPP describes facilities and flood management problems in this area and proposes solutions, while not extending the State’s responsibility (CWC§ 9603[b]).
1.5 2012 CVFPP Development Process

The 2012 CVFPP is being developed using an iterative planning process completed in four phases. This planning is supported by a comprehensive communications and engagement process with partners and interested parties to solicit information, generate plan content, promote feedback, and obtain input. The four planning phases are:

- **Phase 1 (Regional Conditions)** – This phase identified problems and opportunities related to flood management in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley and defined goals, principles, and objectives to guide development and implementation of the 2012 CVFPP. Results from this planning phase were summarized in the *Regional Conditions Report – A Working Document*, and *Interim Progress Summary No. 1*.

- **Phase 2 (Management Actions)** – The major focus of Phase 2 is identifying, developing, and evaluating individual management actions for their contribution to CVFPP goals. Results from this phase are summarized in this *Management Actions Report* and *Interim Progress Summary No. 2*.

- **Phase 3 (Regional Solutions)** – Phase 3 will include formulating potential solution sets by region to accomplish CVFPP goals and objectives; comparing and evaluating potential regional solution sets; and refining potential regional solution sets. Results from this phase will be summarized in *Interim Progress Summary No. 3*.

- **Phase 4 (Systemwide Solutions)** – Phase 4 will include developing potential systemwide solution sets based on the regional results; comparing and evaluating potential systemwide solution sets; assessing the level of agreement; completing an environmental compliance review; and recommending the next steps for State action (priorities, timelines, and funding strategies). Results from this phase will be presented in the draft 2012 CVFPP.

The four planning phases are illustrated in the Figure 1-2.
Figure 1-2. 2012 CVFPP Planning Process
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2.0 Management Actions Development and Evaluation

During Phase 2 of the 2012 CVFPP development process, DWR and its partners focused on identifying, developing, and evaluating individual management actions. A management action is a specific structural or nonstructural strategy, action, or tactic that contributes to the CVFPP goals. Management actions may range from potential policy or institutional changes to operational and physical changes to the flood management system. Management actions may address one or more CVFPP goals. They are not intended to be recommendations; rather, they represent a wide array of suggested strategies and actions that can be used to form regional solutions and systemwide solutions. All of the management actions developed during Phase 2 are broad and not location specific, and vary in their level of detail.

2.1 Identification

An initial list of management actions were identified using:

- Recommendations in previous State, federal, and regional flood risk reduction studies and programs in the Central Valley, including sources such as reports from the Sacramento and San Joaquin River Basins Comprehensive Study and California Floodplain Management Task Force.

- Technical information from ongoing FloodSAFE and Integrated Water Management efforts, as available, including information from the SPFC Descriptive Document, levee inspection reports, levee evaluations programs, DWR’s Flood Projects Office, emergency response programs, and floodplain management programs.

- Input received through the CVFPP communications and engagement activities with partners, interested parties, and the public during Phases 1 and 2 of CVFPP development. Such activities during Phase 1 included meetings of the Upper Sacramento, Lower Sacramento, Upper San Joaquin, Lower San Joaquin, and Delta Regional Conditions Work Groups; Environmental Stewardship, Levee Performance, Operations and Maintenance, and Climate Change Scope Definition Work Groups; and Agricultural Stewardship Scope Definition Joint Subcommittee. During Phase 2, input was received through Regional Management...
Actions Work Group meetings and 15 management actions public workshops.

To facilitate presentation and evaluation of management actions, identified actions were grouped thematically into 11 categories:

- Additional Floodplain and Reservoir Storage
- Storage Operations
- Flood Protection System Modification
- Operations and Maintenance
- Ecosystem Functions
- Floodplain Management
- Disaster Preparedness and Flood Warning
- Flood Fighting, Emergency Response, and Flood Recovery
- Policy and Regulations
- Permitting
- Finance and Revenue

### 2.2 Qualitative Evaluation

Each management action was qualitatively evaluated using criteria to estimate its likely contribution toward the goals of the 2012 CVFPP and to describe key social, technical, economic, and environmental considerations. The evaluation criteria also address implementation considerations of management actions in different community settings. The evaluation criteria are summarized in Table 2-1 and are described in Appendix A.
2.3 Screening and Classification

Based both on their potential to contribute to the 2012 CVFPP goals and on input from the regional work groups and public workshops, management actions were screened to identify those to be carried forward for further consideration in the planning process. Screening involved classifying management actions that will be further developed and refined to formulate regional and systemwide solution sets. Each management action is classified based on (1) scope of its application, (2) geographic extent of its effects, (3) jurisdictional authority, and (4) entities responsible for its implementation.

In terms of the scope of its application and effects, a management action can be described as:
• **Place-Based** – A management action that implements or modifies a physical feature or its operations in a certain location (e.g., bypass modifications, changes in storage operations, or floodproofing structures in the floodplain).

• **Not Place-Based** – A management action that implements or modifies a policy, regulation, process, or other institutional arrangement (e.g., building code amendments or changes to financing mechanisms and revenue generation).

**Place-Based Management Actions**

Depending on how a place-based management action is implemented, in terms of its scale and location, its effects could be systemwide, local, or both.

• **Actions with Systemwide Effects** – A management action that implements or modifies a physical feature or its operations in a certain location, resulting in localized and systemwide effects. For example, bypass modifications or changes in storage operations would be associated with a particular place/facility, but would potentially have both localized and systemwide effects and flood management benefits.

• **Actions with Local Effects** – A management action that implements or modifies a physical feature or its operations in a certain location, resulting in local effects. For example, floodproofing of structures in a floodplain or strengthening of a levee reach would be associated with a particular location, and would only have localized effects and flood management benefits.

Based on a place-based management action’s scope and effects, and its relationship to the SPFC, the State could have different roles in implementing the management action in cooperation with local and federal partners. The extent of State involvement would also depend on whether or not the action’s outcome would become a part of the SPFC that requires assurances of non-federal cooperation to the federal government. Management actions are classified according to those roles as follows:

• **State-Led Systemwide Action** – The State, in partnership with federal, local, and regional entities, would take a leadership role in developing and implementing management actions with a systemwide scope. This would primarily involve management actions that require State

---

9 Federal participation and implementation roles are determined on a project-specific basis. Additionally, the USACE’s Central Valley Integrated Flood Management Study, a companion effort to the CVFPP, will evaluate the range and type of actions that may include federal participation.
authority or a high level of institutional resources to accomplish (e.g., bypass modifications or changes to storage operations).

- **State-Participated Regional Action** – The State, in partnership with federal, local, and regional entities, would support development and implementation of management actions with primary local and regional scope and effects (e.g., strengthening of a certain levee reach, or floodproofing structures in the floodplain). The State’s level of involvement would vary depending on the regional or potential systemwide effects and the anticipated benefits of the action.

- **State-Guided or -Assisted Local Action** – The State would provide technical guidance and assistance for the development and implementation of locally led management actions that address one or more specific local needs (e.g., stormwater management or changes in operations to some local hydraulic structures).

**Not Place-Based Management Actions**

Based on State or local jurisdictional authority, management actions that modify policies, regulations, processes, or other institutional arrangements are classified as follows:

- **State-Led Action** – The State, in partnership with federal, local, and regional entities, would take a leadership role in developing and implementing management actions that are not place-based but are within State jurisdictional authority (e.g., changes to financing mechanisms and revenue generation methods, or streamlining permitting for operations and maintenance activities).

- **State-Guided or -Assisted Local Action** – The State would provide technical guidance and other assistance for development and implementation of policy/institutional management actions that are within a local jurisdiction’s authority (e.g., local compliance with general plan update requirements or local building ordinances).

Figure 2-1 illustrates the classification of management actions based on their scope of application, effects, and the entities that are likely to be responsible for implementation.
2.4 Communication and Engagement Process

Phase 2 communications and engagement activities solicited input from partners, interested parties, and the public to support management action development and evaluation. These activities included public workshops and Regional Management Actions Work Group meetings for the five CVFPP planning regions (Upper Sacramento, Lower Sacramento, Delta, Upper San Joaquin, and Lower San Joaquin). The five Regional Management Actions Work Groups each held three meetings between June and November 2010 to support development of management actions.

Two rounds of publicly noticed workshops were held between July and September 2010 to review and refine the draft management actions descriptions and evaluations.

- **Round 1 Workshops** – These 11 sessions corresponded to each of the management action categories. Round 1 workshops refined the initial management action descriptions and evaluations, and identified additional management actions for consideration. More than 400 attendees from a variety of organizations, agencies, and communities participated in this series of workshops (see Figure 2-2).
2.0 Management Actions Development and Evaluation

- **Round 2 Workshops** – These four workshops focused on community application and strategic integration. Three workshops assessed the applicability of management actions to different community settings: small communities, rural/agricultural areas, and urban areas. One workshop generated considerations for integrating environmental, water supply, and other benefits into identified management actions that are primarily focused on improving flood management. More than 60 attendees from a variety of organizations, agencies, and communities participated in this series of workshops (see Figure 2-3).

---

**Figure 2-2. Round 1 Workshop Participation**

**Figure 2-3. Round 2 Workshop Participation**

As a result of these workshops and work group meetings, the initial set of management actions (includes 82 actions) was revised and expanded to include 94 actions in total.\(^{10}\)

---

\(^{10}\) Only one management action was removed from further consideration as a result of the workshops: “Create new storage in existing reservoirs via dredging activities” (MA-005). Participants felt that reservoir dredging lacked enough interest or support to warrant further consideration as a management action.
Complete sets of handouts and material from the work group meetings and all 15 workshops can be found at [http://www.water.ca.gov/cvfmp/meetings](http://www.water.ca.gov/cvfmp/meetings).

### 2.5 Management Actions Summary

A brief description was prepared for each management action to summarize its social, technical, economic, and environmental considerations as identified by DWR, work group members, and workshop participants. Highlights from these descriptions and evaluations are summarized in Table 2-2. The full descriptions appear in Appendix A to this report.

Table 2-2 lists the identified management actions (94 actions) and describes the following key characteristics for each:

- **Potential to Contribute to CVFPP Goals** – Describes the 2012 CVFPP goal to which the action most significantly contributes, and the other goal(s) to which it can potentially contribute.

- **Risk Reduction** – Describes how the action would contribute to risk reduction: by reducing the chance (probability) of flooding or by reducing damages when flooding occurs.
  - **Reduces the Chance of Flooding** – Reduces the probability that flood waters would exceed the flood management system capacity, or reduces the probability of unanticipated failure of the flood protection facilities.
  - **Reduces Damages when Flooding Occurs** – Reduces loss of life, property damages, and other economic consequences caused by flooding.
2.0 Management Actions Development and Evaluation

- **Type** – Describes whether the action is a structural or nonstructural action:
  - **Structural** – actions intended to modify flood patterns and rely primarily on constructed components, including such measures as levees, floodwalls, and improved channels.¹¹
  - **Nonstructural** – management actions intended to reduce or eliminate susceptibility to flooding by preserving or increasing the carrying capacity of floodways.¹²

- **Scope of Action** – Describes the geographic extent of the management action application and the geographic scope of its effects and benefits.

- **Potential State Role in Implementation** – Describes the potential role of the State in implementing place-based management actions.

- **Multi-Benefit Integration Opportunities** – Describes the opportunity to integrate other benefits into management actions that are primarily focused on improving flood risk management. These other benefits include ecosystem restoration, water supply, water quality, recreation, and hydropower.

---

¹¹ California Water Code Section 79068(b)
¹² California Water Code Section 79068(a)
Table 2-2. Management Actions Summary Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Management Action</th>
<th>Potential to Contribute to CVFPP Goals</th>
<th>Risk Reduction</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Scope of Action</th>
<th>Potential State Role in Implementation</th>
<th>Multi-Benefit Integration Opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improve Flood Risk Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improve Operations &amp; Maintenance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Promote Ecosystem Functions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Promote Multi-Benefit Projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reduces the Chance of Flooding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reduces Damages when Flooding Occurs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Structural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nonstructural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Place-Based with Systemwide Effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Place-Based with Local Effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not Place-Based</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>State-Led Systemwide Actions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>State-Participated Regional Actions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>State-Guided or Assisted Local Actions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ecosystem Restoration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Water Supply</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Water Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Recreation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hydropower</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Enlarge existing transitory floodplain storage
- Construct new transitory floodplain storage
- Increase on-stream flood storage capacity by building new storage facilities
- Update/modify/replace existing flood storage facilities
- Increase flood control allocation by expanding existing, on-stream reservoirs
- Increase foothill and upper watershed storage
- Increase flood control allocation by using spillway surcharge
- Increase flood control allocation by expanding existing, or building, new off-stream storage
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Management Action</th>
<th>Potential to Contribute to CVFPP Goals</th>
<th>Risk Reduction</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Scope of Action</th>
<th>Potential State Role in Implementation</th>
<th>Multi-Benefit Integration Opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storage Operations</td>
<td>Establish partnerships to coordinate flood management structure operations</td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase flood management flexibility through modifications to the magnitude/timing of flood reservations in reservoirs</td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase flood management flexibility through modifications to objective release schedules at flood management reservoirs</td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase flood management flexibility by implementing conjunctive use programs at flood management reservoirs</td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Implement advanced weather forecast-based operations to increase reservoir management flexibility</td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood Protection System Modification</td>
<td>Improve conveyance by addressing flow obstructions</td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase capacity of existing bypasses</td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modify existing weirs, overflows, or relief structures to improve flood system performance</td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Construct new bypasses to improve flood system performance</td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Construct new levees to provide flood protection to additional areas potentially affected by flooding</td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raise levees to improve flood system performance</td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Table 2-2. Management Actions Summary Table (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Management Action</th>
<th>Potential to Contribute to CVFPP Goals</th>
<th>Risk Reduction</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Scope of Action</th>
<th>Potential State Role in Implementation</th>
<th>Multi-Benefit Integration Opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improve Flood Risk Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improve Operations &amp; Maintenance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Promote Ecosystem Functions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improve Institutional Support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Promote Multi-Benefit Projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reduces the Chance of Flooding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reduces Damages when Flooding Occurs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Structural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nonstructural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Place-Based with Systemwide Effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Place-Based with Local Effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not Place-Based</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>State-Led Systemwide Actions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>State-Participated Regional Actions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>State-Guided or Assisted Local Actions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ecosystem Restoration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Water Supply</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Water Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Recreation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hydropower</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Construct setback levees</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Construct ring levees</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve structural performance and resilience of existing levees</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Construct closure structures</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remove and/or deauthorize disconnected, redundant, and nonfunctional facilities of the SPFC</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Management Action</td>
<td>Potential to Contribute to CVFPP Goals</td>
<td>Risk Reduction</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Scope of Action</td>
<td>Potential State Role in Implementation</td>
<td>Multi-Benefit Integration Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations and Maintenance</td>
<td>Restore channel form and function to improve O&amp;M and facilitate flood damage reduction.</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perform clearing and snagging within channels.</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perform dredging to remove sediment from channels.</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reuse excess materials derived from channel maintenance.</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop regional channel vegetation management plans.</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop an improved encroachment management program endorsed by the State.</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve administration and oversight of levee penetrations.</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve interior drainage.</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protect vulnerable levees and banks through stabilization and erosion repairs.</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Management Action</td>
<td>Potential to Contribute to CVFPP Goals</td>
<td>Risk Reduction</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Scope of Action</td>
<td>Potential State Role in Implementation</td>
<td>Multi-Benefit Integration Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations and Maintenance (cont.)</td>
<td>Revise O&amp;M manuals to be consistent with new and current policies that support multi-benefits of the flood system.</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Effectively maintain, operate, and rehabilitate closure structures.</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop and/or implement structure rehabilitation and repair program.</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop a long-term sustainable and implementable Levee Vegetation Management Strategy</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecosystem Functions</td>
<td>Manage runoff through watershed management</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remove unnatural hard points within and along channels</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop hazardous waste and materials management protocols to identify, contain, and remediate potential water quality hazards within floodplains</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operate reservoirs with flood reservation space to more closely approximate natural flow regimes</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduce the incidence of invasive species in the flood management system</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remove barriers to fish passage</td>
<td>☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2-2. Management Actions Summary Table (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (cont.)</th>
<th>Management Action</th>
<th>Potential to Contribute to CVFPP Goals</th>
<th>Risk Reduction</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Scope of Action</th>
<th>Potential State Role in Implementation</th>
<th>Multi-Benefit Integration Opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecosystem Functions (cont.)</td>
<td>Setback levees to connect rivers to floodplains</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restore channel alignment (i.e., conduct de-channelization)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Encourage natural physical geomorphic processes, including channel migration and sediment transport</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve the quality, quantity, and connectivity of wetland, riparian, woodland, grassland, and other native habitat communities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floodplain Management</td>
<td>Reduce flood damages through acquisitions, easements, and private conservation programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manage municipal stormwater to provide regional or systemwide flood benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coordinate and streamline floodplain mapping to improve consistency of floodplain delineation and assessment of flood risk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase flood risk awareness through outreach and education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide technical procedural assistance to local agencies for flood mitigation compliance and grant application assistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assist in development of local flood management plan updates and provide procedural and technical support for implementation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Management Action</td>
<td>Potential to Contribute to CVFPP Goals</td>
<td>Risk Reduction</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Scope of Action</td>
<td>Potential State Role in Implementation</td>
<td>Multi-Benefit Integration Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floodplain Management (cont.)</td>
<td>Facilitate increased awareness of and participation in the Community Rating System insurance-rate adjusting program</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>∗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop mandatory flood insurance programs that are more consistent with the area's risk of flooding</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>∗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase public understanding of FEMA maps and policies</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>∗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop a State program and framework to reduce or eliminate subsidies for repetitive loss properties in flood-prone areas</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>∗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Construct training levees or levees that subdivide larger basins</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>∗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use floodproofing measures</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve awareness of floodplain function through outreach and education</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disaster Preparedness and Flood Warning</td>
<td>Coordinate flood response planning and clarify roles and responsibilities related to flood preparedness and emergency response</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve communication and public awareness of emergency response procedures and terminology</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establish standard flood warning systems and procedures</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve stream gage network for forecasting purposes</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Create systemwide levee instrumentation for early warning systems</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Management Action</td>
<td>Potential to Contribute to CVFPP Goals</td>
<td>Risk Reduction</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Scope of Action</td>
<td>Potential State Role in Implementation</td>
<td>Multi-Benefit Integration Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improve Flood Risk Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improve Operations &amp; Maintenance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Promote Ecosystem Functions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Promote Institutional Projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Promote Multi-Benefit Projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reduces the Chance of Flooding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reduces Damages when Flooding Occurs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protect critical infrastructure corridors from floodwaters</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expand the State’s assistance to maintaining agencies during flood emergencies</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilitate improved evacuation planning</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop a post-flood recovery plan for the Central Valley and Delta to improve the coordination and efficiency of post-flood assistance</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streamline the post-flood permitting process for flood system repairs</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purchase and pre-position flood fighting materials/tools in preparation for a flood event</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrate environmental compliance and mitigation into the flood fight</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Encourage compatible land uses with flood management system and floodplain function</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establish clear triggers or policy for updating flood management-related General Plan elements and other local flood management plan(s)</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Update State’s designated flowway program</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use Building Standards Code amendments to reduce consequence of flooding</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.0 Management Actions Development and Evaluation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Management Action</th>
<th>Potential to Contribute to CVFPP Goals</th>
<th>Risk Reduction</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Scope of Action</th>
<th>Potential State Role in Implementation</th>
<th>Multi-Benefit Integration Opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improve Flood Risk Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improve Operations &amp; Maintenance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Promote Ecosystem Functions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improve Institutional Support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Promote Multi-Benefit Projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy and Regulations (cont.)</td>
<td>Update the State’s floodplain management policy</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Encourage multi-jurisdictional and regional partnerships on flood planning and improve agency coordination on flood management activities, including O&amp;M, repair, and restoration</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
<td>■ ■</td>
<td></td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Develop and implement State criteria and processes for urban flood protection</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
<td>■ ■</td>
<td></td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Develop and implement flood protection criteria outside urban areas</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
<td>■ ■</td>
<td></td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Update State Title 23 standards</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
<td>■ ■</td>
<td></td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clarify flood management responsibilities for all local, regional, State, and federal agencies</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
<td>■ ■</td>
<td></td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permitting</td>
<td>Develop regional and river-corridor conservation plans, or expand existing regional conservation plans (e.g., regional Habitat Conservation Plans and Natural Community Conservation Plans) to provide a more efficient and effective regulatory approval process for flood projects</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
<td>■ ■</td>
<td></td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Develop regional advanced mitigation strategies and promote networks of both public and private mitigation banks to meet the needs of flood and other public infrastructure projects</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
<td>■ ■</td>
<td></td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Management Action</td>
<td>Potential to Contribute to CVFPP Goals</td>
<td>Risk Reduction Type</td>
<td>Scope of Action</td>
<td>Potential State Role in Implementation</td>
<td>Multi-Benefit Integration Opportunities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improve Flood Risk Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not Place-Based</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improve Operations &amp; Maintenance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Place-Based</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Promote Ecosystem Functions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Place-Based</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Improve Institutional Support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Structural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Promote Multi-Benefit Projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nonstructural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reduces the Chance of Flooding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Place-Based with Systemwide Effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reduces Damages when Flooding Occurs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Place-Based with Local Effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Structural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not Place-Based</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nonstructural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not Place-Based</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permitting (cont.)</td>
<td>Develop proactive integrated regulatory compliance strategies that streamline permitting activities</td>
<td>□ □ □ □ □ □</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establish memoranda of understanding and/or management agreements between agencies to integrate the needs to be served by the flood control system</td>
<td>□ □ □ □ □ □</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide technical assistance and education on environmental permits</td>
<td>□ □ □ □ □ □</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop and implement Corridor Management Strategy</td>
<td>□ □ □ □ □ □</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
<td>Maximize funding for flood management projects by leveraging federal funding</td>
<td>□ □ □ □ □ □</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leverage funding from multiple projects to improve cost-effectiveness and efficiency of flood management projects</td>
<td>□ □ □ □ □ □</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
<td>Develop funding mechanism for O&amp;M and new flood management improvements</td>
<td>□ □ □ □ □ □</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establish a methodology for evaluating benefits and costs on a systemwide basis to support economic justification for projects in all community settings</td>
<td>□ □ □ □ □ □</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Management Action</td>
<td>Potential to Contribute to CVFPP Goals</td>
<td>Risk Reduction</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Scope of Action</td>
<td>Potential State Role in Implementation</td>
<td>Multi-Benefit Integration Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance and Revenue (cont.)</td>
<td>Create a shared strategic pooled money account that pre-funds avoidance/mitigation solutions for O&amp;M impacts on current and future flood facilities</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not Place-Based Based with Local Effects</td>
<td>State-Led Systemwide Actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance and Revenue (cont.)</td>
<td>Create a strategic pooled money account that provides funds for land stewardship activities at current and future flood-related mitigation areas in perpetuity</td>
<td>■ ■</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td>Place-Based with Local Effects</td>
<td>State-Led Systemwide Actions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Contribution to CVFPP Goals:**
- ■ = significant contribution
- □ = potential contribution

**Key:**
- CVFPP = Central Valley Flood Protection Plan
- FEMA = Federal Emergency Management Agency
- O&M = Operations and Maintenance
- SPFC = State Plan of Flood Control

**Other Fields:**
- ■ = applies
- Blank = not applicable
Table 2-3 describes the potential linkages between management actions that are required to maximize benefits or support implementation. For each management action category/subcategory, it lists other management action categories/subcategories that may be required to maximize potential benefits or alleviate some implementation challenges. This table was developed based on input generated from the community and integration workshops, which appears in Appendix B.

### Table 2-3. Linkage between Management Actions Required to Maximize Benefits and/or Support Implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category/Subcategory</th>
<th>Links to Maximize Potential Benefits and/or Alleviate Implementation Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additional Storage</td>
<td>Storage Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Modifications – Bypasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Modifications – Levees/Floodwalls/Hydraulic Structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Modifications – Setback Levees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Modifications – Ring Levees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operations and Maintenance – Vegetation Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ecosystem Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Floodplain Management – Floodproofing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Floodplain Management – Easements/Acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir Storage</td>
<td>Storage Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Modifications – Levees/Floodwalls/Hydraulic Structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operations and Maintenance – Reduce Flow Constrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Operations</td>
<td>System Modifications – Levees/Floodwalls/Hydraulic Structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operations and Maintenance – Reduce Flow Constrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category/ Subcategory</td>
<td>Links to Maximize Potential Benefits and/or Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bypasses</strong></td>
<td>System Modifications – Levees/Floodwalls/Hydraulic Structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Modifications – Setback Levees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operations and Maintenance – Vegetation Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operations and Maintenance – Reduce Flow Constrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operations and Maintenance – Dredging and Clearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ecosystem Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Floodplain Management – Easements/Acquisitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>System Modifications</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Levees/ Floodwalls/ Hydraulic Structures</strong></td>
<td>Operations and Maintenance – Dredging and Clearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Floodplain Management – Easements/Acquisitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Setback Levees</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operations and Maintenance – Vegetation Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operations and Maintenance – Dredging and Clearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ecosystem Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Floodplain Management – Easements/Acquisitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ring Levees</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operations and Maintenance – Vegetation Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Floodplain Management – Floodproofing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Floodplain Management – Easements/Acquisitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Floodplain Management – Risk Awareness/Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disaster Preparedness and Flood Warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flood Fighting, Emergency Response and Flood Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2-3. Linkage between Management Actions Required to Maximize Benefits and/or Support Implementation (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category/ Subcategory</th>
<th>Links to Maximize Potential Benefits and/or Alleviate Implementation Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vegetation Management</td>
<td>Operations and Maintenance – Reduce Flow Constrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operations and Maintenance – Dredging and Clearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operations and Maintenance – Inspections/Encroachments/Penetritions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ecosystem Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flood Fighting, Emergency Response and Flood Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations and Maintenance</td>
<td>Operations and Maintenance – Dredging and Clearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ecosystem Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce Flow Constrictions</td>
<td>Operations and Maintenance – Dredging and Clearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ecosystem Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dredging and Clearing</td>
<td>Ecosystem Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspections/ Encroachments/ Penetrations</td>
<td>Disaster Preparedness and Flood Warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flood Fighting, Emergency Response, and Flood Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecosystem Functions</td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2-3. Linkage between Management Actions Required to Maximize Benefits and/or Support Implementation (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category/ Subcategory</th>
<th>Links to Maximize Potential Benefits and/or Alleviate Implementation Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Floodplain Management</td>
<td>Floodplain Management – Risk Awareness/Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disaster Preparedness and Flood Warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flood Fighting, Emergency Response, and Flood Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easements/ Acquisitions</td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk awareness/ Insurance</td>
<td>Disaster Preparedness and Flood Warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flood Fighting, Emergency Response, and Flood Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disaster Preparedness and Flood Warning</td>
<td>Flood Fighting, Emergency Response, and Flood Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood Fighting, Emergency Response, and Flood Recovery</td>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
<td>Permitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permitting</td>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.0 Next Steps for Management Actions

The next phases of CVFPP development – Phases 3 and 4 – will focus on developing regional and systemwide solution sets, respectively. This chapter describes the next steps in developing management actions and combining them to support formulation of regional and systemwide solutions to achieve CVFPP goals and objectives.

3.1 Further Development and Refinement

Data, technical analyses, and continued input from plan development partners are critical elements for further developing and refining the management actions presented in this document. The conceptual nature of management actions at this stage of CVFPP development calls for additional technical details that will help to identify where and how actions can be applied within the Systemwide Planning Area to achieve CVFPP goals. At the same time, work groups and partner agencies will provide important guidance and knowledge needed to determine local and regional applicability of management actions.

The approaches for further refining and analyzing management actions will differ depending on an action’s scope and the extent of its effects:

- **Place-Based Management Actions with Systemwide Effects** – DWR may conduct technical analyses using available topographic, hydrologic, hydraulic, and other mapping information to identify opportunities to implement these types of actions in the SPFC and Systemwide planning areas. Such analyses would help identify potential locations for certain actions and their potential magnitude and scale, as well as the likely effects or outcomes associated with each. Management actions considered for these types of technical analyses may include those related to:
  - Reservoir storage expansion and operations modification
  - Transitory storage expansion
  - Bypass expansion
  - Floodway expansion
  - Habitat restoration
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• **Place-Based Management Actions with Local Effects** – DWR may conduct technical analyses using available population, land use, floodplain extent and depth, and other mapping information to evaluate the level of flood risk experienced by different areas within the SPFC Planning Area and determine the management actions that could be used to reduce these risks. The process will include delineation of subregions within the SPFC Planning Area with common protection facilities and flooding mechanisms. Each subregion’s characteristics that affect which management actions are suitable for application will likely be assessed, including:
  - Flooding mechanism
  - Flood depth and frequency
  - Performance of existing flood protection facilities
  - Population at risk
  - Property and infrastructure at risk
  - Habitat restoration opportunities

• **Not Place-Based Management Actions** – DWR may convene topic-specific work groups and workshops to solicit input from subject-matter experts, partners, interested parties, and the public related to specific implementation details for management actions that would modify policies, regulations, or institutional processes. Types of actions targeted for additional development may include:
  - Flood insurance reform
  - Designated floodway update
  - Financing structure
  - Regional permitting processes
  - Criteria for levels of protection in urban and other areas

### 3.2 Regional and Systemwide Solution Sets

Work planned for Phases 3 and 4 of CVFPP development will produce an array of solution sets incorporating various combinations of management actions for inclusion in the 2012 CVFPP. During Phase 3, the management actions will be combined on a regional basis. In Phase 4, the regional solution sets will be integrated and refined to form comprehensive, systemwide solution sets.
An array of solution sets will be developed to capture a broad range of potential flood management actions and approaches. Each solution set will have a different focus or approach for addressing problems and opportunities, and will be populated with different combinations of management actions. These solution sets are intended to represent bookends of the possible range of benefits, costs, and impacts. Findings from the evaluation and comparison of solution sets will be presented in the 2012 CVFPP to:

- Inform the Board, its partners, and local decision-makers of the merits of different approaches.
- Help formulate State priorities and decision-making criteria related to future flood management improvements for inclusion in an implementation framework for the CVFPP.
- Suggest actions that would be common to any flood management approach for immediate implementation following adoption of the 2012 CVFPP.
- Identify actions that show potential to provide significant systemwide flood benefits (such as new or modified bypasses) for detailed (feasibility level) study by DWR between 2012 and the 2017 CVFPP update.
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4.0 References

The references shown below apply to the full Management Actions Report and its appendices. Many of these sources or materials were identified by Phase 1 and Phase 2 work group members or Phase 2 workshop participants in support of specific management actions that have been identified.
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California Government Code § 65865.5, 65962, 66474.5; California Government Code § 65007(k);


DWR. See California Department of Water Resources.
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OES. See Governor’s Office of Emergency Services.


5.0 Acronyms and Abbreviations

AB..............................Assembly Bill
Board.........................Central Valley Flood Protection Board (formerly the
                             Reclamation Board)
CEQA........................California Environmental Quality Act
CVFED .......................Central Valley Floodplain Evaluation and Delineation
CVFPP .......................Central Valley Flood Protection Plan
CWC..........................California Water Code
DWR..........................California Department of Water Resources
FloodSAFE .................FloodSAFE California
LFPZ.........................Levee Flood Protection Zone
MAR.........................Management Actions Report
SB..............................Senate Bill
SPFC.........................State Plan of Flood Control
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6.0 Program Glossary

100-year flood event The flood having a 1-in-100 (1 percent) chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year. A structure located within a special flood hazard area shown on a National Flood Insurance Program map has a 26% chance of suffering flood damage during the term of a 30 year mortgage.


200-year floodplain An area that has a 1-in-200 (0.5 percent) chance of flooding in any given year, based on hydrological modeling and other engineering criteria accepted by the Department of Water Resources.

California Government Code Section 65300.2(a)

200-year flood event A flood event with a 1-in-200 (0.5 percent) chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year.

500-year floodplain An area that has a 1-in-500 (0.2 percent) chance of flooding in any given year, based on hydrological modeling and other engineering criteria accepted by the Department of Water Resources.

agricultural stewardship A public and private commitment to manage and preserve the resources and the conditions necessary for a robust and sustainable agricultural industry in California.
**adaptive management**  
A scientific approach to resource management that rigorously combines management, monitoring and research to effectively manage complex ecosystems in the face of uncertainty. Adaptive management tackles uncertainty about the system head-on by identifying clear objectives, developing conceptual models of the system, identifying areas of uncertainty and alternative hypotheses, testing critical assumptions, monitoring to provide feedback about the system and actions, learning from the system as actions are taken to manage it, and incorporating what is learned into future actions.

*U.S. Geological Survey*  
*Designing Monitoring Programs in an Adaptive Management Context for Regional Multiple Species Conservation Plans*

**anadromous fish**  
Fish that spend a part of their life cycle in the sea and return to freshwater to spawn.

**annual pass rate**  
The percentage (on an annual basis) of levees that pass inspections according to Federal and State levee standards (e.g., maintenance, encroachment, etc.).

**beneficiary**  
Partners, interested parties and the general public who receive benefit from a flood management project.

**Central Valley Flood Protection Board**  
The Central Valley Flood Protection Board (formerly The Reclamation Board) was created by the California Legislature in 1911 to carry out a comprehensive flood control plan for the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers. The Board has jurisdiction throughout the Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley, which is synonymous with the drainage basins of the Central Valley and includes the Sacramento-San Joaquin Drainage District.
Central Valley Flood Management Planning Program (CVFMP) The CVFMP is one program within FloodSAFE California, a multi-year initiative led and managed by the California Department of Water Resources. Primary products of the CVFMP Program are the State Plan of Flood Control Descriptive Document, the State Plan of Flood Control History Document, the Flood Control System Status Report, and the Central Valley Flood Protection Plan (CVFPP).

Central Valley Flood Protection Plan The CVFPP is a State plan that will describe the challenges, opportunities, and a vision for improving integrated flood management in the Central Valley. The CVFPP will document the current and future risks associated with flooding and recommend improvements to the State-federal flood protection system to reduce the occurrence of major flooding and the consequence of flood damage that could result. The plan will be submitted to the Central Valley Flood Protection Board by January 1, 2012, for adoption by the following July, and will be updated every five years.

Central Valley Floodplain Evaluation and Delineation Program The CVFED is one program within FloodSAFE California, a multi-year initiative led and managed by the California Department of Water Resources. The purpose of the CVFED Program is to provide the building blocks in terms of standards, methodologies, and tools needed for floodplain assessments for FloodSAFE programs consistent with U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Federal Emergency Management Agency assessment needs. The primary products of the CVFED Program are the topography, hydraulic models, and multiple floodplain delineations associated with the State Plan of Flood Control.

conveyance capacity The maximum rate of flowing water, usually expressed in cubic feet per second (cfs), that a river, canal, or bypass can receive without exceeding a threshold value such as flood stage, or the freeboard distance from the top of a levee.

CVFMP Forum Valley-wide or regional conference-style public meetings with presentations, workshops, panel discussions, and information booths. These forums are the primary venue for engaging a wide array of interests in discussing draft plan content and
gauging agreement, and fostering information-sharing about regional and system-wide flood management challenges and potential solutions. Related FloodSAFE projects and programs will also use CVFMP Forums to engage interested parties efficiently.

**CVFPP Work Group** Place-based (e.g. regional) and subject-based (e.g. topic) work groups chartered to develop content and content recommendations for the CVFPP. Work groups are integral parts for developing a broadly-supported CVFPP that reflects the State, federal, tribal, local, regional perspectives, and subject-matter expertise.

**design discharge (flow)** The rate of flowing water, usually measured in cubic feet per second (cfs) associated with the water surface profile or water level for which a flood management project was designed.

**design flood** Means the selected flood against which protection is provided, or eventually will be provided, by means of flood protective or control works. When a federal survey has been authorized the design flood will be determined by the appropriate federal agency and in all other cases it will be determined by the responsible local agency. It is the basis for design and operation of a particular project after full consideration of flood characteristics, frequencies, and potentials and economic and other practical considerations.

*California Water Code Section 8402(e)*

**design standard** Minimum acceptable requirements for designed construction of flood management facilities (levees, control structures, etc.) when the infrastructure was constructed. Design standards can change over time due to the improved understanding of risk factors; the additions and changes in regulations and law; and social values and benefit considerations. In some cases, design standards today are different than when much of the SPFC facilities were constructed.
designated floodway Means the channel of a stream and that portion of the adjoining flood plain required to reasonably provide for the construction of a project for passage of the design flood including the lands necessary for construction of project levees.

*California Water Code Section 8402(f)*

developed area An area of a community that is:

A. A primarily urbanized, built-up area that is a minimum of 20 contiguous acres, has basic urban infrastructure, including roads, utilities, communications, and public facilities, to sustain industrial, residential, and commercial activities, and

1. Within which 75 percent or more of the parcels, tracts, or lots contain commercial, industrial, or residential structures or uses; or

2. Is a single parcel, tract, or lot in which 75 percent of the area contains existing commercial or industrial structures or uses; or

3. Is a subdivision developed at a density of at least two residential structures per acre within which 75 percent or more of the lots contain existing residential structures at the time the designation is adopted.

B. Undeveloped parcels, tracts, or lots, the combination of which is less than 20 acres and contiguous on at least 3 sides to areas meeting the criteria of paragraph (a) at the time the designation is adopted.

C. A subdivision that is a minimum of 20 contiguous acres that has obtained all necessary government approvals, provided that the actual “start of construction” of structures has occurred on at least 10 percent of the lots or remaining lots of a subdivision or 10 percent of the maximum building coverage or remaining building coverage allowed for a single lot subdivision at the time the designation is adopted and construction of structures is underway. Residential subdivisions must meet
the density criteria in paragraph (a)(3). (Section 59.1 of Title 44 of the Code of Federal regulations)

California Government Code Section 65007 (c)

**ecosystem** An ecosystem consists of all the organisms in a given area interacting with the physical environment. The biotic and physical components in an ecosystem are interdependent, frequently with complex feedback loops. The physical components that sustain the biota of an ecosystem include but may not be limited to the soil or substrate, topographic relief and aspect, the atmosphere, weather and climate, hydrology, geomorphic processes, the nutrient regime, and the salinity regime.

**ecosystem rehabilitation** A practice where an ecosystem, that has been degraded or disturbed by a specific human action, is changed to an improved state that is not necessarily the pre-action "natural" state but is defined by providing the basic hydrogeomorphic and ecological processes that support a functioning ecosystem.

**ecosystem restoration** A practice where an ecosystem, that has been degraded or disturbed by a specific human action or natural process, is restored to mimic, as closely as possible through the restoration of critical natural processes, conditions which would occur in an area in the absence of human changes to the landscape and hydrology.

**ecosystem services** Ecosystem services emanate from a functioning ecosystem and are the beneficial outcomes for the natural environment or for people that result from ecosystem functions. Some examples of ecosystem services are support of the food chain, harvesting of animals or plants, clean water, or scenic views. In order for an ecosystem to provide services to humans, some interaction with, or at least some appreciation by, humans is required.

DFG, California Wildlife Action Plan, 2004

**encroachment** Any obstruction or physical intrusion by construction of works or devices, planting or removal of vegetation, or by whatever means for any purpose,
into any of the following: (1) any flood control project works; (2) the waterway area of the project; (3) the area covered by an adopted plan of flood control; or (4) any area outside the above limits, if the encroachment could affect any of the above."

*California Code of Regulations Title 23: Section 12899(b)*

**environmental stewardship** A commitment to responsibly manage and protect natural resources (water, air, land, plants and animals), and ecosystems in a functional and sustainable manner that ensures they are available for future generations.

*California Department of Water Resources Policy Paper: Environmental Stewardship DRAFT 2000-03-25*

**essential public facilities** Public facilities include, but not limited to, hospitals and health care facilities, emergency shelters, fire stations, emergency command centers, and emergency communications facilities.

*California Government Code Section 65302*

**feasible** Capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account economic, environmental, legal, social, and technological factors.

*California Water Code Section 8307*

**FloodSAFE California** DWR’s multi-faceted initiative launched in 2006 to improve public safety through integrated flood management and reduce potential flood damages in the state’s highest risk areas. Although led at the state level and initially funded by proposition 1E and 84 bond money, FloodSAFE implementation relies on the cooperation and assistance of federal partners, Tribal entities, local sponsors and other stakeholders. The FloodSAFE vision is a sustainable integrated flood management and emergency response system throughout California that improves public safety, protects and enhances environmental and cultural resources, and supports economic growth by reducing the probability of destructive floods, promoting beneficial floodplain processes, and lowering the damages caused by flooding.

*DWR, Draft FloodSAFE Strategic Plan, June 2008.*
**flood basin**  A bowl-shaped, natural landform that historically or presently receives and retains floodwaters, or an engineered floodwater detention basin, excavated below grade or surrounded by levees.

**flood bypass**  An engineered wide and shallow channel or confined floodplain, usually flanked by levees, that receives flood waters to reduce the amount of flow in a river or stream.

**flood corridor**  A passage way for flood flows including but not limited to bypass systems, channels, levee systems, floodplain easements, culverts, floodwalls, or a combination thereof.

**Flood Control System Status Report**  A report that will provide an assessment of the status of the facilities included in the State Plan of Flood Control (SPFC) Descriptive Document, identify deficiencies, and make recommendations for improvement. This report will be revised as needed.

**flood damages**  All damages caused by a flood including physical damage, loss of life, and economic damage.

DWR, Draft FloodSAFE Strategic Plan, June 2008

**flood hazard zone**  An area subject to flooding that is delineated as either a special hazard area or an area of moderate hazard on an official flood insurance rate map issued by the Federal Emergency Management Agency. The identification of flood hazard zones does not imply that areas outside the flood hazard zones, or uses permitted within flood hazard zones, will be free from flooding or flood damage.

California Government Code Section 65007(d)

**flood management**  The use of comprehensive methods to manage flood flows, providing multiple benefits in addition to protecting people and property.

DWR, Draft FloodSAFE Strategic Plan, June 2008

**flood management system**  Refers the structural elements to employed to convey flood flows within the CVFPP Planning Area, including facilities of the State Plan of Flood Control, flood control reservoirs, and non-project levees.
flood prone areas  Areas are subject to flooding.

flood protection  Methods or structural measures used to mitigate flooding or reduce flooding hazards and risks.

*Delta Protection Commission, Management Plan Update Compiled Draft Management Plan Glossary November 2009*

flood risk  The probability of flooding combined with negative outcomes that could result when flooding occurs.

floodplain  An area adjacent to a stream or river that experiences occasional or periodic flooding.

*DWR, Draft FloodSAFE Strategic Plan, June 2008*

floodplain management  A decision-making process whose goal is to achieve appropriate use of the nation's floodplains. Appropriate use is any activity or set of activities that is compatible with the risk to natural resources and human resources. The operation of an overall program of corrective and preventive measures for reducing flood damage, including but not limited to watershed management, emergency preparedness plans, flood control works, and floodplain management regulations.


floodway, state-designated  The channel of a stream and that portion of the adjoining floodplain required to reasonably provide for the construction of a project for passage of the design flood including the lands necessary for construction of project levee that are regulated by the Central Valley Protection Board.

freeboard  A factor of safety usually expressed in feet above a flood level for purposes of floodplain management. "Freeboard" tends to compensate for the many unknown factors that could contribute to flood heights greater than the height calculated for a selected size flood and floodway conditions, such as wave action, bridge openings, and the hydrological effect of urbanization of the watershed.

http://www.fema.gov/plan/prevent/floodplain/nfipkeywords/freeboard.shtm
geomorphology, fluvial  Geomorphology is the study of the characteristics, origins, and development of landforms. Fluvial geomorphology is the study of landforms and channel types created by flowing water and the transport of rocks and sediment by water flow.

goals  In the planning process for the CVFPP, goals describe “what” the CVFPP will accomplish. Goals are the broad and enduring values, and direction or desired conditions we want to achieve, without prescribing or suggesting specific actions to achieve them.

CVFPP Interim Progress Summary No. 1 April 2010

headcut erosion  A headcut is the sudden change in elevation or knickpoint at the leading edge of a gully.

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service

integrated flood management  An approach to dealing with flood risk that recognizes the interconnection of flood management actions within broader water resources management and land use planning; the value of coordinating across geographic and agency boundaries; the need to evaluate opportunities and potential impacts from a system perspective; and the importance of environmental stewardship and sustainability.

DWR, Draft FloodSAFE Strategic Plan, June 2008

interest-based group  A collection of individuals and/or organizations with common interests in the activities and actions anticipated by the CVFPP.

local jurisdiction  Means a city, city and county, or county.

legacy community  A rural community that is registered as a Historic District by either a state or federal entity.

Levee Flood Protection Zone  An area that is protected, as determined by the Central Valley Flood Protection Board or the Department of Water Resources, by a levee that is part of the facilities of the State Plan of Flood Control, as defined under Section 5096.805 of the Public Resources Code.

California Government Code Section 65300.2(b)
Local Maintaining Agencies   Local Maintaining Agency means any city, county, district or other political subdivision of the state which is authorized to maintain levees. The California Department of Water Resources maintains levees pursuant to California Water Code Sections 8361 and 12878, but is not considered a Local Maintaining Agency.

Moderate Flood Hazard Area   Flood hazard area, as identified on the Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM), labeled Zone B or Zone X (shaded), are the areas between the limits of the base flood and the 0.2% annual chance or a 500-year flood.


natural floodplain processes   Processes in a floodplain existing in or produced by nature (rather than by the intent of human beings) e.g. periodic flooding and accompanying deposition of sediment in a floodplain.

natural processes   Processes existing in or produced by nature (rather than by the intent of human beings) e.g. dynamic hydrologic, geomorphic, and biological processes.

neotropical migratory bird   Refers to migratory birds from the neotropic ecozone that includes the Mexican lowlands, Central and South America, the Caribbean islands and southern Florida.

non-project levee   Any levee that is not part of the State Plan of Flood Control (WC 9602(c)) or other State-federal flood protection facilities. Non- Project levees are typically privately owned or under the authority of a local levee district.1

nonstructural improvement   Are projects that are intended to reduce or eliminate susceptibility to flooding by preserving or increasing the flood-carrying capacity of floodways, and include such measures as levees, setback levees, floodproofing structures, and zoning, designating or acquiring flood prone areas.

  California Water Code Section 79068(a)
non-urbanized area A developed area or an area outside a developed area in which there are fewer than 10,000 residents.

*California Government Code 65007(e)*

**objective** Collectively, objectives are intended to define the overall accomplishments of the 2012 CVFPP. The objectives are not specific actions to achieve the goals, but rather quantitative overall measures of success of the plan.

*CVFPP Interim Progress Summary No. 1 April 2010*

**objective flow** Pertains to flows in specific reaches of a river based on local conditions, and are established through coordination with local entities. An objective flow is intended to reflect non-damaging conditions. These conditions may include levee stability and seepage, riparian growth, and adjacent land uses.

*Post-Flood Assessment Sacramento and San Joaquin River Basins Comprehensive Study May 2004, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers*

**objective release** The maximum allowable, non-flood damaging outflow from a dam as specified in the facility’s Water Control Plan. Operators manage releases to maintain flood management space at the same time considering downstream conditions. These considerations may include levee seepage, erosion, and/or strength, and channel capacity. Additionally, the operators consider the impact of flow fluctuations on fish spawning habitat.

*Post-Flood Assessment Sacramento and San Joaquin River Basins Comprehensive Study May 2004, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers*

**operations and maintenance** Refers to the effort that must be expended to keep project facilities in good working condition so they continue to operate as designed – wear and tear on facilities that are not adequately maintained can reduce their capacity or make them more vulnerable to failure.

**project levee** Any levee that is part of the facilities of the State Plan of Flood Control.

*California Water Code 9602 (c)*
**partner** Individuals, organizations and/or agencies with direct responsibilities for activities and actions anticipated by the CVFPP.

**principle** While goals provide direction on “what” the CVFPP will accomplish, planning principles provide guidance on “how” the CVFPP will be developed and implemented, consistent with the FloodSAFE guiding principles. Initial planning principles for the CVFPP have been grouped into three broad categories: Flood Risk Management, Environmental Stewardship, and Integration and Coordination.

CVFPP Interim Progress Summary No. 1 April 2010

**public agency** Any city, city and county, county, or district organized, existing, and acting pursuant to the laws of this state.

*California Water Code Section 8402(d)*

**public safety** Involves the prevention of and protection from events that could endanger the safety of the general public from significant danger, injury/harm, or damage, such as natural and man-made disasters.

**public safety infrastructure** Means public safety infrastructure necessary to respond to a flood emergency, including, but not limited to, street and highway evacuation routes, medical care facilities, and public utilities necessary for public health and safety, including drinking water and wastewater treatment facilities.

*California Water Code Section 12646 (d)*

**rehabilitation** To restore a facility or system (either natural or manmade) to its former condition.

**repair** Activities necessary to maintain the functionality of flood management systems that have deteriorated over time and/or do not meet current design standards.

**residual risk** Residual risk is the portion of flood risk that remains after a flood control structure or works has been built. Risk remains because the likelihood of the completed works’ design could be surpassed by a intensity of a flood event, resulting in structural failure.
restrictive zone  Means the portion of the natural floodway between the limits of the designated floodway and the limits of the flood plain where inundation may occur but where depths and velocities are generally low.

California Water Code Section 8402(g)

restore/restoration  The implementation of an action(s) to reestablish or put back something that once existed, but is no longer there, to its original condition.

ring levees  Levees that completely encircle or “ring” an area subject to inundation from all directions.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Design and Construction of Levees, EM 1110-2-1913

riparian area  Riparian areas are transitional between terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems and are distinguished by gradients in biophysical conditions, ecological processes, and biota. They are areas through which surface and subsurface hydrology connect water bodies with their adjacent uplands. They include those portions of terrestrial ecosystems that significantly influence exchanges of energy and matter with aquatic ecosystems (i.e., a zone of influence). Riparian areas are adjacent to perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral streams, lakes, and estuarine-marine shorelines.

rural community  A city, town, or settlement outside of urban and urbanizing areas with expected population less than 10,000 within the next ten years.

Sacramento-San Joaquin Drainage (SSJD) District  Comprises more than 1.9 million acres in the Central Valley generally along and adjacent to the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers. SSJD District was created in 1913 by the California Legislature to allow survey work and the collection of data of the San Joaquin and Sacramento rivers and tributaries to prepare a report to the Central Valley Flood Protection Board to further the Board’s plans for controlling the floodwaters of the rivers, improve and preserve navigation, and the reclamation and protection of the lands that are susceptible to overflow from those
rivers and their tributaries. The District’s management and control is vested in the Central Valley Flood Protection Board, and according to the Statute, the District can “acquire, own, hold, use, and enjoy any and all properties necessary for the purposes of the District.”


Sacramento-San Joaquin River Flood Management System The Sacramento-San Joaquin River Flood Management System comprises all of the following: (a) The facilities of the State Plan of Flood Control as that plan may be amended by the Central Valley Flood Protection Board; (b) Any existing dam, levee, or other flood management facility that is not part of the State Plan of Flood Control if the board determines, upon recommendation of the department, that the facility does one or more of the following: (1) Provides significant systemwide benefits for managing flood risks within the Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley. (2) Includes project levees that protect a contiguous urban area of 10,000 or more residents within the Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley.

California Water Code Sections 9602 and 9611

Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley Lands in the bed or along or near the banks of the Sacramento River or San Joaquin River, or their tributaries or connected therewith, or upon any land adjacent thereto, or within the overflow basins thereof, or upon land susceptible to overflow there from. The Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley does not include lands lying within the Tulare Lake basin, including the Kings River.

California Government Code Section 65007(g)
safe harbor agreements  Safe Harbor Agreements encourage landowners to voluntarily enhance and maintain habitat for listed species on their properties by providing assurances that the regulatory agency will not impose additional restrictions because of their voluntary conservation actions. The regulatory agency authorizes incidental-take coverage for routine and ongoing activities on the property. This assures the landowner that they will be able to continue their routine and ongoing activities, despite the presence of listed species. In addition, the regulatory agency authorizes the landowner to return the property to pre-agreement conditions (baseline conditions). In other words, a landowner can create habitat for a listed species, and then remove the created habitat at the end of the Agreement if they choose to do so. Safe Harbor Agreements cannot authorize incidental take for a landowner to go below baseline conditions.

Adapted from: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Sacramento Office
http://www.fws.gov/sacramento/partnerships/safe_harbor.htm

shaded riverine aquatic cover  A nearshore aquatic area occurring at the interface between a river (or stream) and adjacent woody riparian habitat.

Special Flood Hazard Area  Flood hazard area identified on the Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) defined as the area that will be inundated by the flood event having a 1% chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year. The 1% annual chance flood is also referred to as the base flood or 100-year flood. SFHAs are labeled as Zone A, Zone AO, Zone AH, Zones A1-A30, Zone AE, Zone A99, Zone AR, Zone AR/AE, Zone AR/OO, Zone AR/A1-A30, Zone AR/A, Zone V, Zone VE, and Zones V1-V30.

Federal Emergency Management Agency,
State Plan of Flood Control Means the state and federal flood control works, lands, programs, plans, policies, conditions, and mode of maintenance and operations of the Sacramento River Flood Control Project Described in Section 8350 of the California Water Code (CWC), and of flood control projects in the Sacramento River and San Joaquin River watersheds authorized pursuant to Article 2 (commencing with Section 12648) of Chapter 2 of Part 6 of Division 6 for which the Board or the Department has provided the assurances of nonfederal cooperation to the United States, and those facilities identified in CWC Section 8361.

California Water Code Section 9110 (f)

State Plan of Flood Control Planning Area The State Plan of Flood Control (SPFC) Planning Area is the geographic area that includes the lands currently receiving flood damage reduction benefits from the SPFC. The SPFC Planning Area is completely contained within the Systemwide Planning Area.

structural improvements Are projects that are intended to modify flood patterns and rely primarily on constructed components and include such measures as levees, floodwalls, and improved channels.

California Water Code Section 79068(b)

sustainability A project is “sustainable” when it is socially, environmentally, and financially feasible for an enduring period.

system Refers to the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Flood Management System, as described in Section 9611 of the California Water Code.

systemwide Referring to the scale of an entire system, e.g. the flood management system within Sacramento-San Joaquin River Flood Management System.

Systemwide Planning Area The Systemwide Planning Area (SPA) is the geographic area that encompasses lands receiving flood damage reduction benefits from the existing facilities and operation of the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Flood Management System.
**transitory storage**  The temporary and periodic storage of peak flood flows from adjacent rivers or waterways through the modification of certain floodplain areas acquired through easement or fee title.

**Tulare Lake Basin**  Refers to the Tulare Lake Hydrologic Region as defined in the California Water plan Update 2009, prepared by the Department of Water Resources pursuant to Chapter 1 (commencing with Section 10004) of Part 1.5 of Division 6 of the Water Code.

California Government Code Section 65007(i)

**upgrade of a project levee**  Installing a levee underseepage control system, increasing the height or bulk of a levee, installing a slurry wall or sheet pile into the levee, rebuilding a levee because of internal geotechnical flaws, or adding a stability berm. Notwithstanding the above definition, an upgrade of a project levee does not include any action undertaken on an emergency basis.

California Water Code Section 9651(h)

**urban area**  A developed area in which there are 10,000 residents or more.

California Government Code Section 65007(j)

**urbanizing area**  A developed area or an area outside a developed area that is planned or anticipated to have 10,000 residents or more within the next 10 years.

California Government Code Section 65007(k)

**urban level of flood protection**  Level of protection that is necessary to withstand flooding that has a 1-in-200 chance of occurring in any given year using criteria consistent with, or developed by, the Department of Water Resources.

California Government Code Section 65007(l) and Water Code Section 9602(i)
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Connelly, Mark – San Joaquin County Flood Management Division

Darsie, Bill – KSN, Inc.

Dell’Osso, Susan – Reclamation District 2062, River Islands

Dudley, Chuck – Yolo County Farm Bureau

Edell, Stuart – Butte County Public Works

Edgar, Bill – Sutter Butte Flood Control Agency

Edwards, Doug – U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Ellis, Tom – Sacramento West Side Levee District, Colusa Basin landowners, Colusa County Farm Bureau Board of Directors

Encinas, Maria – City of Patterson/Stanislaus County

Evoy-Mount, Matilda – U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Fiack, Linda – former Delta Protection Commission Executive Director

Fua, Dan – Central Valley Flood Protection Board

Fujitsubo, Miki – U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Gau, Tom – San Joaquin County

Ghelfi, Pete – Sacramento Area Flood Control Agency
Ginney, Eric – PWA, Ltd., Environmental Hydrology & Geomorphology

Greco, Steve – University of California, Davis

Green, Sarge – California Water Institute, California State University, Fresno

Hardesty, Mike – Reclamation District 2068/2098, California Central Valley Flood Control Association

Heringer, Les – Sacramento Valley Landowners Association

Hildebrand, Mary – San Joaquin farm Bureau, South Delta Water Agency, California Central Valley Flood Control Association

Hill, Reggie – Lower San Joaquin Levee District

Hobbs, Jennifer – U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Hobgood, Gary – California Department of Fish and Game

Indrieri, Ashley – Family Water Alliance

Jacobs, Kellie – Merced County

Karvonen, Tom – U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Kauffman, Kevin – Stockton East Water District

Koehler, Dave – San Joaquin River Parkway and Conservation Trust

Kulakow, Robin – Yolo Basin Foundation

Labrie, Gilbert – Brannan-Andrus Levee Maintenance District, Reclamation Districts 2067, 407, and 317

Lakeman, Jerry – Fresno Metropolitan Flood Control District

Larrabee, Jason – Larrabee Farms

Larsen, Eric – University of California, Davis

Lasko, Gena – California Department of Fish and Game

Linhart, John – Glenn County Planning and Public Works Agency
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Lloyd, Larry – Sutter County Resource Conservation District./Yuba County Resource Conservation District

Lorenzato, Stefan – Yolo County Flood Control and Water Conservation District

Luce, Bill – Friant Water Authority

Machado, Mike – Delta Protection Commission

Martin, Mari – Resource Management Coalition

Massa, Jr., Eugene – Colusa Basin Drainage District

Matella, Mary – American Rivers

Matsumoto, Sandi – The Nature Conservancy

McIlroy, Sarah – Stantec Consulting

Medders, Karen – North Delta Community Area Residents for Environmental Sustainability

Moroney, Kelly – U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Neudeck, Chris – KSN, Inc

Ohlin, Ernie – Water Resources for Tehama County

Peterson, Dave – San Joaquin Area Flood Control Agency

Puckett, Sarah – Natural Heritage Institute

Rentner, Julie – River Partners

Robinson, Jerry – San Joaquin Farm Bureau Federation

Romero, Paul – Flood Plain Management Division

Roscoe, Terry – California Department of Fish and Game

Roseman, Jesse – Tuolumne River Trust

Rothert, Steve – American Rivers

Sakato, Max – Reclamation District 1500 and California Central Valley Flood Control Association
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# Table of Contents

## 1.0 Additional Floodplain and Reservoir Storage

- **MA-001**: Enlarge existing transitory floodplain storage
- **MA-002**: Construct new transitory floodplain storage
- **MA-003**: Increase on-stream flood storage capacity by building new storage facilities
- **MA-004**: Update/modify/replace existing flood storage facilities
- **MA-006**: Increase flood control allocation by expanding existing, on-stream reservoirs
- **MA-007**: Increase foothill and upper watershed storage
- **MA-008**: Increase flood control allocation by using spillway surcharge
- **MA-009**: Increase flood control allocation by expanding existing, or building, new off-stream storage

## 2.0 Storage Operations

- **MA-011**: Establish partnerships to coordinate flood management structure operations
- **MA-012**: Increase flood management flexibility through modifications to the magnitude/timing of flood reservations in reservoirs
- **MA-013**: Increase flood management flexibility through modifications to objective release schedules at flood management reservoirs
- **MA-014**: Increase flood management flexibility by implementing conjunctive use programs at flood management reservoirs
- **MA-067**: Implement advanced weather forecast-based operations to increase reservoir management flexibility

## 3.0 Flood Protection System Modification

- **MA-016**: Improve conveyance by addressing flow constrictions
- **MA-017**: Increase capacity of existing bypasses
- **MA-018**: Modify existing weirs, overflows, or relief structures to improve flood system performance
- **MA-019**: Construct new bypasses to improve flood system performance
- **MA-020**: Construct new levees to provide flood protection to additional areas potentially affected by flooding
- **MA-021**: Raise levees to improve flood system performance
- **MA-022**: Construct setback levees
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MA-023: Construct ring levees
MA-024: Improve structural performance and resilience of existing levees
MA-087: Construct closure structures
MA-088: Remove and/or deauthorize disconnected, redundant, and nonfunctional facilities of the SPFC

4.0 Operations and Maintenance
MA-029: Restore channel form and function to improve O&M and facilitate flood damage reduction
MA-030: Perform clearing and snagging within channels
MA-031: Perform dredging to remove sediment from channels
MA-032: Reuse excess materials derived from channel maintenance
MA-033: Develop regional channel vegetation management plans
MA-034: Develop an improved encroachment management program endorsed by the State
MA-035: Improve administration and oversight of levee penetrations
MA-036: Improve interior drainage
MA-037: Protect vulnerable levees and banks through stabilization and erosion repairs
MA-038: Revise O&M manuals to be consistent with new and current policies that support multi-benefits of the flood system
MA-083: Effectively maintain, operate, and rehabilitate closure structures
MA-089: Develop and/or implement structure rehabilitation and repair program
MA-103: Develop long-term sustainable and implementable Levee Vegetation Management Strategy

5.0 Ecosystem Functions
MA-039: Manage runoff through watershed management
MA-042: Remove unnatural hard points within and along channels
MA-043: Develop hazardous waste and materials management protocols to identify, contain, and remediate potential water quality hazards within floodplains
MA-044: Operate reservoirs with flood reservation space to more closely approximate natural flow regimes
MA-045: Reduce the incidence of invasive species in the flood management system
MA-046: Remove barriers to fish passage
MA-047: Setback levees to connect rivers to floodplains
MA-091: Restore channel alignment (i.e., conduct de-channelization)
MA-092: Encourage natural physical geomorphic processes, including channel migration and sediment transport
MA-093: Improve the quality, quantity, and connectivity of floodplain, wetland, riparian, woodland, grassland, and other native habitat communities

6.0 Floodplain Management
MA-025: Reduce flood damages through acquisitions, easements, and private conservation programs
MA-026: Manage municipal stormwater to provide regional or systemwide flood benefits
MA-028: Coordinate and streamline floodplain mapping to improve consistency of floodplain delineation and assessment of flood risk
MA-074: Increase flood risk awareness through outreach and education
MA-075: Provide technical procedural assistance to local agencies for flood mitigation compliance and grant application assistance
MA-076: Assist in development of local flood management plan updates and provide procedural and technical support for implementation
MA-077: Facilitate increased awareness of and participation in the Community Rating System insurance-rate adjusting program
MA-078: Develop mandatory flood insurance programs that are more consistent with the area's risk of flooding
MA-079: Increase public understanding of FEMA maps and policies
MA-080: Develop a State program and framework to reduce or eliminate subsidies for repetitive loss properties in flood-prone areas
MA-090: Construct training levees or levees that subdivide larger basins
MA-095: Use floodproofing measures
MA-097: Improve awareness of floodplain function through outreach and education

7.0 Disaster Preparedness and Flood Warning
MA-063: Coordinate flood response planning and clarify roles and responsibilities related to flood preparedness and emergency response
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MA-064: Improve communication and public awareness of emergency response procedures and terminology
MA-065: Establish standard flood warning systems and procedures
MA-066: Improve stream gage network for forecasting purposes
MA-068: Create systemwide levee instrumentation for early warning systems

8.0 Flood Fighting, Emergency Response, and Flood Recovery
MA-069: Protect critical infrastructure corridors from floodwaters
MA-070: Expand the State's assistance to maintaining agencies during flood emergencies
MA-071: Facilitate improved evacuation planning
MA-072: Develop a post-flood recovery plan for the Central Valley and Delta to improve the coordination and efficiency of post-flood assistance
MA-073: Streamline the post-flood permitting process for flood system repairs
MA-081: Purchase and pre-position flood fighting materials/tools in preparation for a flood event
MA-094: Integrate environmental compliance and mitigation into the flood fight

9.0 Policy and Regulations
MA-049: Encourage compatible land uses with flood management system and floodplain function
MA-050: Establish clear triggers or policy for updating flood management-related General Plan elements and other local flood management plan(s)
MA-051: Update State's designated floodway program
MA-052: Use Building Standards Code amendments to reduce consequence of flooding
MA-053: Update the State's floodplain management policy
MA-057: Encourage multi-jurisdictional and regional partnerships on flood planning and improve agency coordination on flood management activities, including O&M, repair, and restoration
MA-058: Develop and implement State criteria and processes for urban flood protection
MA-084: Develop and implement flood protection criteria outside urban areas
MA-085: Update State Title 23 standards
MA-086: Clarify flood management responsibilities for all local, regional, State, and federal agencies

10.0 Permitting

MA-054: Develop regional and river-corridor conservation plans, or expand existing regional conservation plans (e.g., regional Habitat Conservation Plans and Natural Community Conservation Plans) to provide a more efficient and effective regulatory approval process for flood projects

MA-055: Develop regional advanced mitigation strategies and promote networks of both public and private mitigation banks to meet the needs of flood and other public infrastructure projects

MA-056: Develop proactive integrated regulatory compliance strategies that streamlines permitting activities

MA-100: Establish memoranda of understanding and/or management agreements between agencies to integrate the needs to be served by the flood control system

MA-101: Provide technical assistance and education on environmental permits

MA-102: Develop and implement Corridor Management Strategy

11.0 Finance and Revenue

MA-059: Maximize funding for flood management projects by leveraging federal funding

MA-060: Leverage funding from multiple projects to improve cost-effectiveness and efficiency of flood management projects

MA-062: Develop funding mechanisms for O&M and new flood management improvements

MA-096: Establish a methodology for evaluating benefits and costs on a systemwide basis to support economic justification for projects in all community settings

MA-098: Create a shared strategic pooled money account that pre-funds avoidance/mitigation solutions for O&M impacts on current and future flood facilities

MA-099: Create a strategic pooled money account that provides funds for land stewardship activities at current and future flood-related mitigation areas in perpetuity
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A management action is a specific structural or nonstructural strategy, action, or tactic that contributes to the Central Valley Flood Protection Plan (CVFPP) goals and addresses identified flood management problems in the Systemwide Planning Area, including any identified deficiencies in the State Plan of Flood Control. Management actions may range from potential policy or institutional changes, to recommendations for operational and physical changes to the flood management system. Management actions may address one or more CVFPP goals and are the “building blocks” for regional solutions and eventually systemwide solutions.

A two to three-page description/evaluation form was prepared for each management action. The process of developing these forms occurred through an iterative process wherein California Department of Water Resources (DWR) subject-matter experts, CVFPP work group members, staff from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and other partner agencies, and members of the public identified and compared characteristics of different actions during workshops, and meetings, and independently. Each management action was examined against a range of criteria and judged with specific economic, environmental, technical, and social considerations in mind. The following is a description of each section of the description/evaluation form.

- **Management Action Title** – Includes the name of the management action.

- **Identification (ID)** – The management actions each have an ID number, shown as MA-XXX, which carry no particular significance or ranking other than to provide an action its own unique identifier. Although this report includes 94 management actions they appear as MA-001 to MA-103; significantly revised or deleted management actions still retain their original ID numbers to avoid confusion, even though they do not appear in the final list of 94.

- **Description**
  - **Problem** – Describes the problem or class of problems that the management action is designed to address.
  - **Desired Outcome** – Describes the desired and/or anticipated outcome of implementing the management action.

---

1 Refer to the CVFPP Interim Progress Summary No. 1. California Department of Water Resources, May 2010.
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- **Methodology** – Describes the specific steps involved in executing the management action. May include a range of implementation methods.

- **CVFPP Goals** – Indicates the draft 2012 CVFPP Goal to which the management action most significantly contributes. Because each management action has the potential to contribute to more than one goal, all applicable goals are identified.

- **Recommendations** – Identifies whether or not the management action is retained for further evaluation in the CVFPP planning process, and identifies specific features of the management action that may require further evaluation.

- **Advantages and Disadvantages** – Summarizes the key advantages and disadvantages of the management action, determined from the qualitative analyses of economic, environmental, social, and technical considerations.

- **Economic Considerations**
  - **Capital Cost** – Management actions will have a range of requirements for initial capital, from policy changes with low capital costs to large infrastructure projects with substantially higher capital costs. This section describes the anticipated capital costs associated with the implementation of the management action.

  - **Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair** – Ongoing operations, maintenance, and repairs to the existing flood management system represent a substantial portion of flood management costs. These costs also include often expensive permitting and mitigation. The management action is evaluated qualitatively, based on its potential to increase or decrease the annual costs to operate, maintain, and/or repair the flood system.

  - **Potential for Cost-Sharing** – Multiple local, State, and federal agencies share responsibility for flood management in the Central Valley. Many management actions provide potential for the State to share costs with these other agencies. This section identifies potential cost-sharing partners and opportunities associated with each management action.

  - **Emergency Response and Recovery Costs** – Flood emergency operations costs include mobilization of emergency response personnel and resources, evacuation costs, as well as the monitoring and notification activities that trigger mobilization when a flood may occur. Post-flood recovery includes programs and actions that restore public infrastructure and services, provide aid to individuals, and facilitate other forms of assistance to individuals, businesses, and communities. In this section, the management action is qualitatively evaluated on its potential to increase or decrease costs for emergency response and recovery programs.
- **Flood Fighting Cost** – Although California Emergency Management Agency (CalEMA) is the State’s lead on overall emergency response, DWR is the lead State agency for flood-fight assistance and flood emergency response. Section 128(a) of the California Water Code authorizes DWR in times of storms or floods to take any remedial measures necessary to avert, alleviate, repair, or restore damage or destruction to property having a general public or State interest. In this section, the management action is qualitatively evaluated on its potential to increase or decrease costs for flood fighting.

- **Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure** – Management actions have the potential to impact critical public infrastructure such as roads and utility corridors. In many cases this will be region specific, and evaluation is not possible on a Valley-wide scale. Where possible, the management action is evaluated for its potential to have an effect on damage to critical public infrastructure.

- **Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development** – In the Central Valley, population growth is driving demand for new development. Much of the new development is occurring in areas that are susceptible to flooding. In this section, the management action is evaluated on its potential to alter projected trends in economic development in floodplains.

- **Effect on State Flood Responsibility** – The flood management system in the Central Valley includes 1,600 miles of levees that protect more than half a million people, 2 million acres of cultivated land, and approximately 200,000 structures with an estimated value of $47 billion. In this section, the management action is evaluated on its potential to increase or decrease State flood responsibility.

**Environmental Considerations**

- **Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions** – The construction of dams, levees, bank revetments, engineered channels, and related flood management facilities has altered natural flow regimes, resulting in changes to the natural hydrologic, geomorphic, and biologic processes in the Sacramento and San Joaquin river basins. In this section, the management action is qualitatively evaluated on its ability to rehabilitate these processes and functions.

- **Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts** – Flood management actions, especially structural management actions, have the potential to adversely impact the environment while meeting other flood management goals. Each management action is evaluated on its potential to create adverse environmental impacts such as habitat loss and alteration of key physical processes.
- **Permitting Considerations** – The process for obtaining permits and mitigating the potential impacts of flood management actions can be costly and complex, involving extensive coordination with multiple agencies. In this section, the management action is evaluated on the relative expense and complexity of required permitting.

- **Opportunity to Reduce Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated with Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System** – Flood maintenance activities can sometimes conflict with the attainment of ecosystem goals. Levee and floodway maintenance and repair practices and policies, and operation of the flood management system often reduce or eliminate habitat complexity within the river corridors on which many native aquatic and terrestrial species are dependent. In this section, the management action is evaluated based on its potential to reduce the environmental impacts associated with operations, ongoing maintenance, and repairs of the flood management system.

- **Social Considerations**

  - **Contribution to Public Safety** – Protection of public safety is a key component of the FloodSAFE California (FloodSAFE) Vision. Each management action is evaluated to determine its impacts on public safety, based on the extent to which the action has the potential to reduce the frequency of flooding (i.e., increase the level of protection), and reduce damages when floods occur.

  - **Potential to Provide Other Benefits** – Management actions have the potential to provide other benefits not specifically listed in the CVFPP Goals. Examples of other benefits include water supply, recreation, and open space. A qualitative description of each management action’s potential to provide these supplementary benefits is provided.

  - **Likelihood of Implementation** – Certain management actions may meet multiple CVFPP Goals, but implementation may be unrealistic for political, economical, institutional, and/or cultural reasons. The management action is evaluated based on the likelihood of its implementation. Specific political, institutional, and/or cultural constraints with the potential to restrict implementation are identified.

- **Technical Considerations**

  - **Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts** – Redirected flood impacts occur when a project moves the risk of flooding from one area to another area. For example, improvements to flood protection in one area can result in increased flood flows in a downstream area; therefore, increasing the flood...
risk downstream. Each management action is qualitatively evaluated with respect to its potential to redirect hydraulic impacts.

- **Effect on Residual Risk** – Residual risk is the portion of risk that remains after flood control structures have been built. Risk remains because of the likelihood of the measures’ design being surpassed by the flood’s intensity and of structural failure of the measures.\(^2\) Residual risk can be mitigated by management actions that reduce life loss and property damages when flooding occurs. In this section, the management action is evaluated on its potential impact on residual risk after implementation.

- **Climate Change Adaptability** – The potential consequences of climate change can have significant effects on the State.\(^3\) Sea-level rise and changes in precipitation patterns and extreme events due to climate change will alter Central Valley hydrology and bring new flood management challenges. In this section, the management action is evaluated with respect to its potential to increase the adaptability of the flood management system to the impacts of altered climatic regimes.

---
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1.0 Additional Floodplain and Reservoir Storage

MA-001: Enlarge existing transitory floodplain storage
MA-002: Construct new transitory floodplain storage
MA-003: Increase on-stream flood storage capacity by building new storage facilities
MA-004: Update/modify/replace existing flood storage facilities
MA-006: Increase flood control allocation by expanding existing, on-stream reservoirs
MA-007: Increase foothill and upper watershed storage
MA-008: Increase flood control allocation by using spillway surcharge
MA-009: Increase flood control allocation by expanding existing, or building new, off-stream storage
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Enlarge existing transitory floodplain storage

ID  MA-001

Description

Problem
Currently, there is insufficient flood management storage available in some existing flood management reservoirs to regulate flood flows to the extent needed/desired to manage downstream flooding, or there is flooding that occurs on unregulated streams. Transitory floodplain storage areas can help regulate flood flows by attenuating or reducing the magnitude of flood peaks occurring in downstream channels, in addition to, or instead of increasing downstream channel capacity.

Desired Outcome
Increased available transitory flood management storage downstream from the flood management reservoirs to reduce or attenuate flood peaks.

Methodology
Transitory storage occurs when peak flows in a river are diverted to adjacent off-stream storage areas. Once flow in the river decreases, water in the transitory storage area may flow or be pumped back into the river channel. Transitory storage measures could be attained by natural means, such as flows at certain stages overtopping a bank and flowing into adjacent lands, or could be engineered using weirs and bypasses to direct flows onto adjacent lands. This may necessitate acquisition of flowage or other easements. Transitory storage measures may involve flood attenuation both locally and downstream from the storage area. Enlargement of existing transitory storage areas may involve new or modified outfall structures and weirs, or modifications to berms or training dikes to increase available storage area. Other existing structures may also be suitable for use as transitory storage, such as irrigation canals usually dry during the winter months. Transitory storage could also provide opportunities to restore ecosystem functions or habitats. For example, allowing overland flows could promote natural erosion and deposition processes and provide opportunities for restoration in riparian areas, or in wetland, shallow water, or terrestrial habitats.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Promote Ecosystem Functions
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects
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Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)

Retained. Requires further evaluation to identify existing transitory storage areas with potential for enlargement or reoperation.

Advantages

• Works well in conjunction with other management actions that increase system capacity and/or strengthen levees
• Can promote multiple benefits in addition to flood flow reduction (ecosystem functions, habitat, groundwater recharge, where applicable)
• Increased storage provides greater flexibility to adapt to changing climate conditions
• Moderate cost

Disadvantages

• Few existing transitory storage sites may be suitable or socially acceptable for expansion
• Cost of land acquisitions to increase existing storage may be high and there may be impacts to local tax base if land is acquired in fee title
• May be difficult to acquire entire transitory storage area from willing sellers
• Potential aquatic or terrestrial environmental impacts in expanded storage area if not currently active floodplain
• Potential impacts to existing land uses within or adjacent to expanded transitory storage area
• Some areas may require construction of facilities to return flood flows back to the waterways.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)

Medium-to-low initial investment, depending on location and extent of required modifications to enlarge existing transitory storage (cost factors include real estate acquisitions, relocations, mitigations cost, and complexity of any structural modifications).

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Potential for small increase in operations and maintenance costs in existing transitory storage areas.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?

Potential for federal cost sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood management, water supply, and/or environmental restoration), with requirement for local sponsor to provide lands, easements, rights-of-way, relocations, and dredged or excavated materials disposal areas.
Additional Floodplain and Reservoir Storage

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential decrease in long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Decrease in the need for flood fighting due to reduction in peak flows and the frequency or magnitude of flooding.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Location-specific, but may reduce damage to downstream infrastructure in rivers and tributary areas. However, damage in existing transitory storage floodplain may increase.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No significant direct effects; however, reduces the frequency of flooding and increases level of downstream flood protection, which may encourage development in floodplain areas receiving these benefits. Potential to change existing land use within any new storage area.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential decrease in State flood responsibility by reducing the frequency of flooding.

Environmental Considerations
Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Could help rehabilitate physical processes and ecological functions if transitory storage is located in historical floodplains or flood basins (enhancing floodplain forming processes, increasing salmonid rearing and Sacramento splittail spawning habitat).

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
If transitory floodplain storage is expanded into areas that are not active or are historical floodplains or flood basins, it could result in moderate to substantial permanent impacts to terrestrial, agricultural, and potentially to seasonal wetland habitats (including potential loss of habitat for special-status species). Adverse impacts could also potentially occur from contaminants in flood waters, sediment transport, or cause potential fisheries issues.

Permitting Considerations?
Expansion of existing transitory storage areas would require new or modified permits.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
Lower flows downstream would result in a decrease in required operations and maintenance and attendant environmental impacts. Lands used for transitory storage may also be used for mitigation of other CVFPP projects.
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Social Considerations

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Likely increase. Reduces frequency of flooding and improves level of flood protection; no residual risk, as would be associated with similar benefits provided by levees or other downstream features.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
Potential to contribute to restoration of floodplain functions and habitats. Potential to contribute to groundwater recharge. Possibility for creating new recreational or open space areas.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
Higher likelihood of implementation, generally, than constructing other types of new on- or off-stream storage, but some institutional, funding, and political challenges exist.

Technical Considerations

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
No redirected downstream impacts; potential local hydraulic impacts such as sediment deposition and/or erosion resulting from diversion of flow from river, both in the river and within transitory storage inundation area.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
Reduces the frequency of flooding, reducing residual risk to existing development. However, may increase residual risk for areas adjacent to transitory storage areas.

**Climate Change Adaptability**
Increased transitory floodplain storage would enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing water management flexibility; could enhance biological adaptability if transitory storage is located in historical floodplains or flood basins (increasing the ability of aquatic and floodplain species to adjust to changing climate conditions).
Construct new transitory floodplain storage

ID MA-002

Description

Problem
Currently, there is insufficient flood management storage available in some existing flood management reservoirs to regulate flood flows to the extent needed/desired to manage downstream flooding, or there is flooding that occurs on unregulated streams. Transitory floodplain storage areas can help regulate flood flows by attenuating or reducing the magnitude of flood peaks occurring in downstream channels, in addition to, or instead of increasing downstream channel capacity.

Desired Outcome
Increased available transitory flood management storage downstream from the flood management reservoirs to reduce or attenuate flood peaks.

Methodology
Transitory storage occurs when peak flows in a river are diverted to adjacent off-stream storage areas. Once flow in the river decreases, water in the transitory storage area may flow or be pumped back into the river channel. Transitory storage measures could be attained by natural means, such as flows at certain stages overtopping a bank and flowing into adjacent lands, or could be engineered using weirs and bypasses to direct flows onto adjacent lands. Transitory storage measures may involve flood attenuation both locally and downstream from the storage area. There may be opportunities to establish new transitory storage in existing floodplains or areas that experience frequent flooding. Wildlife refuges and certain types of rural or agricultural lands may be suitable for use as transitory storage. This may necessitate acquisition of flowage or other easements. Transitory storage areas may also be built into multi-stage setback levees or widened levee corridors. Transitory storage could also provide opportunities to restore ecosystem functions or habitats. For example, allowing overland flows could promote natural erosion and deposition processes and provide opportunities for restoration in riparian areas, or in wetland, shallow water, or terrestrial habitats. New transitory storage would likely include control facilities such as weirs to control the stage in the river at which the storage begins to operate, and also control the flow rate into the storage area. Existing infrastructure in a new transitory storage area would need to be protected.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Promote Ecosystem Functions
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- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

**Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)**

Retained. Requires further evaluation to identify locations where it is feasible to develop new transitory storage.

**Advantages**

- Works well in conjunction with other management actions that increase system capacity and/or strengthen levees
- Promotes multiple benefits in addition to flood flow reduction (ecosystem functions, habitat, groundwater recharge, where applicable)
- Increased storage provides greater flexibility to adapt to changing climate conditions
- Moderate cost compared to new reservoir construction.

**Disadvantages**

- New transitory storage sites may be scarce/limited due to social acceptability and cost
- Cost of new land may be high and there may be impacts to local tax base if land is acquired in fee title
- May be difficult to acquire entire transitory storage area from willing sellers
- Potential aquatic or terrestrial environmental impacts in new storage area if not currently active floodplain
- Potential impacts to existing land uses within or adjacent to new transitory storage area

**Economic Considerations**

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**

Medium-to-low initial investment, depending on location and extent of construction required to develop new transitory storage (cost factors include real estate acquisitions, relocations, mitigations cost, and complexity of new facilities).

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Increased operations and maintenance costs would be associated with any new transitory storage facility; cost would likely be low compared with other actions providing similar benefits.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**

Potential for federal cost sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood management, water supply, and/or environmental restoration).

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Potential decrease in long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding. However,
emergency response and recovery costs in the transitory storage area may increase
and could be substantial.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Decrease in the need for flood fighting due to reduction in peak flows and the
frequency flooding.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Location-specific, but may reduce damage to downstream infrastructure in rivers
and tributary areas.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
No significant direct effects; however, reduces the frequency of flooding and
increases level of downstream flood protection, which may encourage
development in floodplain areas receiving these benefits. Potential to change
existing land use within any new storage area.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential decrease in State flood responsibility by reducing the frequency of
downstream flooding.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
Could help rehabilitate physical processes and ecological functions if new
transitory storage is located in historical floodplains or flood basins (enhancing
floodplain forming processes, increasing salmonid rearing, Sacramento splittail
spawning habitat, and other special status species).

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
If new transitory floodplain storage is created in areas that are not active or
historical floodplains or flood basins, could result in moderate to substantial
permanent impacts to terrestrial, agricultural, and potentially seasonal wetland
habitats (including potential loss of habitat for special-status species). Adverse
impacts could also potentially occur from contaminants in flood waters.

**Permitting Considerations?**
Potentially extensive or complex permitting, depending on location.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation,
Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
Lower flows downstream would result in decrease in required operations and
maintenance and attendant environmental impacts. May also be used for
mitigation of other CVFPP projects.
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Social Considerations

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Likely increase. Reduces frequency of flooding and improves level of flood protection; no residual risk (as would be associated with similar benefits provided by levees or other downstream features).

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
Potential to contribute to restoration of floodplain functions and habitats. Potential to contribute to groundwater recharge. Possibility for creating new recreational or open space areas.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
Developing new transitory storage would generally have a higher likelihood of implementation than constructing other types of new on- or off-stream storage, but some institutional, funding, and political challenges exist (land use changes, operations and maintenance responsibilities, others).

Technical Considerations

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
No redirected downstream impacts; potential local hydraulic impacts such as sediment deposition and/or erosion resulting from diversion of flow from river, both in the river and within transitory storage inundation area.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
Reduces the frequency of flooding, reducing residual risk to existing development.

**Climate Change Adaptability**
New transitory floodplain storage would enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing water management flexibility; could enhance biological adaptability if transitory storage is located in historical floodplains or flood basins (increasing the ability of aquatic and floodplain species to adjust to changing climate conditions).
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Increase on-stream flood storage capacity by building new storage facilities

ID MA-003

Description

Problem
There is insufficient flood management storage available in some existing flood management reservoirs to regulate flood flows. The addition of new on-stream flood management storage capacity in appropriate watersheds could reduce downstream flood releases, in addition to or instead of increasing downstream channel capacity.

Desired Outcome
Increased available flood management storage capacity through the construction and use of a new on-stream reservoir.

Methodology
A new flood management reservoir could be constructed on a stream in a watershed that already contains a flood management reservoir; it could be constructed upstream or downstream from an existing flood management reservoir; or it could be constructed in a watershed that has no existing flood management reservoirs. Constructing a new flood management reservoir in any of these locations would provide additional flood management storage to allow better management of flood flows to decrease the probability of releasing damaging flows downstream. The new reservoir could also be designed to provide multipurpose benefits, as applicable.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

• Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained. Requires further evaluation to identify candidate on-stream sites where developing a new flood management reservoir is feasible.

Advantages

• Will work well in conjunction with other management actions that increase downstream system capacity and/or strengthen levees
• May promote multiple benefits in addition to flood peak reduction (water supply, hydropower, cold water pool for fisheries management, recreation)
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• Increased storage provides greater flexibility to adapt to changing climate conditions

Disadvantages
• High capital cost
• Likely impacts to terrestrial and other environmental resources in reservoir inundation area
• Potential to impact downstream fisheries and floodplain habitat by reducing peak flows or blocking access to spawning areas
• Potential to block migratory patterns
• Large political and institutional challenges

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
High initial investment, depending on location and size of new on-stream storage (cost factors include real estate acquisitions, relocations, mitigations cost, and complexity of dam facilities).

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Increase. Operations and maintenance would be needed at new dam facilities.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for federal cost sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood management and/or water supply).

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential decrease in long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Decrease in the need for flood fighting due to reduction in peak flows and the frequency flooding.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Potential to reduce damage to infrastructure in downstream rivers and tributary areas.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No significant direct effects; however, reduces the frequency of flooding and increases level of downstream flood protection, which may encourage development in floodplain areas receiving these benefits. Potential to change existing land use within any new storage area.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce State flood responsibility by reducing the frequency of downstream flooding.
Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Negative impact likely in new reservoir area and possible downstream locations; some limited benefits in tailwater fisheries (fisheries at the outflow of large dams).

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Substantial permanent impacts to aquatic and riparian habitat including loss of habitat in reservoir area and loss of habitat connectivity (e.g., fish migration) for special-status species and other native anadromous species; substantial alteration of physical processes, including flow regime (e.g., seasonality, magnitude, and duration of flows) and sediment transport, that would result in permanent impacts to habitat for aquatic and riparian species. May inundate tribal lands in reservoir area. Reservoirs may also encourage the introduction of invasive species.

Permitting Considerations?
Extensive and complex permitting required.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Reduces frequency of flooding and improves level of flood protection; some residual risk of dam failure, but less than would be associated with similar benefits provided by levees or other downstream features.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Potential to contribute to water supply, hydropower, recreation, and fisheries management if storage is maintained after flood season.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Much lower likelihood of implementation than expanding existing on- or off-stream storage. Institutional and political challenges would be large.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Potential redirected downstream impacts due to diminished peak flows that will affect channel morphology; potential increase in downstream erosion as a result of sediment removal by dam; potential hydraulic impacts within reservoir inundation area.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Reduces the frequency of flooding, reducing residual risk to existing development. However, residual risk exists of dam failure or flow in excess of objective release.
Climate Change Adaptability

Enhances hydrologic adaptability by increasing water management flexibility; and, it could reduce biological adaptability by reducing the quantity and connectivity of habitat, which would reduce the ability of species to handle and adjust to the consequences of climate change.
Update/modify/replace existing flood storage facilities

ID MA-004

Description

Problem
Certain existing dams may have been built to different standards and sizes or for different purposes than those required today, or they may be aging to the point that operations and maintenance and safety considerations suggest retrofit or replacement. Replacement of an existing dam can provide increased safety, flood management and/or water supply storage, and operational flexibility for flood operations. Retrofit of an existing dam can provide operational flexibility or additional flood management storage through operational changes.

Desired Outcome
Storage facilities that provide systemwide operational flexibility and increase public safety, flood management, and/or water supply storage.

Methodology
The Central Valley has a long history of replacing existing dams. Replacing a dam could be done by constructing a new dam either upstream or downstream from the existing dam, and then decommissioning or removing the old dam when the new one is completed. The new dam is often significantly larger than the existing dam, thus providing additional flood management storage to improve the operations and reduce flood flows. Retrofitting a dam could include a new spillway, such as the one at Folsom Dam that allows the release of larger inflows before it is necessary to start storing water before flood operations, or could include raising the top of the dam to increase storage capacity in the reservoir.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained. Requires further evaluation to identify candidate reservoirs where additional storage could be provided by replacing an existing dam, or where operational flexibility could be enhanced by modifying or retrofitting an existing dam.

Advantages
• Will work well in conjunction with other management actions that increase downstream system capacity and/or strengthen levees
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- Promotes multiple benefits in addition to flood flow reduction (water supply, hydropower, cold water pool for fisheries management)
- Increased storage provides greater flexibility to adapt to changing climate conditions

Disadvantages
- Potentially high capital cost.
- Potential terrestrial environmental impacts in reservoir inundation area.
- Potential to impact downstream fisheries and floodplain habitat by reducing peak flows.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
High initial investment, depending on location and size of replacement dam (cost factors include real estate acquisitions, relocations, mitigations cost, and complexity of replacing existing dam facilities).

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce operations and maintenance costs by replacing or retrofitting aging dams and appurtenances.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for federal cost sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood management and/or water supply).

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of downstream flooding.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce the frequency (and long-term cost) of flooding.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Region specific (cannot determine at this time).

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No significant direct effects; however, reduces the frequency of flooding and increases level of downstream flood protection, which may encourage development in floodplain areas receiving these benefits. Potential to change existing land use within any new storage area.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce State flood responsibility by reducing the frequency of downstream flooding.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.
Additional Floodplain and Reservoir Storage

*Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?*
Substantial temporary impacts to aquatic and riparian habitat would result from dam replacement. Increasing the storage (inundating additional area in the reservoir) would result in substantial permanent impacts to upland and potentially seasonal and/or freshwater marsh wetland habitat including loss of habitat for special-status species; and would result in moderate alteration of physical processes, including flow regime (e.g., seasonality, magnitude, and duration of flows) and sediment transport, that could result in permanent impacts to habitat for aquatic and riparian species.

*Permitting Considerations?*
Extensive and complex permitting required.

*Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?*
None.

*Social Considerations*

*Contribution to Public Safety?*
Reduces frequency of flooding and improves level of flood protection; some residual risk of dam failure, but less than would be associated with similar benefits provided by levees or other downstream features.

*Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?*
Potential to contribute to water supply, hydropower, recreation, and fisheries management.

*Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?*
Replacing an existing dam would generally have a higher likelihood of implementation than constructing new on-stream storage, but significant institutional, funding, and political challenges still exist.

*Technical Considerations*

*Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?*
Potential redirected downstream impacts due to diminished peak flows that will affect channel morphology; potential increase in downstream erosion as a result of sediment removal by dam; potential hydraulic impacts within reservoir inundation area.

*Effect on Residual Risk?*
Reduces the frequency of flooding, reducing residual risk to existing development.

*Climate Change Adaptability*
An increase to the water storage would enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing water management flexibility.
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Additional Floodplain and Reservoir Storage

Increase flood control allocation by expanding existing, on-stream reservoirs

ID MA-006

Description

Problem
There is insufficient flood management storage available in some existing flood management reservoirs to adequately regulate flood flows. For example, if there is insufficient flood control allocation in a reservoir, the first part of a storm can fill the available storage because downstream releases are limited by downstream channel capacities. This increases the likelihood of spilling large flood flows during the latter part of the storm.

Desired Outcome
Increased available flood management storage allocation to improve the ability to regulate flood flows.

Methodology
Expansion of existing on-stream reservoirs may be easier and more effective to accomplish than building a new reservoir because of the lack of feasible sites for new on-stream reservoirs. Raising an existing dam and thereby enlarging the existing flood management reservoir could provide additional flood management storage allocation while at the same time maintaining or increasing conservation storage. Increasing flood management storage allocation in an existing reservoir usually comes at the expense of conservation storage, except when the existing dam is raised to increase the total storage behind the dam. The additional storage in the reservoir can be divided between conservation storage and flood management storage, as needed, but the entire storage of the reservoir will be available for water supply storage after the flood season.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

- Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained. Requires further evaluation to identify candidate reservoirs where additional storage is needed and feasible.

Advantages
- Will work well in conjunction with other management actions that increase downstream system capacity and/or strengthen levees.
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- Promotes multiple benefits in addition to flood flow reduction (water supply, hydropower, cold water pool for fisheries management)
- Increased storage provides greater flexibility to adapt to changing climate conditions.

Disadvantages
- Potentially high capital cost.
- Potential aquatic and terrestrial environmental impacts in reservoir inundation area.
- Potential recreational impacts.
- Potential dam safety concerns when raising a dam.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
High initial investment, depending on location and extent of expansion (cost factors include real estate acquisitions, relocations, mitigations cost, and complexity of structural modifications to existing dam facilities).

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Larger reservoirs or dams cost more to maintain.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for federal cost sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood management and/or water supply).

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce the frequency (and long-term cost) of flooding.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Region specific (cannot determine at this time).

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effects; however, reduces the frequency of flooding and increases level of flood protection, which may encourage development in the floodplain.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce State flood responsibility by reducing the frequency of flooding.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
More operational flexibility with increased storage, including wider range of possible downstream flow regimes.
Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Expanding existing on-stream reservoirs would result in permanent impacts to aquatic and riparian habitat in the reservoir inundation area, including loss of habitat and habitat connectivity (e.g., fish migration) for special-status species. This action also would result in moderate to substantial alteration of physical processes, including flow regime (e.g., seasonality, magnitude, and duration of flows) and sediment transport, that could result in permanent impacts to habitat for aquatic and riparian species. Expansion may also encourage the introduction of invasive species.

Permitting Considerations?
Extensive and complex permitting required.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Reduces frequency of flooding and improves level of flood protection commensurate with increase in storage; some residual risk of dam failure, but less than would be associated with similar benefits provided by levees or other downstream features.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Potential to contribute to water supply, hydropower, recreation, and fisheries management if storage is maintained after flood season.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Raising an existing dam would generally have a higher likelihood of implementation than constructing new on-stream storage, but significant environmental, institutional, and political challenges still exist.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Potential redirected downstream impacts due to diminished peak flows that will affect channel morphology; potential hydraulic impacts within reservoir inundation area.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Reduces the frequency of flooding, reducing residual risk to existing development.

Climate Change Adaptability
Enhances hydrologic adaptability by increasing water management flexibility, could reduce biological adaptability if new storage area interrupts wildlife migration corridors.
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Problem
There is insufficient flood management storage available in some existing flood management reservoirs to regulate flood flows. The flood management allocation space requirements drive mandated releases during the flood season to maintain flood storage within the operational flood encroachment curve. The availability of additional flood storage in upper watershed reservoirs can reduce the required flood storage in the foothill flood management reservoirs.

Desired Outcome
Increased available storage in upper watershed reservoirs, upstream from flood management reservoirs, to improve regulation of flood flows.

Methodology
When storage is available in reservoirs upstream from a flood management reservoir during flood season, that storage can often be counted as available flood storage (e.g., French Meadows and Hellhole for Folsom Dam and Mammoth Pool for Friant Dam). While upstream reservoirs cannot be operated for flood management, incidentally available storage in existing upper watershed reservoirs could be increased by allowing surcharging of the spillways, to increase the storage in the reservoir before spills. The use of surcharging is dependent on the design of the dam and spillway, but may be applied if it does not reduce the safety of the dam. Since most of the upper watershed dams do not have operational gates on their spillways, the surcharge could be achieved through the use of temporary or permanent flashboards on top of the spillway of the upstream reservoir.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained. Requires further evaluation to identify candidate reservoirs where it is feasible to add additional storage by allowing surcharging on spillways.

Advantages
• Will work well in conjunction with other management actions that increase downstream system capacity and/or strengthen levees.
• Promotes multiple benefits in addition to flood flow reduction (water supply, hydropower, cold water pool for fisheries management).
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- Increased incidental flood storage provides greater flexibility to adapt to changing climate conditions.
- Low cost.

Disadvantages
- Dam safety considerations.
- Potential aquatic and terrestrial environmental impacts in reservoir inundation area.
- Potential impact to shoreline recreation facilities in surcharged reservoirs.
- Similar storage volumes in upstream reservoirs are less effective because they affect a smaller portion of the watershed than the downstream reservoir, and because upstream reservoirs are not configured for flood operations and it is not possible to control the rate of filling of the flood pool.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Medium-to-low initial investment, depending on location and extent of spillway modifications (cost factors include real estate acquisitions, relocations, mitigations cost, and complexity of structural modifications to existing dam facilities).

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential increase to operations and maintenance costs from placing and removing surcharges.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for federal cost sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood management and/or water supply).

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce the frequency (and long-term cost) of flooding.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Region specific (cannot determine at this time).

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effects; however, reduces the frequency of flooding and increases level of flood protection, which may encourage development in the floodplain.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce State flood responsibility by reducing the frequency of flooding.
Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Increasing foothill and upper watershed storage would result in moderate to substantial temporary or permanent impacts (dependent on actions) to terrestrial, wetland, and riparian, including potential loss of habitat for special-status species. Other potential impacts include: change in flow regime (e.g., seasonality, magnitude, and duration of flows), sediment transport, and habitat for aquatic and riparian species.

Permitting Considerations?
Extensive and complex.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Reduces frequency of flooding and improves level of flood protection commensurate with increase in upstream storage; some residual risk of dam failure, but less than would be associated with similar benefits provided by levees or other downstream features.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Potential to contribute to water supply, hydropower, and fisheries management.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Providing additional storage in an existing dam through spillway surcharging would generally have a higher likelihood of implementation than constructing new on-stream storage, but institutional and political challenges still exist.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Few redirected downstream impacts; potential hydraulic impacts within reservoir inundation area.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Reduces the frequency of flooding, reducing residual risk to existing development.

Climate Change Adaptability
Increasing use of available upstream storage would enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing water management flexibility, but could reduce biological adaptability downstream by reducing the complexity of habitats.
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Additional Floodplain and Reservoir Storage

Increase flood control allocation by using spillway surcharge

ID MA-008

Description

Problem
There is insufficient flood management storage available in some existing flood management reservoirs to regulate flood flows. Some of the reservoirs on the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers have insufficient storage capacity to fully capture average annual unimpaired runoff if no releases are made. From a flood management perspective, maintaining sufficient flood reservation space within reservoirs becomes critical during the rainy season. The deep empty space requirements often drive mandated releases during the flood season to maintain flood storage within the operational flood encroachment curve. In the San Joaquin Valley, the first part of a flood can fill some reservoirs, and flood operations are limited by the downstream channel capacities. This increases the likelihood of spilling large flood flows during the latter part of storm events.

Desired Outcome
Increased storage in foothill flood management reservoirs.

Methodology
It may be possible to increase the available storage in existing flood management reservoirs by allowing surcharging of the spillways, to increase the storage in the reservoir before spills. The use of surcharging is dependent on the design of the dam and spillway, but if it does not reduce the safety of the dam, it could be achieved through modified operations of gated spillways and the use of temporary or permanent flashboards on top of ungated, auxiliary spillways.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained. Requires further evaluation to identify candidate flood management reservoirs where it is feasible to add additional storage by allowing surcharging on spillways.

Advantages
- Will work well in conjunction with other management actions that increase downstream system capacity and/or strengthen levees.
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- Promotes multiple benefits in addition to flood flow reduction (water supply, cold water pool for fisheries management) by adding flood management allocation without lowering bottom of flood pool.
- Increased storage provides greater flexibility to adapt to changing climate conditions.
- Low cost.

Disadvantages

- Dams safety considerations.
- Potential aquatic and terrestrial environmental impacts in reservoir inundation area.
- Potential impact to shoreline recreation facilities in surcharged reservoirs.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Medium-to-low initial investment, depending on location and extent of spillway modifications (cost factors include real estate acquisitions, relocations, mitigations cost, and complexity of structural modifications to existing dam facilities).

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential increase to operations and maintenance costs from placing and removing surcharges.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for federal cost sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood management and/or water supply).

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce the frequency (and long-term cost) of flooding.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Region specific (cannot determine at this time).

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effects; however, reduces the frequency of flooding and increases level of flood protection, which may encourage development in the floodplain.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce State flood responsibility by reducing the frequency of flooding.
Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?

None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?

Increasing storage in foothill flood management reservoir would result in moderate to substantial temporary or permanent impacts (dependent on actions) to terrestrial, wetland, and riparian, including potential loss of habitat for special-status species. Other potential impacts include: change in flow regime (e.g., seasonality, magnitude, and duration of flows), sediment transport, and habitat for aquatic and riparian species.

Permitting Considerations?

Extensive and complex permitting required.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?

None

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?

Reduces frequency of flooding and improves level of flood protection commensurate with increase in storage; some residual risk of dam failure, but less than would be associated with similar benefits provided by levees or other downstream features.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?

Potential to contribute to water supply, hydropower, recreation, and fisheries management.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?

Providing additional storage in an existing dam through spillway surcharging would generally have a higher likelihood of implementation than constructing new on-stream storage, but institutional, funding, and political challenges still exist.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?

No redirected downstream impacts; potential hydraulic impacts within reservoir inundation area.

Effect on Residual Risk?

Reduces the frequency of flooding, reducing residual risk to existing development.

Climate Change Adaptability

Increasing flood storage allocation would enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing water management flexibility.
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Increase flood control allocation by expanding existing, or building, new off-stream storage
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Description

Problem
There is insufficient flood management storage available in some existing flood management reservoirs to regulate flood flows. The first part of a flood can fill some reservoirs, because flood operations are limited by the downstream channel capacities. This increases the likelihood of spilling large flood flows during the latter part of storm events.

Desired Outcome
Increased available flood management storage allocation in existing reservoirs without impacts to water supply allocations.

Methodology
Construct a new off-stream storage reservoir and necessary conveyance facilities. Each reservoir would likely need to be built in relatively close proximity to an existing reservoir so that water could be transferred easily from the flood management reservoir to the off-stream reservoir. Before and during flood season, the availability of storage in the off-stream reservoir could allow water to be diverted from the conservation pool in the flood management reservoir to the off-stream storage reservoir. This would increase the flood management storage in the flood management reservoir while at the same time saving the water diverted from the conservation pool into the off-stream reservoir to be used to replace or augment regular water supply releases later in the year. Storage in the off-stream reservoir would not be creditable or usable as flood management storage, and diversions to the off-stream reservoir would likely have to occur before the beginning of any flood events so that the additional flood storage would be available in the flood management reservoir during flood operations. Delta islands could be used for off-stream storage. This would not require new conveyance, as the water from the flood management reservoir could be sent down the river for storage in the Delta islands before the beginning of flood season. This method would only work if the water being released from conservation storage is allocated for use either in the Delta, or for export.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects
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Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained. Requires further evaluation to identify candidate off-stream sites where developing new storage and associated conveyance is feasible.

Advantages
• Will work well in conjunction with other management actions that increase downstream system capacity and/or strengthen levees.
• May promote multiple benefits both as standalone reservoir or in conjunction with existing reservoirs in addition to flood flow reduction (water supply, cold water pool for fisheries management, recreation) if storage is maintained after flood season is over.
• Increased storage provides greater flexibility to adapt to changing climate conditions.

Disadvantages
• Potentially high capital cost
• Terrestrial environmental impacts in reservoir inundation area
• Offstream storage potentially less effective than on-stream storage for flood management.

Economic Considerations
Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
High initial investment, depending on location and size of off-stream reservoir (cost factors include real estate acquisitions, relocations, mitigations cost, and complexity and size of required dam and conveyance facilities).

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Operations and maintenance costs from new dam facilities must be considered, as well as potential pumping costs to convey the water to the off-stream site.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for federal cost sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood management and/or water supply). Potential for private sector cost-sharing for water supply benefits.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce the frequency (and long-term cost) of flooding.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Region specific (cannot determine at this time).
Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
Direct effects would include a boost to the economy during construction of the new reservoir. Indirectly reduces the frequency of flooding and increases level of flood protection, which may encourage new development in the floodplain.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce State flood responsibility by reducing the frequency of flooding.

Environmental Considerations
Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Substantial permanent impacts to terrestrial and potentially wetland habitat, including potential loss of habitat for special-status species; moderate to substantial alteration of physical processes, including flow regime (e.g., seasonality, magnitude, and duration of flows) and sediment transport, that could result in permanent impacts to habitat for aquatic and riparian species in the off-stream reservoir site. If the on-stream reservoir doesn't fill due to drawdown, will have impacts on cold water pool, which will impact downstream fisheries.

Permitting Considerations?
Extensive and complex permitting required.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations
Contribution to Public Safety?
Reduces frequency of flooding and improves level of flood protection commensurate with increase in storage; some residual risk of dam failure, but less than would be associated with similar benefits provided by levees or other downstream features.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Potential to contribute to water supply, hydropower, recreation, and fisheries management if storage is maintained after flood season. Potential to reduce recreational benefits in on-stream reservoir due to lowered pool during flood season. Potential to impact recreation in off-stream reservoir site.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Developing new off-stream storage would generally have a higher likelihood of implementation than constructing new on-stream storage, but institutional, funding, and political challenges exist.
Technical Considerations

*Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?*
No redirected downstream impacts; potential hydraulic impacts within reservoir inundation area.

*Effect on Residual Risk?*
Reduces the frequency of flooding, reducing residual risk to existing development.

*Climate Change Adaptability*
This action would enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing water management flexibility; and it could reduce biological adaptability by reducing the quantity and connectivity of habitat, which would reduce the ability of species to handle and adjust to the consequences of climate change.
2.0 Storage Operations

MA-011: Establish partnerships to coordinate flood management structure operations

MA-012: Increase flood management flexibility through modifications to the magnitude/timing of flood reservations in reservoirs

MA-013: Increase flood management flexibility through modifications to objective release schedules at flood management reservoirs

MA-014: Increase flood management flexibility by implementing conjunctive use programs at flood management reservoirs

MA-067: Implement advanced weather forecast-based operations to increase reservoir management flexibility
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Establish partnerships to coordinate flood management structure operations

ID: MA-011

Description

Problem
Flood management facility operations are not always coordinated between regions or agencies and do not necessarily serve multiple uses. The lower San Joaquin River region is an example in which systemwide coordinated operations are needed to prevent downstream flooding from prescribed releases. Lower San Joaquin River levee and diversion systems are not capable of containing the objective release (maximum control release that can be safely conveyed by downstream channels) from all major, upstream project reservoirs simultaneously due to reductions in channel capacity from sedimentation, debris, and vegetation. Current flood operations may also adversely impact ecosystem function and habitat requirements. Climate change, water supply, conjunctive use, and transitory storage, which often have conflicting needs, are also not considered during current operations.

Desired Outcome
Enhanced ability to coordinate and modify operation of existing structures to better manage floods while serving multiple uses of the system. Reduce the frequency, magnitude, and impacts of downstream flooding.

Methodology
Use new and existing partnerships to coordinate flood management structure operations. For example, DWR’s Reservoir Coordinated Operations Section and the Hydrology Branch of the Hydrology and Flood Operations Office have embarked on a Forecast Coordinated Operations initiative, in partnership with the USACE, National Weather Service (NWS), and individual reservoir operators, to develop the means for interagency coordination of reservoir releases. This will ensure all flood relief structures are operated and maintained as designed to preserve systemwide operational integrity. Operations of all facilities should be coordinated to reduce downstream impacts and serve multiple uses within the system. In some instances, coordinated operations could benefit from modifications to existing reservoir control manuals. System models could be used to verify results of proposed operations in real time to assist in coordination of operations to achieve these goals.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
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- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

**Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)**

Retained; coordination of reservoir operations will be studied by DWR in upcoming study.

**Advantages**

- Will work well in conjunction with other management actions that increase upstream system capacity and/or strengthen levees
- Low cost to implement.
- High value to water supply management.
- High value to ecosystem support if floodplains are used in reoperation scenarios.

**Disadvantages**

- May result in water supply, environmental, and recreation impacts.
- Interagency coordination on multiple levels can be difficult and time consuming.
- Coordinated operations can involve transfer of risk if reservoirs are operated in a coordinated manner. Such operations may increase risk in one area, while decreasing risk in another.

**Economic Considerations**

*Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)*

Relatively low expected initial investment for development of coordinated operations, which are non-structural in nature. Physical costs could include communications, computer equipment, and model development.

*Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*

Potential for decreased channel O&M if high flows in channels are reduced as a result of coordinated operations. Balancing storage may produce potential water supply cost savings as additional flood management is achieved without increasing flood management allocation in multi-purpose reservoirs.

*Potential for Cost-Sharing?*

Potential for federal cost sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood management and/or water supply). Potential also for local agency or reservoir operator to cost share.

*Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*

Potential to reduce long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of downstream flooding.

*Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*

Potential to decrease the frequency (and long-term cost) of downstream flooding.

*Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?*

May reduce flooding, therefore reducing damage to critical public infrastructure.
Storage Operations

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
Potential to reduce the damaging floods and increase level of flood protection, which may encourage development in the floodplain.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential to decrease State flood responsibility by reducing the frequency of flooding. Will not reduce frequency of floods in floodplains or bypasses but could reduce likely damaging floods by better flood water management between reservoirs and floodplains/bypasses/detention basins.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
The potential is limited because the goal of reservoir coordinated operations is to guide reservoir releases in advance of and during major flood event to reduce peak flood flows, resulting in additional levels of protection downstream. While system reoperations can be a key component to developing multi-benefit scenarios between flood management and water supply protection and environmental benefits through re-managed floodplains in strategic locations, that would require reoperation of reservoirs outside of flood operations, which is not in the scope of the CVFPP.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
None.

**Permitting Considerations?**
FERC relicensing considerations for certain facilities, potentially significant CEQA/NEPA requirements, additional flood easements may require new permitting or authorization.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
New opportunities will be provided to reduce O&M with coordinated management.

**Social Considerations**

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Reduces frequency of flooding and improves level of flood protection; some residual risk of dam failure, but less than would be associated with similar benefits provided by levees or other downstream features. Also would increase water supply security and public resources protection and enhancement.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
Potential to contribute to water supply by reducing need for additional flood management storage. Would create or maintain environmentally functioning open-space or agriculturally beneficial open space if floodplains are used in reoperation scenarios.
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Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Institutional and political challenges exist.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
This management action attempts to manage cumulative downstream impacts from flood management facilities and also has hydraulic impacts to environmental land or river systems and the Delta.

Effect on Residual Risk?
The objective of coordinated operations would be to reduce the frequency and magnitude of downstream flooding, reducing residual risk to existing development. Will have some residual risk from possibility of flood operations causing increase in downstream flows.

Climate Change Adaptability
This management action could enhance hydrologic adaptability by incorporating climate change scenarios in operations and by increasing flexibility of water management.
Increase flood management flexibility through modifications to the magnitude/timing of flood reservations in reservoirs

ID MA-012

Description

Problem
Reservoir operations conducted by many federal, State, and local agencies are largely governed by water control manuals specific to each reservoir. These water control manuals guide operational decisions on the timing and amount of flood space throughout the year and establish objective releases. Operational constraints imposed by manuals can make systemwide, multipurpose coordinated operations and goals difficult to accomplish.

Desired Outcome
Improved use of existing flood management and conservation storage for flood management and reduced downstream flood peaks.

Methodology
Work cooperatively with local entities to explore how changes to the flood reserve space can improve flood management flexibility. One example of this is the Sacramento Area Flood Control Agency's use of upstream storage and its agreement to purchase water if the use of additional flood storage space in Folsom Reservoir results in lost water supply.

Modifications to reservoir rule curves could be made to specify additional downstream control points and require the coordination with operations of other reservoirs. System models should not only be used to verify results but model application should be further extended to develop new rules of operation. System models could be used to verify results of proposed operations in real time to assist in coordination. Operations could be enhanced through the use of advanced weather forecasts.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

- Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained. Requires further evaluation to identify reservoirs where reoperation may be feasible.
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Advantages

• Will work well in conjunction with other management actions that increase upstream system capacity and/or strengthen levees.

• Low cost to implement

• Potential value to water supply management.

Disadvantages

• Modification of reservoir operations may affect water supply yield, hydropower generation (which is a function of storage in the reservoir), environmental flows and temperature, and recreation.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Low initial investment compared to structural alternatives such as construction of additional storage, but will include costs for process of authorizing additional space (which may require additional legislation) and likely significant environmental documentation.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Little or no change to O&M costs from reservoir reoperation. Changing the magnitude of flood storage could result in significant impacts to other authorized project benefits and shifts in cost allocations among beneficiaries.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for federal cost sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood management and/or water supply).

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to decrease long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in the frequency and magnitude of downstream flooding.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to decrease the frequency (and long-term cost) of downstream flooding.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Region specific (cannot determine at this time).

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
Potential to reduce the frequency of flooding and increase level of flood protection, which may encourage development in the floodplain.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to decrease State flood responsibility by reducing the frequency of flooding.
Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Reservoir reoperations could be beneficial to restoring fluvial geomorphic processes needed by certain species, and thereby also enhance the ecological functions of aquatic and floodplain habitats.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Increasing flood control space may reduce high frequency flows that are important for restoring ecosystems.

Permitting Considerations?
Approving modified system rule curves is a major undertaking with USACE and may require legislation to change allocation of storage and reservoir operation.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Any reoperation that reduces frequency of flooding and improves level of flood protection would reduce residual risk. This management action would have some residual risk of dam failure, but less than would be associated with similar benefits provided by levees or other downstream features.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Possible positive or negative impact to reservoir recreation benefits depending on higher or lower carryover storage following end of flood season. Potential to reduce water supply yield, but may provide drinking water quality benefits.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Modifying reservoir control manuals for flood management reservoirs would be difficult and may require congressional approval, but may not be required in all instances. This management action would generally have a higher likelihood of implementation than constructing new on- or off-stream storage. However, institutional, funding, and political challenges exist.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Reoperation would likely have redirected downstream impacts, but they would include reduction in peak stage during flood operations.

Effect on Residual Risk?
The objective of reoperation would be to reduce magnitude of downstream flood peaks and therefore the frequency of failures leading to flooding, reducing residual risk to existing development. Operating reservoirs as a system may transfer risk from one watershed to another during flood operations.
Climate Change Adaptability
Modification of operations at flood control reservoirs could enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing flexibility of water management, particularly if climate change scenarios are incorporated in operations. This management action could also enhance biological adaptability by increasing the extent and quality of some aquatic and floodplain habitats, and thus, increase the ability of species to handle and adjust to the consequences of climate change.
Increase flood management flexibility through modifications to objective release schedules at flood management reservoirs

ID MA-013

Description

Problem
Reservoir operations are largely governed by water control manuals specific to each reservoir. These water control manuals guide the timing and amount of flood space throughout the year and establish objective releases (maximum controlled release that can be safely conveyed by downstream channels). Many downstream levee and diversion systems, such as the lower San Joaquin River, are not capable of containing the combined objective releases of upstream reservoirs.

Desired Outcome
Improved use of existing flood management and conservation storage to better manage flood flows and protect downstream lands and facilities.

Methodology
Objective release schedules should be reviewed and revised, if needed, based on recent data and current watershed conditions. Modifications to increase objective releases could provide more flexibility and safety systemwide and decrease the rate and quantity of required reservoir flood allocation for the same level of protection. Decreasing the objective release would have the opposite effect, reducing downstream effects on facilities but also requiring a larger flood management reservation. Releases could be modified to increase the prescribed releases for a given level of forecasted inflow and percent of flood management space used.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained. Requires further evaluation to identify reservoirs where reoperation may be feasible.

Advantages
• Will work well in conjunction with other management actions that increase upstream system capacity and/or strengthen levees
• Low cost to implement
• Potential value to water supply management.
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Disadvantages

- Modification of reservoir operations may affect water supply yield, hydropower generation (which is a function of storage in the reservoir), environmental flows and temperature, and recreation.
- Increasing objective release may result in increased downstream erosion.
- Potential for moderate alteration of downstream geomorphic processes, including flow regime, resulting in impacts to habitat for aquatic and riparian species.

Economic Considerations

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**
Low initial investment compared to structural alternatives such as construction of additional storage, but will include costs for process of authorizing a change in objective release (which may require additional legislation) and likely significant environmental documentation.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Little or no change to O&M costs from reservoir reoperation. Lower objective releases would likely result in lower maintenance costs to repair damage from frequent floods.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**
Potential for federal cost sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood management and/or water supply).

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential to decrease long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of downstream flooding.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential to decrease the frequency (and long-term cost) of downstream flooding.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Region specific (cannot determine at this time).

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
No direct effects; however, reduces the frequency of downstream flooding and increases level of flood protection, which may encourage development in the floodplain.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential to decrease State flood responsibility by reducing the frequency of downstream flooding.
Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Reservoir reoperations could be beneficial to restoring fluvial geomorphic processes needed by certain species, and thereby also enhance the ecological functions of aquatic and floodplain habitats.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Potential for moderate alteration of physical processes, including flow regime (e.g., seasonality, magnitude, and duration of flows) and sediment transport, that could result in permanent impacts to habitat for aquatic and riparian species. Coordination with resource agencies could help minimize adverse impacts.

Permitting Considerations?
Approving modified objective release is a major undertaking with USACE and may require legislative approval.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
Modifying objective releases for flood management may provide flexibility for dealing with fishery needs.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Any reoperation that reduces frequency of flooding and improves level of flood protection would have some residual risk of dam failure, but less than would be associated with similar benefits provided by levees or other downstream features.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Potential to protect water supply by reducing need for additional flood management storage. Potential reservoir recreation benefits if higher carryover storage after flood season is over.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Modifying reservoir control manuals for flood management reservoirs would be difficult, but would generally have a higher likelihood of implementation than constructing new on- or off-stream storage. However, substantial institutional, funding, and political challenges exist.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Reducing objective releases would have redirected downstream impacts, but they would likely include reduction in peak stage during flood operations.

Effect on Residual Risk?
The objective of modification of objective releases would be to reduce the magnitude of downstream flood peaks and the frequency failures leading to flooding, reducing residual risk to existing development.
Climate Change Adaptability

Modifying objective release schedules at flood control reservoirs could enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing water management flexibility.
Increase flood management flexibility by implementing conjunctive use programs at flood management reservoirs

ID MA-014

Description

Problem
Reservoirs and transitory floodplain storage areas help regulate flood flows by attenuating or reducing the magnitude of flood peaks occurring in downstream channels. Currently, there is insufficient flood management storage available in existing flood management reservoirs to regulate flood flows to the extent needed/desired. Maintaining sufficient flood reservation space within reservoirs becomes critical during the rainy season, and maintaining that space results in mandated releases from storage during the flood season. Conjunctive use projects may be able to use a portion of these mandated releases for groundwater recharge, where feasible. Current climate modeling suggests California will experience higher peak flows during floods and greater need for water supplies, with possibly more severe droughts. As runoff patterns shift under climate change, the ability to capture water after the flood season will diminish. Managing the combination of water supply and flood risk may require new methods to satisfy all the needs.

Desired Outcome
Expanded management tools and methods available for both flood and water supply to increase flood management flexibility.

Methodology
Adding additional flood management storage allocation in an existing multi-benefit reservoir frequently results in a conflict with water supply storage allocation because if no changes are made to the reservoir, any increase in flood storage allocation results in a decrease in conservation storage. This conflict may be alleviated by pre-storing the water supply allocation in a groundwater bank through conjunctive use operations. Pre-storing will likely be required because groundwater banks aren't able to take water in sufficient quantity to be used during flood operations and they are often already taking water during floods and might not be able to accept additional inflow. With the water stored in a groundwater bank, some of the shortfalls that might result from the increase in flood management storage allocation could be replaced with water withdrawn from the groundwater bank.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects
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Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained. Requires further evaluation to identify reservoirs where conjunctive use operations may be feasible.

Advantages
- Potential to provide additional flood management allocation without constructing new storage.
- Potential to provide other benefits such as water supply.
- Potential to protect against salinity intrusion in some groundwater basins.

Disadvantages
- Potential to lose water permanently after recharge, which would not be recoverable for water supplies.
- Land may not be readily available for recharge.
- Acquiring recharge land in fee may remove from tax base.
- Difficult to know capacity of undeveloped groundwater recharge location.
- Surface storage has recreation and cold water pool benefits; redirecting storage to groundwater will diminish these benefits.
- Coordination between agencies and implementing land use changes would be challenging.
- Potential contamination of native ground water from injected surface flows.
- Groundwater recharge could lead to high groundwater tables.

Economic Considerations
Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Moderate initial investment, depending on location and extent of facilities required to conduct conjunctive use operations (cost factors include real estate acquisition, conveyance and pumping facilities, and environmental documentation and mitigation costs). Costs would be distributed across multiple sources but primarily come from water supply and flood management funds.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
O&M costs would likely increase significantly resulting from O&M for new conjunctive use facilities, especially the pumping costs associated with accessing water supplies stored in groundwater banks.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for federal cost sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood management and/or water supply). Because multiple benefits are incorporated, costs may be distributed across multiple programs and fund sources.
Storage Operations

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential to decrease long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of downstream flooding.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential to decrease the frequency and peak flow (and long-term cost) of downstream flooding.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Region specific (cannot determine at this time).

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
No direct effects; however, reduces the frequency of downstream flooding and increases level of flood protection, which may encourage development in the floodplain. Some recharge areas may be sited on floodplains, so that these areas would be restricted in their development potential. The increase in water supply reliability should improve economic development, but there are potential negative impacts if groundwater doesn't satisfy the same need as the surface water, or if excessive water supply is lost in the groundwater bank.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential to decrease State flood responsibility by reducing the frequency of flooding.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
Groundwater recharge facilities provide seasonal habitat to migratory waterfowl.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
If new artificial recharge facilities are constructed in floodplains or agricultural lands, this action could result in moderate to substantial permanent impacts to terrestrial, agricultural, and potentially seasonal wetland habitats, including potential loss of habitat for special-status species. Changing a land use of any type has impacts. If reservoir doesn't completely fill after flood operations, the smaller cold water pool may affect anadromous fisheries. Increasing flood control space may reduce high frequency flows that are important for restoring ecosystems. Coordination with resource agencies would be needed.

**Permitting Considerations?**
Extensive and complex permitting required, including water rights permits for water diverted from reservoir conservation pool to groundwater recharge.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
Tempering peak flows has potential to reduce required O&M therefore reducing adverse environmental impacts. If recharge areas are not developed, may be used as mitigation for other CVFPP projects.
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Social Considerations

*Contribution to Public Safety*?
May reduce frequency of flooding and improve level of flood protection.

*Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)*?
Potential to provide water supply benefits, given the ability to store excess flood waters, and then access them during dry periods.

*Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)*?
Providing additional flood storage allocation through conjunctive use would generally have a higher likelihood of implementation than constructing new on-stream storage, but institutional, funding, and political challenges exist.

Technical Considerations

*Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts*?
Potential for redirected downstream hydraulic impacts if river used to convey water from reservoir to groundwater recharge site. Likely hydraulic impacts at recharge site.

*Effect on Residual Risk*?
The objective of conjunctive use to increase flood storage allocation would be to reduce the frequency of downstream flooding, reducing residual risk to existing development.

*Climate Change Adaptability*
This action would enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing reservoir water management flexibility. Implementation needs to consider impacts on biological adaptability.
Implement advanced weather forecast-based operations to increase reservoir management flexibility

ID MA-067

Description

Problem
During the flood season, reservoir operators currently follow the Water Control Manual and corresponding Flood Control Diagram developed by USACE for their operation of each reservoir. Most of the flood control diagrams are based on conditions currently occurring in the reservoir and often do not provide the operational flexibility needed to improve flood protection and water supply. Flood control diagrams also do not take advantage of the most recent advancements in weather and river forecasting and data gathering and exchange to minimize the downstream impacts of reservoir releases.

Desired Outcome
Increased flexibility of operations at flood control reservoirs in the Central Valley achieved using advanced forecasting information based on snow accumulations in the basin, basin wetness, runoff forecasts, quantitative precipitation forecasts, and climate change information.

Methodology
Implementation would require (1) developing weather forecasting and hydrologic models, and (2) coordinating with reservoir operators, and may require updating existing forecasting technologies. Forecast-based operations would provide operators with information on potential future reservoir inflows and would allow them to better save the flood management storage for the peak of the storm to help minimize the risk of exceeding river channel capacity. Knowledge of potential future flows and reservoir releases would increase the warning times to communities along the rivers and downstream from flood control reservoirs.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Improve Institutional Support
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.
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Advantages

• Low capital cost.
• Decreases costs for many activities, including flood fighting, emergency response and recovery, and some O&M activities.

Disadvantages

• Requires more testing, as advanced weather forecast-based operations have not been used extensively in real-time operations.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Low-to-medium, depending on whether forecasting technology (such as radars that provide better weather forecasts) needed to be updated. Primary capital costs consist of developing weather forecasting and hydrologic models, and establishing coordination with reservoir operators.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Increased O&M costs if implementation includes updating the stream gage network or other forecasting technologies. Long-term flood system maintenance costs would decrease slightly due to improved operations from flood forecasting. Reservoir operation costs would increase due to flood forecasting efforts and the necessity for increased coordination with operators.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Yes. Significant potential for local and federal government cost-sharing.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential decrease. Forecast-based operations would facilitate consistent and timely response during flooding, which would reduce potential damage and need for recovery.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential decrease. Forecasting would allow flood fighting efforts to be coordinated in advance of flood events, and could decrease long-term flood fighting costs.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
No direct effects; however, decreasing peak flows by operating reservoirs in advance of flood events could reduce damage to critical infrastructure.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effects; however, could reduce the frequency of flooding, which may encourage development in the floodplain.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No direct effects; however, could potentially decrease State responsibility by reducing the frequency and consequences of flooding.
Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
The increased flexibility could be used to the benefit of instream resources and hydrologic processes.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
None.

Permitting Considerations?
None.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Potential to improve public safety by decreasing peak flows.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
While forecast-based operations would be targeted to improve flood management, it could also provide more flexibility in managing reservoirs to achieve other benefits (water supply, recreation, ecosystem needs, etc.).

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Forecast-based operations have thus proven to be politically and institutionally acceptable in some instances. For example, forecast-coordinated operations have been developed on the Yuba-Feather River system and are being developed on some San Joaquin river reservoirs. However, forecast-based operations may face some political and institutional resistance because they could create binding rules that would restrict the flexibility of individual reservoir operators.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Reduces residual risk by reducing the frequency and consequences of flooding.

Climate Change Adaptability
This action could enhance hydrologic adaptability by providing data that could increase efficiency and flexibility of flood and water management operations at reservoirs in the system.
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3.0 Flood Protection System Modification

MA-016: Improve conveyance by addressing flow constrictions
MA-017: Increase capacity of existing bypasses
MA-018: Modify existing weirs, overflows, or relief structures to improve flood system performance
MA-019: Construct new bypasses to improve flood system performance
MA-020: Construct new levees to provide flood protection to additional areas potentially affected by flooding
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Improve conveyance by addressing flow constrictions

ID MA-016

Description

Problem
Flow constrictions such as bridges, marinas, in-channel structures, and other obstructions can trap large debris during flood events causing flood waters to backup. The backwater caused by the constrictions can increase pressure on the levees and increase sediment accumulation upstream from the constriction while incising the channel bed and/or eroding channel banks downstream. In addition, flow constrictions could impact a channel's ability to accommodate reservoir objective releases.

Desired Outcome
Increased channel or bypass flood conveyance capacity and efficiency by reducing impedance to flood flow.

Methodology
Removal, modification, or relocation of flow constrictions and hard points can increase overall channel capacity and/or reduce flooding upstream. This could also improve operational flexibility of reservoirs. Specific actions or treatments would depend on the type of flow constriction or hard point. For example, existing bridges that impede flood flows could be removed, replaced, or modified/raised to improve conveyance; new bridges within designated floodways could be constructed to standards that prohibit constraints on conveyance capacity and reduce backwater effects. Dredging and sediment removal could be used to reduce other types of flow constrictions. Marinas or other flow impediments could be modified or relocated to prevent accumulation of debris during floods. Changing the physical features of the conveyance system to reduce flow constrictions could also provide opportunities to restore ecosystem functions or habitats. For example, removing rock revetment, dikes, or other structures in the channel in conjunction with setback levee construction could promote natural erosion and deposition processes and provide opportunities for riparian habitat restoration; wetland, shallow water, or terrestrial habitats could also be established in conjunction with projects to reduce flow constrictions and improve flood flow capacity.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

• Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Promote Ecosystem Functions
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Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)

Retained. Requires further evaluation to identify flow constrictions and specific actions.

Advantages

- Improve channel flow efficiency, thereby reducing flood risk.
- Works well in conjunction with other actions that increase system capacity and/or reliability.
- Potential to combine with other actions to improve ecosystem functions, habitat.
- Potential to reduce O&M costs associated with debris removal or erosion repairs.
- Beneficial to environment and wildlife (creates seasonal habitat).
- Increase in shaded riverine/riparian habitat using setback levees.

Disadvantages

- Potentially high capital cost.
- For bridge modifications, potential for traffic disruption.
- Channel modification (such as dredging), potential for water quality or other aquatic impacts.
- Permitting and mitigation may be costly, extensive and lengthy.
- Increased conveyance space for vegetation could offset increase in flood capacity.
- May cause potential downstream impacts.
- Removing marinas would be a disadvantage to boaters.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)

Potentially high initial investment depending on number and type of flow constrictions to be removed, replaced, or modified; bridge modifications or replacements could be costly. Permitting and mitigation costs could also be high. Potentially high cost for levee realignment.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

May reduce O&M costs associated with debris removal and erosion repairs after floods. However, O&M costs may increase if sediment removal is completed on a regular basis. O&M costs may increase to protect embankments and repair other damage to structures that can be eroded as a result of changes in the flow regime. Need to establish a long-term economic mechanism to maintain the system as a whole. Need to have maintenance funds in perpetuity.
Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for federal cost-sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood management). Potential also exists for systemwide cost-sharing between locals, depending on the range of effects from the management action. For example, funds to replace functional or structurally deficient bridges can come from highway bridge replacement and rehabilitation program.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding due to increased channel conveyance capacity.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce the long-term cost of flood fighting through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding and reduction in debris removal actions during floods.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Potential to reduce damage to critical public infrastructure through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding due to increased channel capacity. Potential improvement to infrastructure.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effects; however, reduces the frequency of flooding and increases level of flood protection, which may encourage development in floodplain areas receiving benefits.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce State responsibility through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding due to increased channel capacity.

Environmental Considerations
Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Reducing flow constrictions and hard points could also contribute to rehabilitating physical processes, including sediment transport and channel forming processes, and could improve aquatic and riparian habitat (particularly if incorporated into design and implementation).

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Reducing flow constrictions and removing geomorphic hard points would result in minor to moderate temporary impacts during construction (and potentially permanent impacts) to aquatic and riparian habitats and associated species, particularly if habitat is not incorporated into design and implementation. Permanent impacts may be possible if this management action results in increased development.

Permitting Considerations?
Extensive permitting requirements for most types of flow constrictions.
Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?

By reducing constrictions, there is the potential to reduce the need for O&M, and therefore reduce the negative environmental impacts associated with O&M operations (assuming these improvements are designed to not increase erosion). O&M could be done at regular intervals, and could possibly be scheduled for times when the environmental impacts are minimal.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Potential to increase public safety through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding due to increased channel capacity; no residual risk.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Increased water supply and water supply reliability; new seasonal habitat for native and migratory wildlife; safer conditions for recreationists; possible potential for navigation.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Dependent on site/location and type of flow constriction; for bridges, likelihood of implementation would depend on type (vehicle versus rail), capacity, design, and other factors. For marinas, in-channel structures, sedimentation, and geomorphic hard points other implementation factors may include ownership, ability to relocate, and other jurisdictional issues.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Restoring channel capacity can potentially increase downstream flood flows and stages and potentially affect sediment deposition and/or erosion; Increased habitat in the system slows down the flows, increasing the amount of sediment that is deposited and thereby reducing capacity, resulting in increased maintenance costs to restore capacity and increase impacts to habitat for capacity restoration. These impacts would need to be mitigated if downstream channel capacities could not accommodate increased flows. By reducing restrictions downstream, there is the potential to reduce levels upstream.

Effect on Residual Risk?
No change in residual risk.

Climate Change Adaptability
No direct effects.
Increase capacity of existing bypasses

ID MA-017

Description

Problem
Due to changes in the channel morphology, some bypasses cannot convey flood flows at their designed flow rates and corresponding design stage. This lack of conveyance results in higher flood stages in the channel and increase the stresses on the levees; thereby increasing the risks of flooding. In addition, changes in the land uses have altered the drainage patterns and thus flow through the flood management system that may necessitate reevaluation of the bypasses’ design parameters. Existing overflow areas aren’t engineered bypasses, just existing farmland.

Desired Outcome
Increased or restored the flood conveyance capacity of existing bypasses.

Methodology
This management action could include widening or expanding the footprint of existing bypasses to increase capacity. It could also include raising levees or berms along existing bypasses to create more flood carrying capacity. It may also require the reconstruction and/or reoperation of existing flow control weirs that direct flood flows into bypasses. This management action could also include sediment removal or vegetation control. Increasing the capacity of certain bypasses could provide opportunities for habitat, recreation, and agricultural enhancement; these functions would be integrated into the evaluation of specific actions.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

• Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Promote Ecosystem Functions
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained. Requires further evaluation to determine how existing bypasses could be modified to increase flood flow capacity.

Advantages

• Increases channel capacity and reduces flood risk (overtopping, levee breaks, etc.).
• Potential to combine with other management actions to restore habitat.
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• May support recovery of threatened or endangered species.
• Lowers flood stage.

Disadvantages
• Moderate to high capital cost to widen bypasses, raise bypass levees, or reconstruct/modify weirs;
• Permitting and associated mitigation as well as additional vegetation maintenance could be costly and time consuming;
• Would restrict land use within the bypass.
• May complicate sediment routing processes.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Potentially high initial investment depending on number and type of flow constrictions to be removed, replaced, or modified; bridge modifications or replacements could be costly. Permitting and mitigation costs could also be high. Potentially high cost for levee realignment.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to increase O&M costs for vegetation control and management. Potential to decrease O&M costs if modifications are constructed to new design standards; less maintenance may be required.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for federal cost sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood management).

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding due to increased flood conveyance capacity.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce the long-term cost of flood fighting through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding due to increased flood conveyance capacity.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Potential to reduce damage to critical public infrastructure through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding due to increased flood conveyance capacity.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effects; however, reduces the frequency of flooding and increases level of flood protection, which may encourage development in floodplain areas receiving benefits.
**Flood Protection System Modification**

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential to reduce State liability through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding due to increased flood conveyance capacity.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
In combination with other actions, increasing the capacity of existing bypasses could enhance Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions by restoring more natural flow regime to bypasses within historic overflow areas (potential to restore channel and floodplain forming processes and improve salmonid rearing).

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
Increasing the capacity of existing bypasses by widening could result in substantial permanent impacts including loss of upland habitat and effects on associated species (including threatened and endangered species).

**Permitting Considerations?**
Extensive, complex, and potentially costly.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
None.

**Social Considerations**

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Potential to increase public safety through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding due to increased flood conveyance capacity; no change in residual risk.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
Potential to provide recreation benefits.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
Bypass modification likely to be more feasible/implementable than construction of new bypasses

**Technical Considerations**

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
Increasing bypass capacity can potentially increase downstream flood flows and stages; increasing conveyance may require reoperation of existing flood control facilities to minimize downstream impacts. Changing bypass pulse can change sedimentation transport throughout entire system.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
None.
Climate Change Adaptability
Increasing the capacity of existing bypasses could enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing water management flexibility; could potentially enhance biological adaptability by increasing the quantity of aquatic and riparian habitats and thus the ability of associated species to adjust to changing climate conditions.
Modify existing weirs, overflows, or relief structures to improve flood system performance

ID MA-018

Description

Problem
The outdated design of current flood relief structures, while providing flood protection, was not designed for flexibility. The design also creates areas of debris and sediment accumulation. The performance and operation of weirs and flood overflows can be negatively affected by factors such as accumulation of sediment or debris, downstream flow restrictions, antiquated control systems, subsidence, erosion, structural deficiencies, and functional obsolescence. Their design parameters (how the flows are regulated), may be functionally obsolete due to changes in the flood flows caused by differing land use, climate, and weather patterns. Their performances are also negatively affected by factors such as accumulation of sediment or debris, downstream flow restrictions, subsidence, erosion, and structural deficiencies as result of wear and tear. Also, some facilities act like flood relief structures but were never constructed to DWR or USACE standards to function like flood relief structures. The result is that head cuts to these facilities allow over flows, reducing the storage capacity of the facility.

Desired Outcome
Improved flood system operations and performance to meet current and future flood management needs.

Methodology
Aspects of the flood management system are controlled or operated via weirs (both with and without gates) and overflows (such as lowered segments of levees designed to permit overflows at certain stages) to divert flood flows to the bypasses and for irrigation during non-flood season. Weirs could be modified in several ways (raised, lowered, lengthened, or automated; changing the weir sill elevation) depending upon the operation and desired effect. For example, a weir crest could be raised to prevent flows from entering a storage area too early in a flood event, thereby reserving storage space for the storm peak. Alternately, weirs could be lengthened to pass more flow into a bypass at the same stage, or lowered to divert flow at lower stages. Other modifications could include removal of sediment or debris to improve the intended performance of the weir. Weir modifications could also be designed to provide opportunities to restore ecosystem functions or habitats, reduce operations and maintenance, and improve safety. For example, improvements to weirs could allow greater fish passage, change the flow split, manage sediment deposition, or increase the safety of weir operations (floodgates).
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Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

• Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Promote Ecosystem Functions

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)

Retained.

Advantages

• Potential to allow for more active management of the flows through the flood management system.
• Potential to increase safety of flood management operations.

Disadvantages

• Moderate to high capital cost to raise, lower, lengthen, change operations for, or automate some weirs.
• Structures may have to be redesigned to incorporate Endangered Species Act (ESA) consideration that may require significant modifications to the existing facilities.
• May complicate sediment routing processes.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Moderate to high capital cost to raise, lower, lengthen, or automate weirs depending on the type, operation, and desired effect; In the upper watershed there will be a need to acquire more property to accommodate overflow.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce O&M costs if weir operations are automated or modified to reduce sediment/debris removal requirements.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for federal cost sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood management).

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce the long-term cost of flood fighting through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding.
Flood Protection System Modification

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Potential to reduce damage to critical public infrastructure through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effects; however, reduces the frequency of flooding and increases level of flood protection, which may encourage development in floodplain areas receiving benefits.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce State responsibility through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding if weir modifications increase channel capacity.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Weirs could be modified to facilitate operations that enhance Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions (restoring more natural flow regimes, for example); depending on implementation, operational changes could benefit channel and floodplain forming processes and salmonid rearing.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Depending on implementation, the modification of weirs could moderately alter physical processes downstream, including flow regime (e.g., seasonality, magnitude, and duration of flows) and sediment transport, that could result in permanent impacts (either beneficial or detrimental) to habitat for aquatic and riparian species.

Permitting Considerations?
Extensive permitting requirements.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
“Nuisance Flooding” increases the amount of debris that is deposited on agricultural properties as well as habitat/restoration areas. If this debris is not removed it tends to block and divert flows to other areas increasing erosion in some areas and sediment deposits in others. However, instream woody debris is heavily used by aquatic species, including Anadromous fish. Eliminating these nuisance flows will reduce damages to agriculture and habitat.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Potential to increase public safety through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.
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Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Reoperation of some weirs may provide some benefits with little cost; easements in bypasses may cause some issues.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Weir modification and reoperation could increase flows to the bypasses; these impacts would need to be mitigated if downstream channel capacities could not accommodate increased flows.

Effect on Residual Risk?
None.

Climate Change Adaptability
Modifying weirs could enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing water management flexibility.
Construct new bypasses to improve flood system performance

ID MA-019

Description

Problem
Some reaches of the flood management system have insufficient flow capacity due to lack of transitory storage and ability to attenuate the flood flows. In addition, limited funding for structural improvements (need to increase the level of protection in response to changes in the land-use, weather, and climatic patterns) may require a reevaluation on how the flood waters are routed through the flood management system.

Desired Outcome
Provide relief to the areas of the flood conveyance system that do not have the capacity to provide the required level of flood protection.

Methodology
New bypasses could be constructed to redirect damaging flood flows away from the existing channels and facilities that currently lack sufficient conveyance. Siting for new bypass construction needs to take into consideration various items such as the topography, the magnitude of the redirected flow, and potential downstream hydraulic impacts; opportunities for habitat, recreation, and agricultural enhancement; and right-of-way requirements.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
- Increases channel and system capacity and reduces flood risk.
- Potential to integrate ecosystem restoration/habitat.
- Potential to provide or maintain other benefits (recreation, groundwater recharge).
- Moderate the peaks in the flood flows through the system.
• Minimize the extent and expense of structural improvements needed to reconfigure the existing flood management system.

Disadvantages
• High capital cost to construct new bypasses and acquire real estate; choosing the best locations may be difficult due to existing development.
• Potential medium to high costs for environmental obligations (including mitigation) and long-term O & M and/or vegetation management.
• Inherent system deficiencies may not be addressed.
• There could be long term changes in land use due to new construction and therefore property tax changes.
• Could increase development in the floodplain.
• Creating a new bypass requires relocating people within that area.
• Political acceptability may be low.
• May complicate sediment routing processes.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
High initial investment depending on location and extent of the bypasses (costs include real estate acquisitions, mitigation costs, and bypass construction costs).

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
New O&M costs would be associated with the construction of new bypasses.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for federal cost sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood management).

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce the long-term cost of flood fighting through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding and diversion of high flows from reaches with insufficient channel capacity or deficient levees. However, the addition of a new bypass adds a structure to the facilities that must now be patrolled/monitored and could possibly fail in a flood.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Potential to reduce damage to critical public infrastructure through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding.
Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effects; however, reduces the frequency of flooding and increases level of flood protection, which may encourage development in floodplain areas receiving benefits.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce State responsibility through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding due to increased channel capacity.

Environmental Considerations
Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
New bypasses could be designed to enhance Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions (restoring flood flows to historic flood basins or overflow areas, rehabilitating floodplain forming processes, and maintaining ecosystem in channel).

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Constructing new bypasses would result in moderate to substantial permanent impacts to terrestrial and agricultural habitats, including potential loss of habitat for associated special-status species; potential for minor to moderate alteration of physical processes downstream, including flow regime (e.g., seasonality, magnitude, and duration of flows) and sediment transport, that could result in permanent impacts to habitat for aquatic and riparian species.

Permitting Considerations?
Extensive and complex permitting requirements.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
Creation of new habitat for floodplain-dependent species could reduce the adverse impacts of the flood management system by restoring part of the system

Social Considerations
Contribution to Public Safety?
Potential to increase public safety through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Potential for ecosystem restoration and recreation to be integrated to maximize overall project benefits.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Feasibility would be highly dependent on location (real estate requirements, land uses or infrastructure affected), cost, and magnitude of benefits provided; new bypasses that provide multiple benefits would have a higher likelihood of acceptability and implementation. Creating a new bypass means relocating people within that area. Political acceptability may be low.
Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Bypasses could increase flows to downstream reaches; these impacts would need to be mitigated if downstream channel capacities could not accommodate increased flows. Modulation of the flow should be a major design consideration so that the volume or flow downstream of the confluence is less than that would have occur without the bypass. Bypasses may decrease flows, velocities, and sediment transport to certain reaches.

Effect on Residual Risk?
None.

Climate Change Adaptability
Constructing new bypasses could enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing water management flexibility; could also enhance biological adaptability by increasing habitat quantity, connectivity, and complexity, thus enhancing the ability of populations to adjust to the consequences of climate change.
Construct new levees to provide flood protection to additional areas potentially affected by flooding

ID MA-020

Description

Problem
Due to changes in the land-use patterns, channel hydraulics, and environmental conditions, portions of the non-leveed channels may need new levees constructed to meet current level of safety requirements.

Desired Outcome
Improved robustness and flexibility of flood management system with the construction of additional levees.

Methodology
New levees could be constructed along river reaches where no levees are currently present to increase the carrying capacity of the existing river channel and modulate peak flows. By modifying the flow regime, new levees constructed upstream from urban areas may be an effective measure in lowering the risk of flooding. Levee construction may not be feasible in all urban areas due to the high cost of land acquisition. However, in some urban areas, there may be no other management actions capable of managing flood flows.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
- Reduces the chances of inundation.
- Increases opportunities for operational flexibility.

Disadvantages
- Potentially high capital cost and long-term O&M costs.
- May result in downstream hydraulic impacts due to funnelling of flows through confined channel.
- Potential for long permitting process, legal issues due to land acquisition, and high mitigation costs from environmental impacts.
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- Potential for loss of habitat due to disconnection from the floodplain and changes to streamside habitat conditions.
- Potential for increased development behind levees.

Economic Considerations

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**
High capital costs, dependant on location and amount of new levee construction. Costs include construction, permitting, mitigation, real estate acquisitions, and relocations.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Increased O&M costs proportional to amount of new levee construction.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**
Opportunities to partner with USACE and locals.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Likely reduction in long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in frequency of flooding.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Likely reduction in flood fighting costs through reduction in frequency of flooding. However, increased length of levees would increase monitoring requirements.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Reducing the risk of flooding reduces the likelihood of damage to critical public infrastructure.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
Reduces the frequency of flooding and increases level of flood protection, which may encourage development in the floodplain.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential to expand State flood responsibility by increasing the project-levee system.

Environmental Considerations

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
None.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
Substantial permanent impacts to terrestrial, riparian and shaded riverine aquatic habitats including loss of habitat for special-status species, and may cut-off species by inhibiting access to habitat areas. Substantial alteration of physical processes, including flow regime (e.g., seasonality, magnitude, and duration of flows) and sediment transport that could result in permanent impacts to habitat for aquatic and riparian species. Other permanent impacts may be possible if this management action results in increased development.
Flood Protection System Modification

Permitting Considerations?
Extensive and complex permitting requirements.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Improves level of flood protection by reducing the frequency of flooding; residual risk remains and may increase if floodplain development increases.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
No other benefits identified.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Improving the level of flood protection is politically desirable, particularly in urban and urbanizing areas. However, high capital costs, environmental impacts, and significant land acquisitions may present a challenge to widespread implementation.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
If the new levees increase the carrying capacity of the channel and constrict additional flows in the channel, downstream impacts may result, particularly in downstream areas with lower levels of flood protection. However, if new levees are used to modulate flow peaks, reduced impacts may be experienced downstream.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Reduces the frequency of flooding. May increase residual risk if floodplain development is encouraged.

Climate Change Adaptability
Constructing new levees would enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing system capacity. However, this action would reduce biological adaptability by reducing quantity and complexity of floodplain habitats, and the continuity of these habitats along environmental gradients; and thus, reducing the ability of species to handle and adjust to the consequences of climate changeability to maintain floodplain species and habitats under more extreme conditions.
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Raise levees to improve flood system performance

ID  MA-021

Description

Problem
There are existing reaches along the flood management system with insufficient freeboard to meet existing design criteria. The extents and the magnitude of the freeboard deficiencies could be further compounded by the new urban level of protection requirements.

Desired Outcome
Adequate levels of freeboard and increased conveyance capacity of the channels adjacent to levees by raising levees.

Methodology
Levees can be raised by the addition of earthen material or by constructing floodwalls. Raising levees could allow larger design flows, or larger project flows, to pass with adequate freeboard. Specific actions would take into consideration various factors, including the need to perform a geotechnical evaluation of the structural integrity of the levee for stability and seepage; and land use and corresponding level of safety needs on either side of the levee. Any modification of non-project levees that provide significant benefits or are essential to management of the system would require adoption of these structures as part of the SPFC by the Central Valley Flood Protection Board (Board) and/or the USACE.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• Reduces the chances of levee overtopping, thereby reducing risk of flooding.
• Meet existing and current design requirement for level of safety.

Disadvantages
• Potential for environmental consequences and high capital costs due enlargement of levee footprint.
• May result in downstream hydraulic impacts due to increased channel capacity.
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- Raising levees and formal adoption as a federal project levee could transfer maintenance responsibility to DWR, thus increasing maintenance costs and time.
- Potential for increased floodplain development.
- Availability of right-of-way and environmental justice considerations.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
High capital cost because raising levee will likely require acquiring additional real estate. Small levee raise (less than 2 feet) could be performed with flood walls, in which case the capital cost is relatively low.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Minimum or no significant increase in annual maintenance costs depending on height of levee raise.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Opportunities to partner with USACE and locals.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Likely reduction in long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in frequency of flooding.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Marginal to moderate decrease in flood fighting. Flood fighting cost due to insufficient freeboard are reduced, but other forms of flood fighting (boils, wavewash erosion, river erosion) are likely to remain unchanged.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Reducing the risk of flooding reduces the likelihood of damage to critical public infrastructure.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
Reduces the frequency of flooding and increases level of flood protection, which may encourage development in the floodplain.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce State flood responsibility by reducing the frequency of overtopping. However, State flood responsibility may increase if the floodplain and economic development above occurs. Responsibilities to maintain facilities remain unchanged.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.
Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Raising levees could result in substantial permanent impacts to terrestrial habitat including loss of habitat for special-status species. This action also could moderately alter physical processes (including sediment transport) and streamside habitat conditions that could result in permanent impacts to habitat for aquatic and riparian species.

Permitting Considerations?
Extensive and complex permitting requirements.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Improves level of flood protection by reducing the frequency of flooding; residual risk remains and may increase if floodplain development increases. Floodwalls create the potential for public nuisance (e.g., graffiti).

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
No other benefits identified.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Improving the level of flood protection is politically desirable, particularly in urban and urbanizing areas. Real estate acquisitions may be necessary if widening the footprint of an existing levee.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Increasing the carrying capacity of the channel may result in downstream impacts, particularly in downstream areas with lower levels of flood protection. Additional flood flows that would have historically escaped channel would be conveyed downstream. Potential for higher flow velocities and associated scouring issues.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Reduces the frequency of flooding. May increase residual risk if floodplain development is encouraged.

Climate Change Adaptability
Raising levees could enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing system capacity. However, this management action could adversely impact biological adaptability by reducing ability to for floodplain species and habitats to handle more extreme conditions.
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Construct setback levees

**ID** MA-022

**Description**

**Problem**
Some reaches of the flood management system have insufficient conveyance caused by restrictions in the channel and/or environmental considerations that restrict maintenance activities, reduce the natural capacity of floodplains to provide flood storage and conveyance, and can cause sedimentation and scour in unanticipated places due to changes in sediment transport dynamics. In addition, some existing levees are built on poor or unsuitable foundation, which would make retrofitting the levees unfeasible or costs prohibitively high.

**Desired Outcome**
Improved channel conveyance, improved level of safety, and minimized disruptions to vital riparian corridors through the construction of setback levees.

**Methodology**
Expanding channel capacity by setting levees back from the main river could provide a sustainable approach by enhancing flood system performance and reducing levee erosion over the longer term. Assessing setback levees would take into consideration various factors, including existing flood easements; willingness of landowners to participate in the action; site geology and topography, ground foundation; existing transportation features and infrastructure; hydraulic modeling; opportunities for habitat, recreation, and agricultural enhancement; and potential erosion reduction.

**Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal**
- Improve Flood Risk Management

**Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)**
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations & Maintenance
- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

**Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)**
Retained.

**Advantages**
- Increased floodplain storage reduces the risks and consequence of flooding, thereby reducing the State exposure to flood responsibility.
- More sustainable than traditional levees.
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• Reduces O&M Costs.
• Promotes multiple benefits in addition to reduction of flood risk (habitat, recreation, open space).
• Provides the opportunity to rehabilitate and accommodate fluvial geomorphic processes and flow regimes, increase the quantity, diversity, and connectivity of riparian and wetland habitats, increased groundwater recharge, provide access for migrating fish, recreating frequently activated floodplains within a majority of the natural river system.
• Decrease the geotechnical risk factors by placing the levee on good foundation.
• Increased funding opportunities for setback levees due to environmental benefits.

Disadvantages

• Potentially high capital cost.
• May result in downstream hydraulic impacts due to increased channel capacity.
• Extensive permitting requirements.
• Land acquisitions and easements for access can be difficult.
• Potential loss of economic activity due to displacement of land uses.
• Potential for fish stranding.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
High capital costs for real estate acquisition and new construction.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No significant increase in maintenance cost, with potential for reduced long-term costs. Reduced channel maintenance costs (vegetation management, sediment removal) and reduced scouring and erosion in comparison to traditional levees may reduce long-term O&M costs.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Opportunities to partner with USACE and locals, also with non-governmental organizations for habitat mitigation.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Likely reduction in long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in frequency of flooding.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Likely reduction in flood fighting costs through reduction in frequency of flooding. New levee would be constructed to current standards, minimizing the need for flood fighting operations.
Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Reducing the risk of flooding reduces the likelihood of damage to critical public infrastructure.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
Reduces the frequency of flooding and increases level of flood protection, which may encourage development in the floodplain.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce State flood responsibility by reducing the frequency of flooding, unless floodplain development occurs.

Environmental Considerations
Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
The construction of setback levees could rehabilitate key physical processes by reconnecting channels to historical floodplains, and enhancing sediment transport, channel and floodplain forming processes, groundwater recharge, and improving water quality, and would rehabilitate ecological functions by increasing riparian and wetland habitat area, quality diversity and connectivity, and by increasing spawning habitat (e.g., for Sacramento splittail) and salmonid rearing habitat.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Constructing setback levees would result in moderate to substantial permanent impacts to terrestrial and agricultural habitats, and potentially to canal or seasonal wetland habitats, and in impacts to associated special-status species.

Permitting Considerations?
Extensive and complex permitting requirements.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
The magnitude of adverse effects to habitats resulting from flood system O&M would be reduced. Setting back levees provides the opportunity to rehabilitate and accommodate fluvial geomorphic processes and flow regimes, reducing erosion and scouring and the need for channel maintenance.

Social Considerations
Contribution to Public Safety?
Improves level of flood protection by reducing the frequency of flooding; residual risk remains and may increase if floodplain development increases.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Can provide open space, recreation, and habitat benefits. Potential for multiple-use trail alignments and connectivity by allowing public access to top of berm.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Setback levees offer multiple benefits and are high in implementation likelihood. Improving the level of flood protection is politically desirable. There are
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desirable environmental benefits. However, high capital costs and land acquisition challenges may present a challenge to widespread implementation.

Technical Considerations

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
Potential for downstream impacts due to increased floodplain storage capacity and channel capacity. May impact flow split if located near weirs.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
Reduce flooding frequency, thereby reducing residual risk. May increase residual risk if floodplain development is encouraged.

**Climate Change Adaptability**
This management action would enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing water management flexibility. This management action also could enhance biological adaptability by increasing the quantity, connectivity, and complexity of floodplain habitats and their continuity along environmental gradients; and thus, enhance the ability of species to handle and adjust to the consequences of climate change.
Construct ring levees

ID MA-023

Description

Problem There are small communities and critical infrastructure at risk of flooding, either because they have no flood control protection or the existing flood control protection is insufficient and unreliable.

Desired Outcome Increased level of protection for small communities and critical infrastructure.

Methodology Reduction in flood risk to small communities and individual structures can be achieved by constructing ring levees or internal levees. A ring levee is constructed around the protected area, isolating it from potential flood waters. Internal levees, on the other hand, serve as a second line of defense by compartmentalizing and isolating portions of the protected area. Both ring and internal levees can be used as secondary lines of defense. Ring levees can also act as the primary line of defense in the absence of other forms of flood control. Ingress and egress to the area protected may be difficult if the levee is more than a few feet tall because long ramps may be required to provide vehicular passage over the top of the levee.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

• Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

• Improve Flood Risk Management

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)

Retained.

Advantages

• Reduces the frequency of flooding for small communities and critical infrastructure.
• Could allow for greater habitat diversity outside of the ring levee.

Disadvantages

• Potential high capital costs associated with levee construction, right of way acquisition, retrofitting and/or rerouting existing utilities, roadways, and drainage.
• Potential to segregate the community, create inequalities, and limit economic growth.
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- Limited funding sources for this type of construction.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
High capital costs to obtain real estate and construct new ring levees capable of protecting entire communities.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Increased O&M costs for ring levee maintenance plus additional O&M costs for associated infrastructure (e.g., pumping stations).

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Opportunities to partner with USACE and locals.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Likely reduction in long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in frequency of flooding of area surrounded by ring levee.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Likely reduction in flood fighting costs through reduction in frequency of flooding in areas surrounded by ring levees. However, in some areas, flood fighting may be impaired if the ring levee is surrounded by flood waters and no protected transportation corridors for ingress and egress are provided.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Ring levees and internal cross levees will reduce the frequency of flooding, and therefore will reduce damages to critical public infrastructure located inside the ring. No impact on critical infrastructure outside of the ring levee.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
Could limit economic growth by limiting development.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce State flood responsibility by reducing the frequency of flooding in the area protected by the ring levee. May increase State flood responsibility by expanding project-levee system.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Substantial permanent impacts including loss of terrestrial and potentially wetland habitat, including potential loss of habitat for special-status species, and potential reduction in habitat connectivity.

Permitting Considerations?
Extensive and complex permitting requirements.
Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?

None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Improves level of flood protection by reducing the frequency of flooding in isolated areas; residual risk of flooding remains. Could make ingress and egress from ringed areas more difficult during flood events.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Levees have the potential for establishment of a recreational trail on top. Loop trails are popular and can be potentially supported by ring levees.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Improving the level of flood protection is politically acceptable.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Little to no redirected downstream impacts for smaller ring levees. Larger ring levees may increase downstream impacts of flood events. Ring levees could cause impact to upstream areas due to backwater impacts. Internal cross levees do not affect hydraulic conveyance, but control inundation zones.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Reduce the residual risk for areas inside ring levee. May increase risk if additional development occurs inside the ring levee.

Climate Change Adaptability
This management action would reduce biological adaptability because it would reduce habitat quantity and potentially habitat connectivity, and thus, reduce the ability of species to handle and adjust to the consequences of climate change.
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Flood Protection System Modification

Improve structural performance and resilience of existing levees

ID MA-024

Description

Problem
Existing levees in certain areas have deficiencies that increase the risks of levee failure during a high-water event. The deficiencies range from inadequate embankment geometry, seepage, and toe erosion, to foundational stability. Steep waterside slopes on levees adjacent to flows promote the development of erosion features that destabilize the levee embankment. Certain levee reaches are prone to develop severe through- and/or under-seepage problems during medium- to high-water events. Seepage through the levee embankment may induce internal erosion, surface raveling, and a destabilizing effect on the levee embankment. Under-seepage, manifested by upward flowing sand boils near and away from the landside levee toe, washes off fine-grained sediments, reduces the stability of the levee embankment and creates severe internal erosion. Both forms of seepage, if uncontrolled, may result in a levee breach. In addition, overtopping of levees during high-water events can erode the landside of the levee resulting in catastrophic breach and failure of the levee.

Desired Outcome
Reduced risk of slope or seepage failure on existing levees.

Methodology
Levees are strengthened to enhance their integrity by improving the embankment soil properties and geometry to resist slope and seepage failures. Improving levee’s resistance to slope failure is achieved by enlarging levees through adding material to widen the top width, flatten steep slopes, or both. Material can be added on the landside of a levee to increase stability by widening the crown and/or decreasing the side slopes. Adding material on the waterside can be used in some situations, but is not desired because of constriction to the waterway. Methods to address seepage include seepage berms, impermeable barrier curtains (slurry cutoff wall) in the levee and/or its foundation, and relief wells and toe drains. Armoring of the landside of the levees is required to improve levee resiliency during overtopping episodes.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.
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Advantages

- Reduces the risk of levee failure and improves reliability.

Disadvantages

- Potentially high capital cost.
- Land requirements for increased levee footprint.
- Potentially increased environmental permitting and mitigation costs.
- Rip-rap placement could affect aquatic habitat.
- Does not increase capacity of channel.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Moderate to high initial capital costs depending on the extent and type of levee modification.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change or slight reduction in O&M costs as previous costs associated with levee repairs are minimized.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Opportunities to partner with USACE and locals.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Reduces emergency response and recovery costs because of improved reliability of existing flood management system, provided land uses remain unchanged.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Reduces flood fighting costs because of improved reliability of existing flood management system.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Reduces damage to critical public infrastructure because of improved reliability of existing flood management system.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No effect on floodplain development because of no change to the level of protection from improved reliability of existing flood management system.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Improved reliability of existing flood management system will reduce State financial exposure resulting from catastrophic failures.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.
Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
If the footprint of the existing levees is expanded, it could result in substantial permanent impacts to terrestrial habitat including loss of habitat for special-status species. It could also moderately alter physical processes (including sediment transport) that could result in permanent impacts to habitat for aquatic and riparian species. In addition, construction related activities could result in substantial permanent impacts to terrestrial habitat including loss of habitat for special-status species.

Permitting Considerations?
Extensive and complex permitting requirements.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations
Contribution to Public Safety?
Improves public safety by improving reliability of the flood management system (level of protection remains unchanged).

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Improving the reliability of levees is politically desirable. However, costs and permitting considerations may present a challenge to widespread implementation.

Technical Considerations
Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Minimal impacts. Changes to water-side slope may reduce channel carrying capacity.

Effect on Residual Risk?
No change to residual risk because there is no change to the level of protection from improved reliability of existing flood management system.

Climate Change Adaptability
Improving structural performance of levees would not enhance hydrologic adaptability because system capacity remains unchanged.
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Construct closure structures

ID MA-087

Description

Problem
Levee control systems may not be present or adequate to contain a flood event as desired in a canal, channel, or backwater slough. In some cases, this is due to crossings such as railroad tracks, roads, highways, and other at-grade penetrations throughout the system that lower the flood control structure elevation. Many of these gaps do not currently have structures installed that would be closed during periods of high water to prevent flood waters from inundating an area. In other instances, backwater channels or minor tributaries currently have perimeter levees that are expensive or impractical to improve or maintain.

Desired Outcome
Operable or permanent closure structures installed at identified gaps in flood control system alignments or across backwater channels.

Methodology
Closure structures are barriers that may be constructed as permanent barriers or as operational gates, closing and opening as needed to block floodwaters from a particular area. All gaps in the flood control system need to be identified, and local agencies would evaluate gaps without closure structures to assess whether a structure is warranted. Local agencies would also determine whether highly encroached backwater channels or minor tributaries would be better protected by cross-channel closure structures than by improving existing perimeter levees; and they would identify means to accommodate tributary inflows through other means (storage, pumping, gravity drains). New closure structures (e.g., flood gates or permanent barriers) would be constructed, as appropriate.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• Constructing closure structures at flood control system gaps provides significant benefits, as a minimal structure may significantly reduce flooding potential.
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- Benefit/cost ratios may be very high.
- Closure structures may be the most cost-effective means of protecting some highly encroached channels.

Disadvantages

- Time, money and coordination required to construct structures.
- Potential disruptions in transportation, recreation, and water quality.
- Potential environmental impacts depending on location and existing habitat.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)

Variable, depending on location, type, and use.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Increase. Annual costs are associated with operational drills and upgrades to the closure structures. Some waterway closures which affect navigation and/or require pumping could be O&M intensive, however.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?

There is a potential for cost sharing with local agencies and federal flood control agencies. Federal participation will depend on legislative authorization and net benefit evaluation.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

No significant change. A well established protocol for operation of closure structures should be included in any emergency response plan. Although closure structures in levee gaps often block transportation routes, the routes closed would likely be impassable due to flooding without the closure structure.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Decrease. Currently flood fighting must be exercised on system gaps that do not have closure structures, so this action would reduce flood fighting costs.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?

Failure to effectively close gaps may result in inundation of a protected area and potential damage to any infrastructure lying within.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?

None.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

While the State may not be directly responsible for the operations and maintenance of closure structures, it is in the State's interest to make sure that closure structures will successfully operate to prevent inundation during high-water events.
Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Minimal; however, structures across backwater sloughs or minor tributaries could reduce hazards such as fish stranding.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Potential for adverse environmental impact exists during construction and operation of new structures.

Permitting Considerations?
Construction, drill and/or emergency operation of closure structures may require permits and coordination with agencies and other entities affected by the structure, such as the California Department of Transportation, counties and municipalities, and rail companies. Structures to close channels/waterways would require extensive and complex permitting and consultation.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
Structures to close channels/waterways would isolate historic levees and may render them unnecessary for providing protection during major flood events. In those cases, they would not be subject to strict maintenance and inspection requirements such as vegetation removal.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
High potential to reduce the consequences of flooding and to protect public safety by preventing inundation.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Likely. If a gap is identified in a flood control system, there is likely an impact to level of protection of the surrounding flood control system. Construction of a closure structure would benefit the entire flood control system and lands that are being protected.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Closing existing gaps would decrease residual risk.

Climate Change Adaptability
Backwater and minor tributary closures could provide the most cost effective way to accommodate increased main channel stages due to climate change, especially where urban encroachments on the minor channels are severe.
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Remove and/or deauthorize disconnected, redundant, and nonfunctional facilities of the SPFC

ID MA-088

Description

Problem
There are currently facilities of the SPFC that are no longer functional, disconnected from the system, and/or redundant. These facilities do not significantly contribute to the operations or function of the SPFC. However, maintenance resources continue to be committed to these facilities. Senate Bill 5 requires DWR to identify these candidate SPFC facilities for removal.

Desired Outcome
Identified candidate facilities for removal from the SPFC and a process for removal and deauthorization of these facilities.

Methodology
Identify existing facilities of the SPFC that could be strong candidates for removal from the SPFC without causing significant adverse impacts to the system, or ancillary facilities, as identified in the California Water Code. This analysis is to include the specific candidate facilities identified for potential removal, the reasons for removal, potential impacts or other implications of removal, costs of removal, and additional actions associated and/or required with removal. This would require determining the process to deauthorize levees and roles and responsibilities of the Board, DWR, and the USACE.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Operations and Maintenance.

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Promote Ecosystem Functions

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• Would free up O&M resources.
• May allow for habitat restoration opportunities.

Disadvantages
• May result in localized impacts.
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Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Medium. Cost of removing facilities would vary depending on disposal requirements and mitigation requirements.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Overall O&M costs would decrease.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Low. Removal of levees would likely be State or local responsibility. State/locals could look for cost share opportunities in current or future federal projects that require partial removal of levees.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Would reduce need for flood fighting due to removal of facilities.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
No change.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No change.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Removal of facilities would reduce State responsibility.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Could rehabilitate key physical processes (e.g., sediment transport balance and meander migration), floodplain and channel forming processes, and rehabilitate floodplain riparian habitat.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Removal of facilities could result in moderate to substantial permanent impacts to terrestrial and agricultural habitats, and potentially to canal or seasonal wetland habitats, and in impacts to associated special-status species.

Permitting Considerations?
Extensive and complex permitting requirements

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
The magnitude of adverse effects to habitats resulting from flood system O&M would be reduced. Removal of facilities provides the opportunity to rehabilitate and accommodate fluvial geomorphic processes and flow regimes, reducing erosion and scouring and the need for channel maintenance.
Social Considerations

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Removal of nonfunctional facilities would not affect public safety

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
Would provide open space, recreation, and habitat benefits.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
Likely - but potential environmental impacts will be largest hurdle.

Technical Considerations

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
None or minimal hydraulic impacts would occur due to removal of nonfunctional SPFC facilities.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
None.

**Climate Change Adaptability**
Could enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing water management flexibility. This management action also could enhance biological adaptability by increasing the quantity, connectivity, and complexity of floodplain habitats and their continuity along environmental gradients; and thus, enhance the ability of species to handle and adjust to the consequences of climate change.
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4.0 Operations and Maintenance

MA-029: Restore channel form and function to improve O&M and facilitate flood damage reduction
MA-030: Perform clearing and snagging within channels
MA-031: Perform dredging to remove sediment from channels
MA-032: Reuse excess materials derived from channel maintenance
MA-033: Develop regional channel vegetation management plans
MA-034: Develop an improved encroachment management program endorsed by the State
MA-035: Improve administration and oversight of levee penetrations
MA-036: Improve interior drainage
MA-037: Protect vulnerable levees and banks through stabilization and erosion repairs
MA-038: Revise O&M manuals to be consistent with new and current policies that support multi-benefits of the flood system
MA-083: Effectively maintain, operate, and rehabilitate closure structures
MA-089: Develop and/or implement structure rehabilitation and repair program
MA-103: Develop long-term sustainable and implementable Levee Vegetation Management Strategy
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Restore channel form and function to improve O&M and facilitate flood damage reduction

ID MA-029

Description

Problem
Natural river/stream channels are formed by fairly frequent runoff events. Often, these channels are not large enough to handle peak flows from larger (less frequent) floods and upstream reservoir releases. In addition, in many cases, development has encroached into the floodplain and levee systems. This results in channels with inadequate capacity that can inhibit drainage and contribute to flooding. Narrow channels also tend to increase velocity, which can increase erosion and the risk of flood damage.

Desired Outcome
Enlarged channels to safely carry larger peak flows without causing excessive erosion or other damage to the flood management system.

Methodology
Restoring channel form and function to design standards would involve excavating a new channel or enlarging an existing channel. This would increase channel capacity and/or decrease the channel velocity. Areas adjacent to the thalweg or low-flow channel can also be used to encourage or maintain sensitive habitat while other sections of the channel prism can be maintained for flow. Restoring channel form and function could occur in an existing river channel, an existing floodway, or a transitory storage area.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

- Improve Operations and Maintenance

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages

- May reduce scour and erosion.
- May increase capacity.

Disadvantages

- Extensive permitting requirements.
• Temporary imperilment to aquatic and riverine ecosystems.

**Economic Considerations**

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**

The cost of restoring channel capacity projects is mainly project dependent and would likely require a moderate level of initial investment due to permitting requirements and the need for mitigation and structural changes to the flood system.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Potentially decrease in the annual costs if mechanized equipment can be readily used to clear vegetation and sediment on a more regular basis without the need to initiate large scale sediment and/or vegetation removal projects.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**

Potential for federal and local cost-sharing for channelization projects that facilitate flood damage reduction or ecosystem benefits.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

No significant change in emergency response and recovery costs.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

No significant change in flood fighting cost.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**

Reduction in flood risk could reduce damage to critical infrastructure.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**

Restoring channel capacity may improve flood system reliability and reduce risk.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Restoring channel capacity would not likely change State flood responsibility.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**

Generally, restoring channel capacity does not contribute to rehabilitation of ecosystem functions. However, low flow channels can be used to encourage or maintain sensitive habitat while other sections of the channel prism can be maintained for carrying flood flows.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?**

This management action could result in moderate to substantial temporary (and potentially permanent) impacts to upland, riparian, and aquatic habitats, and associated special-status species, depending on the design of the action.

**Permitting Considerations?**

Restoring channel capacity would result in extensive and complex permitting requirements.
Operation and Maintenance

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?

The magnitude of adverse effects to habitats resulting from flood system O&M would be reduced if a low flow channel is incorporated into the design of the action.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?

Improves public safety by reducing flood damages.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?

None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?

Likely acceptable at the State and local levels.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?

Possibility for redirected hydraulic impacts due to changes in flow characteristics of the channel.

Effect on Residual Risk?

None.

Climate Change Adaptability

This management action could enhance hydrologic and/or biological adaptability by increasing capacity to convey flood flows, moderating damage from extreme events, and enhancing ability of habitats and species to handle (e.g., persist through or recover from) extreme events; however, effect on adaptability would depend on the design of management action.
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Perform clearing and snagging within channels

ID  MA-030

Description

Problem
Snags are trees, limbs, or large bushes that have fallen into a stream or river. Once in the waterway, they can collect sediment or debris. While snags provide important ecosystem benefits (large woody debris provides excellent fish habitat), they can also migrate downstream and become stuck in the channel, which creates snag “islands” and reduces channel capacity. Snags can also cause property damage by becoming caught on bridges, pumping plants, docks, and other infrastructure. Debris also can create drag and reduce channel capacity, but in some areas may serve as bank protection. Small debris such as branches or trash can accumulate along the banks during normal flows, but while unsightly, are not a problem during large floods. Large debris can include furniture, appliances, or other large items that may have been illegally dumped into the flood channel. These items can easily be trapped on the river banks by snags, as well as by bridges or other similar infrastructure. Large debris can create significant backwater effects that reduce flood flow capacity. Some forms of vegetation in the channels can reduce flow velocities, obstruct debris movement, and increase sedimentation. Responsibility for vegetation management is ill-defined for most channels, which further complicates channel maintenance.

Desired Outcome
Maximized capacity of channels.

Methodology
Clearing and snagging could be performed to remove snags and large debris located within channels.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Operations and Maintenance

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• Reduced snag "islands", and increased channel capacity.
• Reduced damages to bridges, pumping plants, and other property.
• Could potentially increase channel capacity.
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Disadvantages

- Extensive permitting requirements.
- Significant riverine and aquatic ecosystem impacts.
- There is a major Endangered Species Act and California Endangered Species Act conflict with removal of woody debris.
- Woody debris is important for plants in the Delta.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Clearing and snagging projects would likely require a low level of initial investment. The lack of structural changes to the flood system would likely keep costs down relative to other actions. However, there is high potential for litigation/mitigation related costs.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No significant change; although clearing and snagging within the channel may reduce O&M costs due to reduced need for sediment removal in channels, and reduced scour and erosion repair required at levees and bridges. O&M costs may increase in some areas as well.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for local cost-sharing for clearing and snagging within channels.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
There would likely be no significant change in costs for emergency response and recovery.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No significant change in flood fighting cost.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Potential to reduce scour and erosion repairs at bridges and other in channel infrastructure.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
Clearing and snagging may improve flood system reliability, but does not reduce flood risk.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Although clearing and snagging could potentially improve channel capacity, there would likely be no significant change in State flood responsibility.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.
Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?  
Snagging would result in moderate to substantial impacts to riparian habitat during removal and permanent impacts and loss of habitat for aquatic fish species foraging and rearing habitat including special-status species. Clearing of vegetation would result in substantial permanent impacts to riparian habitat, nesting birds, and aquatic species including special-status species.

Permitting Considerations?  
Extensive permitting requirements are required for clearing and snagging.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?  
None.

Social Considerations  
Contribution to Public Safety?  
Improves public safety by reducing flood damages.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?  
Clearing and snagging may provide maintenance workers better visibility for potential problems.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?  
Somewhat likely, but has low cost-effectiveness. In addition, this measure would reduce existing shaded riverine aquatic habitat, which is an important component to some ecosystem restoration programs.

Technical Considerations  
Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?  
There is a possibility for redirected hydraulic impacts due to changes in flow characteristics of the channel. Impacts will vary in the Delta, depending on where the changes are occurring.

Effect on Residual Risk?  
No significant change.

Climate Change Adaptability  
This action would reduce biological adaptability by eliminating and simplifying habitat, and thus, reducing the ability of populations to handle and adjust to the consequences of climate change; but action could enhance hydrologic adaptability if it significantly increases flood flow capacity.
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Perform dredging to remove sediment from channels

ID MA-031

Description
Problem
Sedimentation of natural channels reduces their flow-carrying capacity. Historically, hydraulic mining released great quantities of sediment into some foothill streams, which was carried into the valley and deposited wherever the gradient and flow rate no longer would support the bed load transport. Even though hydraulic mining is now discontinued, portions of these sediments remain in valley streams. Sedimentation also results from erosion of riverbanks and levees and runoff from agricultural fields. Natural sedimentation also deposits large quantities of silt, sand, gravel, cobbles, and boulders at critical points like sand traps and other low-energy areas where steep foothill streams become flat valley watercourses.

Desired Outcome
Maximized capacity of channels.

Methodology
Dredging removes sediment from channels and can improve the hydraulic efficiency. Deepening the thalweg or creating one can increase the overall flow efficiency by increasing the velocity.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Operations and Maintenance

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
- Maximizes design channel capacity.

Disadvantages
- Extensive permitting requirements.
- Significant aquatic ecosystem impacts.
- Dredge tailings disposal - potential hazardous materials in sediment.
- Complex, time consuming and expensive permitting requirements.
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Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Dredging projects would likely require a high level of initial investment. The need for mitigation and dredge tailings disposal would likely make costs higher relative to other actions.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No significant change, although dredging may reduce O&M costs due to less scour and erosion repair.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for local cost share in areas needing improved channel conveyance and having limited ecosystem constraints.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change in costs for emergency response and recovery.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
No change.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
Dredging may have little to no effect on floodplain development.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Although dredging could potentially improve channel capacity, there would likely be no change in State flood responsibility.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?
This management action would result in moderate to substantial impacts to riparian and aquatic habitat (fish spawning and rearing habitat) including special-status species. It also would result in minor to moderate alteration of physical processes, including flow regime (e.g., magnitude, and duration of flows) and sediment transport, that could result in permanent impacts to habitat for aquatic and riparian species.

Permitting Considerations?
Considerable and extensive permitting requirements; can be very costly and time consuming.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.
Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Improved public safety by increasing the reliability of channels to pass flood flows.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Somewhat likely, but has low cost-effectiveness, and would need to be performed in low environmental impact areas.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Possibility for redirected hydraulic impacts due to changes in flow characteristics of the channel.

Effect on Residual Risk?
No change.

Climate Change Adaptability
This management action could enhance hydrologic adaptability if it significantly increases flood flow capacity; but, action also could reduce biological adaptability by disturbing and simplifying aquatic habitats, and thus, reducing the ability of populations to handle and adjust to the consequences of climate change.
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Reuse excess materials derived from channel maintenance

ID        MA-032

Description
Problem     Waste materials are created during channel maintenance activities such as
dredging and clearing and snagging. It is necessary to transport and dispose of
these materials, which can be costly.

Desired Outcome      Reduced waste and transportation costs and reduced negative impacts to the
environment including carbon emissions and disposal to landfills through material
reuse.

Methodology           Beneficial reuses for waste materials from channel maintenance activities should
be identified before dredging. Dredged sediment, if it does not contain hazardous
materials, can and should be used where appropriate.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Operations and Maintenance

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Improve Institutional Support
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• May reduce transportation costs for disposal.
• May reduce disposal costs.

Disadvantages
• Extensive permitting requirements.
• Potential hazardous materials in sediment.

Economic Considerations
Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
There is a significant cost to use and process dredge spoils. Costs may be offset
by the savings in avoiding disposal and transportation costs.
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Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change to operate/maintain/repair.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
High potential for local cost-sharing to reduce overall disposal and transportation costs associated with channel maintenance.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
There would likely be no change in costs for emergency response and recovery.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change in flood fighting cost.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
None.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
Not likely to have an effect on floodplain development.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Reuse of excess materials would likely provide no change in State flood responsibility.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?
Potential negative environmental effects or even positive benefits - it depends on circumstances.

Permitting Considerations?
Some permits may be required.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Unlikely to have substantial public safety impacts.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Reuse of excess material may also reduce negative impacts to the environment including carbon emissions and disposal to landfills.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Reuse of excess materials would be highly likely to be implemented if there are potential cost savings and reduction in negative impacts to the environment.
Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
None.

Climate Change Adaptability
This management action is unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
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Develop regional channel vegetation management plans

ID MA-033

Description

Problem
When vegetation management has been deferred for several years due to funding or other constraints, excessive vegetation growth can result in the establishment of habitat that requires additional permits or mitigation before maintenance activities can be conducted. Conflicting guidance and requirements in relation to vegetation and debris management can make it difficult for local agencies with limited budgets to conduct maintenance activities efficiently.

Desired Outcome
Vegetation management plans that balance public trust concerns while maintaining the functionality of the flood management system and allow for regular maintenance.

Methodology
Architectural landscape designs should be developed in coordination with structural designs. Vegetation management plans should be developed using a collaborative process involving stakeholders.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Operations and Maintenance

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Promote Ecosystem Functions
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• May improve bank stability.
• Would reduce costs of obtaining permits.
• Would provide multiple benefits along with flood risk reduction.

Disadvantages
• Conflicting policies.
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Economic Considerations

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**
Capital costs may be high depending on the level of vegetation management.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Regional vegetation management plans could slightly increase annual O&M costs, but would likely be offset by a reduction in permitting and mitigation costs.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**
Cost sharing is applicable only to levee vegetation management, as maintaining agencies will provide the bulk for O&M costs. The State and the federal governments should help offset these costs and provide funds and assistance to help maintaining agencies with environmental permitting.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No significant change to emergency response and recovery cost. Vegetation management will improve the reliability of the system, and may restore channel capacity.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Management of vegetation on levees would reduce long-term flood fighting costs, as it increases visibility and access. Vegetation on channels has an indirect and relatively minor effect on flood fighting such as tree debris in the water impacting flood fighting operations.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Minor effect. Vegetation debris from channels could potentially accumulate at choke points (e.g., bridge crossings) obstructing and impacting flow conveyance, negatively affecting in-channel and adjacent infrastructure. Use of a vegetation management plan could reduce debris accumulation, lessening the impact on bridges and other critical infrastructure.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
Not likely to have an effect on floodplain development.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No change in State flood responsibility.

Environmental Considerations

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
Regional vegetation management could rehabilitate key physical processes and ecosystem functions, if vegetation is managed to enhance physical processes, such as sediment transport and channel and floodplain forming processes, and to enhance riparian and wetland habitat values.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?**
Channel specific and unknown at this time.
Permitting Considerations?
Channel specific and unknown at this time.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
Impacts associated with flood system O&M could be reduced because O&M would be better facilitated and mitigation better coordinated.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Unlikely to have substantial public safety impacts.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Developing regional vegetation management plans may enhance aesthetic, recreational, and open space values within floodplains.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Likelihood of implementation is highly dependent on the ability to meet guidelines while reducing permitting and mitigation costs.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Possible hydraulic impacts due to riparian vegetation removal. Changes in local flow velocities possible.

Effect on Residual Risk?
There will be a net reduction in risk.

Climate Change Adaptability
This action would reduce biological adaptability by reducing extent and quality (e.g., by reducing connectivity and complexity) of tree and shrub-dominated riparian habitats.
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Develop an improved encroachment management program endorsed by the State

ID MA-034

Description

Problem
The Board, in cooperation with the USACE, is responsible with processing, reviewing, issuing, and administering permits for structures that encroach on project levees. The permitting process is lengthy, and is viewed by some as lacking standards. Currently there is a backlog of about 180 days for issuing permits for new structures. In addition, there are hundreds of permitted encroachments that are not properly maintained and hundreds of unpermitted encroachments. In fall 2007, DWR identified approximately 129 miles of partially obstructing and 7 miles of completely obstructing encroachments. Unmaintained or unpermitted encroachments may jeopardize levee integrity, raise the water surface level of design floods or flows, increase the damaging effects of flood flows, and impair inspection, maintenance, and flood fighting. DWR reports newly discovered unauthorized encroachments to the Board and works with maintaining agencies to abate unauthorized encroachments. Each maintaining agency is held responsible for preventing the construction of, or requiring the removal of, any illegally encroaching structures on the levees and for stopping any unauthorized modifications to the levee. However, some maintaining agencies may lack the resources to force the removal of illegal encroachments.

Desired Outcome
A streamlined permitting process, proper administration of existing permits, modernization of the permits database, and more vigorous enforcement of unauthorized encroachments.

Methodology
The State can work to improve the administration of encroachment permits by discouraging new encroachments, and by working with maintaining agencies to remove illegal encroachments, monitor compliance with permits for legal encroachments, and improve enforcement of unauthorized and under-authored permits. The State can improve management of historic permits data by modernizing the repository of encroachment permits. In addition, encroachment permits should considered within the asset/legal-liability framework.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Operations and Maintenance

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
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- Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)

Retained.

Advantages

- Will reduce the number of poorly maintained and unpermitted encroachments.
- Will make inspection of levees easier by removing encroachments.
- Will shorten the permit action time.

Disadvantages

- With the large number of unpermitted encroachments, could add significant administrative work.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)

Low. Policy management actions will tend to have a substantially lower capital cost than those that involve physical construction.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

No change.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?

Potential cost-sharing with federal agencies, other State agencies, and local agencies. Before cost-sharing with other entities, the Board needs to modernize and streamline the permitting process.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

No change.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Flood fighting costs would decrease with accessibility to all permits, properly categorized and spatially georeferenced.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?

Improving the administration of encroachment permits would likely have no significant effect on damage to critical public infrastructure.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?

Not likely to have an effect on floodplain development.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

No change.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?

None.
Operation and Maintenance

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?
None.

Permitting Considerations?
The encroachment permitting process needs to be part of the overall management plan.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Potential to improve public safety by reducing poorly maintained and illegal encroachments.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Feasible and likely implementable.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
No change in residual risk.

Climate Change Adaptability
This management action is unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
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Improve administration and oversight of levee penetrations

ID       MA-035

Description

Problem
Many levees in the Sacramento and San Joaquin river basins have locations where irrigation lines, drainage outlets, and other utilities have been piped through the levee. Some of these penetrations are engineered, but the majority are not and pose a potential threat to the integrity of the levees. Leaks through the levee resulting from the penetrations can cause excessive levee material loss. In some instances, a surface expression of the levee material loss is visible soon after the leak manifests itself, especially on sandy levee embankments. However, if the levee composition is clayey, the leak may cause internal ground loss that may not be detected until a sinkhole appears on the levee surface. These hidden voids pose a serious threat to the structural integrity of the levee, which threatens the areas protected by the levee.

Desired Outcome
An inventory of all penetrations, permitted and otherwise, creation of a database for all penetrations, and an assessment of deficiencies associated with penetrations. Safer penetrations in future installations.

Methodology
Improve administration and oversight of levee penetrations by creating a data management system to track, evaluate, and permit penetrations. Establish a protocol to periodically conduct non-invasive testing on levee penetrations to assess their deterioration and recommend an adequate course of action. Upgrade standards for construction of new penetrations (e.g., use of stainless steel pipe for portions of penetrations within the Board right-of-way).

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Operations and Maintenance

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• Continuous testing cycle can reveal penetrations that are deteriorating.
• They can be replaced before any damage to the levee embankment occurs.
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Disadvantages

- Could add significant administrative work.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Variable depending on the extent of administrative improvements.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Low to moderate. Most of the annual costs are associated with physical testing of levee penetrations that pose a hazard to flood protection.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential cost sharing with maintainers, operators, as well as State and federal agencies.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Low to none.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
If deficient levee penetrations are located and are repaired or replaced, flood fighting costs should decrease as a result of increased structural integrity of the levee.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Repairing and replacement of deficient levee penetration will improve the levee's structural integrity and lower the risks of flooding.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
Increase in the structural integrity of the levees and thereby lowering the risks to flooding may induce further developments.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Inability of maintaining agencies to repair or replace deficient levee penetrations could increase State flood responsibility.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Project dependent - repair on or relocation of levee penetration may have temporary impacts to riparian or other habitats.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?
Repair or relocation of levee penetration may have temporary impacts to riparian or other habitats.

Permitting Considerations?
Potential for extensive permitting considerations.
Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?

None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?

Public safety benefits could come from improving levee stability by repairing or replacing deficient levee penetrations.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?

None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?

Feasible and likely implementable.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?

None.

Effect on Residual Risk?

Knowledge of the locations of pipe encroachments leads to a better understanding of potential risks from such encroachments, leading to identification of problem locations (e.g., leaking pipes requiring retrofit/replacement), and resulting in reduced risk to the flood protection system.

Climate Change Adaptability

This management action is unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
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Improve interior drainage

ID MA-036

Description

Problem
Localized flooding can occur even while the larger conveyance paths for the
mainstem rivers are performing well. Levees can block interior drainage, making
channels and pumping plants an essential part of the flood management system.
Flooding can occur at local scales that nest, or influence other scales. A flood of a
small stream can create discharge that leads to flooding of its receiving stream or
channel. Similarly a receiving channel can flood, backing up water to the point of
flooding a tributary channel. Managing the potential for flooding at each scale
requires direct attention at that scale and an understanding of the likely effects
that can be produced in, or delivered from, watersheds of different scales.

Desired Outcome
Channeled runoff to prevent flooding, help eliminate backwater effects, and
ensure each watershed has sufficient capacity.

Methodology
Interior drainage could be improved by restoring the original functionality of
interior drainage systems by modifying or constructing new outfalls. For
example, outfalls with flap gates can prevent backflow from rivers or channels
into interior areas during high-water events. Similarly, new or improved pump
stations could convey interior drainage over levees or other flow barriers
associated with the flood management system. Improvements could also include
constructing interior drainage detention/retention facilities to reduce or attenuate
outflows to the flood management system.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Operations and Maintenance

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained. Requires further evaluation to assess the potential to provide significant
systemwide flood management benefits.

Advantages
• Reduces localized, interior flooding by restoring original drainage regime
existing before levee construction.
• Reduces accumulation of water behind levees.
Disadvantages

- Moderate to high capital costs.
- Potential to increase outflows to the rest of the flood management system.
- May not provide significant systemwide flood management benefits.

Economic Considerations

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**
Moderate to high cost depending on specific actions/methods.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Little or no change to O&M costs associated with flood management system; O&M costs would fall on local entities.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**
Some opportunity for cost-sharing.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No change.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Probably lower incidence of flood fighting.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Potential to reduce damage to critical public infrastructure through reduction in frequency or magnitude of interior flooding and accumulated water.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
Better management of flood risk improves reliability of infrastructure and investments, leading to better economic development potential.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No change to State flood responsibility.

Environmental Considerations

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
Could significantly improve, be neutral, or impair ecological functions.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?**
Could potentially impact the environment.

**Permitting Considerations?**
Potential for extensive permitting requirements depending on the project.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
This management action could potentially impact O&M.
Social Considerations

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Potential to increase public safety through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of localized, interior flooding.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
Depends on specific solutions brought forward.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
Interior drainage is typically a local function and implementation would depend on local resources, needs, and acceptability.

Technical Considerations

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
Little potential to increase downstream flood flows by increasing outflows from interior areas; timing of increased outflows unlikely to coincide with flood system peak flows. Careful consideration must be given to maintaining retention/detention basins.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
None.

**Climate Change Adaptability**
Unrelated.
Protect vulnerable levees and banks through stabilization and erosion repairs

ID MA-037

Description

Problem
In many levee reaches, the flood control channels were designed to flush out sediments that accumulated in the Sacramento River system from hydraulic mining activities in the late 1800s. These designs altered the natural balance of erosion and deposition in the channels and flushed out vast quantities of the mining debris. The flows are now eroding the natural channel banks and the flood protection levees placed on them. Furthermore, many of the earlier levees were not engineered and were made with readily available materials dredged from the adjacent river. Poor levee foundations, geometry, or soil materials in some areas have further exacerbated under-seepage, erosion, and stability problems. Without bank protection, erosion can encroach on existing levees and ultimately result in levee failure and major flooding. Floodwaters are erosive and, while moving along typically unprotected levees, need only encounter one weak spot in the system to cause a breach and potential loss of life or property. Extremely high hydraulic gradients can find other weak spots in the foundation materials and begin to migrate, or erode material from the foundation, creating unstable conditions quickly followed by total or significant structural failure. This ongoing erosion causes more damage than can be repaired by the State or maintaining agencies using standard maintenance programs.

Desired Outcome
A long range solution to perform proactive repairs on damaged sites exhibiting signs of under seepage, erosion, or instability, so they do not reach a critical state of failure.

Methodology
River erosion repair and bank stabilization, particularly when done in emergency situations, are made using rock riprap to armor and stabilize the bank. If conducted as part of an ongoing inspection and maintenance program, erosion repair and bank stabilization can be made more environmentally friendly by re-examining current geomorphic processes, and including sloping riparian benches with vegetation on the bench for bank stabilization and riparian habitat. Instream habitat, such as log and debris structures to direct flows away from the levees could also be created as part of these repair activities.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Operations and Maintenance

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
Appendix A: Management Action Descriptions

• Improve Operations and Maintenance

**Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)**

Retained.

**Advantages**

• Improves levee performance.
• Provides greater flood protection.

**Disadvantages**

• Temporary damage to aquatic and riverine ecosystems.
• Complex, time consuming and expensive permitting
• Funding normally only available during a flood event, when a facility is in eminent danger.

**Economic Considerations**

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**

Protecting vulnerable levees and banks through stabilization and erosion repairs has a medium to high cost due to structural changes and potential mitigation as compared to other actions.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Protecting vulnerable levees and banks through stabilization and erosion repairs can decrease annual operations and maintenance costs due to better performing levees and less erosion to repair in the future.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**

Potential cost-sharing with federal agencies, other State agencies, as well as local agencies.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Protecting vulnerable levees and banks through stabilization and erosion repairs may slightly decrease the response and recovery costs due to better performing levees.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Repairing damaged sites will decrease flood fighting costs.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**

Region-specific (cannot determine at this time).

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**

No direct effects; however, by increasing the stability of the levee, would reduce the frequency of flooding and increase level of flood protection, which may encourage development in the floodplain.
Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Relative to likely future conditions, may reduce the frequency of flooding, thereby could reduce State flood responsibility.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Levee repairs that include riparian habitat benches and instream habitat elements would rehabilitate ecological functions, by increasing SRA cover and enhancing migration corridor habitat for fish and wildlife species.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?
Depending on implementation, this action could result in potential temporary and permanent impacts to shaded riverine aquatic and riparian habitats including potential habitat loss for special-status species. Planting of native riparian vegetation could offset some of these impacts. Bank stabilization reduces available Bank Swallow habitat, and has been the primary cause of the imperilment of the population along the Sacramento River.

Permitting Considerations?
Extensive permitting requirements.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
There is potential for reducing adverse environmental impacts.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Likely to improve public safety due to improved levee performance.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Unlikely to provide other benefits besides improved levee performance and maintenance.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Likely acceptable at State level.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
There is potential for redirected hydraulic impacts.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Residual risk will decrease.

Climate Change Adaptability
This management action would increase hydrologic adaptability by moderating potential damage, and could increase or decrease biological adaptability depending on existing habitat conditions and design of individual actions.
(e.g., extent of riparian and aquatic habitat removed vs. added), which together would determine the effect on habitat extent, connectivity, and complexity.
Revise O&M manuals to be consistent with new and current policies that support multi-benefits of the flood system

ID MA-038

Description

Problem
Outdated O&M manuals do not reflect the best maintenance practices to inspect, operate, and maintain levees most effectively. Many existing O&M manuals were prepared specifically to reduce flood risks, often with little consideration about how those O&M activities might affect other functions of the flood management system, including ecosystem functions.

Desired Outcome
O&M manuals reflecting best maintenance practices and a science-based approach to multi-benefit management of the flood management system, compliant with current laws and regulations.

Methodology
Revise O&M manuals, or provide an addendum to O&M manuals that promote best maintenance practices using the best available scientific and technical data to support multiple objectives and ecosystem benefits. The revised O&M manuals should be complimentary to the multiple-benefit systemwide flood management plan. While keeping public safety, flood system functionality/efficiency priorities, O&M manuals should not conflict with other uses of the system, such as water supply or ecosystem health. O&M documents should be reviewed and updated to reflect current maintenance intervals, laws, regulations, and policies. Levee inspection criteria should be modified or tiered based on the type of land use protected by the levee (urban, rural, or agricultural). Existing inspection criteria should be strengthened to include determination and location of non-standard levee sections and to implement repairs and/or replacements. Identify best management practices to prevent and minimize encroachments.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Operations and Maintenance

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained; look for opportunities to combine with management actions involving setback levees, ecosystem restoration, and floodplain storage.
Advantages

- Establishing the framework for O&M of the flood control works in conjunction with public trust issues may lower cost.

Disadvantages

- Conflicting policies.

Economic Considerations

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**

Low to medium, depending on the number of manuals that need to be, and can be, updated to achieve these goals. Costs will include stakeholder engagement, modeling and assessment of different approaches, and finalizing the improved manuals. Revision of O&M manual may require congressional and State legislation to redefine the State-federal flood management for California.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Updating O&M manuals can decrease costs to operate/maintain/repair the flood system, as the revised manuals will better reflect existing conditions. Over the long-term revisions could result in an increased workload and cost implications to the FMO office.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**

Potential for cost sharing with local agencies and Federal flood agencies.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Updating O&M manuals to reflect existing conditions has potential to reduce flood frequency and decrease emergency response and recovery costs.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Potential to reduce the frequency (and long-term cost) of flooding.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**

Region-specific (cannot determine at this time).

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**

Potential increased pressure from development if the risk of flooding is decreased.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Improved O&M has the potential to reduce the frequency (and long-term cost) of flooding. No significant change of effect on State flood responsibility.

Environmental Considerations

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**

Including the enhancement of physical processes and ecosystem function in O&M could rehabilitate those processes and functions, because currently multiple objectives are not optimized in O&M, which generally has a single flood management focus.
Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?
None.

Permitting Considerations?
None.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
Impacts associated with flood system O&M could be reduced because O&M would be better facilitated and mitigation better coordinated.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Potential to reduce frequency of flooding and improve level of flood protection by updating O&M manuals.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Potential to provide recreation, open space, and water supply benefits. Review of O&M criteria would also be an opportunity to evaluate potential benefits to recreation and fish and wildlife enhancement that could persist after flood season is over.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Potential; however, concerns over limiting the flexibility to maintain integrity of the flood management system must be overcome.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Potential upstream and downstream hydraulic impacts if new O&M manuals call for altered flow regimes and storage requirements.

Effect on Residual Risk?
May reduce the frequency of flooding, reducing residual risk to existing development.

Climate Change Adaptability
This management action could increase biological adaptability by increasing opportunities to provide habitat, or increase habitat quality (e.g., by increasing connectivity or complexity), and thus, sustain populations under a range of conditions, including extreme flow events.
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Effectively maintain, operate, and rehabilitate closure structures

ID MA-083

Description

Problem
The levee control system is not a continuous embankment with a well-defined and established levee crown elevation throughout. Throughout the system, levees are interrupted by crossings and other at-grade penetrations that lower the top-of-levee elevation. Such crossings include railroad tracks, roads, and highways. Many of these levee gaps are fitted with structures that would be closed during periods of high water to prevent inundation of the protected area. Other gaps do not have such closure structures. Some closure structures installed have not been maintained to allow functional operation during flood events.

Desired Outcome
Closure structures that function effectively during flood events.

Methodology
Existing closure structures need to be evaluated for deficiencies in design and maintenance and need to be operated on a regular basis to make sure they will operate effectively during emergencies. The structure operators and affected transportation corridors must be identified. The State could establish closure structure operation drill and inspection protocols to be carried out by local structure operators.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Operations and Maintenance

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• Effective in preventing inundation.

Disadvantages
• Time, money and coordination required to activate and erect the structures.
• Disruption in transportation.
• Not fully tested to withstand flood flows and prevent inundation until major flood event.
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Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Closure structures costs are potentially high to design and install.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Very low. Annual costs are associated with operational drills and upgrades to the closure structures.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for cost sharing with local agencies and federal flood agencies.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Criteria and a well established protocol for activation of closure structures should be included in any emergency response plan. Although closure structures often block transportation routes, which may be used for evacuation, coordinating structure operations protocol with emergency response plans is likely to reduce the need for or frequency of evacuations.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Flood fighting must be exercised on system gaps that do not have functional closure structures, so this action would reduce flood fighting costs.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Failure to effectively close gaps may result in inundation of a protected area and potential damage to any infrastructure lying within.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
None.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
While the State may not be directly responsible for the O&M of closure structures, it is in the State’s interest to make sure that closure structures will successfully operate and close off levee gaps to prevent inundation during high-water events.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?
There may be project-dependent environmental impacts.

Permitting Considerations?
Drill and/or emergency operation of closure structures may require permits and coordination with agencies and other entities affected by the structure, such as the California Department of Transportation, counties and municipalities, and rail companies.
Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?

None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?

High potential to reduce the consequences of flooding and to protect public safety by preventing inundation.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?

None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?

Very likely. Existing closure structures may need to be upgraded and all need to be operated on a regular basis. The USACE requires that all closure structures be in good condition and that trial erections have been accomplished in accordance with related O&M manuals.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?

None.

Effect on Residual Risk?

Recognizing gaps in the system and ensuring operation of closure structures will decrease the residual risk.

Climate Change Adaptability

Unrelated.
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Develop and/or implement structure rehabilitation and repair program

ID MA-089

Description

Problem
Several of the structures of the SPFC are aging and approaching the end of their useful life. Many of the new maintenance and repair programs now in place only focus on those programs that have USACE operation, maintenance, repair, replacement, and rehabilitation reports filed. There is a need to include the aging structures under one unified rehabilitation and repair program.

Desired Outcome
To have a structure rehabilitation and repair program to monitor and rehabilitate aging structures.

Methodology
Create a program that monitors the status of existing structures and repairs those structures that have been identified as beyond their useful life.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Operations and Maintenance

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• Monitoring existing structures would enable DWR to prioritize rehabilitation efforts, and respond to potential problems sooner.

Disadvantages
• Developing a monitoring program of this magnitude could be very costly.

Economic Considerations
Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Medium to high. Developing a monitoring program could be very costly depending on number of structures included in program, and ease of accessibility.
Appendix A: Management Action Descriptions

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Increase. The development of a rehabilitation and monitoring program will increase repair costs.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**
There is a potential for cost sharing with local agencies and federal flood control agencies. Federal participation will depend on legislative authorization and net benefit evaluation.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No change.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No change.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Potential to reduce damage to critical infrastructure by rehabilitating aging structures.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
None.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
None.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
None.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?**
Potential for adverse environmental impact exists during rehabilitation of structures. However, the rehabilitation of structures would reduce the risk of environmental impact due to failure or inoperability.

**Permitting Considerations?**
No direct impacts.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
None.

**Social Considerations**

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
None.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
None.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
Likely, if supported by the State.
Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Reduces residual risk.

Climate Change Adaptability
Unrelated.
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Develop long-term sustainable and implementable Levee Vegetation Management Strategy

ID MA-103

Description

Problem
In some areas, the vegetation on levees can prevent adequate visual inspections from occurring, and present access challenges. In addition, some areas of legacy levees with large wood vegetation present a challenge in implementing O&M functions to conform with all existing laws and regulations. Levee vegetation requires a management strategy for a balanced approach to support both public safety and environmental protection. The current allowable site-by-site variances are limiting and require significant resources to gain approval.

Desired Outcome
A levee vegetation management strategy that focuses on a balanced approach to support both public safety and environmental protection. Current studies have found no direct scientific evidence to support the complete clearing of vegetation on levees. Continued research into improving the science behind levee vegetation management would be desirable.

Methodology
Create a levee vegetation management strategy that focuses on enforcing visibility and accessibility criteria, and develops a life-cycle monitoring and maintenance strategy for vegetation using a collaborative process among stakeholders. Some parts of the State-federal flood protection system in California’s Central Valley have limited vegetation, and the State will continue to maintain those levees in that fashion. New levees being added to the system (such as setback levees, backup levees, and ring levees) will also be designed, constructed, and maintained to limit the vegetation on the levees. However, the “legacy levees” built immediately adjacent to California’s major riverine systems present unique challenges that will require other management strategies. A regional variance with a broader geographic extent would be more efficient than a site-by-site variance process.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

• Improve Operations and Maintenance

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Promote Ecosystem Functions
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects
Appendix A: Management Action Descriptions

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)

Retained.

Advantages

- Clear, implementable guidelines for maintaining agencies to follow that are consistent with California’s Central Valley Flood System Improvement Framework.

Disadvantages

- Requires Board approval for the basis of a balanced approach.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)

Low. Policy management actions will tend to have a substantially lower capital cost than other management actions which involve physical construction.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Low to moderate increase in inspection costs, depending on the adoption of a new set of inspection criteria. Maintenance costs may also be impacted depending on the final adopted set of inspection criteria.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?

Federal participation may not be forthcoming, however it could result in the eligibility for federal funding for future repairs.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

No change.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Would likely have no significant change in flood fighting cost.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?

Reduction in flood risk could reduce damage to critical infrastructure.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?

Not likely to have an effect on floodplain development.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

No change in State flood responsibility.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?

None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?

None.

Permitting Considerations?

None
Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
A new levee vegetation management strategy would have less environmental impacts than complete vegetation removal. Reductions would be site-specific.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Likely to improve public safety due to improved levee maintenance performance via increased visibility and accessibility for inspections.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Likely acceptable at the State, local, and federal resources regulatory agency levels.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
None.

Climate Change Adaptability
This management action could enhance hydrologic and/or biological adaptability by increasing capacity to convey flood flows, moderating damage from extreme events, and enhancing ability of habitats and species to persist through or recover from extreme events.
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5.0 Ecosystem Functions

MA-039: Manage runoff through watershed management
MA-042: Remove unnatural hard points within and along channels
MA-043: Develop hazardous waste and materials management protocols to identify, contain, and remediate potential water quality hazards within floodplains
MA-044: Operate reservoirs with flood reservation space to more closely approximate natural flow regimes
MA-045: Reduce the incidence of invasive species in the flood management system
MA-046: Remove barriers to fish passage
MA-047: Set back levees to connect rivers to floodplains
MA-091: Restore channel alignment (i.e., conduct de-channelization)
MA-092: Encourage natural physical geomorphic processes, including channel migration and sediment transport
MA-093: Improve the quality, quantity, and connectivity of floodplain, wetland, riparian, woodland, grassland, and other native habitat communities
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Manage runoff through watershed management

ID: MA-039

Description

Problem
Runoff from watershed source areas has increased, in varying extents, due to increases in impermeable surfaces in developed areas, soil compaction from agriculture, reductions in vegetative cover, incision of stream channels, and losses of wetlands. Runoff from flood events may worsen in the next 50 to 100 years, as regional temperatures rise and winter precipitation falls more frequently as rain, rather than snow. The increased intensity and frequency of winter flooding may overwhelm the existing flood management system on a more regular basis, unless other efforts are taken.

Desired Outcome
Improved watershed management to enhance ecosystem function and attenuate downstream runoff, reduce the rate and magnitude of runoff during precipitation events, and reduce the need to store runoff in large reservoirs. Restoration of natural communities and wetlands, additional water storage, improved water quality, and increased flexibility for water management throughout the system.

Methodology
Local watershed projects would focus on increasing soil permeability, vegetative cover, the area of wetlands, and the connectivity between stream channels and floodplains. DWR could provide technical assistance or funding support to local agencies on such projects. Additionally, the State could work with land management agencies and local planning agencies in watersheds to reduce the extent of compacted or impermeable surface, reduce the likelihood of catastrophic wildfires, and increase overall vegetative cover. This will increase percolation and water retention rates across broader areas and reduce the need for more expensive downstream options. Other supporting activities at the State level could include developing requirements for updating relevant land-use plans in upper watersheds to protect and increase the area of wetlands, and passing legislation governing subdivision standards. Plans would be updated to increase vegetative cover, expand wetland areas, restore meadows, install drywells to convert surface runoff to groundwater recharge, “daylighting” concrete-lined or culverted drainage channels, and minimize the area of compacted or impermeable surfaces.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Promote Ecosystem Functions

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
Appendix A: Management Action Descriptions

- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

**Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)**

Retained.

**Advantages**

- Will work well in conjunction with other actions involving setback levees
- Provides environmental, flood risk reduction, recreation, and water quality benefits.
- Reducing runoff results in erosion reduction and reduction of sediment transport.
- Reduces the peak stormwater runoff and decreases the frequency and consequences of flooding.
- Potential contributions to all CVFPP goals.
- Potential to increase additional storage and water management flexibility (in case where upper watershed management results in storage of water in forests/meadows).

**Disadvantages**

- May reduce potential tax bases of local jurisdictions by limiting development.
- May have indirect effects on water rights.
- May reduce property taxes if conducted on private lands.
- Uncertainty regarding amount of flood reduction benefits.

**Economic Considerations**

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**

The costs to modify the policy would be relatively low. However, capital costs associated with implementation of the policy could be low to relatively high depending on the extent of physical construction. Some of this cost could be shifted to developers responsible for urbanization. Preservation of upper watershed may involve right of way costs for easement agreements and protracted negotiation with landowners, water right holders, and reservoir operators.

Capital costs of projects would likely be offset by reduced ongoing operations and maintenance, repair, and mitigation and other permitting requirements in the long term.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Improved upper watershed management will reduce the total and peak volume of stormwater discharged to the flood system and associated accelerated erosion and decrease the annual cost for operations and maintenance or repair.
Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential cost-sharing with local land-use planning agencies for general plan modifications, federal and other State agencies, and various non-governmental organizations, and private developers for project development and implementation.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Reducing peak stormwater runoff reduces the frequency and consequences of flooding; thereby reduces long-term costs of emergency response and recovery.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Reducing peak stormwater runoff reduces the frequency of flooding; thereby reduces long-term costs of flood fighting. There could also be some reduction in flooding in the upper watershed.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Potential to reduce damage to critical public infrastructure by reducing the frequency and magnitude of flooding.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
Revised land-use plans may inhibit future floodplain development.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
May reduce the frequency of flooding, thereby reducing State flood responsibility.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Upper watershed land management actions could rehabilitate key hydrologic processes in downstream areas by establishing a more natural hydrograph while attenuating peak flows, recharging groundwater, increasing the growing season, and increasing habitat benefits. Upper watershed management actions may also result in passive recreation benefits. Groundwater recharge of streams may help maintain instream flows and critical water temperatures for over-summering salmonids as well as improve of aquatic and upland habitats within the watershed.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
No direct effects, but the physical construction of wetland areas, drywells (underground structures that dispose of unwanted water), setback levees, etc. could have some impact.

Permitting Considerations?
No direct effects, but implementation of the policy would require permitting which could be minor to substantial depending on the project that was implemented. May also provide mitigation credits.
Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
Minimal; the improvement of upland portions of watersheds would likely result in a reduction in sediment loads will reduce the impacts associated with downstream flood maintenance.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Improves public safety by reducing the frequency and magnitude of flooding. In addition it will reduce the maintenance on downstream channels and facilities along the valley floor.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Potential to enhance recreation and open space values. Potential for water supply benefits by increasing infiltration to groundwater. Potential to improve water quality by increasing use of wetlands as natural filters.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Likely acceptable at the State level; local implementation may face challenges as implementation could restrict development. However, this management action would likely be implemented in forested public lands which do not have high potential for urbanization. Local funding may also be a challenge.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Minimal; this action may reduce the total and peak volume of water and sediment discharged to the flood system.

Effect on Residual Risk?
This action may reduce peak stormwater runoff, potentially decreasing the frequency and consequences of flooding.

Climate Change Adaptability
Implementation of the policy created by this action may enhance hydrologic adaptability by reducing the magnitude of potential flood flows, and thus reducing flood risk and moderating potential damage; this enhancement of hydrologic adaptability would also enhance biological adaptability by increasing the amount and complexity of habitat and its continuity along environmental gradients, and by reducing the consequences of extreme events. Additionally, carbon sequestration could increase with wetland creation and other vegetation community type enhancement.
Remove unnatural hard points within and along channels

ID MA-042

Description

Problem
Unnatural hard points in or on the banks of a river (such as bridge abutments, rock revetment, dikes, limitations on channel boundaries, or other physical encroachments into a channel or waterway) can affect the hydraulics of river channels, constraining dynamic natural fluvial geomorphologic processes of erosion, deposition, and channel meander that contribute to healthy and sustainable ecosystems.

Desired Outcome
Promotion of natural physical processes that support essential ecosystem functions within the flood management system.

Methodology
Changing the physical features of the conveyance system by removing hard points, such as rock revetment, dikes, or other structures in the river, can improve ecosystem functions by promoting natural erosion and deposition processes, aquatic and terrestrial habitat heterogeneity, and successional habitat development. However, removing hard points should be commensurate with replacement of a feature that affords like function (e.g., level of protection, water management, vehicular passage), and must not restrict operability or maintainability of the flood protection works. Riparian, wetland, shallow water, and terrestrial habitats could be integrated into this measure in ways that do not reduce flood flow capacity. In some cases, removal, modification, or relocation of hard points can also contribute to flood damage reduction by reducing constrictions or improving channel capacity. Implementation could also incorporate vegetation types or features that improve or facilitate O&M of the flood management system.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

- Promote Ecosystem Functions

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Promote Ecosystem Functions

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)

Retained.

Advantages

- Improves natural geomorphologic processes (deposition, erosion, meander).
• Supports self-sustaining ecosystem functions (transitional or successional habitat).

• Potential to reduce flood risk if coordinated with actions that remove channel constrictions and improve conveyance.

• Rip rap removal combined with riparian forest restoration can promote controlled bank erosion, providing the process to directly incorporate large woody habitat into the aquatic environment.

• May affect water supply reliability.

• May reduce redirected scour and erosion.

Disadvantages

• Would need to be implemented in ways that do not impact levee or flood system integrity (erosion, meander) or beneficial structures such as fish screens.

• Potential loss of federal cost-sharing for bank protection and PL 84-99 accreditation if implementation cannot be shown to maintain existing level of protection.

• Would need to be implemented in ways that do not impact transportation or interstate commerce (e.g., removal and replacement of selected bridge abutments).

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Medium-to-high initial investment depending on number, location, and types of hard points and treatments implemented. Low, where the end result can be accomplished by simply eliminating maintenance and repair.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to increase maintenance and repair costs if the action leads to erosion on or near flood management facilities. Alternately, could reduce maintenance and repair costs over time if erosion and other factors are considered and accounted for as part of implementation. Also, will represent a large cost savings where bank revetment has no direct affect on flood risk reduction.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for federal cost-sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (environmental restoration). Additional cost-sharing must be commensurate with potential loss of existing federal cost-sharing for bank protection (Sac Bank). Other cooperative cost-sharing opportunities could also be explored (e.g., tribes, non-governmental agencies).

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Decrease or eliminate response and repair costs where revetment is no longer maintained, but must not jeopardize PL 84-99 eligibility.
**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Encroachments may obstruct visibility or restrict the use of some flood fighting methods. Not likely to positively affect flood fighting.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Cannot determine at this time (site-specific).

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
No change.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential increase in liability if not combined with actions to reduce flood conveyance constrictions and strengthening of levees. Responsibility will be reduced by removing maintenance and repair of bank revetment that does directly contribute to reducing flood risk.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
Reducing flow constrictions and hard points would rehabilitate physical processes, including sediment transport and channel forming processes, and would improve aquatic and riparian habitat as a result of enhancing physical processes (particularly if habitat is incorporated into action).

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
Potential construction impacts (temporary or permanent) associated with physical removal of hard points; however, these impacts would be offset by long-term environmental benefits of the action.

**Permitting Considerations?**
Substantial, but streamlined. If placement of these features are reduced, permitting may decrease over time.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
Habitats that have been affected by flood system construction and operations and maintenance would be rehabilitated to the extent possible considering the need for future maintenance.

**Social Considerations**

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Potential to improve public safety, including safety of recreational activities, if combined with actions to reduce flood flow constrictions (increase flood system capacity) and address erosion of flood management features. Potential to decrease public safety if commensurate level of protection cannot be achieved, continued maintenance is not possible, and PL 84-99 accreditation is lost.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
May improve aesthetics and recreation.
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Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Removal of hard points has been advocated by local governmental bodies and landowners who share in the cost and responsibility of maintaining revetment that does not reduce flood risk.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
If removal of hard points increases channel capacity, could result in hydraulic impacts downstream. May also provide beneficial hydraulic affects by allowing more flexibility within system.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Potential to impact downstream flow rates and weaken existing levees increasing overall flood risks. But may improve overall conveyance by providing more flexibility within system.

Climate Change Adaptability:
Removing hard points may allow for more natural adaptability to climate change.
Develop hazardous waste and materials management protocols to identify, contain, and remediate potential water quality hazards within floodplains

ID MA-043

Description

Problem
Flooding can impair water quality through the mobilization of hazardous materials or contaminants on floodplains. These materials or contaminants may originate from mines, feedlots and other agricultural runoff, fuel tanks, septic systems, landfills, illegal dumping, or other sources. In addition, flooding events following prolonged dry periods may result in increased water quality impacts from pollutants in the watershed being carried by the runoff. Also, increased runoff during the flood season that temporarily inundates floodways in areas known to have high levels of mercury may also impact water quality by increasing methylmercury levels. Specific examples include selenium runoff in San Joaquin County, mercury in Cache Creek Basin, scattered commercial entities such as feedlots, and illegal activities such as methamphetamine labs.

Desired Outcome
Protocols to manage (identify, contain, and remediate) hazardous waste and materials in the floodplain.

Methodology
Coordinate with State water boards to develop protocols outlining ways to identify, contain, and remediate potential water quality hazards before a flood event. Additional research would be needed to identify potential water quality hazards. Containment and remediation would be dependent upon the type and location of hazards found.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Promote Ecosystem Functions

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Promote Ecosystem Functions
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• Works in conjunction with other actions that increase river connection to floodplains.
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- Promotes multiple benefits including ecosystem services, water supply, and public safety.

Disadvantages
- Does not directly reduce the risk of flooding.
- Costs for hazardous waste removal could be high.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Low. Policy management actions will have a substantially lower capital cost than other management actions which involve structural modifications. Example of capital investments include: Funding for planning activities; Funding for communication system upgrades, etc. Some testing/monitoring may be required for protocol/plan development. Potential for increase in up-front capital cost if areas known to have hazardous materials are treated or cleaned prior to flood event. The cost to contain and remediate hazardous materials could be substantial, depending on the type and location of materials.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Development of the new protocols will lead to no change in the annual cost to operate/maintain/repair the flood management system.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for cost-sharing with U.S. EPA and California Department of Toxic Substance Control. Additional potential for coordination with ongoing total maximum daily load projects.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change in emergency response costs, but potential decrease in recovery costs due to reduced level of hazardous materials in sediment deposited by floodwaters.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change. This action will not change the frequency of flooding and will have no effect on flood fighting costs.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
May reduce the concentration of hazardous materials in sediment deposited on infrastructure during flood events.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
This action may result in land-use restrictions and restrictions on industrial activities within the floodplains.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
By developing protocols that would decrease the potential for spread of contaminants from flooding, this action would likely decrease State flood responsibility if responsibility for specific areas of known or potential sources of contamination can be identified prior to flood events.
Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Would indirectly contribute to rehabilitation of key physical processes and ecological functions by developing protocols for known highly contaminated areas and cleaning up those areas. Once a protocol is approved and addressed, and the contamination is cleaned up, contamination as a direct result of flooding would be reduced. This could therefore increase use of floodplains and flood basins for flood management by reducing hazards and obstacles to the use of that land.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
None.

Permitting Considerations?
There are no expected permitting considerations for the development of the protocols; however, permits would be required if remediation is necessary.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
This management action would inform maintaining agencies of potential for hazardous materials and provide protocols for addressing them. The information developed could be used to plan for operations and maintenance and repairs to the system.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
This management action would enhance public safety by reducing human health risks from hazardous materials mobilized by flooding.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
This management action would improve water supply by potentially reducing the loading of contaminants; reducing contaminants could also improve recreational opportunities within the system by reducing interaction with toxic materials.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Existing programs to reduce contaminant loading to rivers have publicized this issue, improving its probability of political and institutional acceptance. However, there is potential for political concerns if protocols affect existing industries operating on floodplains.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Not applicable.
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**Climate Change Adaptability**

This management action would enhance biological adaptability by reducing an adverse effect of larger flood events on water quality and aquatic and riparian species. Protocols addressing hazardous materials could provide decision makers with tools to adapt to the changing inundation regimes that may result from climate change.
Operate reservoirs with flood reservation space to more closely approximate natural flow regimes

ID MA-044

Description

Problem
Reservoir operators manage storage and releases for many competing uses. By altering flow regimes, the same dam that attenuates flood peaks and protects public safety also alters downstream hydrologic processes in ways that may be incompatible with supporting viable ecosystems within the system streams. Current operations may reduce habitat complexity, limit habitat access for aquatic and terrestrial species, and alter the in-stream flow regimes necessary to sustain floodplain and riparian habitat. By reducing seasonal flow fluctuations, system reservoirs can contribute to channel aggradations, thus reducing channel capacities; the establishment of invasive species; and restricted available habitat necessary for species survival (e.g., the absence of seasonal flows that would, under natural conditions, flush fine sediment and redistribute bed sediment that is used by spawning anadromous species).

Desired Outcome
Reservoirs operated on a seasonal basis to support ecosystem needs while also protecting water supplies and allowing adequate reservoir storage space for flood management.

Methodology
Coordinate with ecosystem managers to discern ways in which ecosystem processes can be better supported by non-emergency reservoir operations, while still managing storage space for necessary water supply and flood management. The releases should optimize the duration, timing magnitude, and frequency of flows needed to sustain viable ecosystems and the inundation of floodplain habitat currently connected to streams within the flood system. Changes in releases must also accommodate necessary flood maintenance requirements. Channel maintenance may benefit from flushing flows, which could assist with vegetation management and snag removal, while also serving ecosystem needs. Consider integrating State and federal recovery goals for fish species in plans for altering flow regimes.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Promote Ecosystem Functions

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
- Promote Ecosystem Functions
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Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)

Retained.

Advantages

- Will work well in conjunction with other actions involving floodplain reconnection, instream habitat, conjunctive management, and wetland creation.
- May improve system adaptability in response to climate change.

Disadvantages

- May be politically/institutionally difficult to implement.
- Unlikely to be feasible year-round or drought years.
- Likely to affect short- and long-term water supply reliability and cost.
- May affect recreational opportunities at reservoirs and river downstream.
- May increase flood maintenance responsibilities.
- May increase downstream flooding.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)

Highly variable capital costs associated with modifying dam outlet features or constructing auxiliary spillways.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

This action may decrease hydropower benefits, increase the net annual cost to operate/maintain/repair.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?

Potential for cost-sharing with federal dam operators.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

No change in emergency response and recovery costs, as altered flow regimes would likely be constrained to avoid increasing the frequency of flooding.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

No change in flood fighting costs, as altered flow regimes would likely be constrained to avoid increasing the frequency of flooding.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?

No effect on damage to critical infrastructure, as altered flow regimes would likely be constrained to avoid increasing the frequency of flooding.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?

The increased flows would not be flood flows and thus are unlikely to significantly affect floodplain development.
Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No effect on State flood responsibility, as altered flow regimes would likely be constrained to avoid increasing the frequency of flooding.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Operating reservoirs to more closely approximate natural flow regimes would rehabilitate key physical processes and ecosystem functions by reducing scour and deposition of sediment, by providing appropriate flows for fish migration, rearing and spawning, and by providing opportunities for establishment of native riparian tree species such as cottonwoods and willows. Changes in flow could also change position of X2 (upstream distance from the Golden Gate Bridge of salinity in the Delta) with associated benefits for fisheries, and more variables flows could help prevent establishment of invasive species.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Yes if all natural flow regimes, including summer flows are approximated.

Permitting Considerations?
Permits for reoperation would be substantial. Permitting with FERC would be required.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
Likely to reduce environmental impacts.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
No change to public safety, as altered flow regimes would likely be constrained to avoid increasing the frequency of flooding.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Potential to provide recreation and fisheries benefits by changing the flow regime. Potential for avian benefits as well as preserved open space. Potential for fish and wildlife enhancement.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
May face political and institutional opposition, as existing release patterns provide hydropower and water supply benefits to current users of the system. Implementation will require demonstrating that altering system operations will not hydraulically impact the flood flow regime or increase risks.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Will alter flow patterns downstream of dams.
**Effect on Residual Risk?**
No change to residual risk, as reoperation would likely be constrained to avoid increasing the frequency of flooding.

**Climate Change Adaptability**
This action would increase biological adaptability by increasing habitat complexity, connectivity, and continuity along environmental gradients; and thus, increasing the ability of species to handle and adjust to the consequences of climate change (e.g., extreme events). However, more precipitation in the form of water may force larger releases in the rainy season.
Reduce the incidence of invasive species in the flood management system

ID MA-045

Description

Problem
Invasive species have spread through the flood management system, causing problems for both ecosystems and flood management. Past and continuing introduction of aquatic, riparian, and upland invasive species can reduce the effectiveness of flood management facilities by decreasing the channel capacity; increasing rate of sedimentation; and increasing maintenance costs. Nonnative, invasive plant species that are especially detrimental to native ecosystems are widespread within the study area where they often out-compete native plants for light, space, and nutrients, further degrading habitat quality for native fish and wildlife. Introductions of nonnative and invasive species have contributed to a decline in the number and function of native wildlife and plant communities. The Central Valley and Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta (Delta) now contain an unknown number of nonnative species (many of which are aquatic invertebrates), and a new species is estimated to be introduced at least every 14 weeks.

Desired Outcome
Reduced or controlled invasive species. Increase in native species within the flood management system. Cost savings and increased success from using a systemwide approach to control invasive species. Updated regulations to use native species for revegetation efforts within the flood system and reduce incidence of nonnative species.

Methodology
Revise and update regulatory standards (Section 131 of [CCR] Title 23, Division 1, Chapter, 1 Article 8) to prohibit introduction of nonnative species in flood management system. Define nonnative species and invasive species potentially detrimental to recovery of native riparian species (e.g., brown-headed cowbird). Define and prioritize lists of invasive species of concern: plants, wildlife, fish species, and invertebrates. Prioritize these by potential threat impacts (e.g., use California Invasive Plant Council’s weed list to determine which nonnative species are most toxic and which are relatively more benign). Coordinate plans and management efforts with ongoing planning efforts within the flood system, including CALFED Ecosystem Restoration Program, DFG California Aquatic Invasive Species Management Plan, and DFG Quagga and Zebra mussel control projects. Initiate efforts to coordinate a regional approach to invasive species control, including drafting a plan framework, a basic monitoring approach, and an approach to identifying long-term funding mechanisms. Initiate nonnative plant species mapping within and adjacent to water channels. Use best management practices for invasive species control. Use only native species for restoration projects in revegetation projects and hydroseeding, and use approved weed-free
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materials for erosion control. Remove nonnative species from approved lists in the current Board system regulatory standards (Article 8, Section 131), and substitute a list of appropriate local native species.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Promote Ecosystem Functions

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
- Will work well in conjunction with other management actions involving ecosystem restoration and channel maintenance.
- May provide mitigation credit to offset impacts from maintenance.
- Can build off existing statewide invasive control efforts to increase success and cost-effectiveness.

Disadvantages
- May take five or more years to materialize benefits.
- May result in downstream hydraulic impacts.
- Little control over adjacent areas that may cause recurrence of invasive species.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Low-to-medium. Lower costs relative to structural improvements, but potentially higher costs related to permitting, maintenance, mapping, and technical evaluation on how to control invasive species from the flood management system. Costs will depend on the level of invasive infestation.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Increase in the annual maintenance budget will be needed to control the spread of invasive species. Additional funding will also be needed to develop channel specific management plans and evaluate complete removal and prevention of future infestation of invasive species. There may be initial increase funding needs for native species planting to reduce future invasive from returning. In the long-term, systematic and regional approach and invasive removal would result in cost
savings due to reduced O&M. Additionally, may reduce the incidence of wildfires and associated costs.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**
Potential for cost-sharing with other State and federal ecosystem restoration programs, local non-governmental organizations, and maintaining agencies.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Reducing the quantity of invasive plants within the flood system has the potential to increase channel capacity and decrease the frequency of flooding. This would lead indirectly to decreased emergency response and recovery costs.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Reducing the quantity of invasive plants within the flood system will provide responder greater visibility to monitor the channels and respond proactively to prevent flooding (leveses that are not choked with vegetation allow for application of more flood fighting techniques). Reduced vegetation will also improve channel capacity decreasing the risk of flooding thereby decreasing potential costs associated with the need for flood fighting.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Region-specific, but may be planned and implemented systematically.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
Unlikely to have effect on floodplain development.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential to increase the State's responsibility because control and eradication needs to a component of the overall channel management plan that include areas or reaches outside of the State-federal flood protection works.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
Reducing the spread of invasive plants would rehabilitate key physical processes and key ecosystem functions, because some invasive plants obstruct flow and sediment transport, cause excessive channel and bank erosion, by deflecting current, and compete with native vegetation for light, water, and nutrients and provide little or no habitat value for native wildlife species. Active management of the channels to reduce obstructions to flow and improve the sediment transport will improve channel conveyance and minimize channel and bank erosions. Improvements on flood management system should include consideration of rehabilitation of key physical processes and ecosystem functions where feasible.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
Use of herbicides may be necessary to control some invasive species.

**Permitting Considerations?**
Permitting requirements would be ongoing.
Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
Yes. The magnitude of adverse effects to habitats resulting from flood system operations and maintenance would be reduced.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
No direct effects, but increasing channel capacity by removing some invasive plant species may reduce the frequency of flooding, and thus improve public safety.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Potential for enhanced recreation, wildlife, and fisheries benefits.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Likely to be politically and institutionally acceptable.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Potential to increase flow velocity, and/or increase capacity where invasive plants are removed.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Potential to increase channel capacity and reduce residual risk.

Climate Change Adaptability
This action enhances biological adaptability by reducing the displacement of native vegetation, which both reduces a potential adverse consequence of climate change and enhances the ability of native species to handle and adjust to the consequences of climate change by reducing the loss of habitat and its continuity along environmental gradients. Restoring channels to a more natural state will enhance their adaptability to climate change.
Remove barriers to fish passage

ID MA-046

Description

Problem
Major valley rim dams that are part of the flood management and water supply systems in California have rendered 80 percent to 90 percent of the historic spawning and rearing habitat inaccessible to all fish for more than 50 years. In addition, flood bypasses also cause fish passage and entrainment issues. The dams were built without the mandated fish passage facilities required under the California Fish and Game code, and hatcheries were established to offset the impact. Hatcheries have caused declines in the genetic diversity of the salmon and steelhead populations. Without access to historic upper watershed habitats, these populations will continue to decline in quality and quantity, particularly if climate change reduces the amount of cold water available to release below these major dams. By not allowing fish upstream from these major facilities, the costs of maintaining cold water below the dams in the hotter valley floor will become prohibitively high. Historic upstream habitats will be the only suitable habitat available that will not have future costs as significant as the current operations of the major rim dams.

Desired Outcome
Improved fish passage within the flood management system without impacting public safety or limiting other water management strategies. New passage past the major rim dams to provide access to remaining cold water spawning and rearing habitats upstream in the higher elevation watersheds. Improved passage at other barriers in the system such as water diversions, culverts, etc. Improved water management options for water supply and flood release strategies to improve system sustainability and reliability in the face of climate change.

Methodology
Identify physical barriers that inhibit fish passage within the flood system and acknowledge their substantial contribution to the decline of the populations. Evaluate opportunities for enhancing fish passage through these obstructions, including installation of fish ladders or removal of the structures. Coordinate existing fish passage removal programs with other State and federal programs. Implement feasibility studies to assess and test ladder options and other ideas for passage around dams. Planning for future sustainability of water supplies and better flood operations at dams would require serious consideration of passing anadromous fish upstream from dams into the remaining historic habitat. Other barriers in the system may also be modified/removed. Bypasses could include a low-flow channel to allow passage and egress of entrained fish.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal:
- Promote Ecosystem Functions
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Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s):

• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Promote Ecosystem Functions
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained):

Retained. Evaluate or combine with management actions involving setback levees and floodplain storage.

Advantages

• Substantial ecosystem benefits.
• Improved fisheries.
• Potential for reduced regulatory restrictions.
• Potential for increased flexibility in water supply management.
• Potential to improve public safety by reducing flooding upstream of barriers.

Disadvantages

• Medium-to-high capital cost.
• Politically sensitive.
• Short-term construction cost during implementation.
• Landowners may resist reintroduction of listed species in areas where they have not been in many years.
• Impacts early rules implemented to protect upstream habitat and fish.
• Potential to reduce storage capacity at reservoirs or prevent facilities from meeting their design capacity.
• Complex agreements needed for water management.
• Complex, costly, and lengthy permitting process.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)

Medium-to-high. Removal or modification of fish passage barriers may entail significant initial capital cost associated with demolition, construction, and restoration activities. Additionally, there will be costs associated with reoperation of water management for deliveries and usage that will require adoption of agreements from various parties (private, local, State and federal).

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

The removal of some barrier structures are unlikely to change annual cost to operate/maintain/repair. Many structures provide no flood control benefits, and their removal would not dramatically impact operations and maintenance of the flood system. However, flood management dams would require some new
operations and maintenance for fish ladders or similar structures for fish passage, increasing cost. Operations and maintenance would increase over current facilities operations and maintenance costs. These costs could be offset by water costs savings in delivery options and management flexibility and potential for less water delivery restrictions with increased fish populations and access to other beneficial habitat upstream of major dams.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**
Potential for cost-sharing with agencies with existing fish passage barrier removal programs, such as the California Coastal Conservancy, the DFG, CALFED, and NOAA Fisheries Services. Potential for cost-sharing with landowners impacted by erosion resulting from these barriers.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No change; although, there is the potential to decrease frequency of flooding and improve level of protection upstream of barriers.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No change; although, there is the potential to decrease frequency of flooding and improve level of protection upstream of barriers.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Region-specific.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
Little to no effect on floodplain development.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No change.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
Removing fish migration barriers would rehabilitate key ecological functions by enhancing salmonid migration and access to spawning habitat. Major economic and ecological benefits to the State and potentially economic interests beyond California and the Central Valley. Access to spawning and rearing could increase.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
None.

**Permitting Considerations?**
Substantial but less complex. Would require permitting under Section 404 and Section 401 of the federal Clean Water Act and consultation with the USFWS and DFG under the respective endangered species acts. There may be potential political issues with the removal of fish barriers (from local farmers and other who use these structures), but it may be popular with regulators.
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Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?

The magnitude of adverse effects to habitats resulting from flood system operations and maintenance would be reduced. Substantial savings to operations and maintenance environmental obligations with recovery of endangered species fish populations.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Potential to improve public safety by reducing flooding upstream of barriers. May provide improved options for flood management strategies.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Potential to provide recreational fisheries benefits. Major water supply and economic benefits could be realized by implementing passage at major dams through improve water supply reliability, improved ecosystem functions and habitat conditions, and improved conditions for commercial, recreational, and tribal salmon fishing industry.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Removal or modification of smaller fish passage barriers is likely to be more politically and institutionally acceptable than removal of larger barriers. Removal of large flood control and water supply dams and weirs may face stronger political and institutional resistance. Landowners may resist reintroduction of listed species in areas where they have not been in many years.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Removal of barriers could result in reduced upstream flooding; increased velocities and sediment loads downstream of barriers, And better flood and water supply management flexibility through the years. Installation of fish ladders would not result in redirected hydraulic impacts.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Reduces residual risk to existing development upstream from barriers.

Climate Change Adaptability
This action would increase biological adaptability by increasing the amount, connectivity, and variety of habitat available to fish species, and thus, increasing the size of fish populations and their ability to handle and adjust to the consequences of climate change. Allowing salmon and other fish access to upper watersheds above current barriers may become an essential management action as conditions on the valley floor deteriorate. This is the only major opportunity to provide major adaptation strategies at major dams that will allow for accommodating climate change and still protect public trust resource populations.
**Setback levees to connect rivers to floodplains**

**ID** MA-047

**Description**

*Problem*

Construction of levees immediately adjacent to streams, continual bank protection and channel stabilization not only reduces floodplain storage capacity resulting in larger downstream flooding, but can also severely modify natural geomorphic processes such as erosion, deposition, and channel meandering. Construction of levees also limits the area available for riparian forest development resulting in loss of riparian habitat and associated terrestrial species, shaded riverine habitat, and large woody debris; reduces groundwater recharge; and limits insect availability for foraging fish. Channelization leads to higher flushing flows moving sediments and gravels out of the system resulting in a loss of material to be used by salmonids. Loss of river connection to floodplains also results in the loss of the shallow water overland flooding that periodically takes place, which provides foraging and rearing habitat for young salmonids and spittail, allows for greater groundwater recharge, and provides foraging habitat for wintering shorebirds, waterfowl, and other terrestrial species.

*Desired Outcome*

Expanded flood system footprint to reconnect floodplains, increase detention and attenuate flood flows, reduce downstream flood risks, minimize O&M costs, and restore critical habitats.

*Methodology*

Identify areas where levees could feasibly be breached or set back from the existing low-flow channel. Leverage existing knowledge and ongoing projects to identify opportunities for setting back levees.

**Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal**

- Promote Ecosystem Functions

**Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)**

- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

**Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)**

Retained.
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Advantages

- Will work well in conjunction with other management actions involving ecosystem restoration, transient storage, and land-use planning.
- Provides multiple benefits.
- Flood control projects with substantial habitat restoration components may ease permitting and mitigation requirements.
- May provide suitable land for mitigation banking.

Disadvantages

- Implementation may be limited in areas with extensive floodplain development.
- Potentially high costs of land acquisition.
- Potential loss of farmland.
- Potential loss of property taxes.
- Large projects would require extensive regulatory review and compliance.

Economic Considerations

*Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)*
High. Setting back levees may have a large capital cost associated with land acquisition and physical construction. May be a good option for rural areas to obtain adequate flood protection.

*Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*
This action is likely to decrease the annual cost to operate/maintain/repair by reducing stress on levees and attenuating flood flows.

*Potential for Cost-Sharing?*
Potential for cost-sharing with local flood control agencies, federal, and non-governmental organizations.

*Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*
Constructing setback levees can decrease stresses on the levees by attenuating flood flows thereby increasing the existing level of protection afforded and lowering the potential for flooding therefore reducing the frequency of emergency response and associated costs for recovery.

*Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*
Constructing setback levees can decrease stresses on the levees by attenuating flood flows thereby increasing the existing level of protection afforded and lowering the potential for flooding and costs associated with fighting floods.

*Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?*
Constructing setback levees can decrease stresses on the levees by attenuating flood flows thereby increasing the existing level of protection afforded and...
lowering the potential for flooding and costs associated with damages to infrastructure.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
This management action will place floodplain land inside of the footprint of the flood system, reducing the land available for future floodplain development.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Decreases State flood responsibility by increasing the conveyance capacity between levees and reducing flood frequency.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Would rehabilitate key physical processes by reconnecting channels to historical floodplains, and enhancing sediment transport, channel and floodplain forming processes, groundwater recharge, and improving water quality, and would rehabilitate ecological functions by increasing riparian and wetland habitat area, quality diversity and connectivity, and by increasing spawning habitat (e.g., for Sacramento splittail) and salmonid rearing habitat. Vegetation restoration of the area between the setback the river channel allow for re-introduction of native riparian species along the river corridor. This habitat benefits the wildlife that traditionally used the area and allows for connectivity between publically-managed wildlife areas along the river corridor.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Constructing setback levees could result in moderate to substantial permanent impacts to terrestrial and agricultural habitats, and potentially to canal or seasonal wetland habitats, and in impacts to associated special-status species; however, the resulting benefits of reconnecting the river to the floodplain could outweigh the impacts.

Permitting Considerations?
Flood control projects with substantial habitat restoration components may ease permitting and mitigation requirements. Large projects however, would require extensive regulatory review and compliance. Extensive habitat restoration may also provide suitable land for mitigation banking.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
The magnitude of adverse effects to habitats resulting from flood system operations and maintenance would be reduced. The availability of restored habitat resulting from setback levee projects could be used to provide mitigation for future projects streamlining the permitting for those future projects.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Improves public safety by increasing the conveyance capacity between levees and reducing flood frequency.
Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Potential to provide substantial water supply, recreation, and open space benefits. Reconnecting rivers to floodplains in low-risk areas provides an opportunity to increase groundwater recharge, improve water quality in a long-term sustainable way at relatively low costs. Active flood plains and associated wetlands can temporarily store floodwaters, filter nutrients and impurities from runoff, process organic wastes, capture high sediment loads outside of the main flood channel, and moderate water temperature fluctuations. Construction of new linear features, such as setback levees, should always be considered for use as trail corridors, especially to connect existing trails or destinations of interest such as waterways and wildlife viewing areas.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Political and institutional acceptability is likely to depend on local jurisdictions. May face resistance from landowners who face loss of land.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
May result in redirected hydraulic impacts upstream, but this may be minimized by designing setback levees to accommodate high roughness value.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Reduces the frequency of flooding, reducing residual risk to existing development.

Climate Change Adaptability:
This action would enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing capacity to convey flood flows; and this action would increase biological adaptability by increasing habitat quantity, connectivity, complexity, and continuity along environmental gradients, and thus, increasing the viability of populations and their ability to adjust to and handle the consequences of climate change (e.g., extreme events). The addition of riparian forest would provide greater carbon sequestration and assist in meeting DWR's climate change goals, and would allow the system to better adapt to sea level rise without increasing flood risk due to greater channel capacity.
Restore channel alignment (i.e., conduct de-channelization)

ID MA-091

Description

Problem
In many areas, channels have been straightened to increase the capacity and flows. Channel straightening has eliminated adjacent habitat and often requires hardened structures to protect the bed and banks of the channel, thus further eliminating habitat.

Desired Outcome
Restored alignment of channels that have been straightened to increase natural meanders and lateral bed and bank of the channel without sacrificing the sustainable operability and maintenance of the flood protection works or increasing the flood risk.

Methodology
Identify and evaluate sites where de-channelization may be feasible. Wherever possible, match these areas with locations that will meet other CVFPP goals. De-channelization will provide additional flood storage capacity to the system. Typically, de-channelization requires an increased footprint to provide the channel room to meander. Thus, any de-channelization must consider potential conflicts with existing urban and agricultural uses, local zoning regulations, local economies, private property rights, and water rights. This may be mostly applicable to smaller tributary streams.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Promote Ecosystem Functions

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained. Look for opportunities to combine with management actions involving habitat restoration and/or floodplain storage.

Advantages
- Improves natural geomorphologic processes (deposition, erosion, meander).
- Will complement actions to develop transient floodplain storage for flood risk reduction.
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- Reduces the peak stormwater runoff and decreases the frequency and consequences of flooding.
- Promotes multiple benefits (which could include flood risk reduction, groundwater recharge, water quality and ecosystem restoration).
- Potential to provide mitigation credits to offset operations and maintenance and flood project impacts.
- May reduce conflicts between maintenance and vegetation.

Disadvantages
- Potential for de-channelization may be limited in areas with extensive urban floodplain development.
- Potential impacts to existing floodplain uses.
- Potential high costs for land acquisition and/or land or floodway easement acquisition.
- May restrict operations and maintenance (e.g., timing of maintenance could be limited due to species issues).

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Cost factors include real estate acquisitions, relocations, costs for permitting, design, construction, and mitigation, and loss of property taxes.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Increase short-term, and decrease long-term. Operations and maintenance costs may increase during the establishment period. Once a channel is restored, costs could decrease overall. The meandering channel could attenuate flood peaks, potentially easing strain on downstream flood protection structures. Increased vegetation within the dechannelized stream may reduce the volume of sediment deposited downstream and the need for dredging resulting in lowered costs.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Yes. Potential for cost-sharing with federal, State, local, and non-governmental agencies interested in habitat restoration, as well as with maintaining agencies in need to offset maintenance impacts.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change. Because any de-channelization would be constrained by the requirement to not compromise design flows or increase flood risk, there would likely be no major change in costs for emergency response and recovery.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No major change short term, and decrease long-term. Any de-channelization would be constrained by the requirement to not compromise design flows, obstruct visibility or interfere with flood fighting, there would likely be no major
change in flood fighting costs. However, with reduced pressure on levees, costs may be reduced over time.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Any linkage would be location specific and therefore unpredictable if the location is not known.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
De-channelization typically requires acquiring land adjacent to the channel. This would affect existing and potential future uses of those lands (prevent future urban development). This may have negative impact on local economies, although an increase in the wildlife habitat and recreation opportunities may be an economic benefit.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential increase, if this action is combined with creation of transitory storage, which may increases the State's areas of responsibility. Adding area for natural channel meanders would increase the floodplain, which has a natural capacity for flood storage, which can help attenuate flood peaks and reduce both peak stages and velocities in adjacent river channels.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
De-channelization would rehabilitate key physical processes and ecological functions of the channel. This would in turn benefit multiple native riparian vegetation and wildlife species including special-status species. There would also likely be other associated benefits to water quality, etc.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
Unable to determine at this time, as they would be site-specific and dependent upon current land uses and habitat existing in adjacent lands. Construction activities and grading associated with this measure could have minor to moderate, temporary impacts (and potentially permanent impacts). However, these impacts may be offset by the benefits associated with de-channelization.

**Permitting Considerations?**
Varies depending on the magnitude of the project. There is a possibility to provide advance mitigation credits thereby streamlining the permitting process. Could reduce permitting related to operations and maintenance practices over time.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
May reduce operations and maintenance needs over time. Habitat improvement projects can provide mitigation opportunities for habitat losses elsewhere in the flood management system.
Social Considerations

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Benefits would depend upon the size of the effort. De-channelization would likely result in an increase in floodplain area. Floodplains have a natural capacity to attenuate floods and reduce the frequency of flooding thus, improving public safety.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
Yes. Potential to contribute to groundwater recharge and potential for water supply benefits through detention of flood water and natural contaminant filtering. Increasing active flood plains and associated wetlands could result in benefits to water quality due to temporarily storing floodwaters, filtering nutrients and impurities from runoff, processing organic wastes, and capturing high sediment loads outside of the main flood channel. There are potential benefits to recreation also.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
Potential implementation challenges are related to changes in existing and potential future land uses, land acquisition, and responsibilities for long-term maintenance of restored habitat. Additionally, habitat creation projects have to compete for scarce financial resources, so implementation may be slow due to tight budgets.

Technical Considerations

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
No change. As de-channelization would be constrained by the requirement to not compromise design flows, there would likely be no major change in upstream hydraulic impacts.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
No change. As de-channelization would be constrained by the requirement to not compromise design flows, there would likely be no major change in residual risk. There is a possibility that implementation may reduce residual risk downstream by attenuating flood peaks.

**Climate Change Adaptability**
This action would enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing water management flexibility and would enhance biological adaptability by improving habitat connectivity and increasing habitat quantity to sustain population viability. Carbon sequestration abilities would also increase.
Encourage natural physical geomorphic processes, including channel migration and sediment transport

ID MA-092

Description

Problem
Natural channel processes such as erosion, deposition, channel migration, formation of natural channel features (e.g., point bars, oxbow lakes), and sediment transport have been restricted by various flood management projects and O&M throughout the flood management system.

Desired Outcome
A comprehensive approach to emphasize and prioritize projects and other actions that encourage natural physical processes, where permitted facilities are protected or relocated.

Methodology
Evaluate the effects of past actions on the physical processes of the flood management system. Identify areas that may be suitable for restoration of these processes. Consider systemwide physical processes when proposing new projects including levee strengthening/repairs, bank erosion control, setback levees, dredging, gravel augmentation, channel alignment restoration, and large-scale vegetation planting and removal.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Promote Ecosystem Functions

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Promote Ecosystem Functions
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained. Look for opportunities to combine with management actions involving setback levees, habitat restoration, and/or floodplain storage.

Advantages
• Improves natural geomorphologic processes (deposition, erosion, meander).
• Will complement actions to develop transient floodplain storage for flood risk reduction.
• Reduces the peak stormwater runoff and decreases the frequency and consequences of flooding.
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- Promotes multiple benefits (which could include flood risk reduction, groundwater recharge, water quality and ecosystem restoration).
- Provide potential mitigation credits to offset operations and maintenance and flood project impacts.
- May reduce bank maintenance related to erosion.
- May reduce maintenance conflicts.

Disadvantages

- Implementation may be limited in areas with extensive urban floodplain development.
- Potential impacts to existing floodplain uses.
- Potential high costs for land acquisition and/or land or floodway easement acquisition.
- Potential high costs to protect or relocate existing permitted facilities.
- Natural channel processes may impact the integrity of levee systems, weirs and flood relief structures.
- Likely cause reduction in tax base for local economies.

Economic Considerations

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**
Medium-to-high. Cost factors include real estate acquisitions, relocations, costs for permitting, design, construction, and mitigation, and loss of property taxes.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Increase short-term, and decrease long-term. Operations and maintenance costs may increase during the establishment period. Over the long-term, operations and maintenance costs would decrease overall. A meandering channel that is allowed to function naturally could attenuate flood peaks, potentially easing strain on downstream flood protection structures.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**
Yes. Potential for cost-sharing with federal, State, local, and non-governmental agencies interested in habitat restoration, as well as with maintaining agencies in need to offset maintenance impacts.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No change. Because evaluation and/or restoration of physical processes would be constrained by the requirement to not compromise design flows or increase flood risk, there would likely be no major change in costs for emergency response and recovery.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No change short-term, decrease long-term. Any evaluation and/or restoration of physical processes would be constrained by the requirement to not compromise design flows, obstruct visibility or interfere with flood fighting, there would likely
be no major change in flood fighting costs. However, with reduced pressure on levees, costs may be reduced over time.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Any linkage would be location specific and therefore unpredictable if the location is not known.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
Restoration of physical processes would likely require space for the river to move. This would affect existing and potential future uses of those lands. This may have a negative impact on local economies although an increased benefit for tourism and potentially increased benefit to other lands through higher level of flood protection.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential increase, if this action is combined with creation of transitory storage, which may increase the State's area of responsibility. Adding area for natural channel meanders would increase the floodplain which have a natural capacity for flood storage, which can help attenuate flood peaks and reduce both peak stages and velocities in adjacent river channels.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
Restoration of physical processes may have more widespread benefits rather than only localized. It would also result in improvements to ecological functions of the channel. This would in turn benefit multiple native riparian vegetation and aquatic and terrestrial wildlife species including special-status species. There would also likely be other associated benefits to water quality, etc.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
Likely minor-to-moderate, temporary impacts and potentially permanent impacts. However, these impacts may be offset by the benefits associated with habitat creation/restoration. Fish stranding would need to be a design consideration to avoid impacts to special-status and native fish species. Possibility of mercury methylation depending on the location and type of wetland creation. Impacts may be offset by the benefits associated with restoration of physical processes.

**Permitting Considerations?**
Varies depending on the magnitude of the project. There is a possibility to provide advance mitigation credits thereby streamlining the permitting process. Could reduce permitting related to operations and maintenance practices and conflicts between vegetation and maintenance.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
May reduce operations and maintenance needs over time. Habitat improvement projects can provide mitigation opportunities for habitat losses elsewhere in the
flood management system. Could reduce permitting related to operations and maintenance practices and conflicts between vegetation and maintenance.

Social Considerations

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Benefits would depend upon the size of the effort. The larger the effort the greater the benefit. Restoration of physical processes may result in an increase in floodplain area. Floodplains have a natural capacity to attenuate floods and reduce the frequency of flooding thus improving public safety. Could reduce pressure on levees.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
Yes. Potential to contribute to groundwater recharge and potential for water supply benefits through detention of flood water and natural contaminant filtering. Increasing active flood plains and associated wetlands could result in benefits to water quality due to temporarily storing floodwaters, filtering nutrients and impurities from runoff, processing organic wastes, and capturing high sediment loads outside of the main flood channel. Potential benefits to recreation, also.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
Potential implementation challenges related to changes in existing and potential future land uses and land acquisition.

Technical Considerations

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
No change. Any restoration of physical processes would be constrained by the requirement to not compromise design flows, there would likely be no major change in upstream hydraulic impacts. This would need to be further evaluated to ensure no disruption to system operations such as weirs and bypasses.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
No change. Any restoration of physical processes would be constrained by the requirement to not compromise design flows, there would likely be no major change in residual risk.

**Climate Change Adaptability**
This action would enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing water management flexibility and would enhance biological adaptability by improving habitat connectivity and increasing habitat quantity to sustain population viability. Carbon sequestration abilities would also increase.
Improve the quality, quantity, and connectivity of floodplain, wetland, riparian, woodland, grassland, and other native habitat communities

ID MA-093

Description

Problem
Native habitat types within the flood management system and its associated floodplains have been lost, fragmented, and degraded.

Desired Outcome
Habitat established without sacrificing the sustainable operability and maintenance of flood protection works or increasing the flood risk. Increased riparian forest restoration, leading to greater carbon sequestration and reducing our impact on global climate change.

Methodology
Identify and evaluate areas to increase the quality, quantity, and/or diversity of wetland, riparian, and/or other native habitat. Identify effective approaches to improve habitat and ecosystem processes that also benefit a variety of important species. Identify candidate areas that are most suitable for restoring habitat and while also meeting other CVFPP goals as part of other flood projects or operations. Habitat restoration and creation must consider potential conflicts with existing urban and agricultural uses, local zoning regulations, local economies, private property rights, and water rights. Habitat enhancement and creation should be considered on a regional basis (e.g., through establishment of a mitigation bank). Habitat creation or enhancement could be completed in areas where levees are currently set back from the low-flow channels of rivers (such as along reaches of the Feather, Yuba, Sacramento, and American rivers, and to a lesser extent, in the Delta). Or, this could include reconnecting historical floodplains by expanding the current flood corridor through removal or modification of embankments, levees, or other features that prevent flood flows from entering floodplains (e.g., lowering levee crowns to permit overflows at certain flood stages, constructing weirs or other features to control the passage of flood flows into adjoining floodplains, or removing embankments completely). The bypass system of the lower Sacramento River offers extensive opportunity for wetland habitat improvements.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal:
- Promote Ecosystem Functions

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s):
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
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- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

**Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained):**

Retained. Look for opportunities to combine with management actions involving maintenance, setback levees, and floodplain storage.

**Advantages**

- Will work well in conjunction with management action involving setback levees and land-use planning.
- Will complement actions to develop transient floodplain storage for flood risk reduction.
- Promotes multiple benefits (flood risk reduction, groundwater recharge, water quality and ecosystem restoration).
- Provides potential mitigation credits to offset operations and maintenance and flood project impacts.
- May improve bank stability.
- Provides greater flexibility to adapt to changing climate conditions.
- May help offset climate change effects of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
- Potential to improve the levee stability by limiting erosion and absorbing turbulence.

**Disadvantages**

- Implementation may be limited in areas with extensive urban floodplain development.
- Depending on type and location of wetland creation, methylation of mercury may occur.
- Potential impacts to existing floodplain uses.
- Potential high costs for farmer compensation and/or land or floodway easement acquisition.
- Critical infrastructure modifications may also result in large costs.
- May restrict operations and maintenance (e.g., timing of maintenance could be limited due to species issues).
- Inadequate maintenance may lead to upstream hydraulic impacts due to reduced channel capacity.
- Could create debris that causes downstream hazards to boater safety and clogs dams and bridges.
Ecosystem Functions

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Highly variable depending on the type of effort. Cost factors include real estate acquisitions, relocations, costs for permitting, design, construction, and potential loss of property taxes.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Increase short-term, and decrease long-term. Increased monitoring and maintenance of restored wetlands may moderately increase the annual cost to operate/maintain/repair the flood system, especially during the establishment period. This will depend on the site-specific situation. Currently unvegetated facilities may require increased costs for managing vegetation consistent with flood risk reduction goals. In other cases increased vegetative cover may improve bank stability and reduce erosion rates, reducing the repair costs. Wetlands can detain floodwaters and attenuate flood peaks, potentially easing strain on downstream flood protection structures. Increased vegetation throughout the flood system may reduce the volume of sediment deposited downstream and the need for dredging resulting in lower costs.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Yes. Potential for cost-sharing with federal, State, local, and non-governmental agencies interested in habitat restoration, as well as with maintaining agencies in need to offset maintenance impacts. Potential to leverage local volunteer labor for projects.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change, but possible decrease long-term. Because any habitat creation would be constrained by the requirement to not compromise design flows or increase flood risk, there would likely be no major change in costs for emergency response and recovery. There is a possibility that costs could be reduced. Wetland and floodplain habitat creation may decrease emergency response and recovery costs by detaining floodwaters in wetlands and attenuating flood peaks downstream.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No major change likely. As any habitat creation and enhancement would be constrained by the requirement to not compromise design flows, obstruct visibility or interfere with flood fighting, there would likely be no major change in flood fighting costs. However, increasing the extent of vegetation in locations with setback levees may decrease the level of protection of the levees and may have some upstream hydraulic impacts. These impacts are likely to be minor due to the siting of the setback levees. Additionally, there may be a decrease in flood fighting costs by detaining floodwaters in wetlands and attenuating flood peaks downstream.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Could put additional strain on infrastructure not originally designed to withstand seasonal flooding (e.g., bridges, buried pipelines, electrical transmission towers, cell towers).
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**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
This will depend on the type and nature of the project. Creation and restoration of native habitat could affect existing and potential future uses of those lands (e.g., prevent future urban development). This may have a negative impact on local economies, although an increase in the wildlife habitat and recreation opportunities may be an economic benefit. If wetland creation is part of advance mitigation planning it may facilitate floodplain development elsewhere within the flood system by streamlining mitigation processes. There is also a possibility to limit seasonal agricultural activities depending on the location. Additionally, impacts to the flood management system’s ability to pass flows may occur, depending on the character and location of the project.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential increase, if this action is combined with creation of transitory storage, which may increase the State’s area of responsibility. Wetlands and floodplains have a natural capacity for flood storage, which can help attenuate flood peaks and reduce both peak stages and velocities in adjacent river channels.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
Increasing the quality, quantity and diversity of native habitat types within the flood system could rehabilitate key physical processes and ecological functions. The restoration of these habitat types will benefit multiple native riparian vegetation and wildlife species including special-status species.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
Likely minor to moderate, temporary impacts and potentially permanent impacts. However, these impacts may be offset by the benefits associated with habitat creation/restoration. Fish stranding would need to be a design consideration to avoid impacts to special-status and native fish species. Possibility of mercury methylation depending on the location and type of wetland creation.

**Permitting Considerations?**
Varies depending on the extent and nature of habitat projects. These may include NEPA, CEQA, CDFG stream alteration permits, CWA 401, 402, and 404 permits, for example, if construction activities affect aquatic environments. Opposition to revegetation by those who view it as negatively affecting flood flows could delay the permitting process. There is a possibility to provide advance mitigation credits thereby streamlining the permitting process. Could result in delisting or preventing additional listings resulting in reduced permitting issues for all projects over time.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
Habitat improvement projects can provide mitigation opportunities for habitat losses elsewhere in the flood management system. If coupled with long-term agreement for operations and maintenance, revegetation can stabilize banks and reduce downstream sediment yield, reducing the need for dredging operations.
Additional transitory storage and seasonal habitat creation would benefit fish and wildlife species and likely reduce maintenance requirements by relieving pressure on surrounding levees during flood events. May reduce permitting conflicts over the long-term.

**Social Considerations**

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Potential increase. If combined with a management action such as setback levees, native habitat has the natural capacity to attenuate floods and therefore the potential to improve public safety by attenuating flood peaks and reducing the frequency of flooding.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
Yes. Potential to enhance aesthetic, recreation and open space values (e.g., trails, hunting, and/or wildlife viewing). Potential to contribute to groundwater recharge and potential for water supply benefits through creation and enhancement of wetlands (detention of flood water and natural contaminant filtering). Increasing active flood plains and associated wetlands could result in benefits to water quality due to temporarily storing floodwaters, filtering nutrients and impurities from runoff, processing organic wastes, capturing high sediment loads outside of the main flood channel, and moderating water temperature fluctuations.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
Likely to be politically and institutionally acceptable, especially in areas that wouldn’t require extensive modification to the flood management system. Potential implementation challenges related to changes in existing and potential future land uses, land acquisition, responsibilities for long-term maintenance of restored habitat. Additionally, habitat creation projects have to compete for scarce financial resources, so implementation may be slow due to tight budgets.

**Technical Considerations**

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
No major change likely. As habitat enhancements would be constrained by the requirement to not compromise design flows, there would likely be no major change in upstream hydraulic impacts. Potential increase in large woody debris in channel downstream if timely and appropriate maintenance is not performed. Depending on the location wetland creation or floodplain reconnection could put additional strain on infrastructure not originally designed to withstand seasonal flooding (e.g., bridges, buried pipelines, electrical transmission towers, cell towers).

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
No major change likely. As habitat enhancements would be constrained by the requirement to not compromise design flows, there would likely be no major change in residual risk. There is a possibility that implementation may reduce residual risk downstream by attenuating flood peaks. Potential increase in large woody debris in channel downstream if timely and appropriate maintenance is not
long these habitats and the species that reside in them to adjust to climate change, and to persist through and recover from extreme events. In addition, wetland creation could ameliorate peak runoff events. An increase in vegetation will help offset climate change by removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.
6.0 Floodplain Management

MA-025: Reduce flood damages through acquisitions, easements, and private conservation programs

MA-026: Manage municipal stormwater to provide regional or systemwide flood benefits

MA-028: Coordinate and streamline floodplain mapping to improve consistency of floodplain delineation and assessment of flood risk

MA-074: Increase flood risk awareness through outreach and education

MA-075: Provide technical procedural assistance to local agencies for flood mitigation compliance and grant application assistance

MA-076: Assist in development of local flood management plan updates and provide procedural and technical support for implementation

MA-077: Facilitate increased awareness of and participation in the Community Rating System insurance-rate adjusting program

MA-078: Develop mandatory flood insurance programs that are more consistent with the area's risk of flooding

MA-079: Increase public understanding of FEMA maps and policies

MA-080: Develop a State program and framework to reduce or eliminate subsidies for repetitive loss properties in flood-prone areas

MA-090: Construct training levees or levees that subdivide larger basins

MA-095: Use floodproofing measures

MA-097: Improve awareness of floodplain function through outreach and education
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Reduce flood damages through acquisitions, easements, and private conservation programs

**ID**  MA-025

**Description**

**Problem**

Much of the flood system has isolated floodplains from river and stream channels. Natural floodplains have been reduced due to limited understanding of their benefits, including their natural capacity for flood storage and conveyance. This has led to constrictions to flow that create flood hazards, present maintenance problems, and to loss of ecosystem quality and function. The constricted flow paths require that reservoirs hold flood flows and restrict and/or meter flows more often to control peak flows to prevent flooding of adjacent lands.

**Desired Outcome**

Reduced flood damages, improved river processes, enhanced ecosystem value, and improved water supply management.

**Methodology**

Lands adjacent to channels that currently or historically were flooded during periods of high flow would be inundated more frequently, at greater depths, or for longer periods of time, primarily during winter and spring. This would be achieved by reconnecting historical floodplains to channels using setback levees or by increasing the frequency with which existing connected floodplains are inundated by water that tops the bank, controlled levee breeches, weirs, or other gated mechanisms. However, advantages of increasing floodplains must be balanced against the impact to existing land uses and critical infrastructure in floodplains. Acquisition of some property, whether land or structures, would occur as necessary to ensure the effectiveness of the flood management system. Plans would be developed to adequately replace lost property, revenue, and uses of acquired lands and services. Relocating structures would be considered in high-hazard areas where human occupancy is unsafe (e.g., where flooding occurs frequently and/or very rapidly) and where onsite flood-proofing measures are inadequate (e.g., in areas where floodwaters are extremely deep). The use of voluntary flood easements would be explored to accommodate flood waters, preserve agricultural land, and provide habitat. In addition, private land conservation programs could be expanded through developing partnerships and incentive programs.

**Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal**

- Improve Flood Risk Management

**Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)**

- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
Appendix A: Management Action Descriptions

- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained. Requires further evaluation.

Advantages
- Reduces both flood and residual risk.
- Reduces long-term emergency response and flood fighting costs.
- Increases public safety.
- Provides water supply improvement and ecosystem improvement.

Disadvantages
- Potentially high capital cost.
- Potential terrestrial environmental impacts in floodplain inundation area.
- Potential public resistance due to high costs and relocations.
- Potential reduction in tax revenue.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Potentially high initial investment depending on location and extent of floodplain acquisition (costs include real estate acquisitions, relocations, mitigation costs, and levee construction, engineering, and permitting costs). Long-term disaster cost avoidance may offset the initial capital costs.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Could increase costs for floodplain and floodgate maintenance.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for federal cost sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes. Also potential for State and local cost sharing.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to decrease long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding outside the floodway and relocation of people and property. Could decrease emergency costs associated with levee repairs and failures because depth and velocity on levees would be diminished.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to decrease the long-term cost of flood fighting due to decreased floodwaters and decreased populations in the floodplain.
**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**

Potential to reduce damage to critical infrastructure due to lower velocity and reduced flood stage.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**

Floodplain development could be discouraged in order to maintain the natural processes of the floodplain. This may lead to decreased tax revenue. Potential to improve water-supply reliability, which could support economic development.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Potential to decrease State flood responsibility through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding and relocation of people and property.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**

Could rehabilitate key physical processes (e.g., sediment transport balance and meander migration) and ecosystem functions by enhancing groundwater recharge, floodplain and channel forming processes, and water quality. Could enhance floodplain spawning habitat and salmonid rearing habitat, and rehabilitate floodplain riparian and wetland habitat.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**

Moderate to substantial permanent impacts to terrestrial, agricultural, and potentially to seasonal or freshwater marsh wetland habitats, including potential loss of habitat for special-status species. Entrainment issues may also occur. The floodplain needs to operate properly or benefits for fish will be hindered. Hazardous materials (from gas stations, chemical plants, etc.) have the potential to be mobilized in the new floodplains.

**Permitting Considerations?**

Permitting considerations are likely to be minor.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**

Habitats that have been affected by flood system O&M would be rehabilitated.

**Social Considerations**

**Contribution to Public Safety?**

Potential to increase public safety through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of flooding and relocation of people and property.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**

Potential to create open space, recreation areas (trails, hunting, wildlife viewing), and natural habitats. Water supply may increase as groundwater recharge is enhanced within the expanded floodplain.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**

Implementation is highly variable depending on the location and geographical extent of land acquisition. However, floodplain acquisition in smaller specific
areas may be more feasible. Likelihood of implementation could increase if local communities are educated on the benefits of floodplains and contribute to land acquisition process (e.g., non-fee acquisitions and dedications). There will also be a need to find willing landowners to sell their land and participate in implementation.

**Technical Considerations**

*Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?*

Potential reduction in downstream peak flows.

*Effect on Residual Risk?*

Reduces the magnitude of flooding, and relocates people and property out of floodplains, thereby reducing residual risk.

*Climate Change Adaptability*

This action would enhance hydrologic adaptability by increasing water management flexibility. Reservoir capacity previously dedicated to controlling flood flows could instead be dedicated to water supply. Biological adaptability could be enhanced by improving habitat connectivity and increasing habitat quantity to sustain population viability.
Manage municipal stormwater to provide regional or systemwide flood benefits

ID MA-026

Description

Problem
Municipal storm flows exhibit accelerated runoff and higher peak flows than an undisturbed landscape. These characteristics create more scour, higher stages, more dangerous channel velocities, and generally more destructive flows, and they occur over a shorter period of time than flows from an undisturbed watershed. Both locally in individual catchments, and collectively across regions or basins, this shift in runoff can increase the risk of flood damage to property and the ecosystem.

Desired Outcome
Improved flood management and ecosystem functions through improved municipal stormwater management.

Methodology
Stormwater management is governed and implemented by municipalities and other local agencies. There are opportunities to coordinate local stormwater management with regional flood operations and to explore the treatment and reuse of stormwater. There is a need to assess runoff and the hydrology of basins, compare the anticipated volumes, timing, and velocities with channel capacities, and develop a landscape that accommodates the expected flows in a manner that minimizes the risk to communities and ecosystems. Examples of implementation include replacement of concrete/pavement or other hardscape surfaces with vegetative surfaces to reduce runoff and increase infiltration; use of diversion channels to collect excess surface water and convey it to a waterway or detention basin for infiltration; use of vegetated waterways to reduce erosion, improve water quality, support riparian habitat, and improve aquatic species migration and breeding; use of terracing meanders and other methods to reduce the volume and velocity of runoff from sloped land; diverting floodwaters from recharge facilities to in-stream flows to improve water supply and quality.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained. Requires further evaluation.
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Advantages

- Potential to provide multiple benefits (e.g., recharge, water quality, habitat, local flood improvements, economic, cultural, social, aesthetic) with local, regional and statewide implications.
- Onsite detention or retention of increased peak runoff, reduces the possibility that development will add to the flood peak.

Disadvantages

- Potential for systemwide benefits is uncertain.
- Moderate to high costs if implemented on large scale.
- Under jurisdiction of local municipalities; large-scale implementation may require new policies or incentives at regional or State levels.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Low-to-medium capital costs to implement on large scale, depending on methods employed.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential cost-sharing with local and State sources.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce emergency response and recovery costs through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of local flooding, primarily in urban areas and small communities.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce flood fighting costs through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of local flooding, primarily in urban areas and small communities.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Potential to reduce damage to critical public infrastructure through reduction in frequency or magnitude of local flooding, primarily in urban areas and small communities.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No change.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.
Floodplain Management

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
None.

Permitting Considerations?
Could impact permitting processes and decisions.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Potential to increase public safety through reduction in the frequency or magnitude of localized flooding.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Potential for improvement of water quality, aquatic species migration and breeding, and water supply; may also support restoration of certain habitat types. Recreation, property value, and open space benefits may benefit local economies.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Stormwater management falls under local, municipal, and State jurisdictions; large-scale implementation (to provide systemwide flood benefits) would require coordination by a large number of municipalities and local and State agencies, which would likely require changes to stormwater policies at a regional (local jurisdictions or integrated water organizations), State (Water Boards), and federal (USEPA) level.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Stormwater programs will potentially reduce adverse hydraulic impacts downstream.

Effect on Residual Risk?
None.

Climate Change Adaptability
Coordinating stormwater management with flood operations has potential to enhance hydrologic adaptability at a local level; hydrologic alterations could enhance biological adaptability by reducing the adverse consequences of peak flows for habitats, and possibly by increasing the quantity and connectivity or continuity of habitat along environmental gradients.
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Coordinate and streamline floodplain mapping to improve consistency of floodplain delineation and assessment of flood risk

ID MA-028

Description

Problem
Floodplain boundaries provided by USACE, FEMA, and DWR are often different from each other due to variation in the available data and intended purpose of the map. Inconsistencies between the floodplain boundaries of multiple agencies can cause public confusion regarding flood risk. Good floodplain mapping and related flood hazard data serve a crucial role in identifying properties prone to high flood risk. Local communities, State government, and the private sector require accurate, detailed maps to guide development, prepare plans for community economic growth and infrastructure, utilize the natural and beneficial function of floodplains, and protect private and public investments.

Desired Outcome
Improved accuracy and understanding of current and new floodplain maps for appropriate flood planning, maintenance, and emergency response. Increased awareness of the different types of maps and their appropriate uses.

Methodology
DWR would coordinate with other hazard mapping efforts to create, develop, produce, and disseminate geographic information system (GIS)-based multi-hazard advisory maps and distribute them to local governments and the public. Such maps would facilitate pre-planning response options to foreseeable breach scenarios, or typical levee problem scenarios, which would expedite response at the time of the flood. This effort would involve the development of a comprehensive, unified floodplain-mapping program that would clarify current floodplain mapping boundary applications. The program would develop a unified set of floodplain-mapping standards for the foundational data sets used for topography, hydrology, hydraulics, and floodplain delineations to ensure consistent floodplain delineation and assessment of flood frequency and risk. However, in recognition of the fact that specific maps are needed for different purposes (e.g., risk notification and insurance rates), the program should describe the different types of floodplain maps and their appropriate uses.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Institutional Support
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Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)

Retained.

Advantages

- Increases flood preparedness and awareness.
- Low cost to implement.
- Discourages floodplain development.
- Consistent floodplain information will be available from all agencies.

Disadvantages

- Requires multi-agency cooperation.
- There is often resistance to floodplain mapping that shows the potential for floods and the depth of those floods because it is often considered to be detrimental to community self-esteem, development, and property values.

Economic Considerations

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**

Medium-to-high capital cost to implement. Requires consensus on standards and database population. Includes cost of infrastructure to house and maintain these databases. The land must be surveyed in a fairly detailed manner to get the resolution needed for levee break scenarios.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Small increase; database will need regular updates.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**

Potential for cost-sharing as part of multi-agency coordination.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Potential to decrease emergency response and recovery costs, due to increased flood preparedness and awareness.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

No change to flood fighting costs.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**

Potential to reduce damage to critical public infrastructure, due to increased flood preparedness and awareness.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**

Floodplain development may be discouraged with increased awareness about what areas are particularly susceptible to increased flooding due to development.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Potential to decrease State flood responsibility through increased flood preparedness and awareness.
Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Potential to influence land use decisions could lead to floodplain creation or restoration.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Possible indirect environmental impacts.

Permitting Considerations?
None.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Potential to increase public safety through increased flood preparedness and awareness.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Potential to discourage activities that complicate flood management, such as development in floodplains.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Feasible and likely implementable.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Potential to prevent increases in downstream flow if development is discouraged.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Potential to prevent increases in residual risk if development is discouraged.

Climate Change Adaptability
This action is unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
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Increase flood risk awareness through outreach and education

ID MA-074

Description

Problem
Among the public there is a general lack of understanding of flood risk because of limited access to information, a false sense of security, and an undefined responsibility for education. Many property owners assume that if they are outside of the 100-year floodplain they are safe. Some also wrongfully assume that 100-year-certified levees will protect them against any level of flooding. As a result of this lack of understanding, participation in voluntary flood insurance programs is low. State, federal, and local flood control agencies have struggled to educate the public with a comprehensive and consistent message on flood management. Governments and flood control managers are generally more adept at flood systems O&M than communicating the needs and challenges of flood management to the public.

Desired Outcome
Improved public awareness of flood risk and actions to reduce or mitigate risk, with resulting increased participation in voluntary flood insurance.

Methodology
DWR could expand outreach programs to include public service announcements or workshops that increase public awareness of floodplain values, flooding hazards, public safety, and hazard mitigation measures. State or local agencies could notify property owners of the flood risks associated with living behind a flood protection structure or develop an interactive Web site that would allow users to access detailed flood hazard maps.

There are opportunities for outreach activities using already established media outlets, such as newspapers, news broadcasts, social media. Students from K-12 could be educated about flood risks as a mandatory part of their curriculum, including the flood protection system, flood risks, levees, and even elementary planning concepts. There are also opportunities for coordination and sharing knowledge between State and local flood managers and for encouraging flood managers to obtain the Certified Floodplain Manager certification. Sharing knowledge can improve political support for funding, construction, new legislation, and emergency preparedness and response. This information should be presented in a way that wouldn't result in public panic and could increase participation in voluntary flood insurance. Outreach should also aim to increase tribal groups' awareness of the risk of flooding and notify the tribes about the available assistance programs.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Institutional Support
Appendix A: Management Action Descriptions

**Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)**

- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Institutional Support

**Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)**

Retained.

**Advantages**

- Potential to reduce flood damage, reduce floodplain development, and increase public safety.
- Well-informed public is more likely to support land use decisions consistent with floodplain function.
- Relatively low cost.

**Disadvantages:**

- Does not directly reduce flood risk.
- Local agencies may have trouble with funding.
- Flood information will not be consistent without region-wide coordination.
- Costs of implementing a new education program may be a burden to some schools.
- Informing property owners that they are prone to flooding when they actually are not (such as Levee Flood Protection Zones), undermines the integrity of the notification process.

**Economic Considerations**

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**

Low capital costs. Policy and Outreach MAs will tend to have a substantially lower capital cost than other MAs which involve physical construction. Example of capital investments include: Funding for training, education, and promoting awareness of flood risk among the public and those responsible for implementing floodplain management decisions.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Low to moderate increase in costs depending on how often flood information is disseminated. Resources will need to be provided periodically for the State to conduct Community Assistance Visits (CAVs) and to reinstitute Community Assistance Contacts (CACs). Annual funding will also be required for other types of public education and outreach activities.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**

High potential for cost-sharing with local, State, and federal agencies to increase public awareness of floodplain values, flooding hazards, and public safety. Consequently, if the public and politicians see the value of emergency
preparedness, then they will be more likely to support future flood management efforts.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential to decrease emergency response and recovery costs. Better characterization of flood risk in communities could compel communities to flood-proof their infrastructure (both in new construction and by retrofitting existing structures) which would reduce potential damage and need for recovery.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No change. This management action contributes to increasing public awareness of flood risk, not to flood fighting coordination.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
No change. This management action contributes to increasing public awareness of flood risk, not reducing flood risk.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
No change.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential to decrease long-term State flood responsibility by increasing public awareness.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
None.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
None.

**Permitting Considerations?**
None.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
None.

**Social Considerations**

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
This management action improves public safety by reducing the consequences of flooding. Improving and promoting flood education and awareness programs in communities could discourage communities from developing in floodplains. Often, the general public and politicians are not aware of the dangers of flooding, until an actual emergency occurs.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
None.
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Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
High likelihood of implementation, required by AB156 (Laird), implementing Water Code Section 9121.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
No redirected hydraulic impacts.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Increasing public awareness has the potential to reduce the consequences of flooding, therefore reducing the residual risk.

Climate Change Adaptability:
This action is unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
Provide technical procedural assistance to local agencies for flood mitigation compliance and grant application assistance

ID MA-075

Description

Problem
Many local agencies need assistance in pursuing State and federal grants to mitigate flood risk. Many State and federal agencies have funding sources to assist local jurisdictions with their flood risk issues. Within these agencies, there are multiple programs that locals may not be completely familiar with. Local project opportunities are sometimes not planned or implemented because of lack of knowledge about the available grant programs. Providing a clear roadmap for local agencies and assisting them through the process of identifying the best programs for their needs is a service that is not readily available at this time.

Desired Outcome
Increased local jurisdiction participation and awareness of various State and federal programs. Increased participation in and awareness of FEMA's Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA) Program, FEMA's Pre-Disaster Mitigation (PDM) grant program, and FEMA's Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP). Stronger partnerships and participation with all levels of government to maximize resources in support of State and federal programs.

Methodology
Provide assistance to local agencies and practitioners to notify them of the availability of FMA, PDM, and HMGP grants and other federal and State grant programs. FEMA’s FMA Program was created with the goal of reducing or eliminating claims under the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). FEMA provides FMA planning, project, and technical assistance grants to assist states and communities implement measures that reduce or eliminate the long-term risk of flood damage to buildings, manufactured homes, and other structures insurable under the NFIP. In Fiscal Year 2009, $35,700,000 of funding was available for the FMA programs. California received $842,400 compared to the highest grant award of $5,193,300. Since CalEMA oversees the program, DWR could enhance its partnership with CalEMA staff to publicize availability of the grants and disseminate grant information, when applicable, to its local partners. In addition, DWR could work with CalEMA and FEMA to develop a standard presentation or workshop and related materials to help local communities complete HMGP or PDM grant applications and provide benefit/cost information. DWR could designate a group or person to serve as a primary point of contact and resource for local communities for preparing grant packages and coordinating with CalEMA.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

• Improve Institutional Support
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Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
- Providing assistance to localities for federal grant (and other State grant, e.g., LLAP, FCP, YFFPP, etc.) applications can, if the grants are won, improve flood protection statewide on various levels while reducing the financial responsibility of the State.

Disadvantages
- None.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Low initial cost of additional staff to accomplish this management action. Outreach management actions tend to have a substantially lower capital cost than other management actions which involve physical construction.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to decrease O&M costs; FMA grants are used to support programs that reduce long-term risk for flood damages. Improvements to the flood control system may decrease O&M costs. May require initial cost outlay for more staff.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Cost sharing is central to this management action; State provides assistance to localities applying for federal grant money. Definite cost sharing opportunities at the local, State and federal levels.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to decrease emergency response and recovery costs. Increased technical assistance could improve compliance, floodplain management, land use decision making and ability to fund worthwhile projects. FMA grants are used to support programs that reduce long-term risk for flood damages (e.g., reducing frequency and/or consequences of flooding).

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to decrease flood fighting costs; FMA grants are used to support programs that reduce long-term risk for flood damages (e.g., reducing frequency and/or consequences of flooding).
**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Potential to reduce risk to critical infrastructure; FMA grants (or other State and federal grants) may be used to develop protection measures for critical infrastructure elements.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
No change.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential to decrease long-term State flood responsibility if FMA grants (or other State and federal grants) are used to improve the flood control system.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
None.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
None.

**Permitting Considerations?**
None.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
None.

**Social Considerations**

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Potential to increase public safety if FMA grants (or other State and federal grants) are won and used to improve flood control and prevention projects intended to improve public safety.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
None.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
High likelihood of implementation; minimal costs for the State to assist localities in grant applications with large potential benefits.

**Technical Considerations**

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
None.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
None.

**Climate Change Adaptability:**
This action is unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
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Assist in development of local flood management plan updates and provide procedural and technical support for implementation

ID MA-076

Description

Problem
Legislation signed in 2007 included new requirements for providing flood protection to urban and urbanizing areas in the Central Valley. The flood legislation establishes protection from a 200-year flood event (flood with a 1-in-200 chance of occurring in any year) as the minimum level of flood protection to be provided in urban and urbanizing areas by 2025. The Legislature sets deadlines for cities and counties in the Central Valley to amend their general plans and zoning ordinances to conform to the CVFPP within 24 months and 36 months, respectively, of its adoption by the Board. Once the general plan and zoning ordinance amendments are enacted, the approval of development agreements and subdivision maps is subject to restrictions in flood hazard zones. Some local agencies are limited in their capacity to comply with new requirements and may require institutional and technical support from the State.

Desired Outcome
Integrated planning and implementation methods for local entities to ensure compliance with the 2012 CVFPP, including general plan updates, local flood management plan updates, regional general permitting, Natural Community Conservation Plan (NCCPs), and habitat conservation plans (HCPs).

Methodology
Within 24 months of adoption of the CVFPP, the State would adopt and integrate standards for use by local governments to ensure they are in compliance with applicable provisions of the CVFPP during general plan and other planning document updates, such as specific terminology and criteria, e.g., what is a 200-year flood event. Within 36 months of CVFPP adoption, the State would adopt and integrate standards for use by local governments to ensure they are in compliance with applicable provisions of the CVFPP when local zoning amendments are enacted. Implementation could be based on California Office of Emergency Services (OES) or Council of Governments COG models. The “Implementing California Flood Legislation into Local Land Use Planning: A Handbook for Local Communities” could be used as a guide to incorporate flood risks into local flood risk planning and general plans. Training workshops on the use of the handbook could be conducted and technical assistance could be provided if resources are available.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

• Improve Institutional Support
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Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)

Retained.

Advantages

• Reduces flood risk.
• Discourages floodplain development.
• Establish consistency in planning policy.

Disadvantages

• Some local agencies may require significant institutional and technical support, especially during the plan update process.
• Requires large coordination efforts.
• 200-year flood protection may be unattainable for some areas, either for financial reasons, or site limitations, or possible environmental restrictions.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
No capital costs for standards development and plan amendments.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Little or no change to O&M costs for updating plans; secondary costs associated with new flood infrastructure could increase.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for federal cost sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood management). Also potential for local cost sharing.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Likely to reduce long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through reduction in flood risk.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Could decrease urgency and extent of flood fighting by limiting areas of highest potential losses, allowing some areas that would otherwise be a priority for flood fighting to be given low or no priority.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Potential to reduce damage to critical public infrastructure through reduction in flood risk.
**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
Potential reduction in floodplain development in high-risk areas due to changes in zoning ordinances.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential to decrease State flood responsibility through reduction in flood risk.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
Advanced mitigation planning and development of general permits could contribute to rehabilitation ecosystem functions by mitigating in advance of impacts, mitigating in large consolidated areas, and identifying the most suitable areas for habitat rehabilitation.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
None.

**Permitting Considerations?**
Plan updates may trigger the programmatic CEQA process for local agencies, and the plans will impact future permitting processes in the Central Valley.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
None.

**Social Considerations**

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Potential to increase safety through reduced flood risk.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
Regulations and planning requirements have the potential to benefit water supply, water quality, ecosystem enhancement, recreation, and agricultural industry.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
Implementation required by legislation.

**Technical Considerations**

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
Measures associated with new planning requirements could shift flood flows onto downstream areas.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
Potential to prevent increases in residual risk due to changes in zoning ordinances.

**Climate Change Adaptability**
This action could enhance biological adaptability by increasing the ability of conservation actions to increase habitat extent, connectivity, complexity, and continuity across environmental gradients; and thus, enhance the ability of populations to handle and adjust to the consequences of climate change.
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Facilitate increased awareness of and participation in the Community Rating System insurance-rate adjusting program

ID MA-077

Description

Problem
The Community Rating System (CRS) was created to encourage and recognize communities that engage in floodplain management activities that exceed minimum NFIP standards. Despite the reduction in flood insurance premiums offered to participating communities, only 14 percent of California communities (accounts for 55 percent of the NFIP policy base statewide) are participating in the CRS program. Communities lack staff and time to apply and maintain program requirements.

Desired Outcome
Increased participation and existing CRS classifications in the CRS program.

Methodology
DWR’s CRS Program Coordinator would create a strategic plan with a national CRS expert. DWR would also discuss customization of CRS programs with FEMA to address more area-specific issues in the Central Valley. A CRS Users Group could be developed to encourage California CRS communities to exchange information and assist non-CRS communities in applying for the CRS program. Current State activities that are part of FloodSAFE may be eligible for CRS points.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
- Encourages local communities to participate in the CRS program while their residents receive a reduction in NFIP insurance premiums.
- Residents also benefit from improved public safety and greater property protection.
Disadvantages

- Initial coordination could be cumbersome and time consuming, but should not be problematic long term.

Economic Considerations

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**

Low. Costs associated with this action would be associated with CRS coordination at the State level and outreach and training costs to educate the public and local agencies about the advantages of participating in the CRS program.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Minor increase in cost.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**

Potential for cost-sharing with local agencies that work with or receive assistance from the CRS coordinator's office. Should also coordinate with FEMA.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Decrease. Encouraging more local entities to participate in the CRS program will decrease long-term flooding costs because the CRS communities will have better floodplain management programs.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

No change.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**

Improves overall decisions on building new structures, including critical facilities.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**

Potential reduction in floodplain development in high-risk areas due to changes in local building restrictions.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Decrease. Requires stricter floodplain management, thereby decreasing flood risk losses and increasing public safety.

Environmental Considerations

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**

Could improve key physical and ecological functions through stricter requirements.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**

None.

**Permitting Considerations?**

Improves permitting process through stricter building requirements.
Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
CRS encourages better floodplain management, land use decisions, education and outreach within the community with the intent of increasing public safety. Participating in CRS by default increases the protection provided to communities because their flood protection will exceed what is necessary by NFIP standards.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
CRS communities in general, incorporate open space preservation, retention basin, parks and rec. decisions into their floodplain management.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
This action would be easy to implement. There are other State or local programs where coordination regarding education and outreach already occur and these could be used as a model. High support exists at the local, State and federal levels for the CRS program.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
CRS participation would reduce residual risk for participating communities because they would have increased flood protection.

Climate Change Adaptability
Floodplain management considers the effects of climate change.
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Develop mandatory flood insurance programs that are more consistent with the area's risk of flooding

ID MA-078

Description

Problem
Under the current rules of the NFIP, homes protected by levees certified by the USACE as providing 1-percent chance event flood protection are not required to obtain flood insurance. For insurance purposes, these structures are considered to be outside the 1-percent chance event floodplain. However, floodplain occupants situated behind levees are still exposed to a residual risk from flooding due to unforeseen factors such as poor construction, poor maintenance, undetected rodent activity, undetected geotechnical problems, or seismic events. Furthermore, while levees reduce the occurrence of flooding, they do not protect against the consequences of more severe floods. For example, a home built behind a levee designed to provide 100-year flood protection is at greater risk than a home built to the 100-year flood elevation. The home behind the levee could become completely inundated from a flood that exceeds 100-year levels.

Desired Outcome
A State-sponsored insurance program so that those subject to residual flood risk are protected by flood insurance and property owners in all flood zones carry flood insurance.

Methodology
Create a flood hazard zone for areas behind credited levees, where federal flood insurance would be mandatory and new buildings sited within the zone would pay actuarial-based insurance rates. Encourage FEMA to establish a mandated flood insurance program for homes behind levees with preferred risk options and for structures protected from less than the 0.5-percent chance event floodplain. Graduate federal flood insurance premiums according to a structure’s level of flood risk rather than the structure’s location (based on a combination of frequency and actual damages). Additional information besides Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM) should be used for decision making. All public agencies not subject to local government floodplain management requirements or the Governor’s Executive Order on Floodplain Management should comply with NFIP requirements. The State should consider developing a proposal to FEMA that would allow some relief from its policies, perhaps in the State Plan of Flood Control Planning Area (SPFCPA), in return for certain State assurances. This requires close coordination at federal, State, and local levels. Partnership with the Department of Insurance is needed. Partnership with the USACE’s Silver Jackets program and increased partnership with Floodplain Management Association will assist providing information and educational workshops to local communities and the public.
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**Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal**
- Improve Institutional Support

**Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)**
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Institutional Support

**Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)**
Retained.

**Advantages**
- If floodplain maps are used to make better building location choices, this management action would reduce loss to property.
- Insurance is a more realistic and predictable way to deal with flood recovery than relying on State of federal assistance after the event.
- Provides a more realistic assessment of flood risk and increases public risk awareness.

**Disadvantages**
- Coordination between federal, State and local agencies can be problematic.
- Could also increase costs for some people in "new" areas of flood risk.
- There will be some public resistance to a mandatory program, especially by those in established neighborhoods that have not had to purchase flood insurance in the past.
- Frequency and damage data is not available for many communities.
- Risk assessment for properties in flood plains is expensive and time consuming.

**Economic Considerations**

*Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)*
Variable, depending on the geographical extent of areas requiring flood insurance based on new flood risk zones.

*Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*
No change.

*Potential for Cost-Sharing?*
Potential for cost-sharing in areas that receive protection from SPFC facilities.

*Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*
Decrease. Recovery costs would be decreased because flood risk would be reevaluated based on protection provided for structures and not their physical location.
Floodplain Management

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Depends on how many critical facilities are currently benefiting from some level of protection from levees.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
This could discourage floodplain if insurance rates are changed to better reflect a structures flood risk. Would encourage better building standards behind levees and possibly limit construction in these areas depending on building regulations and insurance requirements.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to increase or decrease State flood responsibility if areas protected by the SPFC are amended due to changes in the way flood risk is evaluated. Dependent upon final regulations - needs further evaluation.

Environmental Considerations
Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Could affect physical and ecological functions.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
None.

Permitting Considerations?
Permitting decisions would be impacted in areas behind levees.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations
Contribution to Public Safety?
Could contribute to reduction of loss and quicker post-flood recovery.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Potentially could impact decisions concerning open space, parks and rec. etc.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
This could be difficult to implement. FEMA and the State would need to cooperate and possible change the way flood risk is determined and the rates that should be paid for protection. This could also cause some people who were not previously considered in a flood risk area to now be required to buy flood insurance. Politically sensitive subject requiring high level coordination of federal, State and local level. Similar proposal proposed at federal level.
Technical Considerations

*Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?*
None.

*Effect on Residual Risk?*
This should reduce residual risk by protecting homes at risk for flooding based on protection provided and not just their geographic location.

*Climate Change Adaptability*
This action is unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
Increase public understanding of FEMA maps and policies

ID MA-079

Description

Problem
Floodplain maps are often the main resources used by the public and decision makers to understand flood risks. Floodplain boundaries often change, pushing properties once thought to be outside a flood hazard area inside a special flood hazard area. Shifting properties in and out of floodplains sends conflicting messages to the public about flood risk and can undermine the credibility of floodplain maps in the eyes of the public. While the public’s lack of flood awareness can be partially attributed to constantly evolving and confusing floodplain maps, the public also bears responsibility for underestimating the risks of flooding.

 Desired Outcome
Improved public flood risk education regarding FEMA responsibilities and policies, how FEMA regulations affect private property, and how these policies relate to State programs.

Methodology
Establish a collaborative, multi-agency technical committee to educate and engage the public and governmental agencies on achieving tolerable levels of flood risk. Work with FEMA/NFIP and other State and local agencies and governments on outreach, education, and awareness programs. Partnership with the USACE’s Silver Jackets program and increased partnership with the Floodplain Management Association will assist providing information and educational workshops to local communities and the public.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• Improved flood risk understanding would go a long way to create goodwill and increase cooperation with FEMA and the State by landowners.
• Many property owners are already being notified through the LFPZ program Water Code Section 9121.
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Disadvantages

- There will be costs associated with public outreach and education.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)

Low. The primary costs with this action would be outreach and education activities, to educate people about their flood risk and how FEMA maps are developed and used to assess their risk.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Minor increase.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?

Potential for cost share among agencies for outreach activities.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Better education may contribute to decreased cost for emergency response and recovery.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

No change.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?

Education on flood risk and justification for location of critical infrastructure could help alleviate economic impacts.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?

Better education improves decision making (e.g., building in the floodplain and economic impacts).

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Improved understanding of flood risk provides support for stronger floodplain management lessening damages and potentially the State's liability.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?

Could improve key physical and ecological functions.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?

None.

Permitting Considerations?

May positively impact the permitting process in communities.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?

None.
Social Considerations

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
A better educated public can take action to improve their own safety.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
Improved education provides a foundation for property owners participating on committees to make land use decisions.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
This action would be easy to implement because it would primarily involve education and outreach activities.

Technical Considerations

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
None.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
Lowers potential of residual flood risk through education, outreach and awareness programs targeted at property owners.

**Climate Change Adaptability**
This action is unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
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Develop a State program and framework to reduce or eliminate subsidies for repetitive loss properties in flood-prone areas

ID MA-080

Description

Problem
There are instances where owners of property within the floodplain have accumulated insurance claim reimbursements equal to or greater than the value of the structure for repeated flood damages.

Desired Outcome
Reduced flood insurance liability loss of lives and property, and tax burden to State and federal taxpayers.

Methodology
Develop a California-specific program (independent of FEMA) to identify and eliminate subsidies for structures that are repetitively damaged. Work with FEMA to terminate federal flood insurance for property owners who have accumulated claim reimbursements equal to or greater than the value of the structure or require reimbursements to be used toward flood mitigation measures such as relocating, elevating structures, flood proofing, or demolition if the structure is repetitively or substantially damaged. This will require coordination with FEMA/NFIP and local communities to implement. Research and publicize the availability of FEMA grants that target the removal or elevation of "Repetitive Loss" structures, specifically the Severe Repetitive Loss, Flood Mitigation Assistance grants, and Repetitive Flood Claims Program. Provide training and on-line presentations on how to complete these grants that are specific to repetitive loss.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• Overall improved protection of lives and property over the long term.
• Money not spent on repetitively damaged structures can go to other programs and assistance.
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Disadvantages

- Not politically or publicly popular.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)

Low/medium. This management action would save money by reducing the amount that can be paid for repetitively damaged structures by the NFIP but may require some funds for mitigation.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Increase. Initial annual cost would be greater in first few years until program was fully phased in and benefits realized.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?

Federal, State and local cost sharing opportunities.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Decrease. By limiting repetitive reimbursement for damages or forcing the use of repetitively damaged property reimbursements for relocation, etc. recovery costs will be reduced.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

No change.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?

Presumably few critical facilities are qualifying repetitive loss structures.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?

This could affect floodplain development by reducing the construction of structures that could be repetitively damaged due to flood risk.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Decreases State flood responsibility by decreasing number of repetitive loss structures.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?

None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?

None.

Permitting Considerations?

None.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?

None.
Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Definite improvement to public safety. Improves permitting process through stricter building requirements and floodplain management standards.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
There may be resistance to this action because many payees will resist moving their structure or the redirection of insurance payments to other flood management activities. This will require a major policy change to enact. This has already been proposed at the federal level and is met with significant political challenges.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
This should reduce residual risk by providing incentives to relocate structures out of areas of repeated inundation or high risk.

Climate Change Adaptability
This action is unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
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Construct training levees or levees that subdivide larger basins

ID MA-090

Description

Problem
Some flood control systems within the study area protect large, expansive basins from deep flooding (up to 20 feet in depth). While extensive planning and design considerations are incorporated into flood control systems, flood control is based on statistical evaluations. If a small portion of a levee fails within a system that protects a large and heavily populated basin, the entire basin could be inundated. Subdividing levees could limit the inundation following the failure of a primary flood control system. Training levees could redirect the erosive forces of flood waters to reduce the likelihood of levee failure.

Desired Outcome
Isolated failure of a flood control system does not inundate the entire basin (or lands) that it protects.

Methodology
Analyze existing flood control systems to determine areas susceptible to erosive force and failure, and construct a training levee to reduce the risk of failure. In areas where flood control systems protect basins, perform analyses to determine the best location for subdividing the levee to minimize the risk of primary levee failure.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• Construction of training levees could reduce the risk of primary flood control system failure, and reduce O&M costs.
• Construction of subdividing levees could substantially reduce the impact of primary levee failure.
Disadvantages

- While training levees have merit in erosion mitigation, construction of subdividing levees will be redundant to a primary flood control system and may not be eligible for federal funding.

Construction of training levees or sub-dividing levees could significantly impact existing riverine/riparian habitat.

Economic Considerations

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**
Medium to high. Training levees may be relatively short to be effective. Subdividing levees may be very long, and be a significant cost of any flood control system.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Increase. Both training levees and sub-dividing levees will require regular maintenance, and likely significant repair and rehabilitation following flood events.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**
Low. Subdividing levees would be redundant to primary flood control facilities, and have a high capital cost. It is unlikely there would be a federal interest.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Could decrease emergency response and recovery costs by reducing extent of inundation and resulting emergency response activities.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Increase. There may be an increase in flood fighting efforts at training levees and subdividing levees.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Potential to reduce damage to critical infrastructure by reducing extent of inundation.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
Would likely impact floodplain development due to lands being used for levees.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Addition of new levees to the flood control system would increase the State's flood control responsibility.

Environmental Considerations

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
None.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
Construction of training levees could significantly impact existing riverine/riparian habitat. Construction of subdividing levees may impact habitat, depending on siting.
Permitting Considerations?
Extensive and complex.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
May reduce risk of flooding, will improve consequence of flooding.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Would have to be driven by State or local stakeholders.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Training levees will serve to reduce erosive forces on primary levees. Other downstream impacts are negligible.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Reduces residual risk.

Climate Change Adaptability
None.
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Use flood-proofing measures

ID  MA-095

Description

Problem
Levees do not provide complete protection against flooding. Owners of structures located in floodplains may want to use flood-proofing measures (such as wet or dry flood-proofing, raising, or relocating structures). The urban level of protection required by 2007 Flood Legislation is for 200-year flood, exceeding the FEMA base flood.

Desired Outcome
Increased resiliency of buildings and reduced or eliminated damage through flood-proofing.

Methodology
There are different flood-proofing measures such as dry flood-proofing (keeping water from entering a structure), or wet flood-proofing (allowing water to enter the building with minimal interior damage). To raise a structure, utilities must be disconnected and the structure must be raised off its foundation to the new height. A new permanent foundation is then built, the house is lowered onto the new foundation, and utilities are reconnected. New stairs and landing are constructed. To relocate a structure, utilities must be disconnected and the building raised off its foundation and moved to its new location. The structure is then placed on its new foundation and utilities are reconnected.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Flood Risk Management

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
- Techniques are well known and readily available.

Disadvantages
- Cost may be prohibitive if needed for multiple structures.
- Existing structures with septic systems need additional floodproofing so flood waters do no back up into the house.
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Economic Considerations

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**
Medium-to-high depending on the number of structures that require floodproofing, raising, or relocation.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Minor increase. Some repairs may be required after a flood event. Relocation will eliminate the need for flood-related repairs.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**
Federal, State and local cost sharing opportunities. There may be potential for FEMA grant funding for elevation projects.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Decrease. Floodproofing and raising structures will reduce damages and recovery costs. Relocation will eliminate the flood damages and recovery costs.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No significant change.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Potential to preserve the function and/or reduce damage to critical infrastructure, and enable faster recovery if structures are flood-proofed or raised. Relocating structures will preserve the function of critical infrastructure and eliminate the need for recovery.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
No direct effects; however, if the floodproofing or raising of structures results in reducing the damages of flooding, floodplain development may be encouraged. Relocating structures will discourage further development in the floodplain.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential to decrease State flood responsibility through reduction in damages. Relocation decreases State flood responsibility by removing structures from the floodplain.

Environmental Considerations

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
None.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
None.

**Permitting Considerations?**
None.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
None.
Social Considerations

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Potential to increase public safety through implementation of floodproofing and other building improvements that allow egress during a flood event. Relocation increases public safety by removing the public from the floodplain.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
Relocation may allow floodplains to be restored to their natural function if no structures remain.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
This action would be easy to implement for a smaller number of structures.

Technical Considerations

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
None.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
Floodproofing and raising structures have no direct effect on residual risk; however, could indirectly reduce residual risks if implemented in combination with other actions to mitigate the consequences of flooding once it occurs. Relocating structures to outside the floodplain will eliminate residual risk for those structures.

**Climate Change Adaptability**
Unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
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Improve awareness of floodplain function through outreach and education

ID  MA-097

Description

Problem
It is important for the general public to understand the benefits of floodplain function and why keeping floodplains functioning properly is important. Development in the floodplain impedes natural floodplain function and worries about flooding in the area is not the only issue.

Desired Outcome
For the general public to have an understanding of the importance of natural floodplain function and to make decisions on land use and development accordingly.

Methodology
DWR could expand outreach programs to include public service announcements or workshops that increase public awareness of floodplain values and its multiple uses, including ecosystem functions, agriculture, recreation. There are opportunities for outreach activities using already established media outlets, such as newspapers, news broadcasts, and social media. Students from K-12 should be educated about floodplain values as a mandatory part of their curriculum. There are also opportunities for coordination and sharing knowledge between State and local flood managers, and academia on best management practices and new science to support adaptive management. Community Assistant Visits (CAVs) and Community Assistance Contacts (CACs) can also help to determine how well communities’ local floodplain management programs are functioning. This information can also be shared with the public.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
- Potential to reduce flood damage, reduce floodplain development, and increase public safety.
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- Well-informed public is more likely to support land use decisions consistent with floodplain function.
- Relatively low cost.
- Can be coordinated with annual notification required by Water Code Section 9121 for cost sharing.

Disadvantages

- Does not directly reduce flood risk.
- Local agencies may have trouble with funding.
- Floodplain information will not be consistent without region-wide coordination.
- Costs of implementing a new education program may be a burden to some schools.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Low. Policy and Outreach MAs will tend to have a substantially lower capital cost than other MAs which involve physical construction. Example of capital investments include: Funding for training, education, and promoting awareness of floodplain benefits among the public and those responsible for implementing floodplain management decisions.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Low to moderate increase in costs depending on how often floodplain information is disseminated. Resources will need to be provided periodically for the State to conduct Community Assistance Visits (CAVs) and to reinstitute Community Assistance Contacts (CACs).

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
High potential for cost-sharing with local, State, and federal agencies to increase public awareness of floodplain values. Consequently, if the public and politicians see the value of floodplains, then they will be more likely to support future flood management efforts.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
No change.
Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effects; however, a well-informed public is more likely to support land use decisions consistent with floodplain function.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Environmental Considerations
Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
No direct effects; however, a well-informed public is more likely to support land use decisions consistent with floodplain function.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
None.

Permitting Considerations?
None

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations
Contribution to Public Safety?
Improving and promoting flood education and awareness programs in communities could discourage communities from developing in floodplains. Often, the general public and politicians are not aware of the benefits of floodplain function and are only concerned about flooding events.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
High likelihood of implementation.

Technical Considerations
Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
No direct effects; however, if communities choose to restore natural floodplains, there may be less water in the system downstream from these communities during flood peaks.

Effect on Residual Risk?
None.

Climate Change Adaptability
This action is unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
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7.0 Disaster Preparedness and Flood Warning

MA-063: Coordinate flood response planning and clarify roles and responsibilities related to flood preparedness and emergency response

MA-064: Improve communication and public awareness of emergency response procedures and terminology

MA-065: Establish standard flood warning systems and procedures

MA-066: Improve stream gage network for forecasting purposes

MA-068: Create systemwide levee instrumentation for early warning systems
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Coordinate flood response planning and clarify roles and responsibilities related to flood preparedness and emergency response

ID MA-063

Description

Problem
Unclear roles for government agencies in supporting flood-fight operations can impede quick and effective flood fighting during a major flood event. Some agencies and organizations charged with responding in the field during a flood emergency lack the capacity, resources, and interagency coordination necessary to carry out these duties effectively. Due to the long length of time between major floods, only a limited number of emergency response staff have significant flood response experience, technical expertise, or local understanding. This is also related to limited conduction of or participation in emergency response exercises between flood events. Further, there is infrequent coordination between agencies and limited ability to advance new technologies and science related to levee breaches and flood fighting.

Desired Outcome
Improved capacity at all levels of government to coordinate actions before and during a flood to reduce the consequences of flooding.

Methodology
Implementation may include a broad range of tactics, such as promoting flood contingency and response planning at local and regional levels, and establishing a team to review current regional and local flood emergency procedures, response capacities, and communication capabilities for potential updates and improvement. In coordination with CalEMA, DWR could reconvene Maintenance System Specialist committees to review and update the 1997 Flood Emergency Action Team guidance documents and recommendations. DWR could also refine and clarify staff assignments and responsibilities related to flood fighting and emergency response, and put mechanisms in place to facilitate payment of vendors. Joint field training exercises and briefings among local maintaining agencies, DWR, and the USACE, in conjunction with CalEMA, could be facilitated to test and refine response procedures, communications, and logistics, and to educate response staff. State or federal agencies could advance awareness of rapid levee breach repair methods to facilitate repairs and speed recovery efforts.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
Appendix A: Management Action Descriptions

• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• Low capital cost.
• Will reduce long-term emergency response costs due to economies of scale and increased coordination.

Disadvantages
• Establishing a clear and shared understanding of roles and responsibilities at all government levels may be difficult.
• Funding for local emergency response agencies has been challenging.

Economic Considerations
Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Low-to-medium. Policy management actions will tend to have a substantially lower capital cost than other actions that involve physical construction. Example of capital investments include funding for planning activities, communication system upgrades, joint training exercises, etc.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Yes. Potential cost-sharing with maintaining agencies and local governments, State, and federal agencies for pre-flood emergency response and contingency planning.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Decrease. Improved emergency response planning would facilitate consistent and timely response during flooding events, which could reduce potential flood damages and recovery needs. Improved communication would increase response efficiency and effectiveness.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
This management action contributes to effective and cost-efficient flood fighting by improving communication, technology, and training, and by leveraging regional response capabilities.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Improved flood preparedness could reduce the consequences of flooding, and more successful flood fighting has the potential to reduce levee breaches and the subsequent frequency of flooding.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No change.
Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential decrease. Improved flood preparedness could reduce the consequences of flooding, and more successful flood fighting has the potential to reduce levee breaches and the subsequent frequency of flooding.

Environmental Considerations
Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
None.

Permitting Considerations?
None.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations
Contribution to Public Safety?
Improves public safety by reducing consequences when flooding occurs. Better coordination and planning among all emergency responders ensures faster and more effective response (flood warning, evacuations, etc.).

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
High potential for political and public support; institutionally, support also exists, though opinions on how to implement and fund these actions likely differ. Establishing a clear and shared understanding of roles and responsibilities at all government levels may be difficult. Local agency participation may be affected by lack of funding.

Technical Considerations
Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Reduces residual risk. Improving emergency response planning reduces consequences of flooding (potential damages to life and property).

Climate Change Adaptability
Unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
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Improve communication and public awareness of emergency response procedures and terminology

ID MA-064

Description

Problem
While many members of the public know whether their communities are at risk for flooding, few may understand the type of flood risk they face and how they should respond in a flood emergency. The public's response to any emergency is based on an understanding of the nature of the emergency, the potential hazards, the likely response of emergency services, and knowledge of what individuals and groups should do to increase their chances of survival and recovery. Public awareness and education before a flood emergency directly affects emergency response and recovery efforts.

Desired Outcome
Increased public awareness and understanding of community flood hazards, emergency response operations, and evacuation procedures before a flood event is imminent.

Methodology
Develop and implement effective hazard communication plans that use standardized evacuation terminology. DWR could create simple, standardized flood threat levels (Flood Threat Condition 1 through 4, for example) for flood threat monitoring and management to assign appropriate flood response levels; these standardized flood threat levels could also be easily displayed on maps and used in public media advisories. Public outreach meetings could be conducted to notify property owners of flood risks, safety measures, and evacuation routes. There may also be opportunities to integrate this preparedness information into K-12 education curriculum. The 1997 Flood Emergency Action Team flood emergency response and evacuation guidelines provide standardized terminology and information regarding general flood emergency response and evacuation processes that could inform this process.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained. Investigate combining with other consolidated management actions in this category. State participation in this management action (funding,
coordination, planning assistance) should not constitute State responsibility for implementation activities and their effects.

Advantages

- Low capital cost.
- Reduces long-term emergency response costs.
- Education may lead to more informed decisions and reduced residual risk.

Disadvantages

- Small or non-urban communities may have limited funding and institutional capacity.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)

Low. Many existing products are available for use as templates to guide these efforts.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Potential for increased costs at the county level; public information sources and materials, such as websites, maps, and fact sheets, may require ongoing maintenance or updating; and hazard communications plans and related materials would likely need to be reviewed annually to ensure the information is current and correct.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?

Yes. Potential cost-sharing with local governments for developing hazard communication plans and conducting education outreach meetings. Potential for federal cost-sharing (25 percent non-federal, 75 percent federal); under the Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant Program, up to 10 percent of the grant can be used on public education and outreach related to mitigation.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Decrease. Improved communication and public awareness of emergency response procedures and terminology would reduce potential for damages and need for recovery. Effective hazard communication conveys to the public a sense that local officials have considered and planned for how to response to a flood disaster.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

No change. This management action contributes to emergency response but not to flood fighting coordination.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?

No change.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?

Potential decrease. Educating the public on flood risks could help discourage support for development in flood prone areas.
Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Decrease. Improved communication and public awareness would reduce the consequences of flooding and thereby reduce State flood responsibility.

Environmental Considerations
Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
None.

Permitting Considerations?
None.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations
Contribution to Public Safety?
Potentially improves public safety by increasing public awareness of flood emergency response, and improves the likelihood that the public will comply with direction from officials during the event.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Improved flood response may protect nearby resources.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Politically and publicly acceptable at the State, regional, and local levels. Some smaller local or non-urban governments may be limited in their funding and institutional capacity to create hazard communication plans and education outreach without additional assistance.

Technical Considerations
Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
None.

Climate Change Adaptability
Unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
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Establish standard flood warning systems and procedures

ID MA-065

Description

Problem

Warning affected citizens when a flood emergency is occurring or is imminent promotes public safety. Effective plans to alert the public of personal protective actions they can take currently exist in areas of the Central Valley. However, there are opportunities to enhance these systems. While some jurisdictions have established flood warning systems and procedures, other jurisdictions lack them completely. Additionally, a number of different warning systems are currently in varied levels of use at State, federal, and local levels. Reverse 911 systems place automated calls to deliver evacuation orders or other information to residents in advance of floods and other emergencies, but usually only have the capability to reach residents with traditional land lines—not mobile users or hearing-impaired users with Teletype devices. Some local jurisdictions also make use of traditional sirens or other civil defense alerts; however, as these sirens are rarely accompanied by broadcast instructions, residents may not understand the specific threat to which they are being alerted. The Emergency Alert System, which uses broadcast television, radio, and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Weather Radio to transmit warnings, is also in widespread use at State, federal, and local levels. The State operates the Emergency Digital Information Service, a statewide opt-in e-mail or mobile emergency warning system. This range of warning/alert systems can cause confusion among the public when responding to a flood emergency, prevent warnings from reaching all members of a community, and prevent interconnectivity between systems in use by different jurisdictions.

Desired Outcome

Standardized, integrated flood warning systems and procedures that effectively reach all members of local communities to increase time for the public to implement home and business emergency actions and to improve public compliance with emergency orders.

Methodology

In coordination with existing systems, establish enhanced standard flood warning procedures and terminology, and establish warning systems that can be easily and quickly implemented by 2025. At the State level, this may include DWR working with CalEMA and FEMA to implement a statewide alert and warning system that is consistent with federal warning protocol and procedures but flexible enough to accommodate the various technologies local jurisdictions already use to warn residents. A number of CalEMA reports describe such a system and its related implementation steps. These systems and procedures would be incorporated into local emergency operations plans, as is the current practice.
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Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

- Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)

Retained.

Advantages

- Low capital cost if implementation integrates existing systems.
- Would help reduce loss of life from flooding.
- Would help reduce emergency response costs.

Disadvantages

- Small or non-urban communities may have limited funding and institutional capacity to create and adopt standard warning systems and procedures.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)

Low, for procedural improvements, medium for physical upgrades or modifications of existing alert systems (such as sirens), or installation of new systems.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

None for procedural improvements, increase for implementation that includes physical installation of new alert systems.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?

Yes. Potential cost-sharing with maintaining agencies and local governments for flood warning systems; federal cost-sharing is uncertain under current federal grant/funding opportunities.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Decrease. Improved flood warning systems and procedures would increase public awareness and preparedness of personal protective actions they can take to respond to flood emergencies.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

No change.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?

Region-specific. Some communities without flood warning systems and procedures would likely experience reduced damage to critical infrastructure due to more coordinated emergency response activities. Communities already with
warning systems and procedures in place may not experience a change in damages to critical infrastructure.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
No change.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Decrease. Potential to decrease State responsibility by reducing the consequences of flooding.

**Environmental Considerations**

*Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?*
None.

*Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?*
Depending on implementation, may require CEQA documentation (for instance, noise impacts due to increased use of warning sirens may require environmental documents containing decibel maps).

*Permitting Considerations?*
None.

*Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?*
None.

**Social Considerations**

*Contribution to Public Safety?*
Providing early flood warning and notification would improve public safety if coupled with sufficient public education about how to appropriately interpret and respond to alerts.

*Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?*
None.

*Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?*
Likely to be politically acceptable at the State and local levels, particularly since this need has already been documented at the State level. Some smaller local governments may be limited in their funding and institutional capacity to adopt standard flood warning systems and procedures. Additionally, some jurisdictions may understand which systems are most appropriate for their populations and be resistant this action if implementation includes adopting entirely new systems. Another challenge is avoiding multiplying the "warning fatigue" the public can develop when confronted by yet another alert system.

**Technical Considerations**

*Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?*
None.
Effect on Residual Risk?
   Reduces residual risk by reducing the consequences of flooding.

Climate Change Adaptability
   Unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
Improve stream gage network for forecasting purposes

ID        MA-066

Description

Problem
Flood forecasting models are limited, in part, by the quantity and quality of available stream gage network data. Additional sensors and stations are needed to improve the quality of flood and reservoir inflow forecasts.

Desired Outcome
Expanded stream gage network and data sensors to improve the quality of flood and reservoir inflow forecasts.

Methodology
DWR would work with the United States Geological Survey (USGS) to install, maintain, and provide priority funding for a comprehensive stream gage network to improve flood forecasting and monitoring. The network would incorporate and update existing USGS and USACE stream-gaging systems, where appropriate. DWR and USGS could also coordinate with other public and private entities to collect and share stream gage data. This network would include real-time gaging and dual-path telemetry for river stage, rainfall, and temperature data. Timely, high-quality forecasting relies on the quantity and quality of real-time data input to forecasting models.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• Low capital cost.
• High potential for federal cost share.
• Will decrease costs for flood fighting and emergency response and recovery.
• Improves reservoir operations.
• Provides early warning system for floods
• Will help determine the size of a flood event.
Disadvantages

- Requires significant effort to maintain stream gage network.
- Obtaining data from private entities can be challenging.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Low. Primary capital costs would consist of installing new gaging stations.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Increased O&M costs for the stream gage network. Long-term flood system maintenance costs would decrease slightly due to improved operations from flood forecasting. Reservoir operation costs may increase very slightly due to flood forecasting efforts and increased coordination with operators.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
High potential for federal cost-sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood control and water supply); potential for local cost-sharing, also.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Decrease. Improved flood forecasting would provide additional time for emergency response activities.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential decrease. With improved flood forecasting, flood fighting activities such as sandbagging, constructing protective ring dikes, relocating valuable property, and evacuations could be coordinated in advance of flood events. Improved forecasting would also assist in prioritization of flood fight activities and other emergency response activities.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Flood forecasting would provide more time for mobilization to protect critical infrastructure.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effects; however, this action could reduce the frequency of flooding, which may encourage development in the floodplain.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to decrease State responsibility by reducing the consequences of flooding.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Improving the stream gage network would result in minor temporary impacts to riparian and aquatic habitat.
Permitting Considerations?
Installation of new stream gage stations may require potentially lengthy permitting processes.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations
Contribution to Public Safety?
Improving flood forecasting would provide early warning and notification to flood management system operators to protect public safety.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Improved reservoir operation due to improved stream gage data may provide indirect water supply and recreation benefits. Increases data available for hydraulic modeling.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Political acceptability would likely be high across all levels of government. Institutional capacity to improve flood forecasting would reside in the State and federal levels of government.

Technical Considerations
Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Reduces residual risk by reducing the consequences of flooding.

Climate Change Adaptability
This action could enhance hydrologic adaptability by providing data that could increase efficiency and flexibility of flood and water management operations at reservoirs in the system.
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Create systemwide levee instrumentation for early warning systems

ID MA-068

Description

Problem
Flood emergencies in areas protected by the SPFC often result from levee breaks. Warning affected citizens is thus dependent not only on knowing when a flood peak will occur and how large it will be, but also on knowing the condition of the levees protecting those citizens. Currently, a system is in place to provide accurate and frequent information on the river stage at several reporting gauging stations. However, the system is not set up to provide information on the conditions of the levees themselves.

Desired Outcome
A network of telemetered sensors that will provide information on seepage pressures and levee movement to help flood system operators’ identify threats to levee stability, and to improve flood fighting and emergency response coordination.

Methodology
Flood forecasting and warning would be supplemented with a system of telemetered sensors (piezometers and Optical-Time-Domain Reflectometry) that would record and transmit seepage pressure and monitor levee movement along critical levee reaches. This would provide comprehensive predictions of floods and warnings of flood danger from overstressed levees. This system could be installed first in levees protecting urban areas and then could be expanded in the future to protect less populated areas. This type of levee instrumentation is currently being pilot tested in the system.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
- Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
- High potential for federal cost share.
- Would make flood fighting more effective.
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- Would decrease costs of emergency response and recovery.
- Politically and institutionally very acceptable.

Disadvantages
- Potentially high cost due to the number of levees.
- Uncertainty regarding where to locate the instrumentation (levees often break in unexpected places).
- Instrumentation is still in the testing phase.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Potentially high. Primary capital costs would consist of installing new early warning instrumentation. Due to the number of miles of levees, this could be costly.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Moderate increase in O&M costs related to maintaining instrumentation. But, potentially increases efficiency and effectiveness of future O&M, as maintaining agencies will better knowing which levees are stressed during high water events.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
High potential for federal cost-sharing via contributions to existing federal project purposes (flood control and water supply).

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Decrease. Improved levee early warning instrumentation would provide additional time for emergency response activities.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Decrease. With improved levee early warning instrumentation, flood fighting activities such as sandbagging, constructing protective ring dikes, relocating valuable property, and evacuations could be coordinated well in advance of levee breaks.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Early warning instrumentation would provide more time for mobilization to protect critical infrastructure.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No change.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Decrease. Potential to decrease State responsibility by reducing the consequences of flooding.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.
Disaster Preparedness and Flood Warning

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Installing a levee early warning system could result in temporary or permanent impact to riparian and aquatic habitat depending on site location.

Permitting Considerations?
None.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
An early warning system would increase public safety through improved flood fighting and emergency response coordination.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Political acceptability would likely be high across all levels of government. Institutional capacity to improve early warning instrumentation would reside in the State and federal levels of government.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Reduces residual risk by reducing the consequences of flooding.

Climate Change Adaptability
Improving levee early warning instrumentation would provide early warning and notification to public safety officials in advance of potential floods, which may increase in frequency as a result of climate change.
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8.0 Flood Fighting, Emergency Response, and Flood Recovery

MA-069: Protect critical infrastructure corridors from floodwaters

MA-070: Expand the State's assistance to maintaining agencies during flood emergencies

MA-071: Facilitate improved evacuation planning

MA-072: Develop a post-flood recovery plan for the Central Valley and Delta to improve the coordination and efficiency of post-flood assistance

MA-073: Streamline the post-flood permitting process for flood system repairs

MA-081: Purchase and pre-position flood fighting materials/tools in preparation for a flood event

MA-094: Integrate environmental compliance and mitigation into the flood fight
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Flood Fighting, Emergency Response, and Flood Recovery

Protect critical infrastructure corridors from flood waters

ID MA-069

Description

Problem
In many Central Valley communities, the infrastructure needed to facilitate the flow of resources into, or evacuees out of, a flooded area would be impacted or incapacitated in the event of a flood. Critical infrastructure includes transportation corridors (highways, roadways), electric power supply, railroads, fuel supply lines, telecommunication systems, water supply and wastewater treatment and distribution facilities (aqueducts, pumping stations), hospitals, and fire and police stations. For example, under various flood scenarios in the City of Sacramento, most transportation infrastructure (major highways, egress routes, light rail, and Sacramento International Airport) would be partially or completely inundated during a large flood event or levee failure. This could hinder the orderly and timely evacuation of people and animals of value, and impede access by emergency response personnel engaging in flood fighting, evacuation, or other emergency aid functions. In other areas, even if communities are not flooded, they could become isolated if transportation corridors are flooded, posing public safety risks. Flooded transportation corridors could also impede the restoration of lifeline utility infrastructure (water, power, sewer, telecommunications, etc.).

Desired Outcome
Improved emergency response and recovery during and after a flood by protecting critical public infrastructure from floodwaters.

Methodology
The method for protecting critical infrastructure would vary depending upon the size and type of infrastructure, ownership (more than 85 percent of infrastructure is privately owned), location, and characteristics of the flood (depth, rapidity, velocity, time for floodwaters to recede). For example, vital transportation corridors (highways or railroads) could be protected by embankments or by elevation above flood waters. Additionally, alternative transportation methods and locations would need to be identified if primary infrastructure could not be protected. In another example, pumping stations for sewer or water utilities could be flood proofed and equipped with onsite backup power generators.

Implementation should consider prioritization of infrastructure to be protected, both regionally and within individual communities, to maximize benefits and cost effectiveness. This will also require consulting with local jurisdictions so as not to duplicate efforts, and working with private utilities who own much of the critical infrastructure.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

- Improve Institutional Support
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Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)

Retained.

Advantages

- Increases public safety.
- Improves evacuation/egress and emergency response during flood events.
- Reduces post-flood recovery time.

Disadvantages

- High capital cost.
- Impacts would vary depending on type of infrastructure.

Economic Considerations

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**

High initial investment.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Little or no change to operations and maintenance costs.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**

Uncertain potential for federal cost-sharing via contributions to existing federal water resources project purposes (flood management), but existing State and federal programs (Hazard Mitigation Grants Program, Pre-Disaster Mitigation Program, and the National Disaster Assistance Act) may provide funding sources. State-local cost-sharing may also be possible if implementation includes construction of hard structures. Opportunities may also exist to share costs with private sector utilities.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Potential to reduce both mid- and long-term costs for flood recovery through reduction in damage to infrastructure (transportation, power, wastewater and telecommunications). Potential decrease in emergency response costs due to reduced need for evacuations in areas where power or other critical services had been lost.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Reduces flood fighting costs because fewer structures will need to be protected during the event.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**

Directly reduces potential flood damage to critical public, Tribal and private infrastructure.
Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effects to floodplain development; potential to expedite regional economic recovery after a flood event thus reducing overall impact to State, local and national economies.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce State liability through reduction in damage to public, Tribal and private infrastructure and improvement in ability to respond to floods (evacuation, emergency access, recovery).

Environmental Considerations
Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Potential substantial permanent impacts to terrestrial and potentially wetland and riparian habitats, including loss of habitat for special-status species.

Permitting Considerations?
Extensive and complex.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations
Contribution to Public Safety?
Potential to increase public safety by keeping transportation routes open for emergency response, evacuation, and recovery during and immediately after a flood event, and protecting other infrastructure necessary for timely flood recovery (water, power, gas, etc.).

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Indirect benefit for minimizing flood impacts to archeological sites and sensitive Tribal grounds.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Likelihood of implementation would depend on size and type of infrastructure, ownership (federal, State, local, Tribal and private), cost, and potential construction impacts (economic, social).

Technical Considerations
Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Possible hydraulic impacts depending on the kind of improvements; for instance, constructing a new levee or maintaining a setback levee could increase hydraulic impacts.
Effect on Residual Risk?
   Reduces residual risks of flooding by preventing damage to critical infrastructure and speeding post-flood recovery.

Climate Change Adaptability
   Unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
Expand the State's assistance to maintaining agencies during flood emergencies

**ID**  MA-070

**Description**

**Problem**
Funding available to finance O&M, repairs, and flood fighting varies widely across maintaining agencies, and many have a limited ability to raise funds (particularly during emergencies). For example, flood-fight responders must often seek assistance or funding for rock, supplies, and technical expertise from the next level of local, State, or federal jurisdiction. Most available State and federal funding sources related to floods are aimed at reducing risk and potential damages in advance of a flood or reimbursing the appropriate jurisdiction for eligible emergency response work, not at helping finance operations during flood fights.

**Desired Outcome**
Improved capacity of maintaining agencies to obtain funds quickly to finance flood fighting activities during a flood event or when a other threats to levee stability are imminent.

**Methodology**
There are a number of ways the State could facilitate financial liquidity for maintaining agencies when a flood fight is imminent. One is creation of a public loan guarantee program that would promise to assume maintenance districts’ debts from loans obtained to help finance flood flights in the event that districts cannot repay them immediately. This would allow even very small agencies to purchase the resources and expertise needed to help hold back floodwaters. However, such a program may complicate local efforts to seek FEMA funding assistance after the event, and would also need a repayment structure. Another option is the creation of an emergency fund; DWR is already in the process of developing such a fund.

**Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal**
- Improve Institutional Support

**Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)**
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Institutional Support

**Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)**
Retained.
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Advantages

• Directly benefits agencies responsible for maintaining flood management facilities.

Disadvantages

• Sustainable funding source would need to be identified.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Variable, depending on type and magnitude of program.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Operations and maintenance costs would not change.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Could increase State cost-sharing in emergency management.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential decreased cost due to improved emergency response activities at local level.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential decreased cost due to improved local agencies' ability to flood fight and conduct emergency activities.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Could minimize public, Tribal and private utility infrastructure damage during disaster events.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effects.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Could reduce State responsibility that may result from flooding.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
None.

Permitting Considerations?
None.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.
Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
No direct effects, but increased funding for improvements would result in a flood management system that provides greater public safety.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
No direct effects.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Potential for broad public support, particularly at local level; would require the identification of sustainable funding, which may require changes to laws and regulations governing the generation of funds for flood system maintenance and repairs.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
None.

Climate Change Adaptability
No direct effects.
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Facilitate improved evacuation planning

ID MA-071

Description

Problem
Few local jurisdictions have prepared flood-specific evacuation plans, either locally or regionally. Some local jurisdictions have produced flood evacuation plans that identify the range of involved agencies and personnel, notification procedures, public and private transportation options, evacuation routes, and other related information for flood emergencies. Others integrate these plans into their overall emergency plans. Only a few jurisdictions have distilled flood emergency preparedness and evacuation information into succinct summaries easily accessible and understandable by the public.

Desired Outcome
Increased coordination across emergency response agencies and greater public awareness of proper evacuation procedures to reduce loss of life during severe flood events.

Methodology
Work with CalEMA to reach out to local emergency management agencies and officials to assist them in developing or updating local flood evacuation plans that identify the range of involved agencies and personnel, notification procedures, public and private transportation options, and evacuation routes/procedures that are easily accessible and understood by the public. These plans should also consider ingress routes for flood fighters while an evacuation is occurring. DWR would also consider working with CalEMA to update the 1997 Flood Emergency Action Team (FEAT) legal guidelines for flood evacuations through the State Emergency Management System Advisory Board. Important tools in this effort include the FEAT guidelines for flood emergency operations and ordering evacuations, as well as other mapping tools, vulnerability assessments, and other products from State or regional agencies that could help public safety agencies make decisions on ordering evacuations.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.
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Advantages

- Low capital cost.
- Likely to be politically popular.
- May improve coordination between operational areas and communities.
- Uses existing tools and guidelines.

Disadvantages

- Limited funding and institutional capacity from small and non-urban communities for implementation.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)

Low. Policy management actions will tend to have a substantially lower capital cost than other management actions which involve physical construction.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

No change.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?

Yes. Potential cost-sharing with maintaining agencies and local governments for evacuation planning and training; federal cost-sharing is uncertain under current federal grant/funding opportunities.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Decrease. Evacuation planning would improve coordination across all emergency response staff involved in evacuation. Improved public awareness of evacuation procedures would also reduce the need for "sweeping" by emergency responders to ensure individuals in a response area have evacuated.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

No direct effect, but consideration of ingress routes for flood fighting (as part of evacuating planning) could facilitate emergency response.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?

No change.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?

No change.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Potential decrease. Improved evacuation planning could reduce consequences of flooding but will not reduce the frequency of potential flood threats.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?

None.
**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
None.

** Permitting Considerations?**
None.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
None.

**Social Considerations**

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Significantly improves public safety by minimizing loss of life through improved emergency response coordination and more efficient evacuation during severe floods.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
None.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
Likely to be politically acceptable at the State and local levels. Some smaller governments may be limited in their funding and institutional capacity to create evacuation plans without additional assistance.

**Technical Considerations**

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
None.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
Reduces residual risk. Creating and coordinating evacuation procedures reduces the consequences of flooding (potential impacts to life and property).

**Climate Change Adaptability**
Unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
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Develop a post-flood recovery plan for the Central Valley and Delta to improve the coordination and efficiency of post-flood assistance

ID MA-072

Description

Problem
Many existing Central Valley post-flood recovery plans and programs leave room for improvement in clarity and integration. The variability in flood emergency planning throughout the Central Valley’s communities is mirrored in the range of comprehensive post-flood recovery plans documented. Where they exist, these plans are generally driven by the eligibility requirements of the Stafford Act. Debris removal and economic recovery operations are often conducted well after floods, but often only to the extent that they are eligible for limited State disaster assistance funds and/or federal reimbursement and assistance through FEMA, United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), and other agencies. Coordinating post-flood recovery activities can be difficult because the range of agencies with legal or voluntary responsibilities for disaster recovery often cross jurisdictions and levels of government.

Desired Outcome
A simple, direct, integrated plan of action for post-flood recovery to reduce confusion, clarify roles and responsibilities, and facilitate expedited disaster recovery throughout the Central Valley and Delta.

Methodology
Work with CalEMA, FEMA, local agencies or organizations, tribes, and others to: identify all responsible people, agencies, or organizations with disaster recovery roles and responsibilities; detail relevant recovery activities, including levee repair, flood water evacuation, and property and infrastructure rehabilitation; establish or describe timelines and protocols for accomplishing recovery activities; and identify all State, federal, and non-governmental sources of potential disaster assistance funding, both general and flood-specific. Use the information in the 1997 FEAT products related to post-flood disaster assistance, and consider working with CalEMA to revise the guidelines through the State Emergency Management System Advisory Board.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Improve Institutional Support
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Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)

Retained. It may not be practical to develop one post-flood recovery plan for the Central Valley and Delta. Should investigate combining with other consolidated management actions in this category. State participation in this management action (funding, coordination, planning assistance) should not constitute State responsibility for implementation activities and their effects.

Advantages

- Low capital cost.
- May reduce repair costs.
- Increases likelihood of completion of post-flood recovery actions.
- Improves effectiveness of recovery efforts and provides direction during post-flood confusion.

Disadvantages

- Some smaller governments may be limited in their funding and institutional capacity to develop and implement post-flood recovery plans.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)

Low. Policy management actions tend to have a substantially lower capital cost than other management actions which involve physical construction. Capital investments include funding for multiagency, multijurisdictional planning and development of post-flood recovery plans.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Decrease. Increased post-flood recovery planning prior to flood events reduces maintenance and repair costs for maintaining agencies.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?

Yes. Potential cost-sharing with maintaining agencies and local governments for post-flood recovery planning. Federal cost-sharing is uncertain under current federal grant/funding opportunities. Potential for State cost-sharing under existing grant programs. Opportunities for public-private partnerships may also exist.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Decrease. Improved post-flood recovery planning increases the efficiency and effectiveness of post-flood recovery efforts.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

No change.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?

Decrease. Post-flood recovery planning establishes roles and responsibilities for rehabilitation, repair, or replacement of critical infrastructure (e.g., hospitals, communication centers, utilities, schools, government operations, transportation...
routes, etc.) damaged by flooding. Improvements in floodwater evacuation also help protect critical infrastructure.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
No change.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential decrease. Improved post-flood recovery planning may reduce the need for State assistance.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
None.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
None.

**Permitting Considerations?**
None.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
None.

**Social Considerations**

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Improvements in post-flood levee repair, floodwater evacuation, and rehabilitation of critical infrastructure all improve public safety in the aftermath of a disaster.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
Likely indirect benefit of quicker rehabilitation and re-opening of recreational facilities following a flood.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
Politically and publicly acceptable at State, regional, and local levels. Institutionally, there may be difficulties with ONE plan for the entire area (unless there is resolution of inconsistencies related to agency responsibilities in various regions). Some smaller agencies may be limited in their funding and institutional capacity to develop post-flood recovery plans.

**Technical Considerations**

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
None.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
No reduction in residual risk.
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Climate Change Adaptability
Unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
Streamline the post-flood permitting process for flood system repairs

ID MA-073  

Description  

Problem

Obtaining permits for post-flood system repairs involves coordination with multiple agencies that can exceed the staff resources and budgets of smaller maintaining agencies. With multiple permits required for most maintenance and mitigation activities, and no central location for coordinating the process, obtaining the necessary permits often takes longer than the actual repairs.

Desired Outcome

Reduced costs and time needed to complete system repairs.

Methodology

State and federal agencies involved in the permitting process would coordinate to develop a consistent permitting program that is easy to understand and comply with at the local level. Permit applications submitted to State and federal agencies through the permitting program should have priority in the review process, allowing permits to be issued in a timely manner so that repairs of damaged levees could begin shortly after a flood event. In addition, the Board could establish a process for issuing a blanket permit for recovery-type work following a high-water event. A potential model for a streamlined permitting process is the methodology DWR used to facilitate more than 29 critical levee erosion repairs performed in 2006.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)

Retained.

Advantages

• Reduces operations and maintenance costs for maintaining agencies, possibly freeing up funding for more system repairs.
• Reduces the time required to begin post-flood repairs.
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Disadvantages

- Potential resistance from permitting agencies.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Medium. While policy management actions tend to have a substantially lower capital cost than other management actions which involve physical construction, interagency coordination (on the State and federal levels) would be required to streamline the permitting process for flood-system repairs.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Decrease. Obtaining permits represents a significant cost of operation, maintenance and repair activities. Streamlining the permitting process should reduce costs for maintaining agencies.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Yes, potential for State and federal cost-sharing.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
If streamlining the permitting process results in more timely post-flood repairs, this will reduce the frequency of flooding and thereby reduce the long-term costs of emergency response and recovery.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
If streamlining the permitting process results in more timely post-flood repairs, this will reduce the frequency of flooding and thereby reduce the long-term costs of emergency response and recovery.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Timely repair of flood damage could reduce the risk of damage from future floods.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effects; however, if the repairs result in reducing the frequency of flooding and increasing the level of flood protection, floodplain development may be encouraged.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential decrease in State flood responsibility due to the repairs reducing the frequency of flooding.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
None.
Permitting Considerations?
None.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
If streamlining the permitting process results in more timely post-flood repairs, public safety is improved by reducing the frequency of future flooding.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Streamlining the permitting process should be very popular with maintaining agencies because it would reduce the time and funding required to obtain permits. Likely to be politically and publicly acceptable. State and federal permitting agencies may oppose this effort if it appears to render permit requirements less stringent or infringe upon their authority or jurisdiction.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
If streamlining the permitting process results in more timely post-flood repairs, the frequency of future flooding and therefore the residual risk would be reduced.

Climate Change Adaptability
Unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
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Purchase and pre-position flood fighting materials/tools in preparation for a flood event

ID MA-081

Description

Problem
During a flood event, considerable quantities of flood-fighting materials (e.g., rock, sandbags, lumber, sheetpiles, other supplies) are often needed with minimal advance notice. Waiting until an event occurs to locate, purchase, and transport materials (mobilizing barges or other transportation) can slow the response to a flood emergency, especially one that requires more than basic sandbagging and levee patrol. In addition, during an event, the ability of local agencies to obtain funding to support purchasing and positioning materials is limited because contingency funding is small or nonexistent and banks are reluctant to lend when the tax base used to repay those loans is itself at risk. Many communities also have local ordinances that restrict industrial traffic in the evenings, making transport of materials difficult.

Desired Outcome
Flood-fight materials/tools strategically located to improve flood-fight response times and reduce emergency costs and damages associated with a lack of timely access to these resources.

Methodology
Assess DWR's existing pre-positioned flood-fighting caches. Flood-fighting materials could be purchased in advance of flood events and stockpiled at materials storage and transfer facilities. These material storage and transfer facilities could be located both locally (for immediate access) and regionally (near barge loading facilities or protected transportation corridors) and stocked based on assumptions related to the magnitude of flood event for which a response is desired, miles of levees supported, etc. Stockpiles could be managed by both DWR and local agencies to provide access to bulk materials (rock, lumber, sheetpile) and portable materials (sandbags, plastic, etc.). DWR has a successful history of sharing stockpiled material. Development of mutual aid agreements that facilitate the coordination and sharing of flood-fighting materials could also be facilitated to leverage available funding (State, federal, regional, local) and supply resources. USACE has 3-to 5-year IDIQ contracts, renewed annually, that direct quarries to deliver materials as requested, but California government code prevents State representatives or officials from entering into any contracts without available funding – an uncertainty given State budget problems. Local agencies could also pre-fund an emergency or flood-fighting fund that could be accessed during a flood event.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Institutional Support
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Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Promote Ecosystem Functions
• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained. State participation in this action (funding, coordination, planning assistance) should not constitute sole State responsibility for the materials, their upkeep, or their use.

Advantages
• Greatly increases availability and accessibility of flood fighting materials, especially for communities that lack easy access to these materials.
• DWR has implemented similar existing programs in the past that this action could build off of.

Disadvantages
• High capital costs.
• Long-term storage and upkeep costs.
• Limited applicability by region.

Economic Considerations
Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
High. Majority of costs are upfront capital expenditures.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Slight increase related to storage and upkeep of flood fighting materials.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Yes. Potential cost-sharing with local, regional, State, and federal agencies for purchase and storage of materials.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Decrease. Access to and effective use of flood fighting materials may reduce potential for damages and need for recovery.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Decrease. Pre-purchased flood fight supplies reduce the need for purchases made with emergency loans. Depending on the storage location, transporting the materials may still incur some costs.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Decrease. Ensuring the accessibility and availability of flood fighting materials may hold off a flood or allow responders to construct protective barriers around threatened structures, for instance.
Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No change.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential decrease. Accessibility and availability of materials improve flood fighting and thereby reduce the magnitude and frequency of flooding.

Environmental Considerations
Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
None.

Permitting Considerations?
None.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations
Contribution to Public Safety?
Potentially improves public safety by improving ability to respond to threats to levee stability, thus reducing chance of levee failure.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Improved flood fighting may protect nearby resources.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
High capital cost may reduce political and institutional support.

Technical Considerations
Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Potential for redirected impacts (if not implemented in a coordinated manner and systemwide).

Effect on Residual Risk?
Reduces residual risk by enhancing responders' ability to quickly react to threats to levee stability, thus reducing chance of levee failures.

Climate Change Adaptability
Adaptable to climate change, as flood fighting materials positioning could take into account the future impacts of climate change.
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Integrate environmental compliance and mitigation into the flood fight

ID MA-094

Description

Problem
Flood-fighting activities can sometimes lead to environmental violations (under CEQA and/or National Environmental Policy Act [NEPA]) that require extensive mitigation requirements or result in an agency’s disqualification for emergency funding reimbursements following an event. Most flood fights occur on or near levees, which means sensitive wetland habitat or riparian areas may be damaged by construction, heavy equipment, use of rockpiles, and other activities that occur during flood fighting.

 Desired Outcome
Reduced incidence of environmental violations occurring during a flood fight.

Methodology
Maintaining agencies would hire or contract for in-house environmental compliance specialists on flood fighting and who can help prepare and train crews to minimize impacts to sensitive areas when addressing threats to levee stability. As soon as a flood risk is identified, these staff would be involved in the field to help coordinate the flood fight; as the flood threat is assessed, they would also assess potential environmental impacts on existing conditions that could occur in flood fighting. Coordination with resource agencies, dialogue with FEMA, and dialogue with flood fighters will help to ensure they understand the roles of environmental compliance when responding to flood threats. DWR has assigned dedicated environmental compliance specialists to its flood operations center who successfully operate in this capacity.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Promote Ecosystem Functions
• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• Improves cost recovery.
• Increased/enhanced environmental protection.
• Expedited environmental assessments.
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Disadvantages

• Potential to delay flood-fight response if training and preparation does not occur.

• Smaller maintaining agencies may not have the resources to hire or retain environmental compliance specialists.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Increase. There are additional costs to hire or train an environmental compliance/resource manager. However, these costs should be somewhat offset by no longer needing to hire outside consultants after a flooding event to assist with more extensive mitigation.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Increase. However, costs to have an environmental compliance specialist on staff should be somewhat offset by no longer needing to hire outside consultants after a flooding event to assist with more extensive mitigation.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
There may be opportunities to share costs between State and local sources.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Decrease. Avoiding costly mitigation will decrease the overall recovery costs, and will increase opportunities for emergency cost reimbursement.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Flood fighting costs will not be directly affected, however costs to the flood operations center may increase due to having an in-house environmental compliance/resource manager.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
None.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
None.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
None.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
No direct effects, but potential damages may be avoided or minimized.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
No.
Flood Fighting, Emergency Response, and Flood Recovery

Permitting Considerations?
Will not decrease permitting requirements, but will improve efficiency of the permitting process and will decrease mitigation due to environmental violations.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
May have ancillary effect of reducing environmental impacts during system repairs following a flood.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
No change.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
No change.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
This action would be harder to implement in smaller communities with fewer resources, but would be popular with resource agencies.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
None.

Climate Change Adaptability
None.
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9.0 Policy and Regulations

MA-049: Encourage compatible land uses with flood management system and floodplain function

MA-050: Establish clear triggers or policy for updating flood management-related General Plan elements and other local flood management plan(s)

MA-051: Update State’s designated floodway program

MA-052: Use Building Standards Code amendments to reduce consequence of flooding

MA-053: Update the State’s floodplain management policy

MA-057: Encourage multi-jurisdictional and regional partnerships on flood planning and improve agency coordination on flood management activities, including O&M, repair, and restoration

MA-058: Develop and implement State criteria and processes for urban flood protection

MA-084: Develop and implement flood protection criteria outside urban areas

MA-085: Update State Title 23 standards

MA-086: Clarify flood management responsibilities for all local, regional, State, and federal agencies
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Encourage compatible land uses with flood management system and floodplain function

ID MA-049

Description

Problem
Much of the new development in the Central Valley is occurring in the floodplains. Urbanization in floodplains increases the potential for flood damage to homes, businesses, and communities. Land-use decisions made at the local level often allow development in floodplains and create situations that are incompatible with the flood management system and existing flood protection for the area. Some assert that a limited understanding of the beneficial functions of floodplains has resulted in floodplain management decisions often being made outside of the context of watershed-level planning and without adequate consideration for natural and beneficial floodplain functions.

Desired Outcome
Compatible land-use decisions at the local level with flood management system and flood plain function. Decisions made at the local level that provide flood protection can also benefit the community with areas of open space, parkways, trails, or habitat lands.

Methodology
The State should encourage counties, cities, school districts, and other local jurisdictions with land-use authority to identify and delineate appropriate and allowed urban and rural land uses within floodplains in the Central Valley and identify ways that flood-prone lands can serve multiple uses, such as for groundwater recharge, recreation, or habitat. The State could define criteria for how developers know if they are meeting standards for development in areas that are at risk of flooding. In addition, the State could work with counties to promote urban development that attempts to retain existing or natural hydrologic conditions through the employment of low-impact development techniques. Low-impact development techniques seek to maximize the area available for infiltration so that peak flow rates, runoff volume, and pollutant concentrations are reduced. Research should also be conducted and recommendations made regarding compatible cropping or agricultural practices for certain areas to reduce flood damages to agricultural areas.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
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- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Improve Institutional Support
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
- The consistency of land use compatibility considerations between the State and local jurisdictions would further align the strategy for long-term sustainability.

Disadvantages
- The State does not have land use authority, which is held by local jurisdictions.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Low capital costs. Measures put in place consist of policies, best management plans, financial incentive programs, educational programs, and does not involve physical construction. Costs for this action would include administrative costs for both the State and local entities.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Decrease in O&M costs. Increased integration of land use planning with flood management will result in land use practices that are more compatible with the flood management system and the natural system, which may reduce stress on the flood management system and hence provide a net reduction in O&M and repair. LID will reduce runoff and lower peaks, which could also reduce stress on system.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Federal, State and local agencies would be involved. Potential cost sharing through federal and State grant/loan programs, cost sharing agreements, and developer-based incentives.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to decrease long-term costs for emergency response and recovery. The frequency and consequences of flooding would be reduced.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Reduction in frequency and consequence of flooding would decrease long-term costs of flood fighting.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Long-term reduction in damage to critical infrastructure. Best management practices would direct placement of critical infrastructure.
Policy and Regulations

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**  
Directly effects floodplain development. Land use decisions would be made from a watershed level and land use decisions would be compatible with flood management system uses.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**  
Potential to decrease State flood responsibility by reducing frequency and consequences of flooding.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**  
Comprehensive land use planning in floodplains could result in rehabilitation of key physical processes and ecosystem functions by identifying and setting aside areas where rehabilitation would be most beneficial for habitats and flood management and restricting development there.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?**  
None.

**Permitting Considerations?**  
Land use decisions have the potential to change existing permitting process.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**  
None.

**Social Considerations**

**Contribution to Public Safety?**  
Potential to improve public safety by reducing frequency and consequences of flooding.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**  
Increased potential to provide other benefits, such as recreation, water supply through enhanced recharge, agriculture, and habitat enhancement.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**  
Implementation is compatible with the current legislation requirements to address flood hazards in local land use planning, and the State’s policy for preserving land use authority with local jurisdictions.

**Technical Considerations**

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**  
None.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**  
Potential reduction in consequences could reduce residual risk.
Climate Change Adaptability
This action would enhance hydrologic adaptability by providing additional capacity to convey flood flows and reducing the consequences of the increased flood frequencies and greater flows anticipated to result from climate change; also, the use of LID techniques could decrease peak flows, and thus, reduce the impacts of extreme precipitation events. This action also could enhance biological adaptability by increasing habitat quantity, connectivity, and continuity along environmental gradients; and thus, increasing the ability of species to handle and adjust to the consequences of climate change.
Establish clear triggers or policy for updating flood management-related General Plan elements and other local flood management plan(s)

ID MA-050

Description

Problem
The most recent and applicable data is not always available or used for updates to local flood management and land-use planning documents, resulting in outdated planning strategy and reduced benefits. Many flood-related regulations and planning are associated with a defined level of protection, in other words, an event of certain return frequency. The frequency-based management strategy would often be impacted by significant events that change the statistics and/or consideration of the climate change effects and uncertainties in hydrologic condition forecast.

Desired Outcome
More proactively and adaptively managed floodplains by the State and local agencies. With access to the most recent hydrologic, climate, physical and biological conditions, policies, and land-use data planning documents for land-use and flood management can be better updated.

Methodology
The State should update the general plan guidelines to reflect the California Floodplain Management Task Force recommendations, as applicable, and to reflect other programs, policies, and standards, including the NFIP, for floodplain management. Similarly, local jurisdictions should update their general plan and other flood management plan(s) to reflect the updates. At a minimum, the update should be triggered by the 5-year update of the CVFPP and occurrence of major flood events that change the frequency of events used as reference in the local plans. New data developed by local agencies for flood management planning purposes (e.g., new hydraulic models) should also be integrated into planning documents when updated.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Promote Ecosystem Functions
• Improve Institutional Support
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects
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**Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)**

Retained.

**Advantages**

- Having clear triggers for policy and General Plan updates will remove confusion as to what the local entities are to do in response to the adoption of the CVFPP.
- Improves overall public safety, property protections and provides economic benefits statewide.

**Disadvantages**

- Not all local agencies will react the same to a "clear" trigger, some will try to use their own interpretation as long as it suits their needs.
- How will trigger be defined? An example is the 1997 storm event on Butte Creek in Butte County. The March 4, 2005 flood workshop defined the Butte Creek event as a 61 year event in the valley and a 118 year event for the neighboring Big Chico Creek watershed. The flows in Butte Creek exceeded the FEMA 500-year event. What would you use for the trigger and how would you rate the event if a levee failed?
- Some requirements could be politically sensitive.

**Economic Considerations**

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**

Low capital costs. Measures put in place consist of policies, plans, improved tools, and does not involve physical construction.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

No change on O&M costs in the short-term. Potential decrease in long-term O&M costs. Improvements in flood planning could result in management practices that are more compatible with the flood management system and the natural system, which may reduce stress on the flood management system and hence provide a net reduction in O&M and repair.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**

No specific cost-sharing opportunity identified. However, the federal and State agencies could identify the level of acceptable information used in local plans as part of the criteria for determining cost share, federal and State grant/loan programs and other incentive programs.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**

Improved and updated land use and other management plans would potentially decrease long-term costs for emergency response and recovery. Improved land use and flood management planning should improve ability to manage floods and reduce the frequency and consequences.
**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Updating general plans would help encourage compatible land uses with floodplain functions. Compatible land uses could contribute to both reduction in frequency and consequence of flooding, which would decrease long-term needs of flood fighting.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Long-term reduction in damage to critical infrastructure. More frequent and comprehensive updates of land use plans would provide better guidance for planning and placement of future critical infrastructure, reducing chances for damages.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
Directly effects floodplain development. Land use planning would be more robust given the better data, tools, and frequency of updates.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Potential to decrease State flood responsibility by reducing consequences of flooding through land use planning.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
Likely, but potential will depend on whether the concept of rehabilitating key physical processes and ecological functions was originally incorporated in the General Plan or flood management plan. If rehabilitation was incorporated in the original design updates would continue to improve this intent, making it more current and durable. Positive effects of this management action are most likely to come from other management actions compatible with this one.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?**
None.

**Permitting Considerations?**
None.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
None.

**Social Considerations**

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Potential to improve public safety by avoiding putting residents at risk through land use planning in comparing scenario without proper/timely updates.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
Increased potential to provide other benefits through improved land use planning, which could provide recreation, water supply, agricultural, and habitat benefits.
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Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Overall, improved land use management would be favorable to overall general public, government agencies, but some resistance by cities/counties that depend on tax base, and development industry.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
Potential reduction in consequences could reduce residual risk in comparing scenario without proper/timely updates.

Climate Change Adaptability
Updated land use plans that incorporate climate change scenarios could support enhancement of hydrologic adaptability by incorporating flexibility and additional capacity into the system, and thus, reduce the consequences of the increased flood frequencies and flows anticipated to result from climate change. If these land use plans provide opportunities for restoration of habitat, this action could enhance biological adaptability by increasing habitat quantity, complexity, connectivity, and continuity along environmental gradients.
Update State’s designated floodway program

ID MA-051

Description

Problem
The existing designated floodways are based on the passage of the 55/57 design flood. The designation requires reevaluation because of the 2007 Flood Legislation that specifies an increase in the desired level of protection for the urban and urbanizing areas to 200 years or greater, improved understanding of hydrologic conditions based on the past several severe floods, and potential changes in hydrologic conditions due to climate change.

 Desired Outcome
To ensure consistency with the current requirements and understanding of hydrologic conditions with additional floodways designated as part of the SPFC.

Methodology
"Designated floodway" refers to the channel of the stream and that portion of the adjoining floodplain reasonably required providing for the passage of a design flood; it is also the floodway between existing levees as adopted by the Board or Legislature. The existing designated floodways are based on the passage of the 55/57 design flood. To provide 200-year (or greater) level of flood protection to all urban and urbanizing areas in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley by December 31, 2025, the State will need to define the 200-year flood based on an updated understanding of valley hydrology and redraw maps of designated floodways. This effort would be coordinated with the ongoing efforts to update the hydrologic and hydraulic modeling tools by the USACE and DWR.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
- Improve Institutional Support
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
- Designated floodways are a necessary part of the approach to accomplish the desired level of protection.
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- The update and reevaluation of needs would help to establish the active management of floodway sections to reduce chance of flooding.

Disadvantages
- May eliminate opportunity for urban development within boundaries of new floodways.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Low capital costs. Non-structural policy management actions will tend to have a substantially lower capital cost than other management actions which involve physical construction.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change in O&M costs and repair costs.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
No specific cost-sharing opportunity identified for updating the designated floodway.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change to emergency response and recovery costs.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change in flood fighting costs.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Long-term reduction in potential damage to critical public infrastructure as a result of updating designated floodways.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
Could eliminate opportunity for urban development due to designation of new floodways. However, could provide opportunities for other development, both within the new designated floodway (agricultural, recreational, and habitat uses) and also in neighboring communities that might have the benefit of improved flood protection that would allow for expansion of development in existing floodplains.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce State flood responsibility by eliminating opportunities for urban development in the designated floodway.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.
Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?
Similar to adoption of a land use general plan, if changes to policy or regulations would result in project implementation (e.g., physical impacts), CEQA compliance would be required.

Permitting Considerations?
Permitting may be required if policy is implemented and if there are impacts to regulated resources.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Potential to improve public safety by reducing consequences of flooding.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Increased potential for other benefits, such as agriculture/recreation/habitat in new designated floodways, through encouraging compatible land uses.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Would have strong support from urban communities in need of greater protection; and less support from environmental and rural communities that would receive less benefit or no benefit, of new floodways.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
None.

Climate Change Adaptability
This action involves changes to designated floodways from impacts to hydrology due to climate change projections.
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Use Building Standards Code amendments to reduce consequence of flooding

ID MA-052

Description

Problem
Mandatory building provisions related to flood protection that are required for the Special Flood Hazard Area (100-year floodplain) are provided by local Flood Management Ordinances. These ordinances address flood protection mainly through elevation of structures. The economic viability of this approach is limited in the Central Valley where flood depths could be more than 20 feet. The 2007 Flood Legislation requires amendments to the California Building Standards Code for construction in areas protected by the facilities of the CVFPP where flood levels are anticipated to exceed three feet for the 200-year flood event to reduce the risk of flood damage. These required building codes amendments go beyond the 100-year floodplain, to areas where the 200-year event exceeds 3 feet and would be reflected in the community building code.

Desired Outcome
Protect residents in the Central Valley from death and severe injury during floods, and increase the resilience of the building to reduce damage and required time for recovery with additional mandatory building code provisions.

Methodology
The 2007 flood legislation provides guidance in developing building code amendments to protect lives and reduce flood damage in the SPFCPA, where the flood depth is expected to be above 3 feet in a 200-year event. The focus is on the deep floodplains in the Central Valley with high possibilities of floodwater ponding. Building code amendments can include various structural improvements for public safety reasons and for dry and wet proofing tactics to reduce overall consequences of flooding. The proposed building code amendments need to be adopted by the California Building Standard Commission, as either mandatory or voluntary requirements. The development of proposed code amendments would be consistent with the national standards and other California code development trends. Due to the various types of buildings and business sectors associated with each building occupancy categories, the requirements may have to be customized for individual occupancy, in coordination with relevant State regulatory agencies and major industrial and professional groups. During the 2009-2010 code adoption cycle, DWR proposed code amendments to buildings in the Single-Family Residential (R-3 and R-3.1) occupancies groups protected by the facilities of the CVFPP. Cost estimates for required improvements and upgrades for single family residential houses were completed on a voluntary basis. DWR received the approval from the Building Standard Commission to adopt the amendment on January 12, 2010. Currently, DWR is embarking on a review of various other occupancy types with an initial focus on educational, institutional, and Emergency
Responders occupancies. As with most building code amendments, the proposed code amendment would apply to new construction and existing buildings that require significant improvement and upgrade.

**Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal:**
- Improve Institutional Support

**Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s):**
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Institutional Support

**Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained):**
Retained; maintaining the scope consistent with the Health and Safety Code Section 50465, as authorized in the 2007 Flood Legislation as the CVFPP development.

**Advantages**
- Reduce the potential flood damage and life loss in deep flooding conditions.
- Increase the level of accessibility for rescue, the building resilience for faster recovery.
- Decrease the burdens of State and federal programs for emergency response, recovery and assistance in the long run.
- Reduces residual risk regardless of the accomplishment from the reduction of chance of flooding.
- Promote reasonable land use planning and building integrity in deep floodplains.

**Disadvantages**
- Significant agency and interest group coordination is required because of the various occupancy groups that may be affected by the proposed code amendment, and customization is required.
- The intended evacuation direction for a building in a deep flooding condition is opposite to the current evacuation routes established for most disasters or emergency; therefore, public education is likely to be a significant challenge.
- The associated ADA requirements, where they apply, could also pose a significant compliance and cost challenges for some sectors such as commercial buildings and schools.
- The application of building code amendments is limited to new constructions and existing buildings with significant improvement and upgrade; therefore, it would not provide a uniform improvement on building safety and resilience during floods.
• Should the code amendment be adopted as voluntary items, the reinforcement and the anticipated outcomes may vary significantly from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

• Does not meet the regulatory requirement to protect the structure from flood damage.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Relative low capital costs for implementing code changes. Cost to change codes relatively low. The additional cost to implement the new codes, such as the added costs of building officials reviewing plans and permitting applications, could be recovered through additional fee requirements or development agreements. The additional cost to developers for meeting the new code requirements would be recovered through additional fees added to the lease or purchase price of the property.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
There may be an increase in costs associated with increased enforcement, inspection, and potential flood drills, subject to the actual code proposal.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
No specific cost-sharing opportunity identified.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to facilitate rescue activities during deep flood conditions, decrease long-term costs for emergency response and recovery through the reduction of flood damage to property.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Potential to improve building construction of critical infrastructure, preserve the function and/or reduce damage to critical infrastructure, and enable faster recovery if improvements on floodproofing tactics and material are used.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
There may be economic effects on some business sectors; however, this would be evaluated by the California Building Standard Commission as part of the adoption process. The building code amendment may encourage different types of buildings to be developed in the floodplain, but not likely to have significant impacts on local economic development.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to decrease the State's responsibility in emergency response and local assistance programs.
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Environmental Considerations

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
None.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?**
Changes to policy or regulations would result in project implementation (e.g., physical impacts) CEQA compliance would be required.

**Permitting Considerations?**
Permitting may be required if policy is implemented and if there are impacts to regulated resources.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
None.

Social Considerations

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Potential to increase public safety through implementation of floodproofing, elevating, and other building improvements that allows egress during a flood event.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
None.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
If properly scoped and coordinated, the building code amendment would be implemented -- as shown by the 2010 adoption of the code amendment for single residential buildings.

Technical Considerations

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
None.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
The building code amendment will reduce the residual risk.

**Climate Change Adaptability**
The building code amendment should be considered in coordination with other regulatory developments for climate change, including the land use planning and specific building code amendment (such as the Green code adopted in 2009). The accumulative effects of various regulations and law requirements should be considered for their consistency to improve climate change adaptability.
Update the State’s floodplain management policy

ID MA-053

Description

Problem
FEMA has notified the State that the existing Governor’s Executive Order B-39-77 does not effectively bring the State and its political subdivisions into compliance with the NFIP. This could endanger the State’s ability to obtain federal financial assistance, including federal disaster assistance and USDA and U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development funding, for buildings located in FEMA’s regulatory floodplains. Specifically, Executive Order B-39-77 exempts public entities, such as schools, universities, and public agencies, from county building code permitting requirements. However, since the original executive order was issued, California has adopted the International Building Standards (ASCE-24) into the State Building Standards Code, which addressed many of the inconsistencies among State, federal, and local regulations regarding building codes and development within floodplains that could affect NFIP eligibility. Federal Executive Order 11988, which sets federal floodplain management policy, is currently being updated.

Desired Outcome
An updated Governor's Executive Order to be consistent with the federal Executive Order setting floodplain management policies. The California Building Standards Code and other codes applicable to public buildings would meet, at a minimum, NFIP requirements. Any local code adoptions or amendments and any development approvals could also meet, at a minimum, NFIP requirements.

Methodology
Update Governor’s Executive Order B-39-77, which directs California’s policies for building public and private facilities within floodplains. The update could be based on the Federal Executive Order on floodplain management, which is in progress of being updated. It could also incorporate the recommendations from the California Floodplain Management Task Force in 2002, or developed through a method of equivalent effectiveness.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.
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Advantages

- Updating the policies and regulations so they are consistent will continue to allow California to be eligible for participating in NFIP, and allow local agencies to receive future federal financial assistance.

- There are minimum costs for updating the policies and regulations, however, there is a higher cost for actual implementation of them.

Disadvantages

- Adoption and enforcement by local jurisdictions can be affected by resources limitations; however, this challenge may have relationship to the lack of understanding for their actions related to their eligibility of NFIP coverage and financial assistance.

- Potential political challenges with adoption and enforcement.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)

Low capital costs. Policy management actions will tend to have a substantially lower capital cost than other management actions which involve physical construction. Upon implementation, which could require retrofitting existing buildings to be compliant, could result in higher costs.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

No change.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?

Potential for federal grants and local cost-sharing associated with actions needed to meet requirements.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Potential to decrease the consequences of flooding; thereby reducing long-term costs of emergency response and recovery.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

None.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?

Potential reductions in damage to critical public infrastructure if compliance with the elevation requirements. Additional federal assistance may help the recovery of critical public infrastructure.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?

The continued eligibility for NFIP and federal financial assistance is critical for existing and future floodplain and economic development.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

The ineligibility for NFIP and federal financial assistance will potentially increase the State’s responsibility in flood disaster assistance, which traditionally relies on federal support significantly.
Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?
None.

Permitting Considerations?
Could impact permitting process and decisions

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
May improve public safety by reducing consequences of flooding, and provide greater opportunities for financial assistance to reduce secondary consequence of flooding on public safety.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Could impact decisions regarding open space, water supply, parks and recreation

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Significant support for this management action at the federal and local levels. Funding for local agencies has been challenging. Implications to construction industry may create hurdles. Could be politically sensitive, and create economic burden without significant federal and State funding options.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
NFIP and financial assistance are major strategies in addressing residual risks.

Climate Change Adaptability:
Under consideration by NFIP.
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Encourage multi-jurisdictional and regional partnerships on flood planning and improve agency coordination on flood management activities, including O&M, repair, and restoration

ID MA-057

Description

Problem
Flood management is often complicated by the large number of agencies and entities involved, and their complex jurisdictional roles and responsibilities. Overlapping jurisdictions across various State and federal agencies involved in flood management can lead to inconsistent policies and regulations, conflicting guidance, or inefficiencies in planning and implementing projects. Coordinating activities within this fragmented jurisdictional landscape can be challenging, particularly for local entities with limited resources.

Desired Outcome
Streamlined, efficient, and cost-effective flood management through greater coordination.

Methodology
Coordination between agencies and responsible parties could take many forms, including roundtable discussions, oversight committees, interagency liaisons, repurposed agencies, joint power authorities, COGs, or new entities. Improving coordination and cooperation might involve establishment of a new institutional framework, such as a systemwide, continuous, integrated group of responsible entities/agencies to oversee and coordinate flood protection, and O&M. Another method would be to establish a single entity or resource with oversight responsibilities to streamline and provide guidelines for all planning, construction, maintenance, repair, and restoration activities associated with flood management. With respect to emergency planning and response, a multi-agency coordination system could be developed for jurisdictions in the Central Valley and Delta to improve regional coordination, incident prioritization, and resource management in a major flood. Recommendations for institutional changes or practices could be developed as part of a floodplain management advisory committee composed of local and State government representatives, floodplain managers, and other stakeholders. The benefits of improved coordination could include streamlined permitting and approval processes; more efficient and cost-effective routine maintenance and repairs; more successful and sustainable environmental mitigation through regional coordination with conservation efforts; better leveraging of available funding sources; and flood management projects that provide multiple, mutual benefits.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

- Improve Institutional Support
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Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Improve Institutional Support
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
- Potential to improve efficiency and effectiveness of a broad range of flood management activities (maintenance, repairs, restoration and conservation).
- Low initial investment cost.

Disadvantages
- May require changes to the purpose or responsibilities of existing institutions.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Low initial investment cost compared with structural measures.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to decrease O&M costs through streamlining and improving regional coordination.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for costs to be spread across multiple agencies and jurisdictions to meet mutual goals and objectives

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of emergency planning, response, and recovery efforts.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Decrease. Potential to improve the cost-effectiveness of flood fighting by increasing efficiency and reducing overlapping.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
No direct effects.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effects.
Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change. However, improving coordination could indirectly facilitate more effective O&M and timely implementation projects to decrease flood liabilities.

Environmental Considerations
Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
No direct effects; however, improved coordination could foster integration of mitigation, restoration, and conservation activities across multiple agencies and jurisdictions, resulting in more successful rehabilitation of ecosystem functions (consolidating mitigation efforts within regions, implementing mitigation in advance of impacts, and selecting more suitable lands for mitigation).

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?
None.

Permitting Considerations?
None.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
Potential to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of mitigation associated with flood system maintenance and repairs.

Social Considerations
Contribution to Public Safety?
No direct effects; however, improved coordination would indirectly improve public safety by facilitating more efficient, cost effective, and timely operation, maintenance, and repair activities and new project implementation.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Coordination across agencies and jurisdictions could promote multi-benefit projects that meet mutual goals and objectives.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
May be difficult to sustain coordination over the long-term; individual agencies may be unwilling or unable to participate due to cost or governance structure.

Technical Considerations
Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
No direct effects. However, greater coordination of floodplain management activities would reduce residual risk.

Climate Change Adaptability
Potential to enhance biological adaptability by increasing the connectivity and complexity of mitigation habitats, and their continuity along environmental
gradients, thus, increasing the ability of species to adjust to the consequences of climate change.
Develop and implement State criteria and processes for urban flood protection

ID  MA-058

Description

Problem
State law enacted in 2007 (Senate Bill [SB] 5) calls for urban and urbanizing areas in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley to achieve a minimum of 200-year (0.5-percent annual chance) flood protection by 2025. However, the necessary set of criteria does not exist for evaluating whether existing or new levees are consistent with this urban level of protection. SB 5 requires that the urban level of flood protection be consistent with criteria used or developed by DWR. To avoid delaying urgently needed flood protection, California needs interim levee design criteria that fulfill this requirement until the criteria are revised by DWR and/or adopted as regulations. DWR reviewed current guidance and levee criteria by USACE and FEMA. With the exception of hydrologic, hydraulic, and levee freeboard requirements, FEMA’s levee design guidance contains no specific criteria and suggests use of various USACE documents. The USACE has developed most of the guidance needed for engineers to design levee systems, and most engineers involved in levee design and construction utilize that guidance. However, some important aspects of the USACE’s guidance lack specificity, need to be modified, or are still under development including criteria for frequently loaded levees and seismic vulnerability. A robust set of criteria for evaluating existing and new levees is needed for California that reflects new advances in geotechnical evaluation and exploration. This criteria would be generally consistent with USACE standards. Furthermore, there are no procedural criteria that would be applicable for engineers, cities, or counties in making a finding that the urban level of flood protection exists for an area. Due to the changing state of practice and the absence of specific guidance from the federal government on some levee design considerations, the State needs to provide interim guidance and criteria for design water surface elevations and levee design that will be used for: (1) evaluations of project levees in urban and urbanizing areas; (2) evaluations of urban and urbanizing area levees that are not part of the State-federal flood protection system (e.g., non-project levees); (3) guidance for urban and urbanizing area levee designs to be initiated/completed in the near future; (4) eligibility criteria for urban Early Implementation Program (EIP) grant funding; (5) assisting local agencies in achieving FEMA 100-year flood protection; (6) assisting local agencies in achieving the urban level of flood protection; and (7) planning studies, such as the CVFPP.

Desired Outcome
Robust and well-accepted design and procedural criteria for urban and urbanizing areas.
Methodology
DWR must develop both (1) levee evaluation and design criteria, and (2) procedures and guidance that will allow urban and urbanizing areas to meet the requirements of SB 5.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retain for further consideration.

Advantages
• Promotes consistency in how levels of protection are measured.
• Improved design criteria could improve reliability of levee performance.

Disadvantages
• May increase implementation cost of future flood improvement projects.

Economic Considerations
Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Development requires low capital costs. However, will increase implementation cost of future flood improvement projects.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Development has no direct impact on O&M costs, although implementation would potentially increase O&M costs.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
The USACE may cost share projects that use DWR criteria.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Implementation may reduce the frequency of flooding, thereby reducing the long-term costs of emergency response and recovery. However, it would not necessarily decrease the consequences.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Implementation reduces the long-term costs of flood fighting.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
May reduce damage to critical infrastructure due to improved performance reliability of flood protection features.
Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
May support or encourage floodplain development.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Implementation improves reliability of flood protection facilities; thereby reducing long-term State financial responsibility for flood recovery.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?
Implementation results in additional modifications to the system, which may have positive and/or adverse environmental impact.

Permitting Considerations?
Implementation will result in further modifications to the system, which may require additional permits.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Implementation will improve public safety by improving levee performance and potentially reducing the frequency of flooding in urban and urbanizing areas.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
High likelihood due to SB5; should have broad agreement from technical stakeholders.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None. Redirected hydraulic impacts are associated with specific implementation of system modifications.

Effect on Residual Risk?
May reduce residual risk to existing urban areas. However, may increase consequence of flooding and overall risk, if floodplain development is encouraged (e.g., urbanizing areas).

Climate Change Adaptability
This action is unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
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Develop and implement flood protection criteria outside urban areas

ID MA-084

Description

Problem
SB 5 addresses urban and urbanizing areas, including development of levee design criteria and required levels of protection. SB 5 does not address nonurban areas where different design criteria and levels of protection may be appropriate. However, local jurisdictions in nonurbanized areas are required to continue demonstrating that they have flood protection equal to or greater than the FEMA standard of flood protection in nonurbanized areas for property located within a flood hazard zone, intended to be protected by the SPFC. Therefore, there is a need to develop flood protection criteria outside the urban areas consistent with FEMA standards.

Desired Outcome
Robust and well-accepted design and procedural criteria for nonurbanized areas, consistent with FEMA standards.

Methodology
DWR must develop both (1) levee evaluation and design criteria, and (2) procedures and guidance that will allow nonurbanized areas to meet the FEMA standards of flood protection for nonurbanized areas.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retain for further consideration.

Advantages
• Promotes consistency in how levels of protection are measured.
• Improved design criteria could improve reliability of levee performance.

Disadvantages
• May increase implementation cost of future flood improvement projects.
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- Adds another layer of design over the FEMA requirements, which already apply to any FIRM designated flood plain/floodway.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Development requires low capital costs. However, will increase implementation cost of future flood improvement projects.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Development would cause no changes to O&M costs, although implementation would potentially increase O&M costs.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
The USACE may cost share projects that use DWR criteria.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Implementation may decrease the frequency of flooding, thereby reducing the long-term costs of emergency response and recovery. However, it would not necessarily decrease the consequences.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Implementation decreases the long-term costs of flood fighting.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
May reduce damage to critical infrastructure due to improved performance reliability of flood protection features.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
May support or encourage floodplain development.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Implementation improves reliability of flood protection facilities; thereby decreasing long-term State financial responsibility for flood recovery.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?
Implementation results in additional modifications to the system, which may have positive and/or adverse environmental impact.

Permitting Considerations?
Implementation will result in further modifications to the system, which may require additional permits.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.
Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
Implementation will improve public safety by improving levee performance and potentially reducing the frequency of flooding in nonurbanized areas.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Likely to have broad agreement from technical stakeholders.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None. Redirected hydraulic impacts are associated with specific implementation of system modifications.

Effect on Residual Risk?
May reduce residual risk to existing nonurban areas. However, may increase consequence of flooding and overall risk if floodplain development is encouraged (e.g., urbanizing areas).

Climate Change Adaptability
This action is unrelated to hydrologic and biological adaptability.
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**Update State Title 23 standards**

**ID**  MA-085

**Description**

**Problem**

Title 23 of the California Code of Regulations (CCR) is the overall regulatory framework in California that gives the Central Valley Flood Protection Board (Board) authority to enforce standards for the erection and O&M of levees, channels, and other flood control works, along the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers and their tributaries, including, but not limited to standards for encroachments, construction, vegetation, and erosion control. There are concerns that the existing Title 23 does not adequately reflect the current understanding of the relative risk posed by the different factors to the integrity of the flood management system (e.g., levee penetrations, riparian plantings in the floodway).

**Desired Outcome**

Updated Title 23 standards that reflect the current understanding of system integrity factors.

**Methodology**

Review current and proposed flood management related criteria, policies, and practices and revise Title 23 accordingly. Title 23 should be updated to incorporate changes resulting from SB 5.

**Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal**

- Improve Institutional Support

**Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)**

- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Improve Institutional Support

**Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)**

Retained.

**Advantages**

- Would improve efficiency and effectiveness of oversight and enforcement.
- Would reduce implementation barriers for ecosystem restoration projects.

**Disadvantages**

- The process of updating Title 23 could be lengthy, and will require broad legislative support.
Economic Considerations

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**
Low capital costs. Measures put in place consist of policies, plans, and improved tools; they do not involve physical construction.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No change.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**
None.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No change.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No change.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
No change.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
No change.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No significant change directly resulting from Title 23 revision, but could indirectly decrease State responsibility by prioritizing the focus on higher risk factors.

Environmental Considerations

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
Potential to reduce implementation barriers to ecosystem restoration projects within the flood management system and the designated floodway.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?**
None.

**Permitting Considerations?**
The permitting of a Title 23 update could be extensive, and will require broad legislative support.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
Potential to reduce the conflict between maintenance and repairs requirements and habitat management in the flood management system.

Social Considerations

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Potential to improve reliability and integrity of the flood management system by prioritizing the focus on higher risk factors.
Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Would require broad State/legislative support.

Technical Considerations
Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
None.

Climate Change Adaptability
None.
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Clarify flood management responsibilities for all local, regional, State, and federal agencies

ID MA-086

Description

Problem
The State is responsible for maintaining conveyance capacity within the channel, and local maintaining agencies are responsible for levee maintenance beyond the waterside levee toe. In areas where there erosion has made it difficult to determine the limits of levee/channel, responsibilities for O&M, and repair are difficult to determine. Many federal project levees or recently strengthened levees have documented geometry and limits. Determination of responsibility is more of a problem in nonurban areas where there is limited documentation.

Desired Outcome
A clear method for determining the responsibility of flood management for all local, regional, State, and federal agencies.

Methodology
To clarify limits of responsibility, State and federal agencies will have to work with local agencies to review existing flood control systems, develop an understanding of typical levee/floodway geometry, and identify a method to consistently estimate (as constructed) channel and levee limits.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• Reduce institutional barriers to O&M activities.

Disadvantages
• Limited (or no) documentation on design or construction of older levees.
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Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Low capital costs. Measures to be put in place consist of policies, plans, and improved tools, and they do not involve physical construction.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
This action would not impact the cost of O&M, but could impact the allocation of cost/responsibility.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
None.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
None.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
None.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to shift (increase or decrease) existing State O&M responsibility.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impact?
None.

Permitting Considerations?
None.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
None.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
High level of support by maintaining agencies.
Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
None.

Climate Change Adaptability
None.
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10.0 Permitting

MA-054: Develop regional and river-corridor conservation plans, or expand existing regional conservation plans (e.g., regional Habitat Conservation Plans and Natural Community Conservation Plans) to provide a more efficient and effective regulatory approval process for flood projects

MA-055: Develop regional advanced mitigation strategies and promote networks of both public and private mitigation banks to meet the needs of flood and other public infrastructure projects

MA-056: Develop proactive integrated regulatory compliance strategies that streamlines permitting activities

MA-100: Establish memoranda of understanding and/or management agreements between agencies to integrate the needs to be served by the flood control system

MA-101: Provide technical assistance and education on environmental permits

MA-102: Develop and implement Corridor Management Strategy
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Develop regional and river-corridor conservation plans, or expand existing regional conservation plans (e.g., regional Habitat Conservation Plans and Natural Community Conservation Plans) to provide a more efficient and effective regulatory approval process for flood projects

ID MA-054

Description

Problem
Habitat and ecosystem planning is conducted in a piecemeal, fragmented fashion in many parts of the planning area. Multiple regulatory agencies are responsible for ensuring the protection or mitigation of environmental resources impacted by flood management activities. Limited coordination and shared vision results in a regulatory approval process that adds complexity and scheduling challenges to flood project approvals. It also results in fragmented conservation projects that may have limited viability in terms of long-term biological success.

Desired Outcome
A more efficient and effective regulatory approval process for flood projects process and improved long-term habitat through high-quality regional and river-corridor conservation plans.

Methodology
Develop plans to provide measurable biological objectives for targeted resources, incorporate adaptive management approaches, fund long-term habitat management and monitoring, and provide the public with the opportunity to assess, review, and critique plans as they are being developed.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Improve Institutional Support
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
- Will work well in conjunction with other management actions involving ecosystem restoration, agency coordination, and land use planning.
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- Habitat planning and mitigation requirements have been developed ahead of projects.
- Conservation plans tend to streamline the permitting process in general.
- If the land is held by public agency, it is exempt from local tax rolls and is taken out of production.
- Direct mitigation to larger projects of greater ecological value and lower per unit cost.
- Lands improved or restored could be available for public recreation.

Disadvantages

- Difficulty in completing Habitat Conservation Plans.
- High risk of not completing.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Medium. Plans such as NCCPs require adequate funding to develop. Implementation of the plans, which constitute other management actions, will have varying capital costs.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Little change. Plans require some minimal annual administrative funding to ensure good communication among partners and to develop adaptive solutions to changed or unforeseen circumstances, but this cost can be offset by cost-savings associated with more efficient implementation.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
High potential for cost-sharing among various agencies with responsibilities for ecosystem planning and flood system operations and maintenance.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Improved regional coordination will likely have no major change on emergency response and recovery costs.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Improved regional coordination will likely have no major change on flood fighting costs.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
Improved regional coordination will likely have no major effect on damage to critical public infrastructure.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
Regional conservation plans will help to direct land development projects toward areas where they will have the least impact on both flood management and habitat conservation goals.
Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Improved regional coordination will likely have no major negative effect on State flood responsibility. More effective regional coordination between agencies could improve the ability to meet our flood responsibilities.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Increased regional collaboration among habitat and ecosystem planning and mitigation would result in rehabilitation of ecosystem functions by concentrating mitigation in larger areas, and by selecting more suitable lands for mitigation than is possible with piecemeal mitigation.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
None.

Permitting Considerations?
Improved and streamlined permitting for future projects.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
Impacts associated with flood system O&M could be reduced because O&M would be better facilitated and mitigation better coordinated.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
This management action is not likely to directly affect public safety.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Conservation plans provide opportunities to improve water quality, increase open space, and manage recreation in ways that are compatible with overall CVFPP goals.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
California has over 30 regional conservation plans in varying stages, with some plans in the implementation phase for over 10 years. Corridor management plans are under development, and they are being viewed as valuable approaches for meeting multiple flood management goals on specific reaches.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Actions within the flood zone will result in a hydraulic impact.

Effect on Residual Risk?
None.

Climate Change Adaptability
This action would enhance biological adaptability by increasing the effectiveness of conservation actions for enhancing the ability of populations to handle and
adjust to the consequences of climate change by increasing the extent, connectivity, complexity, and continuity of habitats across environmental gradients, which would increase the size and viability of populations. Many existing conservation plans currently are incorporating climate change as part of their long-term objectives.
Develop regional advanced mitigation strategies and promote networks of both public and private mitigation banks to meet the needs of flood and other public infrastructure projects

ID MA-055

Description

Problem
Although many flood projects can avoid or greatly reduce their impacts to habitat, some projects require offsite mitigation to compensate for habitat losses. Identifying suitable offsite locations is often left to the last phase of flood projects, as it becomes more evident about the extent and nature of the expected impact. Regulatory agencies need to approve these offsite locations, and negotiations can delay overall flood project approvals. A second problem is the temporal loss of habitat, which occurs between the time when the flood project removes habitat and the time when compensatory habitat is restored to pre-project levels. A third problem is that offsite locations comparable in area to the impact are often too small and isolated to have long-term viability. To remain viable in perpetuity, as required, such small areas often require high ongoing maintenance costs. Lastly, generating funding sources for mitigation early in the planning stages instead of later when the project begins construction is an obstacle.

Desired Outcome
High quality regional advance mitigation strategies and networks of mitigation banks that meet the needs of flood and other public infrastructure projects.

Methodology
Develop supporting State and federal policies, and sustainable funding sources within the State and federal budgets, and develop partnerships with regulatory agencies for planning and implementation of comprehensive regional advance mitigation banks.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Flood Risk Management
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Promote Ecosystem Functions
• Improve Institutional Support
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.
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Advantages

- Will work well in conjunction with other management actions involving ecosystem restoration, agency coordination, and land use planning.
- Could accelerate permitting of flood system projects because of early identification of mitigation.
- Directs mitigation to larger projects of greater ecological value and could result in lower per unit cost versus project-by-project mitigation.

Disadvantages

- Does not directly improve reduce flood risk management.
- Could motivate project applicants to be careless about impact avoidance because the method to mitigate would become less cumbersome.
- If mitigation program focuses on a single large site, it may miss aiding a specialized threatened or endangered species or not meet all its specific needs.
- Often lacking is the project specific knowledge needed to allow for strategic placement of regional advance mitigation sites close to the impact.

Economic Considerations

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**
High. Establishment of mitigation banks requires acquisition of land, permitting, restoration, and funding for long-term management and monitoring.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Regional collaboration for advance mitigation banks is likely to decrease overall costs of regulatory compliance and mitigation for operations, maintenance, and repair activities.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**
High potential for cost-sharing among various agencies with responsibilities for large infrastructure projects, ecosystem planning and flood system operations and maintenance.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Developing regional mitigation banks will likely have no major change on emergency response and recovery costs.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Developing regional mitigation banks will likely have no major change on flood fighting costs.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Developing regional mitigation banks will likely have no major change on damages to public infrastructure.
Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
Implementation of advance mitigation banks may reduce the floodplain area available for future development.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Implementation of advance mitigation banks will likely have no significant negative effect on State flood responsibility.

Environmental Considerations
Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Implementation and coordination on regional advance mitigation planning would result in rehabilitation of ecosystem functions by concentrating mitigation in larger areas, by implementing mitigation in advance of impacts, and by selecting more suitable lands for mitigation than is possible with piecemeal mitigation.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
Banks should be placed to avoid secondary impacts such as conversion of prime farmland or soil containment releases to the water column (e.g., from mercury).

Permitting Considerations?
Improved and streamlined permitting for future infrastructure projects. Banking has a complex set of permitting requirements and it will take extensive work to create credits that can be used for flood projects.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
Impacts associated with flood system O&M could be reduced because O&M would be better facilitated and mitigation better coordinated.

Social Considerations
Contribution to Public Safety?
This management action is not likely to directly affect public safety.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
Regional advance mitigation banks will increase open space. Wetlands created in mitigation banks can yield water quality improvements.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
There is high interest in developing regional advance mitigation banks from infrastructure agencies, resource agencies, and conservation organizations. Private mitigation banks already exist and regulatory agencies have developed standard approval processes for establishing these banks.

Technical Considerations
Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
Depending on placement, advanced mitigation sites could redirect the hydrology and cause secondary impacts.
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Effect on Residual Risk?

None.

Climate Change Adaptability

This action would enhance biological adaptability by increasing the effectiveness of conservation actions for enhancing the ability of populations to handle and adjust to the consequences of climate change by increasing the extent, connectivity, complexity, and continuity of habitats across environmental gradients, which would increase the size and viability of populations.
Develop proactive integrated regulatory compliance strategies that streamlines permitting activities

ID  MA-056

Description

Problem
Numerous permits are required to conduct regular maintenance activities on the State-federal flood protection works for routine maintenance, restoration, enhancement, and other activities. Challenges associated with permitting include the costs associated with documentation and mitigation, length of the process, restrictive conditions, and conflicting State and federal priorities. Furthermore, limited construction work windows, uncertainty regarding which permits are required for routine maintenance, and limited coordination among the various entities issuing permits had resulted in the deferral of important maintenance activities. Many maintaining agencies have limited staff resources and funding, and have expressed concern over the amount of their operating budgets that are dedicated to obtaining permits to perform required maintenance. This situation creates regulatory uncertainty for the State, maintaining agencies, and regulatory agencies.

Desired Outcome
A regulatory compliance strategy (such as developed for the Small Erosion Repair Program), that standardizes and streamlines the permitting process (timeliness and efficiency), reduces costs, and promotes regional efforts that support more successful mitigation to improve public safety, reliable water supply, and ecosystem function.

Methodology
The permitting process needs to be developed to facilitate the necessary permitting for maintenance work, and restoration and enhancement actions. This will preserve design flow and levee integrity while enhancing environmental resources, through coordination, collaboration, and cooperative working relationships with all stakeholders and interested parties. This process should identify where environmental clearance and permitting processes can be made more efficient while still meeting State and federal safety standards and following State and federal environmental protection procedures. Below are some options:

1. Increasing the duration over which the permits are valid to reduce costs and to promote more proactive maintenance (particularly in areas or locations that require more frequent maintenance). Various agencies, including the DFG, USACE, and the Central Valley Regional Water Board, already encourage or have mechanisms for multi-year permits for routine activities. However, local maintaining agencies are often unaware of these options or have difficulty funding the up-front costs required to obtain longer duration permits. For example, a new USACE regional permit could be created or Letters of Permission
LOP issued for O&M activities to be renewed every 5 years in concert with other State or federal permits.

2. Establishing an interagency permitting office or clearinghouse could help improve the review, frequency of inspection, and enforcement of encroachment permits and permit violations to ensure consistency with system objectives while enhancing local compliance.

3. Providing habitat restoration above and beyond what is necessary for project impacts could assist in streamlining future mitigation needs, as would developing and implementing a Regional Advanced Mitigation Program (RAMP) that forecasts mitigation needs for routine maintenance and other project impacts and provides the necessary mitigation in advance of the need. Collaboration of all permitting agencies in the RAMP could ensure permit streamlining. A key to the success of any effort to streamline permitting for maintenance would be the establishment of a consistent, widely recognized definition of "routine maintenance" and the activities associated with maintenance. Knowing how routine maintenance actions can avoid and minimize impacts is also necessary. This may be explored at a regional or valley-wide level in coordination with local, State, and federal permitting agencies. Once the definition is established, regulations may need to be modified or new regional permitting processes created to support timely and effective implementation of required maintenance activities.

**Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal**

- Improve Institutional Support

**Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)**

- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Improve Institutional Support
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

**Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)**

Retained.

**Advantages**

- Low O&M costs.
- Initial costs for permitting and mitigation could be high, but mitigation and permitting costs may decrease in the long-run.

**Disadvantages**

- Requires coordination among State, federal, and local agencies.
- State leadership required. May require coordination from various agencies for system wide projects, or regional projects that cross jurisdictions.
- Permits expire; limits long-term approach.

**Economic Considerations**

**Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)**
Low; policy actions will tend to have a substantially lower capital cost than actions involving physical construction. If land is purchased for mitigation, initial costs could be high.

**Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
A streamlined permitting process has the potential to reduce long-term maintenance and repair costs. This process can allow for more swift repairs before sites become larger, which is less costly, and better for the environment and public safety. However, upfront mitigation costs may be high.

**Potential for Cost-Sharing?**
Cost to implement could be shared among various local, State, and federal agencies.

**Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Would decrease emergency cost by allowing for more maintenance work to be accomplished and reduce the impact of emergency efforts greatly over the entire system.

**Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
Once implemented would allow for more maintenance work to be accomplished and reduce the impact of flood flows greatly over the entire system.

**Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?**
Once implemented would allow for more maintenance work to be accomplished and would reduce the impact of flood flows impact on infrastructure greatly over the entire system.

**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
As existing floodplains will most likely provide the lands needed for new habitat, establishing large areas as mitigation banks for future projects could preclude the ability for urban development within the floodplain.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
If development cannot occur in the floodplain due to the establishment of conservation or mitigation banks, then the State's flood responsibility cannot increase in the future.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
Implementing proactive compliance strategies can address larger scale environmental impact avoidance and opportunities to enhance the environment. It
could allow for rehabilitation of ecological functions, by implementing mitigation in larger consolidated areas, in advance of impacts, and in more suitable areas than with piecemeal mitigation.

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
None.

**Permitting Considerations?**
Requires changes to existing policies and procedures. A reduction in the number of permits could result in the reduction in workload of permitting agencies. Regional general permits are tough to get. Good to get lots of people together to get a regional perspective.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated with Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
Impacts associated with flood system O&M could be reduced because O&M would be better facilitated and mitigation better coordinated.

**Social Considerations**

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
Promotes consistent and sustainable operations and maintenance of the flood protection work and thereby reduces the risk of floods.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
Developing large scale compliance efforts provide opportunities to improve water quality, increase open space, and manage recreation in ways that are compatible with overall CVFPP goals.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
Initial development of a new permitting strategy would require intense coordination and commitment by multiple agencies; however, once streamlined and/or programmatic permitting mechanisms are established, flood system maintenance activities would be more timely and cost-effective for all parties involved.

**Technical Considerations**

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
None.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
A streamlined process is likely to preserve maintenance funds for maintenance, not redirecting them for permitting costs. The net result is a more reliable and better maintained levee. Regular and consistent maintenance of levees and channels will improve the response of the flood protection works and thereby lower systemic risks of flooding.
Climate Change Adaptability
Would indirectly contribute to climate change adaptability by encouraging or facilitation more successful and sustainable mitigation. In 2008 DWR published a white paper: Managing an Uncertain Future: Climate Change Adaptation Strategies for California’s Water in which they identified 10 strategies designed to improve California’s ability to cope with a changing climate. Strategy #5 is to enhance and sustain ecosystems. Restoration of floodplain habitats, riverine habitats and riparian habitats will directly improve the amount of carbon sequestration and assist DWR in realizing this goal.
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Establish memoranda of understanding and/or management agreements between agencies to integrate the needs to be served by the flood control system

ID MA-100

Description

Problem
Flood control system features encompass critical habitat and migration corridors for many listed and endangered species, and remaining riparian vegetation represents a small percent of what historically existed. Opportunities exist within the flood control system for mitigation and restoration; however, obtaining permits and clearances for repair, replacement, and ongoing maintenance of flood control system features is a costly, complicated and lengthy process. Furthermore, it will be a disincentive if the permitting and mitigation burden the flood control system maintenance and the risk of liability for incidental take increases due to species recovery from mitigation and restoration efforts in the flood control system.

Desired Outcome
An efficient, collaborative interagency approach that acknowledges the prime purpose of the flood control system as public safety, while providing the appropriate assurances and process to allow for mitigation and restoration efforts within the flood control system, managed in concurrence with ongoing operations and maintenance for flood management and water supply.

Methodology
Use interagency memoranda of understanding (MOU) and management agreements, such as those used for the Yolo Basin Wetland Project (YBWP), to provide the assurances and processes needed to enable mitigation and restoration opportunities in the project to be realized, while providing for effective management for water supply, flood control and habitat. In the YBWP, a MOU was entered into by the Board, DWR, DFG, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) acknowledging, among other items, the following: the USACE was preparing an O&M manual for the flood control system modification creating the restoration area; the primary purpose of the Yolo Bypass is for flood control; ongoing maintenance to that end would have impacts, and it was not expected to have long-term adverse impacts on the species in question; and the project modification, including ongoing management under the O&M manual, would provide a net benefit for the environment and species that could become established in the area. DFG took over management of the area. A management agreement addressing day-to-day management of the area was entered into by DWR, DFG, and the Board. Later, the agreement, via letter from the Board, requesting signed concurrence from the other agencies, was expanded to other areas.
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Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Promote Ecosystem Functions
• Improve Institutional Support
• Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)

Retained.

Advantages

• Approach supports managing corridors in an efficient, sustainable and integrated manner, providing environmental benefits and supporting public safety.
• Could provide mitigation DWR will need for other efforts.
• Could preserve/enhance some of the last remaining riparian and wetland habitat communities in the State.

Disadvantages

• Up front time and cost for pre-planning and to execute the agreements.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)

Low initial investment cost compared with structural measures.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Potential to decrease O&M costs through streamlining and improving regional coordination.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?

Potential for costs to be spread across multiple agencies and jurisdictions to meet mutual goals and objectives.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Potential to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of emergency planning, response, and recovery efforts.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Potential to improve the cost-effectiveness of flood fighting by increasing efficiency and reducing overlapping.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?

No direct effects.
**Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?**
Efforts like this MOU can help to define and guide the responsible use and management of the floodplain.

**Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)**
No direct effects, but improving coordination could indirectly facilitate more effective O&M and timely implementation projects to reduce flood liabilities.

**Environmental Considerations**

**Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?**
No direct effects; however, improved coordination could foster integration of mitigation, restoration, and conservation activities across multiple agencies and jurisdictions, resulting in more successful rehabilitation of ecosystem functions (consolidating mitigation efforts within regions, implementing mitigation in advance of impacts, and selecting more suitable lands for mitigation).

**Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?**
None.

**Permitting Considerations?**
Improved and streamlined permitting processes, including long-term agreements and authorizations for future efforts.

**Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?**
Potential to improve management of the flood control system through agreements that provide for maintenance capabilities that encouraging sustainable habitat communities within the flood control system.

**Social Considerations**

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
No direct effects. However, improved coordination would indirectly improve public safety by facilitating more efficient, cost effective, and timely O&M and new project implementation.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
MOUs with various agencies and jurisdictions could promote multi-benefit projects that meet mutual goals and objectives.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
May be difficult to initially develop the MOUs.

**Technical Considerations**

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
No direct effects.
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**Effect on Residual Risk?**
No direct effects. However, greater coordination of floodplain management activities would reduce residual risk.

**Climate Change Adaptability**
Potential to enhance biological adaptability by increasing the connectivity and complexity of mitigation habitats, and their continuity along environmental gradients, thus, increasing the ability of species to adjust to the consequences of climate change.
Provide technical assistance and education on environmental permits

ID MA-101

Description

Problem
Applying for and obtaining environmental and other permits for construction and O&M activities can be a complex and arduous process.

Desired Outcome
Literature describing and promoting greater understanding of what permits are required, what the permitting agencies require to issue these permits, and the timelines associated with these permits.

Methodology
A permit workbook will be developed that will include a description of the relevant permits, permit applications, and permitting guidance for each of the regulatory agencies. Applicable laws and regulations include, but are not limited to, Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA), Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act, Section 401 of the CWA, Section 1602 and 1603 of the DFG Code, Endangered Species Act, California Endangered Species Act, California Environmental Quality Act, and the Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. The permit workbook will be distributed and training workshops scheduled.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• Promotes awareness of the required environmental permits.
• Education can help facilitate the permitting process.
• Education can help prevent non-permitted actions from occurring.

Disadvantages
• Up front time and cost.
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Economic Considerations

*Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)*
Low initial investment cost compared with structural measures.

*Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*
Technical assistance and education on environmental permits will likely have no significant change on annual cost to operate/maintain/repair.

*Potential for Cost-Sharing?*
High potential for cost sharing among various agencies.

*Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*
Technical assistance and education on environmental permits will likely have no significant change on emergency response and recovery costs.

*Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*
No change.

*Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?*
None.

*Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?*
Technical assistance and education on environmental permits will likely have no significant negative effect on floodplain development.

*Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*
Technical assistance and education on environmental permits will likely have no significant negative effect on State flood responsibility.

Environmental Considerations

*Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?*
Technical assistance and education on environmental permits could have a positive impact on physical processes and ecological functions.

*Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?*
None.

*Permitting Considerations?*
Technical assistance and education on environmental permits can help facilitate the permitting process.

*Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?*
Technical assistance and education on environmental permits can help prevent non-permitted actions from occurring.

Social Considerations

*Contribution to Public Safety?*
This management action is not likely to directly affect public safety.
Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
   Technical assistance and education on environmental permits is not likely to provide benefits to water supply, recreation or open space.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
   Technical assistance and education on environmental permits is anticipated to be well received and therefore, the likelihood of implementation is high.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
   None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
   None.

Climate Change Adaptability
   None.
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Develop and implement Corridor Management Strategy

ID       MA-102

Description

Problem

Obtaining permits and clearances for repair, replacement, and ongoing maintenance of SPFC features is a costly, complicated, and lengthy process; SPFC features encompass critical habitat and migration corridors for many listed and endangered species, and remaining riparian vegetation represents a small percent of what historically existed. The State-federal flood protection system in the Central Valley represents, as a whole, an antiquated system that is being asked to serve needs not contemplated when its structures, levees, and channels were built, and when they were cobbled together over 50 years ago to form the SPFC. Further, legacy issues exist in design and construction; some SPFC features have passed or are nearing the end of their design life. A new approach in managing the SPFC is required if today's needs are to be served.

Desired Outcome

An effective and sustainable water management system through integration of public safety, water supply, and ecosystem function.

Methodology

Identify discrete portions of the SPFC ("corridors"); assess existing channel habitat and geomorphology and identify how the channel could be better managed in terms of public safety, water supply, and ecological function; and develop long-term management plans for these corridors (including a prioritized list of needed repairs and/or new construction; areas identified for ecosystem restoration opportunities; a long-term routine maintenance plan; permits and clearances for nearer term repair/construction and routine maintenance (long term); performance measures for public safety, water supply and the ecosystem; a monitoring and reporting plan evaluating success in meeting performance measures); and an adaptive management plan. Modifications to the corridor and ongoing maintenance will be designed to manage for flow (peak for public safety, and non-peak for reliability in water supply) and improved ecosystem function. SPFC proponents, along with State, federal, and local permitting agencies, local maintaining agencies, and representatives from local communities served by the corridor, should all be a part of the process when corridor management plans are developed, so the critical needs of all entities either responsible for, or served by, the corridor can be considered in the process and appropriate solutions designed to address the various needs, system performance criteria, and permitting requirements.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

- Improve Operations and Maintenance
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Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

- Improve Flood Risk Management
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
- Promote Ecosystem Functions
- Improve Institutional Support
- Promote Multi-Benefit Projects

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)

Retained.

Advantages

- Approach supports managing corridors in a sustainable and integrated manner, serving multiple needs.
- Permitting time and cost lower in long-term.
- Long-term permitting for maintenance can allow for more swift repairs before sites become larger, which is less costly, and better for the environment and public safety.
- Ongoing monitoring and reporting to evaluate success in meeting performance measures will support adaptive management of the system.

Disadvantages

- Increased upfront cost for pre-planning.
- Communication with multiple groups with diverse interests will be required for success.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)

Medium. CMPs require adequate funding to develop. Implementation of the plans, which constitute other management actions, will have varying capital costs.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Decrease. Long-term management plans for maintenance can allow for more swift repairs before sites become larger, which is less costly, and better for the environment and public safety.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?

High potential for cost sharing among various agencies with responsibilities for ecosystem planning and flood system operations and maintenance.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)

Would decrease emergency cost through more proactive integrated efforts that define processes and responses during emergency situations by allowing for more for more maintenance work to be accomplished and reduce the impact of emergency efforts significantly over the entire system.
**Permitting**

*Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*
Once implemented would allow for more maintenance work to be accomplished and reduce the impact of flood flows significantly over the entire system.

*Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?*
Once implemented would allow for more maintenance work to be accomplished and greater opportunity to swiftly respond to maintenance needs, thereby reducing the impact of flood flows impact on infrastructure significantly over the entire system.

*Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?*
CMS will help to direct land development projects toward areas where they will have the least impact on both flood management and habitat conservation goals.

*Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*
CMS will likely have no significant negative effect on State flood responsibility. More effective coordination between agencies could improve the ability to meet our flood responsibilities.

**Environmental Considerations**

*Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?*
Use of long-term plans could allow for mitigation that allows for enhancement of corridors for improved ecological functions by implementing mitigation in larger consolidated areas, in advance of impacts, and in more suitable areas than with piecemeal mitigation.

*Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?*
None.

*Permitting Considerations?*
Improved and expedited permitting for future projects.

*Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?*
Impacts associated with flood system O&M could be reduced because O&M would be better facilitated and avoidance measures or mitigation efforts better coordinated.

**Social Considerations**

*Contribution to Public Safety?*
Promotes consistent and sustainable operations and maintenance of the flood protection work and thereby reduces the risk of floods.

*Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?*
A CMS could provide opportunities to improve water quality, increase open space, and manage recreation in ways that are compatible with the overall CVFPP goals.
Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Other strategies are being developed and they are being viewed as valuable approaches for providing multiple benefits on specific reaches including flood management and improved ecosystem function.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
None.

Climate Change Adaptability
Improved maintenance capability through a CMS could provide for maintaining or increasing capacities within the river corridor to allow for expected increase in runoff and flow due to climate change.
11.0 Finance and Revenue

MA-059: Maximize funding for flood management projects by leveraging federal funding

MA-060: Leverage funding from multiple projects to improve cost- effectiveness and efficiency of flood management projects

MA-062: Develop funding mechanisms for O&M and new flood management improvements

MA-096: Establish a methodology for evaluating benefits and costs on a systemwide basis to support economic justification for projects in all community settings

MA-098: Create a shared strategic pooled money account that pre-funds avoidance/mitigation solutions for O&M impacts on current and future flood facilities

MA-099: Create a strategic pooled money account that provides funds for land stewardship activities at current and future flood-related mitigation areas in perpetuity
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Maximize funding for flood management projects by leveraging federal funding

ID MA-059

Description

Problem
Current local, State, and federal funding mechanisms are not adequate to sustain effective flood management.

Desired Outcome
Maximized available funding for flood management projects.

Methodology
Projects could be planned and developed specifically to leverage funding from multiple federal sources, including the FEMA, NFIP, USFWS, U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and the USACE. This might include development of multi-benefit projects that leverage funding for a variety of federal project purposes (flood risk reduction, environmental restoration, hazard mitigation, water supply, water quality, recreation, hydropower, and others), or development of projects that incorporate both structural and nonstructural actions addressing flood risk reduction as well as mitigation once flooding occurs.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)

Retained.

Advantages

• Low cost to implement for the potential benefits gained.
• More federal funding could reduce the impact on level of State funding necessary to carry out the necessary flood projects.
• Ability to leverage additional benefits (other than just flood control).
• Little to no cost or risk.
• Potential for projects to “self-mitigate”, reducing regulatory (permitting) time and effort.
• Potential for a continuous, reliable funding mechanism for flood system maintenance.
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Disadvantages

- Federal cost-sharing percentage for flood management has decreased over the past decade.
- May require changes to federal cost-sharing laws or appropriations to realize significant benefits.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Low cost to implement.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Federal cost sharing has been decreased from 75 to 65% in recent years; even if projects are formulated specifically to promote federal interests, federal appropriations may remain low.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
No direct effects, but protection of public infrastructure could be improved over the long-term if more funding is made available to improve the flood management system. Faster improvement of flood management facilities would reduce the infrastructure damage.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effect, but improvements to the flood management system and level of protection provided could encourage additional floodplain development.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No direct effects, provided flood management improvement projects do not expand State flood responsibilities.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
None.

Permitting Considerations?
None.
Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
No direct effects, but increased funding for improvements (and development of sustained, reliable funding) would result in a flood management system that provides greater public safety.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
No direct effects.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Potential for broad public support through more efficient use of local funding; may require changes to laws or regulations at a federal level (cost sharing and/or appropriations); may require new local, State, or federal programs.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
None.

Climate Change Adaptability
None.
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Leverage funding from multiple projects to improve cost-effectiveness and efficiency of flood management projects

ID MA-060

Description

Problem
There are often numerous projects occurring simultaneously in the same region, all of which include planning, design, permitting, and mitigation, and construction activities independent of each other. This could result in duplicate efforts, excess use of resources, and the potential for missed opportunities to provide mutual benefits.

Desired Outcome
Improved cost effectiveness and financial feasibility of individual flood management projects by consolidating projects on a regional or systemwide level.

Methodology
Align new multi-benefit projects, such as setback levees, with other existing or planned projects (such as roads, highways, or environmental restoration projects) to leverage funding from multiple agencies and jurisdictions, increase construction and maintenance efficiency, combine mitigation efforts, and accomplish multiple objectives. Consolidating and coordinating planning and design activities could increase cost effectiveness, highlight opportunities to provide mutual benefits or multiple benefits beyond those planned as part of individual projects, improve the effectiveness and sustainability of mitigation activities, and leverage funding and implementation support from multiple sources.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal:
• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s):
• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained):
Retained.

Advantages
• Low cost to implement for the potential benefits gained like shared data and information and eliminating duplications.
• Potential to improve cost effectiveness of improvements.
• Ability to leverage additional benefits out of projects.
• Potential for formerly single-purpose projects to “self-mitigate”, reducing regulatory (permitting) time and effort.
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- Projects with multiple benefits projects are much more likely to be implemented than single-purpose projects.

Disadvantages
- Will require coordination across multiple agencies and jurisdictions.
- If one aspect of a multi-purpose project is legally challenged, all components are at risk of not moving forward.
- Requirements and criteria make it difficult to partner with federal agencies.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Low cost to implement.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
O&M costs could decrease with integrated projects as opposed to multiple single-purpose projects pursued in isolation.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Projects that provide regional benefits and address the interests of multiple partners may be more cost-effective and successful in generating funding from a variety of sources. Utilizing all various sources of data and information could reduce the cost of a study or project. The size of a project also affects USACE calculation of cost-benefit ratios.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
No direct effects on public infrastructure; however, flood management projects that incorporate improvements to transportation or other public infrastructure may provide increased funding opportunities.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effect, but improvements to the flood management system and level of protection provided could encourage additional floodplain development.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Key physical processes and ecosystem functions could be rehabilitated by combining funding requests of ecosystem restoration projects with flood management projects, increasing the likelihood for funding of both.


**Finance and Revenue**

*Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?*
  None.

*Permitting Considerations?*
  None.

*Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?*
  None.

**Social Considerations**

*Contribution to Public Safety?*
  No direct effects, but increased funding for improvements would result in a flood management system that provides greater public safety.

*Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?*
  Integrated projects may be able to provide multiple benefits.

*Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?*
  Potential for broad public support; would require increased coordination at State, federal, and regional levels.

**Technical Considerations**

*Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?*
  None.

*Effect on Residual Risk?*
  None.

*Climate Change Adaptability*
  None.
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Develop funding mechanisms for O&M and new flood management improvements

ID MA-062

Description

Problem
Current local and State funding mechanisms are not sufficient in many cases to adequately sustain effective flood management. Investment in flood management has declined in recent years at all levels of government. Public funds available through various State grant, loan, and bond programs have helped bridge funding gaps for many local improvement projects. However, funding for these State programs has varied over time and is limited by budget constraints and political subjectivity. Federal cost sharing for flood management projects dropped from 75 percent to 65 percent in recent years. Further, local entities are often responsible for funding large portions of projects that provide significant regional or statewide benefits (economic, social, and cultural benefits).

Desired Outcome
Sustainable funding for flood system O&M and new flood management improvements.

Methodology
There are many opportunities for funding flood management actions and improvements outside of traditional taxes, bond funding, and grants. Alternate sources of funding should be considered for flood project implementation, including non-governmental organizations, local or regional funding groups, or recreation fees. For example, there may be opportunities to collect fees from areas that share in the regional or statewide benefits provided by a robust flood management system but do not directly receive flood protection. Studies that demonstrate the nexus between public benefits and beneficiaries could assist in determining funding mechanisms and sources. Benefits should be evaluated systemwide, regionally, and for the entire State.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
- Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
- Improve Operations and Maintenance
- Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.
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Advantages

• Sustainable funding would provide real and lasting benefits to all aspects of flood management.
• Ability to leverage additional benefits (other than just flood control).
• Little to no cost or risk.
• Potential for projects to “self-mitigate”, reducing regulatory (permitting) time and effort.

Disadvantages

• May be difficult to change laws or regulations governing revenue generation.
• Sustainable funding is a significant issue now and will continue to be so into the future.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Low initial cost to implement

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
New or improved cost sharing mechanisms could be incorporated into this management action.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Improving O&M could contribute to a decrease in emergency response and recovery costs.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No direct effects; improving O&M could improve the reliability of the flood management system, indirectly reducing flood fighting.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
No direct effects on public infrastructure.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effect.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to decrease State flood responsibility if O&M is more cost effective.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
None.
Finance and Revenue

Permitting Considerations?
None.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
High potential to reduce conflicts between O&M and environmental values.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
No direct effects, but improving O&M could contribute to improving public safety.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Jurisdictional and institutional roles and responsibilities would need to be established, depending on the mechanism; may require changes to existing laws or regulations governing funding and revenue generation for O&M and other flood management activities.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
No direct effects.

Climate Change Adaptability
No direct effects.
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Establish a methodology for evaluating benefits and costs on a systemwide basis to support economic justification for projects in all community settings

ID MA-096

Description

Problem
Existing criteria for determining a cost-benefit analysis of projects is very rigid. Some benefits that do not have an obvious monetary value may be excluded. In addition, if only the benefits to the immediate project area are determined, and not the benefits to the system as a whole, a project may be evaluated as having less benefits than it actually has.

Desired Outcome
Cost-benefit analyses that show benefits to both the immediate area and systemwide and that evaluate benefits that do not have an obvious monetary value.

Methodology
Develop a new set of State criteria that is more inclusive and looks at all benefits for both the immediate area and the system as a whole. Methods to determine value of benefits that do not have an obvious monetary value should be developed.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal

• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)

• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages

• Looks at projects on a systemwide basis.
• Gives more value to areas that had traditionally been undervalued, such as agricultural areas.

Disadvantages

• Assigning a monetary value to a benefit that doesn't necessarily have an obvious monetary value can be difficult and the results may seem artificial.
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Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Medium. Criteria need to be developed and training needs to take place before cost-benefit analysis can begin.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
State and local cost sharing opportunities.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
No change.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
None.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
None.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to increase State flood responsibility if more projects are completed, due to new criteria.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
None.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
None.

Permitting Considerations?
None.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
None.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
None.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.
**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
This management action would have a lot of support from communities that feel like they have traditionally been undervalued.

**Technical Considerations**

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
None.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
None.

**Climate Change Adaptability**
None.
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Create a shared strategic pooled money account that pre-funds avoidance/mitigation solutions for O&M impacts on current and future flood facilities

ID MA-098

Description
Problem
Lack of funding can curtail effective environmental mitigation for routine O&M of the flood management system. One view holds that the current process for obtaining permits and mitigating potential O&M impacts can exceed the budgets and resources of some maintaining agencies. Most maintaining agencies have limited funding sources and some have expressed that they are spending an increasingly larger portion of their operating budget and time obtaining permits, often involving coordination with multiple agencies, to perform required maintenance activities. Others contend that traditional O&M funding mechanisms were established during a time when maintenance activities were less sensitive to environmental impacts and did not consider the costs associated with O&M today. The concept of sustainable and equitable funding for flood protection system O&M in perpetuity is very important. Currently, there are many shapes and sizes of maintaining agencies. Each entity has its own challenges in obtaining funding.

Desired Outcome
Improved efficiency and cost-effectiveness of flood system O&M and associated mitigation.

Methodology
When cost estimating is completed for a repair project or ongoing O&M activity, sufficient funds should be set aside for environmental mitigation. Funding and consultation for mitigation and O&M activities could be combined if planned in the early stages of a project. Creating a shared bank or other financial mechanism that pre-funds both O&M and mitigation would help improve the efficiency and cost effectiveness of both activities, and ensure that lack of funding does not hamper achievement of mitigation goals. Funding of larger pooled mitigation areas with a single permit is more cost effective than obtaining several permits for individual sites.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.
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Advantages

• Low cost to implement and maintain over time.
• Potential long-term benefits to both flood management and environmental sustainability.
• Can streamline permitting process and save money to put towards mitigation activities.

Disadvantages

• May be difficult to delineate jurisdictional responsibilities and identify appropriate institution to manage the strategic pooled money account.
• Strategic pooled money account may not be sustainable without changes to maintaining agencies revenue generation.

Economic Considerations

Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)
Low initial cost to implement.

Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Could potentially decrease annual O&M costs by improving efficiency.

Potential for Cost-Sharing?
Potential for cost-sharing via federal funding or State grant funds.

Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Improving O&M could contribute to a decrease in emergency response and recovery costs.

Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Improving O&M could contribute to a decreased in flood fighting.

Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?
No direct effects on public infrastructure.

Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?
No direct effects.

Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)
Potential to reduce State flood responsibility by improving the cost effectiveness of O&M.

Environmental Considerations

Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?
Improving funding mechanisms for mitigation could improve the cost-effectiveness of mitigation activities throughout the flood management system.

Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?
None.
Permitting Considerations?
Potential to streamline the permitting process and lower costs.

Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?
High potential to reduce conflicts between O&M and environmental values through avoidance actions.

Social Considerations

Contribution to Public Safety?
No direct effects, but improving O&M could contribute to improving public safety.

Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?
None.

Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?
Jurisdictional and institutional roles and responsibilities would need to be established; appropriate management and oversight for the strategic pooled money account would need to be identified; may require changes to existing laws or regulations governing funding for O&M and other flood management activities.

Technical Considerations

Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?
None.

Effect on Residual Risk?
None.

Climate Change Adaptability
None.
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Create a strategic pooled money account that provides funds for land stewardship activities at current and future flood-related mitigation areas in perpetuity

ID MA-099

Description

Problem
Agencies maintaining some mitigation areas are unable to pay for the maintenance of the habitat that has been created in response to mitigation requirements for flood control facilities. Future projects could need alternatives for funding sources for land stewardship on the mitigation areas proposed by regulatory agencies. Mitigation is not a one-time expense and needs proper planning for ongoing maintenance of mitigation areas to be funded.

Desired Outcome
Improved funding for maintenance of flood system land stewardship activities and associated mitigation areas.

Methodology
When cost estimating is completed for a land stewardship activity, sufficient funds should be set aside for ongoing maintenance of mitigation lands. Creating a strategic pooled money account or other financial mechanism that pre-funds land stewardship activities would help improve the efficiency and cost effectiveness, and ensure that lack of funding does not hamper achievement of land stewardship goals.

Contributes Significantly to CVFPP Goal
• Improve Institutional Support

Potentially Contributes to CVFPP Goal(s)
• Improve Operations and Maintenance
• Promote Ecosystem Functions
• Improve Institutional Support

Recommendations (Retained/Not Retained)
Retained.

Advantages
• Low cost to implement and maintain over time.
• Potential long-term benefits to both flood management and environmental sustainability.
Appendix A: Management Action Descriptions

Disadvantages

- May be difficult to delineate jurisdictional responsibilities and identify appropriate institution to manage the strategic pooled money account.
- Strategic pooled money account may not be sustainable without changes to maintaining agency revenue generation.

Economic Considerations

*Capital Cost? (High, Medium, Low)*
Low initial cost to implement.

*Annual Cost to Operate/Maintain/Repair? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*
No direct effects.

*Potential for Cost-Sharing?*
Potential for cost-sharing via federal funding or State grant funds.

*Emergency Response and Recovery Costs? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*
No direct effects.

+Flood Fighting Cost? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*
No direct effects.

*Effect on Damage to Critical Infrastructure?*
No change.

*Effect on Floodplain and Economic Development?*
No change.

*Effect on State Flood Responsibility? (Increase, Decrease, or No Change)*
No change.

Environmental Considerations

*Potential to Rehabilitate Key Physical Processes and Ecological Functions?*
No change.

*Potential for Adverse Environmental Impacts?*
None.

*Permitting Considerations?*
None. The lack of a funding for land stewardship at mitigation lands has often stalled acceptance of these lands by regulatory agencies who require fully protected lands as part of the their permit conditions. Creating a strategic pooled money account could facilitate approval(s) of future mitigation lands.

*Opportunity to Reduce the Adverse Environmental Impacts Associated With Operation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Repairs of Flood Management System?*
None.
Social Considerations

**Contribution to Public Safety?**
None.

**Potential to Provide Other Benefits (Water Supply, Recreation, or Open Space)?**
None.

**Likelihood of Implementation (Politically, Institutionally, and Culturally Acceptable)?**
Jurisdictional and institutional roles and responsibilities would need to be established; appropriate management and oversight for the strategic pooled money account would need to be identified; may require changes to existing laws or regulations governing funding for land stewardship and maintaining mitigation areas.

Technical Considerations

**Potential for Redirected Hydraulic Impacts?**
None.

**Effect on Residual Risk?**
None.

**Climate Change Adaptability:**
None.
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Appendix B: Considerations for Management Actions Applicability

Phase 2 of the 2012 Central Valley Flood Protection Plan (CVFPP) development process (1) identified management actions that contribute to the CVFPP goals, and (2) addressed identified flood management problems in the Systemwide Planning Area, including any identified improvements to the State Plan of Flood Control. Appendix A documents the evaluation of the economic, environmental, technical, and social consideration of the identified management actions.

This appendix summarizes the considerations associated with the application of the identified management actions within different community settings, and the integration of environmental, water supply, and other benefits into management actions that primarily focus on improving flood management. These considerations were generated through publicly noticed workshops as part of Phase 2 of the 2012 CVFPP development process.

Phase 2 of the 2012 CVFPP development process included communications and engagement activities to support compilation of potential management actions and definition of evaluation methods and screening criteria. Engagement opportunities in this phase included Regional Management Actions Work Group meetings, public workshops, and technically focused Topic Work Group meetings.

Two rounds of publicly noticed workshops were held to support the identification and evaluation of management actions. The first round included review and refinement of the management actions evaluations and descriptions included in Appendix A. The second round focused on evaluating the applicability of management actions to different community settings and on opportunities to integrate environmental, water supply, and other benefits. Round 2 workshops included three community application workshops and one integration workshop.

The purpose of this appendix is to summarize and document the information generated during the second round of Phase 2 workshops. The information presented in the following tables document workshop input and may not be comprehensive. The data and information gathered in the
workshops will continue to be developed to support regional and systemwide solutions in Phase 3 and 4 of the CVFPP development.

Considerations for Community Application

Round 2 workshops included three community application workshops that discussed the applicability of management actions to different community settings and how they might best be applied therein. The three community settings are:

- **Small Communities** – Developed areas, such as a city, town, or settlement, outside urban and urbanizing areas in which there are fewer than 10,000 residents.

- **Rural/Agricultural Areas** – Predominantly agriculturally based areas with dispersed settlements outside towns and cities.

- **Urban Areas** – Predominantly developed areas in which there are 10,000 residents or more and urbanizing areas planned or anticipated to have 10,000 residents or more within 10 years.

For each community setting, the following considerations were discussed:

- **Compatibilities** – Ways in which management actions within a category/subcategory are suitable or applicable with a specific community setting (Rural/Agricultural, Small Communities, or Urban).

- **Conditions that Support Implementation** – Physical, geographical, and other conditions that would need to be associated with a specific community setting to support application or use of management actions to reduce flood risk.

- **Implementation Challenges** – Obstacles, barriers, or impacts that might need to be overcome or alleviated for this specific community setting to successfully implement management actions.

- **Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges** – Steps that can be taken to overcome or alleviate implementation challenges.

Tables B-1, B-2, and B-3 summarize the information from the Rural/Agricultural Areas workshop, the Small Communities workshop, and the Urban Areas workshop, respectively.
Table B-1. Management Actions Applicability Considerations from the Rural/Agricultural Workshop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category</th>
<th>Compatibilities with Rural/Agricultural Areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Subcategory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Floodplain and Reservoir Storage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Floodplain Storage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compatibilities with Rural/Agricultural Areas</th>
<th>Conditions that Support Implementation</th>
<th>Implementation Challenges</th>
<th>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Could increase level of flood protection for some downstream and adjacent rural/agricultural areas. Increased flood protection can help preserve certain types of agricultural land uses and productivity. Could augment local water supplies through groundwater recharge. There may be opportunities for improved conveyance in the system associated with floodplain storage sites.</td>
<td>Large areas connected to historical floodways without rural/agricultural development. Minimal infrastructure and urban development. Groundwater overdraft conditions and/or local supply needs.</td>
<td>Can disrupt agricultural practices, especially for permanent crops. If land is taken out of production, loss of tax base and potential impact on regional agricultural viability. If land remains in production, debris and sediment removal, restoration of agricultural infrastructure, and other cleanup potentially required. Potential impacts to adjacent rural/agricultural lands and uses and potential for future agricultural development. It is not easy to cordon off specific areas for transitory flooding. Impacts of &quot;nuisance&quot; flooding to restoration projects, habitat, agricultural operations, and infrastructure.</td>
<td>Provide flood easements to compensate for changes in agricultural production, crop types, etc. Incorporate/integrate recreation or other rural/agricultural benefits. Promote agricultural practices and crops compatible with floodways and temporary flooding. Post-flood recovery programs to assist in cleanup. Promote safe harbor agreements. Promote fair, equitable, and affordable funding mechanisms for rural areas. Create berms around the areas that should not be flooded. Consider opportunities for partnerships, such as having transitory storage on U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service refuges. Construct flood relief structure to eliminate overflows (nuisance flooding), when river is below flood stage (e.g., Butte Basin Flood Relief Structure, 3Bs).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Table B-1. Management Actions Applicability Considerations from the Rural/Agricultural Workshop (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category •Subcategory</th>
<th>Compatibilities with Rural/Agricultural Areas</th>
<th>Conditions that Support Implementation</th>
<th>Implementation Challenges</th>
<th>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additional Floodplain and Reservoir Storage  • Reservoir Storage</td>
<td>Could increase level of flood protection for downstream rural/agricultural areas. Increased flood protection can help preserve certain types of agricultural land uses and productivity. Reservoir storage may provide a climate change mitigation benefit (water supply, protection of species, etc.).</td>
<td>Requires downstream control structures. Requires suitable downstream channel conditions. Areas with minimal community development. Off-stream storage more suitable in areas with minimal community development. On-stream storage would be located in upper watersheds where development is less likely to be present.</td>
<td>Can impact downstream channel conditions, such as aggradations due to reduced channel flows. Can disrupt downstream neighbor (District) operations if coordinated operations are limited by water control manuals not intended for systemwide operations. Limited financial resources within rural/agricultural communities. Financing challenges based on beneficiaries and State and federal cost-sharing arrangements. Water rights constraints on how reservoir water is used and how flows are allocated. Requirements to maintain flows for fisheries may constrain reservoir operations.</td>
<td>Achieve systemwide coordinated operations through flood operations agreements. Promote fair, equitable, and affordable funding mechanisms for rural areas. Promote greater financial incentives that are available for multi-benefit projects. Consider systemwide benefits for storage projects, water supply, flood protection, and ecosystem benefits, to improve cost-sharing options.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table B-1. Management Actions Applicability Considerations from the Rural/Agricultural Workshop (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category</th>
<th>Compatibilities with Rural/Agricultural Areas</th>
<th>Conditions that Support Implementation</th>
<th>Implementation Challenges</th>
<th>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storage Operations</td>
<td>Could increase level of flood protection for rural/agricultural areas. Increased flood protection can help preserve certain types of agricultural land uses and productivity. Changes to objective releases can support climate change adaptation by helping with water supply that might be lost to climate change. Greater flexibility in releases provides greater flexibility for water storage. Flexibility in releases can help address some water quality and temperature issues.</td>
<td>Requires suitable downstream channel conditions.</td>
<td>Institutional structures and water control manuals currently in place are insufficient to support coordinated operations between upstream reservoirs and downstream systems that could result in unintended impacts. Increasing flood storage has the potential to impact water supply reliability. Changes to objective releases could impact lands adjacent to downstream channels. Increasing maximum flows might result in an increase in agricultural land flooding. Changes to objective releases could impact downstream channel conditions, such as aggradations due to reduced channel flows. Changes in releases can often impact seepage along the channels in rural areas. Advanced forecasting technology is not completely integrated into operations decisions. Late season storms can cause uncontrollable flows out of a system if too much water is in the reservoirs. Requirements to maintain flows for fisheries may constrain reservoir operations.</td>
<td>Offset potential supply impacts with conjunctive use or similar water management actions. Combine release changes with downstream channel improvements as appropriate. Increasing objective releases may require an expansion of the floodway. Combine storage operations with updates to water control manuals to include systemwide operations criteria, as appropriate. Combine storage operations with new policies that address coordinating operations among local, State, and federal institutions. Implement advanced weather forecast-based operations to increase reservoir management flexibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood Protection System Modification</td>
<td>Each type of system modification management actions would provide increased level of protection to rural/agricultural areas. New or improved levees that do not expand existing footprint preserve all agricultural production and related practices. Strengthening levees reduces the risk of levee failure; reduces operations and maintenance costs. Ring levees for major facilities, such as rice processing facilities, can be a cost-effective option. Setback levees can reduce long-term operations and maintenance associated with erosion and other river processes. Setback levees could allow for aquatic and terrestrial habitat improvement. Setback levees could improve reservoir storage and management options.</td>
<td>Costs may be high (applies to all system modifications management actions). Potentially increased environmental permitting and mitigation costs (applies to all system modifications management actions). For new or improved levees, land may be required for increased levee footprint. Setting up a ring levee may create a burden for small communities who are left to pay the operations and maintenance costs. Ring levees may encourage building in the floodplain. Ring levees may detract from the proper maintenance of the existing levees. Setback levees encroach on farm lands. Setback levees can result in ponding around the levees that could drain into groundwater and impact its quality. The cost/ratio requirements established by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers are a funding challenge. Buyouts need to take into account not just market value but also the public value of the land (e.g., the agricultural benefit of the land and other values). Restoration projects between setback levee and river do not have economic incentives to remove debris after a flood event to maintain the carrying capacity of the floodway.</td>
<td>Leverage funding from multiple projects to receive flood benefits as part of larger, regional projects. Promote greater financial incentives that are available for multi-benefit projects. Promote fair, equitable, and affordable funding mechanisms for rural areas. Provide easements to compensate for changes in land uses. Increase funding for flood management projects by leveraging State and federal funding. Ensure/Require adequate funding for continued maintenance and operation, including debris removal, of restoration sites to maintain the carrying capacity of the floodway. Help maintain the carrying capacity through agricultural operations in the floodway, providing economic incentives to remove debris after a flood event. Develop a rural levee modification process containing different standards than those for urban areas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category Subcategory</td>
<td>Compatibilities with Rural/Agricultural Areas</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations and Maintenance</td>
<td>Compatibility with floodplain processes would help to reduce the demand of operations and maintenance and improve its efficiency.</td>
<td>Application of specific management actions is site specific.</td>
<td>The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers policy limiting vegetation on levees has implementation challenges related to endangered species. Maintaining aspects of the system to their original design may no longer be adequate. There are operations and maintenance challenges associated with compliance with Clean Water Act regulations relative to heavy metals. Mercury, copper, and other metals need to be dealt with realistically. There are new Clean Water Act Section 401 requirements dealing with disturbance related to development projects (not within the levee system) that may influence operations and maintenance activities. Sediment transport and deposition can be challenges to operations and maintenance, depending on whether flows are designed to convey sediment or not. There is a disconnect between sediment transport and water transport. Loss of habitat is a challenge. There are no clear local objectives for operations and maintenance. Funding sources for maintaining levees.</td>
<td>Apply permit and approval processes appropriate for each project, with consideration for the entire flood system. Develop programmatic environmental permits should be developed. Promote fair, equitable, and affordable funding mechanisms for rural areas. Explore mitigation banking opportunities in response to flood maintenance activities and needs. Identify opportunities for the beneficial reuse of sediment. Clarify the responsibilities for operations and maintenance. On the San Joaquin River, clarify who is responsible for channel maintenance; on the Sacramento River, clarify who is responsible for erosion. Develop regional vegetation management plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category &amp; Subcategory</td>
<td>Compatibilities with Rural/Agricultural Areas</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecosystem Functions</td>
<td>Agricultural lands provide protection for habitat areas. Ecosystem functions can be an economic driver by bringing new activities into the community. Ecosystem projects may be able to improve overall flood risk reduction, increase water management options, and promote sustainability through integration of public safety and environmental stewardship. Ecosystem restoration provides buffers for agriculture including filtering agricultural runoff (pesticides, fertilizers) before entering waterways and catches flood debris in restoration areas-preventing debris from being deposited onto agricultural lands.</td>
<td>Managing agricultural lands for wildlife benefits may be difficult while maintaining a profitable agribusiness. Floodplain restoration in rural areas could require willing participation from landowners, which may be difficult to obtain. Accumulation of vegetation in certain areas, particularly on or near levees, can cause problems in wildlife areas not well maintained. Vegetation management may cause mitigation challenges. Public acquisition of private lands reduces property tax revenue for local government. Ecosystem improvements that attract new populations of listed species may make operations and maintenance more difficult without safe harbor agreements. Increases in habitat may decrease the total amount or types of agriculture in the region. Roles, responsibilities, and funding for long-term maintenance of restoration sites.</td>
<td>Develop guidelines that balance habitat and ecosystem goals with that of agricultural preservation. Develop land, levee, and channel management plans for ecosystem enhancement areas. Link water security with ecosystem functions. Focus on corridor management. Create a unified vision on how to manage the system that involves both the waterway and species' habitats. Focus on multi-species management plans rather than single-species management plans. Consider compensation for other impacts beyond those from Endangered Species Act mitigation. Promote safe harbor agreements. Integrate existing agricultural land/practices into restoration efforts. Ensure/Require adequate funding for continued maintenance and operation, including debris removal, of restoration sites to maintain the carrying capacity of the floodway. Provide flood easements to compensate for changes in land uses, agricultural production, crop types, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category</td>
<td>Compatibilities with Rural/Agricultural Areas</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ecosystem Functions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Consider integrating habitat improvement with duck club activities. Provide incentives and assurances to landowners where restoration occurs, to address impacts to those landowners. Assurances could include having buffers inside restoration property or not increasing the footprint of restoration areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Floodplain Management</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Implement policy and regulations management actions that encourage compatible land uses with floodplain function. Acquire flood easements rather than fee title easements to preserve tax revenues and land ownership within families. Annual (as opposed to lump-sum) payments may provide greater incentives for private landowner participation. Use conservation easements to maintain land uses compatible with floodplains. Increase funding for flood management projects by leveraging State and federal funding. New economic opportunities related to increased recreation that occurs on public lands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Easements/ Acquisitions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Insurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Subcategory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide increased level of protection to rural/agricultural areas. Overall improved protection of lives and property over the long term. Increased flexibility for habitat restoration.</td>
<td>Minimal agricultural, infrastructure, and urban development. Buyouts would need to occur where discrete areas of land are cordoned off effectively to make them useful from a flood control system perspective.</td>
<td>Increased maintenance costs to separate habitat from invasive species. Funding for long-term operations and maintenance and managing ecosystem areas for perpetuity. Increase cost for debris removal from restoration sites, after flood events, to maintain the carrying capacity of the floodway while not damaging the restored habitat.</td>
<td>Implement policy and regulations management actions that encourage compatible land uses with floodplain function. Acquire flood easements rather than fee title easements to preserve tax revenues and land ownership within families. Annual (as opposed to lump-sum) payments may provide greater incentives for private landowner participation. Use conservation easements to maintain land uses compatible with floodplains. Increase funding for flood management projects by leveraging State and federal funding. New economic opportunities related to increased recreation that occurs on public lands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category • Subcategory</td>
<td>Compatibilities with Rural/Agricultural Areas</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Floodplain Management</strong> • Insurance/ Risk Awareness</td>
<td>Provide increased level of protection to rural/agricultural areas. Overall improved protection of lives and property over the long term. Insurance may be more cost-effective option for some small communities.</td>
<td>Relatively shallow flood depths; slow rate of rise of flood water; low velocity flood waters. Wet flood-proofing can be appropriate for certain types of agricultural structures located in wide, expansive floodplains. Infrastructure types that can be protected using dry flood-proofing measures.</td>
<td>Inconsistent requirements for flood insurance between rural and urban areas. Federal Emergency Management Agency Levee certification can impact insurance rates and post-flood recovery assistance. Use of different floodplain mapping data and methods.</td>
<td>Develop mandatory flood insurance programs that are more consistent with the area's risk of flooding. Coordinate and streamline floodplain mapping to improve consistency and community understanding of floodplain delineation and assessment of flood risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Floodplain Management</strong> • Flood-proofing</td>
<td>Provide increased level of protection to rural/agricultural areas. Overall improved protection of lives and property over the long term.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of funding. Local zoning regulations. Local economic considerations and cost to individual landowners/homeowners. Building standards adoption and enforcement can be challenging in rural areas due to resource limitations. There is a possibility of impacting neighbors by implementing flood-proofing on certain properties. Flood-proofing may not be practical to implement with regard to Federal Emergency Management Agency and other regulations. Transportation corridors for flooded lands.</td>
<td>Implement policy and regulations management actions that encourage compatible land uses with floodplain function. Use State and federal assistance programs to construct flood-proofing. Recommend regulatory changes to Federal Emergency Management Agency's regulations that are inconsistent with the State needs to continue appropriate economic activities in the floodplain. Provide flexibility in building/rebuilding agricultural structures. Mandate flood insurance in all areas in the floodplains, with rates adjusted according to level of risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category</td>
<td>Compatibilities with Rural/Agricultural Areas</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disaster Preparedness and Flood Warning</td>
<td>Improve speed and effectiveness of response to flood. Clear identification of flood fighting, emergency response, and recovery role. Could provide overall improved protection of lives and property over the long term.</td>
<td>Availability and accessibility of recovery equipment and materials, especially for communities that lack easy access to these materials. Consideration of geography and topography of the landscape in the emergency evacuation plans.</td>
<td>Limited funding and institutional capacity to create hazard communication plans, education outreach, or to create and adopt standard warning systems, procedures, and post-flood recovery plans without additional assistance. Confusion regarding flood-fight roles and responsibilities. Financially punitive regulations governing non-jurisdictional response. Lack of comprehensive mutual aid agreements covering flood response.</td>
<td>Promote a broader outreach about emergency plans and improved accessibility of flood control emergency plans. Promote fair, equitable, and affordable funding mechanisms for rural areas. Purchase and position flood-fighting materials in preparation for a flood event is especially important for rural communities whose Local Maintaining Agencies/reclamation districts may have the most difficulty procuring supplies under current conditions. Promote a broader outreach about emergency plans and improved accessibility of flood control emergency plans. Promote a planning template or guidance document for rural areas to assist with disaster preparedness and flood warning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category • Subcategory</td>
<td>Compatible with Rural/Agricultural Areas</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood Fighting, Emergency Response and Flood Recovery</td>
<td>Improve speed and effectiveness of response to flood. Clear identification of rural/agricultural flood fighting, emergency response and recovery role. Could provide overall improved protection of lives and property over the long term. Improved post-flood recovery plans and programs provide increased security and stability which can help sustain rural communities economic growth and stability.</td>
<td>Levees clear of obstacles (i.e., unmaintained/unpermitted encroachments, large woody vegetation, etc.) that otherwise could impair flood-fighting activities. Availability and accessibility of flood-fighting materials, including dewatering equipment, especially for communities that lack easy access to these materials.</td>
<td>Agricultural lands and rangelands are often considered a lower priority during a flood emergency and are frequently omitted from post-flood recovery operations due to lower flood risk compared to other land uses. Institutional capacity, resources, and coordination. Local flood contingency planning and regional response planning challenges (access, egress, warning, and communications). Critical infrastructure located within the floodplain. Limited understanding of pre-anticipated events (e.g., gradual failures) and not-anticipated events (e.g., sudden failures).</td>
<td>Provide adequate funding and identify appropriate means for reimbursement. Address policies and procedures that govern roles/responsibilities at federal, State, local level. Combine with land-use policy management actions that encourage compatible land uses with floodplain. Promote fair, equitable, and affordable funding mechanisms for rural areas. Provide simplified financial assistance programs. Streamline State, local, and federal permitting for flood fight and post-recovery rebuilding. Support agricultural operations that remove debris and repair damages after a flood event, as this also maintains the carrying capacity of the floodway. Implement immediate notification (reverse 911).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
<td>More opportunity for compatible land-use management in rural settings where land use not yet developed.</td>
<td>Current flood zone designations don’t reflect unique circumstances and characteristics of rural/agricultural areas. Clean Water Act and Endangered Species Act constraints.</td>
<td>Develop State program to share insurance costs, develop flood resilience measures, and comply with future building regulations for agricultural areas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B-1. Management Actions Applicability Considerations from the Rural/Agricultural Workshop (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category</th>
<th>Compatibilities with Rural/Agricultural Areas</th>
<th>Conditions that Support Implementation</th>
<th>Implementation Challenges</th>
<th>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Permitting</td>
<td>Management actions in this category are community-independent.</td>
<td>Smaller tax revenues limit funding for maintenance and repair activities. Many rural and agricultural areas have historically experienced difficulty securing federal funding because the value of local infrastructure and rural land uses do not outweigh the increasing cost of implementing flood-damage-reduction projects. Eliminating subsidies for structures that are repetitively damaged would be more difficult to implement in smaller communities with less resources.</td>
<td>Update benefit-cost ratios and other methods used by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and other agencies to evaluate and establish the value of agricultural areas to capture the multipurpose benefits of agriculture. Establish a methodology for evaluating benefits and costs on a systemwide basis to support economic justification for projects in all community settings.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category</td>
<td>Compatibilities with Small Communities</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Additional Floodplain and Reservoir Storage  
  - Floodplain Storage  
  • Floodplain Storage | Could augment local water supplies (through groundwater recharge). | Large areas connected to historical floodways without small community development or with small communities protected by ring levees. | If land is taken out of production, loss of local tax base and potential impact on community-based industries. Potential impacts to community’s adjacent lands and uses and potential for future community development. Political will is a major issue for transitory storage. | Provide flood easements to compensate for changes in adjacent land use.  
Incorporate/integrate recreation or other small community benefits. Promote post-flood recovery programs to assist in cleanup.  
Promote partnerships between urban areas/small communities and agricultural landowners to provide funding derived from the benefit of transitory storage could be created. |
| Additional Floodplain and Reservoir Storage  
  - Reservoir Storage | Provides multiple benefits, particularly around recreation opportunities. | Off-stream storage more suitable in areas with minimal community development. On-stream storage would be located in upper watersheds where development is less likely to be present. Requires downstream control structures and suitable downstream channel conditions. | Limited financial resources within small communities. Can impact downstream channel conditions, such as aggradations due to reduced channel flows. Requirements to maintain flows for fisheries may constrain reservoir operations. | Promote greater financial incentives that are available for multi-benefit projects.  
Combine release changes with downstream channel improvements, as appropriate. |
### Table B-2. Management Actions Applicability Considerations from the Small Communities Workshop (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category</th>
<th>Compatibilities with Small Communities</th>
<th>Conditions that Support Implementation</th>
<th>Implementation Challenges</th>
<th>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storage Operations</td>
<td>Provide increased level of protection to small communities.</td>
<td>Increasing objective releases could be limited by downstream channel capacity.</td>
<td>Changes to objective releases could impact downstream channel conditions, such as aggradations due to reduced channel flows, which could add unintended risk to small communities adjacent to these downstream channels. Institutional structures and water control manuals currently in place are insufficient to support coordinated operations between upstream reservoirs and downstream systems, which could result in unintended impacts to small communities. Requirements to maintain flows for fisheries may constrain reservoir operations.</td>
<td>Combine release changes with downstream channel improvements, as appropriate. Combine storage operations with updates to water control manuals to include systemwide operations criteria, as appropriate, that address coordinating operations among local, State, and federal institutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category • Subcategory</td>
<td>Compatibilities with Small Communities</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood Protection System Modification • Ring Levees</td>
<td>Practical solution to address protection needs for industrial zones. Borrow pits can provide an opportunity to create habitats. Including transportation corridors in a ring levee allows additional funding opportunities.</td>
<td>Small communities with compact, contiguous development. Requires suitable geotechnical conditions. Requires suitable topographic conditions. Dry ring levees constructed around the desired protected area are more efficient than “wet” levees.</td>
<td>Costs may be high for a small community to bear, such as operations and maintenance costs to maintain ring levee long term. Potential impacts to community land uses as a result of levee footprint. May preclude future community development/growth. Potential to isolate the community by impacting transportation corridors or utility infrastructure into/out of the community. Potential for redirected hydraulic impacts and environmental impacts. Ring levees may not meet National Flood Insurance Program criteria. Right-of-way acquisition can be difficult in many cases.</td>
<td>Leverage funding from multiple projects to receive flood benefits as part of larger, regional projects. Design levees with potential future expansion needs in mind. Provide easements to compensate for changes in land uses. Investigate if including all critical infrastructure for a “ringed” area will significantly increase cost. Investigate if U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Public Law 84-99 funding for non-project levees is available. Investigate running ring levees down property lines to help avoid subdividing individual parcels and lower acquisition costs and landowner objections.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Table B-2. Management Actions Applicability Considerations from the Small Communities Workshop (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category</th>
<th>Compatibilities with Small Communities</th>
<th>Conditions that Support Implementation</th>
<th>Implementation Challenges</th>
<th>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operations and Maintenance</td>
<td>Incorporation of habitat restoration into flood system improvements can help bring in federal funding.</td>
<td>Managing lands in floodplain for wildlife benefits might limit options for reducing flood risk to small communities in the floodplain. Floodplain restoration in areas near small communities could require willing participation from landowners, which may be difficult to obtain. Loss of agricultural land due to large-scale habitat conversion. In particular, habitat mitigation requires proximity to the project being mitigated. Large-scale habitat restoration efforts can overshadow small community mitigation needs.</td>
<td>Small communities are not usually the maintaining agency for their levees. Resources to maintain levees are held by larger levee maintenance districts/reclamation districts, and small communities are dependent on the levee maintenance districts/reclamation districts priorities. Homeowners in small communities pay relatively small assessment fees. Under U.S. Army Corps of Engineers current roles, if adjacent levee maintenance districts/ reclamation districts flood because one of them did not adequately perform operations and maintenance duties (even if the others did), all of them lose Public Law 84-99 status.</td>
<td>Establish more direct connection between small communities and levee maintenance districts/reclamation districts to distribute funding appropriately. Revise original agreements between the State and levee maintenance districts/reclamation districts to readjust the agreements, as necessary, including potential consolidation of levee maintenance districts/reclamation districts, to meet the needs of small communities and create consistent enforcement of operations and maintenance across adjacent areas. Create a shared strategic pooled money account that pre-funds operations and maintenance impacts on current and future flood facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecosystem Functions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Use nonstructural alternatives such as flood bypasses or transitory storage to meet the requirements for Public Law 84-99 funding. These types of projects provide both an ecosystem and flood protection benefit. Form partnerships between small communities and their urban neighbors to provide systemwide habitat benefits.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category</td>
<td>Compatibilities with Small Communities</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floodplain Management</td>
<td>Eliminate repetitively damaged structures. May improve open space areas in the community. Increased flexibility for habitat restoration.</td>
<td>More opportunity for compatible land-use management in small communities and non-urban settings where land use not yet developed. Applies primarily to agricultural areas. Although difficult to do en masse, acquisitions and buyouts may be the only reasonable solutions in select small communities.</td>
<td>Private property rights and water rights. Potential reduction in tax revenue. Not politically or publicly popular. Excessive costs of relocating an entire community make this action impractical and also negates the use of the community as a service center for surrounding areas.</td>
<td>Implement policy and regulations management actions that encourage compatible land uses with floodplain function. Leverage funding from multiple projects to receive flood benefits as part of larger, regional projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floodplain Management</td>
<td>In Congress, House of Representatives 5114 passed to remove National Flood Insurance Program insurance “grandfather” clauses. This could have a substantial negative effect on small communities. However, House of Representatives 5114 could allow states to insert their own proposals for modifications to the National Flood Insurance Program system.</td>
<td>Modify insurance programs to identify areas that could be insured without substantial federal investment. This could involve lobbying for changes to the National Flood Insurance Program.</td>
<td>Modify insurance programs to identify areas that could be insured without substantial federal investment. This could involve lobbying for changes to the National Flood Insurance Program.</td>
<td>Modify insurance programs to identify areas that could be insured without substantial federal investment. This could involve lobbying for changes to the National Flood Insurance Program.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table B-2. Management Actions Applicability Considerations from the Small Communities Workshop (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category</th>
<th>Compatibilities with Small Communities</th>
<th>Conditions that Support Implementation</th>
<th>Implementation Challenges</th>
<th>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Floodplain Management</td>
<td>Allows community to stay intact (avoids relocation or major infrastructure changes) and withstand periodic flooding. Can provide targeted protection of critical infrastructure (such as hospitals or emergency response facilities). Can be compatible with protection needs in small communities with slow or no growth.</td>
<td>Relatively shallow flood depths; slow rate of rise of flood water; low-velocity flood waters. Required for certain types of structures such as structures that must be located near water (docking, seafood processing, port facilities), accessory structures (parking structures, detached garages, storage facilities). Flood-proofing may be more efficient than other protection methods in small scattered communities.</td>
<td>Local zoning regulations. Building standards adoption and enforcement can be challenging in small communities due to resources limitations. Costs to landowners can be a barrier. May also require changes to infrastructure/utilities and common areas. Effect on structure exclusion from the National Flood Insurance Program if the cost of the improvements exceeds 50 percent of the structure’s value.</td>
<td>Implement policy and regulations management actions that encourage compatible land uses with floodplain function. Combine alternative flood-proofing techniques (wet/dry flood-proofing, elevation, relocation). Form partnership between the state and Federal Emergency Management Agency and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to provide funding for retrofitting of existing structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category • Subcategory</td>
<td>Compatibilities with Small Communities</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disaster Preparedness and Warning</td>
<td>Improve speed and effectiveness of response to flood in small communities. Preplanning for disaster preparedness could allow small communities to leverage agricultural resources in the area. Often, Levee Maintaining Agencies protecting large agricultural areas are also responsible for maintaining levees around small communities.</td>
<td>Availability and accessibility of flood-fighting materials.</td>
<td>Long-term storage and upkeep costs for materials. Limited funding and institutional capacity, including communications infrastructure challenges such as a lack of radios or adequate cell coverage. Local flood contingency planning and regional response planning challenges (access, egress, warning, and communications). Confusion regarding flood-fight roles and responsibilities. Flood warning times for some small communities are very short due to lack of local capacity to accurately predict flood events in advance (i.e., rain gauges, Doppler systems). The lack of an “official” warning in small communities can lead to rumors and misdirection of flood-fighting resources.</td>
<td>Provide adequate funding and identify appropriate means for reimbursement. Provide documents and policies that clearly describe small community flood-fighting role. Purchase and position flood-fighting materials in preparation for a flood event. Expand California Department of Water Resources and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Internet systems designed to show stream gauge data to make the data available to small communities and significantly improve disaster preparedness and flood warning. Establish clear lines of communication and a chain of command within a small community to reduce possible misdirection of resources due to rumors. Coordinate between citizen-based programs like the Community Emergency Response Training (CERT) program and Federal Emergency Management Agency to provide a volunteer base for disaster preparedness in small communities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category</td>
<td>Compatibilities with Small Communities</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood Fighting, Emergency Response and Recovery</td>
<td>Improve speed and effectiveness of response to flood in small communities. Clear identification of small community flood fighting, emergency response and recovery role. Overall improved protection of lives and property over the long term.</td>
<td>Levees clear of obstacles (i.e., unmaintained/unpermitted encroachments, large woody vegetation) that otherwise could impair flood-fighting activities. Availability and accessibility of flood-fighting materials, especially for communities that lack easy access to these materials.</td>
<td>Limited funding and institutional capacity. Financially punitive regulations governing non-jurisdictional response. Lack of comprehensive mutual aid agreements covering flood response. Confusion regarding flood-fight roles and responsibilities. Critical infrastructure located within the floodplain. Widespread flooding may make small communities inaccessible and redirect resources to larger communities. Federal Emergency Management Agency recovery funding is intended to make communities more resilient to future flood events. If a small community can’t improve levees or flood-fighting capabilities, it may not receive as much Federal Emergency Management Agency funding. Paperwork and other administrative requirements to receive recovery funding (such as documenting recovery costs) can be difficult for small communities.</td>
<td>Provide adequate funding and identify appropriate means for reimbursement. Address policies and procedures that govern roles/responsibilities at federal, state, and local levels. Combine with land-use policy management actions that encourage compatible land uses with floodplain. Provide structures/templates for small communities to design flood-fighting and evacuation/emergency response plans. Allow small communities to take a more direct role in local Council of Government hazardous and emergency response plans. Streamline State, local, and federal permitting for flood fight and post-recovery rebuilding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category</td>
<td>Compatibilities with Small Communities</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
<td>More opportunity for compatible land-use management in small community settings where land use not yet fully developed.</td>
<td>Changing land-use requirements such as disallowing reconstruction of homes after a fire or flood if the structures are in the floodplain could impact the viability of small communities. Any modification to the National Flood Insurance Program has significant policy and financing ramifications for small communities.</td>
<td>Design Federal Emergency Management Agency standards to take into account the differences between rural/small communities and urban areas. Design policies and regulations that acknowledge regional differences between different community types as opposed to a “one size fits all” approach. This will help make flood policies relevant to the needs of small communities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permitting</td>
<td></td>
<td>It can be difficult for small communities to raise the resources necessary to engage in a long permitting process.</td>
<td>Develop a permitting handbook to help educate small communities and improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the permitting process.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
<td></td>
<td>Smaller tax revenues limit funding for maintenance and repair activities. Many small community areas have historically experienced difficulty securing federal funding because the value of local infrastructure and rural land uses do not outweigh the increasing cost of implementing flood-damage-reduction projects. Eliminating subsidies for structures that are repetitively damaged would be more difficult to implement in smaller communities with less resources.</td>
<td>Leverage funding from multiple projects to make operations and maintenance more affordable. Provide federal funding continuity for feasibility studies. Establish a methodology for evaluating benefits and costs on a systemwide basis to support economic justification for projects in all community settings.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table B-3. Management Actions Applicability Considerations from the Urban Areas Workshop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category</th>
<th>Compatibilities with Urban Areas</th>
<th>Conditions that Support Implementation</th>
<th>Implementation Challenges</th>
<th>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir Storage</td>
<td>Could increase level of protection from flood to areas downstream.</td>
<td>Areas with no community development.</td>
<td>Limited financial resources within urban communities.</td>
<td>Develop systemwide coordinated operations through flood operations agreements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased flood protection can provide increased security and stability that can help improve</td>
<td>Opportunities for offstream storage.</td>
<td>Can impact downstream channel conditions, such as aggradations due to reduced channel flows.</td>
<td>Develop greater financial incentives that are available for multi-benefit projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>social, political, financial well-being of an urban community.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Regulatory and political challenges to building new dams, especially where existing homes are located.</td>
<td>Create instream storage to help reduce the need for additional reservoir storage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May improve water quality, increases access to open spaces, recreation and water supply.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very expensive to implement.</td>
<td>Integrate energy generation to address financing challenges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public safety increases with reservoir storage.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cost of water needs to internalize the cost of water infrastructure development.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reservoir storage provides substantial opportunities for hydropower.</td>
<td></td>
<td>The economics of water delivery need to align with the cost of water delivery.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Public safety increases with reservoir storage. Reservoir storage provides substantial opportunities for hydropower.
Table B-3. Management Actions Applicability Considerations from the Urban Areas Workshop (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category</th>
<th>Management Action Category Subcategory</th>
<th>Compatibilities with Urban Areas</th>
<th>Conditions that Support Implementation</th>
<th>Implementation Challenges</th>
<th>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Floodplain and Reservoir Storage</td>
<td>Floodplain Storage (Transitory Storage)</td>
<td>Could increase level of protection to urban areas located downstream of transitory storage. Could augment local water supplies (through groundwater recharge). Urban areas benefit from the preservation of existing transitory storage.</td>
<td>Large areas connected to historical floodways. Systemwide plan and implementation.</td>
<td>If land is taken out of production, loss of local tax base and potential impact on community-based industries. Potential impacts to adjacent lands and uses and potential for future development. Funding to support preservation transitory storage opportunities and improvements to existing storage/bypass areas. Structure of Federal Emergency Management Agency mapping, and flood insurance cost assessments. Downstream hydrologic impacts. Restoration projects between setback levee and river do not have incentives to remove debris after a flood event to maintain the carrying capacity of the floodway.</td>
<td>Provide flood easements to compensate for changes in adjacent land use. Incorporate/Integrate recreation or other urban area benefits. Develop recovery plans in rural areas to guide response and recovery during Katrina-type floods. Promote urban areas providing incentives to rural areas to not develop certain areas, thereby creating transitory storage opportunities (e.g., Butte Basin). Promote economic incentives for agricultural operations in the floodway to remove debris after a flood event, which also maintains the carrying capacity of the floodway. Potential reduction in recovery/cleanup assistance after floods. Ensure/Require adequate funding for continued maintenance and operation, including debris removal, of restoration sites to maintain the carrying capacity of the floodway. If mandatory flood insurance is required, use the funds to subsidize the rural areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category</td>
<td>Compatibilities with Urban Areas</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Operations</td>
<td>Provide increased level of protection to urban areas. Improved adaptability of the multipurpose flood management system. Protect in-stream habitat.</td>
<td>Requires suitable downstream channel conditions. Flexible release structures provide flood benefit by smoothing out peak water flows.</td>
<td>Changes to objective releases could impact downstream channel conditions, such as aggradations due to reduced channel flows, which could add unintended risk to small communities adjacent to these downstream channels. Institutional structures and water control manuals currently in place are insufficient to support coordinated operations between upstream reservoirs and downstream systems which could result in unintended impacts to small communities. Some reservoirs are not equipped to change their storage operations. Shifts risks downstream by increasing frequency of higher water elevations on channeled levees. Potential effects on water supply, hydropower, and recreation. Changing the objective release level would require a large alteration and modification of the infrastructure. Requirements to maintain flows for fisheries may constrain reservoir operations.</td>
<td>Combine release changes with downstream channel improvements as appropriate. Combine storage operations with updates to water control manuals to include systemwide operations criteria as appropriate. Combine storage operations with new policies that address coordinating operations among local, State, and federal institutions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category</td>
<td>Compatibilities with Urban Areas</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood Protection System Modification</td>
<td>Reduces the frequency of flooding for urban areas. Overall improved protection of lives and property over the long term. Setback levees can reduce long-term operations and maintenance associated with erosion and other river processes. Strengthening levees reduces the risk of levee failure; reduces operations and maintenance costs. Flood protection system modifications provide opportunities for improved access to open space, recreation. Setback levees enable build out of planned, contiguous compact, efficient development in urban areas.</td>
<td>Raise existing levees where land is at a premium and other flood protection measures are not feasible. For bypasses and setback levees, need areas connected to historic floodways. For bypasses and setback levees, need minimal infrastructure and urban development. Requires suitable geotechnical conditions. Requires suitable topographic conditions. Ring levees (or partially enclosed “J” levees) are compatible with some urban areas, but the decision to build them should be on a site-by-site basis. Regional management and partnerships can provide regional benefits greater than those from a single project. A local land-use plan that supports flood protection goals. Prioritizing rebuilding and building new flood protection infrastructure. Economically justifiable projects. Weir modifications to reduce the impact on urban levees.</td>
<td>High costs. Potentially increased environmental permitting and mitigation costs. Construction of new levees or setback levees depends on land availability and feasibility of other flood protection measures. Urban areas have significant number of bridge and railway crossing. Land-use planning driven by economic development not always compatible with flood planning. Potential impacts to community land uses as a result of levee footprint. Potential impacts to transportation corridors or utility infrastructure into/out of the community. New/Expanded bypasses may depend on landowner willingness. The ability to obtain substantial financial resources and/or the ability to attach to a funding stream. Mitigation for redirected hydraulic impacts can make projects costly. Lack of a clear implementation method. Geographical and jurisdictional issues. Honeycombing.</td>
<td>Leverage funding from multiple projects to receive flood benefits as part of larger, regional projects. Investigate greater financial incentives that are available for multi-benefit projects. Provide easements to compensate for changes in land uses. Combine with land-use policy management actions that encourage compatible land uses with floodplain. Develop regional partnerships for flood management projects.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B-3. Management Actions Applicability Considerations from the Urban Areas Workshop (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category</th>
<th>Compatibilities with Urban Areas</th>
<th>Conditions that Support Implementation</th>
<th>Implementation Challenges</th>
<th>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operations and Maintenance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Need a strong operations and maintenance policy to manage the legacy and urban encroachment problems.</td>
<td>Form partnerships between small communities and their urban neighbors to provide system wide habitat benefits. Promote laws already in place that allow the use of nonstructural alternatives such as flood bypasses or transitory storage to meet the requirements for Public Law 84-99 funding. These types of projects provide both an ecosystem and flood protection benefit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecosystem Functions</td>
<td>Wetland creation in areas near urban areas may be more accepted with cooperative efforts to use coalition-building techniques to enhance flood protection to adjacent urban areas. Potential to increase quality and quantity of passive recreation. Compensate for loss of vegetation caused by vegetation management Engineering Technical Letter. Reduce levee system operations and maintenance costs. Enhances recreational experience.</td>
<td>Systemwide set of implementation goals. Systemwide inventory of habitats by type, location, and ecosystem benefits. Systemwide understanding of geomorphology related to flood protection infrastructure design, and development.</td>
<td>Managing lands in floodplain for wildlife benefits might limit options for reducing flood risk to urban areas with development in the floodplain. Floodplain restoration is likely to occur and will require stakeholder participation and buy-in, which may be difficult. Downstream hydrologic impacts of setback levees. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers vegetation on levee policy. Increased maintenance costs to separate habitat from invasive species. Increased costs for debris removal from restoration sites, after flood events, to maintain the carrying capacity of the floodway while not damaging the restored habitat. Potential increase in undesirable wildlife (e.g., mosquitoes, mountain lions, etc.) effecting public health and safety.</td>
<td>Ensure/Require adequate funding for continued maintenance and operation, including debris removal, of restoration sites to maintain the carrying capacity of the floodway.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category • Subcategory</td>
<td>Compatibilities with Urban Areas</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floodplain Management • Easements/ Acquisitions</td>
<td>Overall improved protection of lives and property over the long term. Potential cost savings in the long term (avoided costs). Increased flexibility for habitat restoration.</td>
<td>More opportunity for compatible land-use management in settings where land use not yet developed. Eliminate subsidies for structures that are repetitively damaged. Acquisitions and buyouts have limited use in protected areas. Public understanding of the economic flood risks. Cost sharing with other local, State, and federal entities. Most effective when used in conjunction with other floodplain management strategies.</td>
<td>Local zoning regulations. Private property rights and water rights. Costs may be high; potential reduction in tax revenue. Limited funding for local land-use planning. Widespread public opposition to property taking. Cost will be relatively high. Limited utility due to limited opportunities in urban areas.</td>
<td>Combine with land-use policy management actions that encourage compatible land uses with floodplain. Leverage funding from multiple projects to receive flood benefits as part of larger, regional projects. Use a strategy similar to the one used along the Napa River. Have State and local governments take advantage of the depressed housing market to buy foreclosed homes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B-3. Management Actions Applicability Considerations from the Urban Areas Workshop (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category</th>
<th>Compatibilities with Urban Areas</th>
<th>Conditions that Support Implementation</th>
<th>Implementation Challenges</th>
<th>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Floodplain Management</td>
<td></td>
<td>Relatively shallow flood depths; slow rate of rise of flood water; low velocity flood waters. Certain types of structures such as structures that must be located near water (docking, seafood processing, port facilities), accessory structures (parking structures, detached garages, storage facilities). Partnerships between urban and rural areas would support flood-proofing implementation.</td>
<td>Local zoning regulations. Increases in costs for building standards adoption and enforcement. May also require changes to infrastructure/utilities and common areas. Accessibility and evacuation (access, egress). There are no flood-proofing stipulations in the current building code. Flood-proofing has a limited application in urban areas. There will also be developer resistance to flood-proofing requirements due to increased development costs. Buying flood easements can affect land values.</td>
<td>Implement policy and regulations management actions that encourage compatible land uses with floodplain function. Combine alternative flood-proofing techniques (wet/dry flood-proofing, elevation, relocation). Form partnership among the State, Federal Emergency Management Agency, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to require mandatory flood insurance. Complete an economic analysis to confirm that proactive flood-proofing is less costly than cleanup and recovery costs after a major flood event. Have urban areas provide incentives for flood-proofing for individual homeowners and developers in nearby rural communities. Local partnerships between urban/urbanizing areas and rural communities can improve flood protection for all.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table B-3. Management Actions Applicability Considerations from the Urban Areas Workshop (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category•Subcategory</th>
<th>Compatibilities with Urban Areas</th>
<th>Conditions that Support Implementation</th>
<th>Implementation Challenges</th>
<th>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management Action</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Subcategory</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood Fighting, Emergency Response and Flood Recovery</td>
<td>Compatibility with Urban Areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Subcategory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
<td>Management Action Category Subcategory</td>
<td>Compatibilities with Urban Areas</td>
<td>Conditions that Support Implementation</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges</td>
<td>Ways to Alleviate Implementation Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
<td>More opportunity for compatible land-use management in urban areas where land use not yet fully developed.</td>
<td>National Flood Insurance Program as it related to varying levels of risk and rates – expand the pool. No clear policy on hydraulic impacts.</td>
<td>Develop policy on hydraulic impacts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance and Revenue</td>
<td>Regional rather than project-by-project development.</td>
<td>Ability to identify federal interest.</td>
<td>Tax revenues limit funding for maintenance and repair activities. Completing legislative requirements by 2012. Complexity and cost of funding process. Funding for local system improvements often depend on fees from development.</td>
<td>Leverage federal and multiple projects to make operations and maintenance more affordable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Considerations for Multi-Benefit Integration

Round 2 workshops included one workshop that discussed how environmental, water supply, and other benefits can be integrated with management actions that have a primary focus on improving flood management. Within the context of CVFPP management actions, integration means looking beyond the incidental or ancillary benefits that may occur as a result of implementing flood management improvements, and incorporating features or actions that would strategically broaden the opportunities to achieve water supply, environmental restoration, or other benefits. The integration workshop examined the following considerations:

- **Opportunity for Strategic Integration** – Opportunities to incorporate features or actions that would strategically broaden the benefits of the specific management action(s) to achieve water supply, environmental restoration, or other benefits. This requires looking beyond the incidental or ancillary benefits that may occur as a result of implementing flood management improvements.

- **Conditions Needed for Success and/or to Maximize Benefits of Strategic Integration** – Physical, geographical, and other conditions that would need to be present for successful integration of the identified opportunities and/or to maximize the benefits of integration opportunities.

- **Implementation Challenges to Integration** – Obstacles, barriers, or impacts that might need to be overcome or alleviated to allow for successful implementation of the strategic integration opportunities into the specific management action(s).

- **Ways to Overcome Challenges and/or Maximize Benefits of Strategic Integration** – Steps that can be taken to overcome or alleviate implementation challenges.

Table B-4 summarizes the information generated from the integration workshop.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category • Subcategory</th>
<th>Opportunity for Strategic Integration</th>
<th>Conditions Needed for Success/Maximizing Benefits of Strategic Integration</th>
<th>Implementation Challenges to Integration</th>
<th>Ways to Overcome Challenges and/or Maximize Benefits of Strategic Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additional Floodplain and Reservoir Storage • Floodplain Storage</td>
<td>Groundwater recharge.</td>
<td>Soil conditions must be suitable for recharge. Groundwater overdraft conditions and/or local supply needs exist.</td>
<td>Landowner willingness. Infrastructure needed to extract and deliver recharged groundwater. Feasibility as a groundwater recharge feature would require frequent inundation. Sediment deposition would affect groundwater recharge rates. Disruptive to existing land uses (agricultural practices and revenue generation). Water rights.</td>
<td>Provide incentives to landowners (easements to compensate for changes in land uses). Improve public understanding of the benefits of multi-use floodplains, and the costs of maintaining hard flood control structures, bigger levees, and relatively narrow channels. Fund groundwater extraction and delivery facilities. Construct operable inlet/outlet features to allow inundation and recharge outside flood season. Provide regular maintenance of storage area to preserve recharge potential. Provide recovery/cleanup assistance after floods. Pre-fund long-term maintenance at time of implementation. Increase sources and frequency of flooding. Construct low-flow channels and egress features to prevent stranding. Promote safe harbor agreements. Engage in long-term monitoring, active adaptive management, and pilot studies to determine how to best integrate ecosystem functions into flood management system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floodplain ecosystem functions and habitats (riparian, wetland, and shallow water habitat).</td>
<td>Hydrologic and geologic conditions that sustain healthy ecosystems (as found in historical floodplains or flood basins). Proximity to existing habitat or connection to existing habitat corridors.</td>
<td>Funding for long-term maintenance of restored habitat area. Frequent flooding required for maximum environmental benefits. Fish stranding. Potential impacts to adjacent landowners (presence of endangered species).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category &amp; Subcategory</td>
<td>Opportunity for Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Conditions Needed for Success/Maximizing Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges to Integration</td>
<td>Ways to Overcome Challenges and/or Maximize Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased recreational opportunities.</td>
<td>Recreational facilities that are compatible with periodic flooding.</td>
<td>Limited capacity within levees for conveyance and storage. Water quality of pumped water out of flooded areas (toxics/fertilizers). Setback levees or floodplain storage may impact highly productive agricultural lands. Nuisance flooding. Damage to infrastructure in the floodplain, including erosion damage.</td>
<td>Construct setback levees. Provide incentives to landowners (easements to compensate for changes in land uses). Construct inlet/outlet features to better control release of flood waters. For example, improve Butte Basin Flood Relief Structure, especially 3Bs, to function as designed, eliminating overflows (nuisance flooding) when Sacramento River is below flood stage. Use existing irrigation channels and increase roughness (vegetation) to slow flood water to reduce erosion. Maintain compatible agricultural operations in the floodway that provide economic incentives to remove debris after a flood event, which also maintains the carrying capacity of the floodway. Potential reduction in recovery/cleanup assistance after floods.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased flexibility of reservoir operations (flood management, water supply, environmental water, climate change adaptation).</td>
<td>Coordination with upstream reservoir operations. Adequate additional floodplain area to accommodate flood pulses for slower release to connected streams over time.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve water quality.</td>
<td>Need hydrologic connection between upland sources and functional wetlands that can filter upland runoff.</td>
<td>Established overflow sites.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floodplain and Reservoir Storage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category • Subcategory</td>
<td>Opportunity for Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Conditions Needed for Success/Maximizing Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges to Integration</td>
<td>Ways to Overcome Challenges and/or Maximize Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Floodplain and Reservoir Storage • Reservoir Storage</td>
<td>Increased surface water storage (supply) and water management flexibility.</td>
<td>Requires location that meets system operational needs of flood, water supply, and/or ecosystem. Facilitation of water transfers and water markets. Reliable conveyance to and from facility to water needs or places of use.</td>
<td>Significant coordination among implementing agencies and users required (allocation of storage space, operating rules, cost sharing, etc.). Private property and tribal lands issues for storage sites. Funding for new (or enlarged) storage, including allocation of costs to direct beneficiaries versus public benefits. Water rights. Potential aquatic and terrestrial impacts for storage expansion.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased power generation.</td>
<td>Coordination with storage multi-uses.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased cold-water pool and improved operational flexibility for fisheries management.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Funding for new (or enlarged) storage, including allocation of costs to direct beneficiaries versus public benefits.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support for more natural hydrologic regime to improve ecosystem functions, including floodplain reconnections.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Water rights.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Potential water quality benefits.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category • Subcategory</td>
<td>Opportunity for Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Conditions Needed for Success/Maximizing Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges to Integration</td>
<td>Ways to Overcome Challenges and/or Maximize Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Floodplain and Reservoir Storage • Reservoir Storage (Cont.)</td>
<td>Recreation opportunities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opportunity for developing small-area storage in watershed (ponds, lakes, etc. to benefit wildlife).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Operations</td>
<td>Increased water management flexibility, including conjunctive use and climate change adaptation.</td>
<td>Requires location that meets system operational needs of flood, water supply, ecosystem and/or hydropower. Combine with downstream groundwater recharge or other storage. Improved advanced weather forecast-based operations. Dam hardware (spillways, outlets, penstocks), which can release water in advance of flood event by using advanced weather forecast-based operations. Downstream channel improvements to accommodate flow change.</td>
<td>Significant coordination among implementing agencies and users required (allocation of storage space, operating rules, cost sharing, etc.). Stakeholder confidence in using advanced weather forecasting to operate reservoir. Increase downstream durability/reliability to accommodate flow changes.</td>
<td>Investigate potential permit coordination (see, e.g., MA-056). Use neutral, professional facilitators in all process design and holding of meetings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category Subcategory</td>
<td>Opportunity for Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Conditions Needed for Success/Maximizing Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges to Integration</td>
<td>Ways to Overcome Challenges and/or Maximize Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Operations (cont.)</td>
<td>Support for more natural hydrologic regime to improve ecosystem functions.</td>
<td>Combine with downstream restoration actions (floodplain and flood corridor), including frequently activated floodplain needed for ecosystem benefits.</td>
<td>Lack of good analytical tools to identify alternatives.</td>
<td>Use watershed boundaries to define spatial scale for integration application focus by scaling from large to small.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase seasonal recreation opportunities.</td>
<td>Robust water flow devices to mix water to control water temperature downstream from reservoir (i.e., temperature shutters, elephant trunk).</td>
<td>Difficult to optimize multiple needs (water supply needs, hydropower production, recreation).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased cold-water pool and improved operational flexibility for fisheries management.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood Protection System Modification • Reduce Physical Flow Constructions</td>
<td>Promote natural channel erosion and deposition processes.</td>
<td>Combine with other improvements to transportation, utility infrastructure, others.</td>
<td>Interagency coordination.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improved fish passage.</td>
<td>Locations where fish migration is constrained or habitat could be improved.</td>
<td>Downstream impacts to flood management.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expanded capacity provides more flexibility for water management.</td>
<td>Expanded floodway capacity (setback levees).</td>
<td>Moving/Fixing railroads and bridges. Downstream impacts to flood management. Constraints due to urban development.</td>
<td>Begin downstream and move up (if you expand the floodway in some sections but there isn’t the capacity downstream, nothing has been solved).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category • Subcategory</td>
<td>Opportunity for Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Conditions Needed for Success/Maximizing Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges to Integration</td>
<td>Ways to Overcome Challenges and/or Maximize Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood Protection System Modification</td>
<td>Potential for synergistic operations and maintenance upgrades and cost reduction by removing physical constraints.</td>
<td>Coordination needed with: local land owners, reclamation districts, and people with local knowledge.</td>
<td>Removing all flow constrictions may negatively impact habitat, floodplain function, and/or recreation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reduce Physical Flow Constrictions (cont.)</td>
<td>Improved flexibility for restoration up and downstream from constriction point.</td>
<td>Combine with removal of State Plan of Flood Control and other nonfederal levees that are nonfunctional.</td>
<td>Removal of private levees beyond State Plan of Flood Control (upstream). Integration with emergency planning (evacuation). Impacts to existing land uses.</td>
<td>Compensate affected landowners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood Protection System Modification</td>
<td>Groundwater recharge.</td>
<td>Soil conditions must be suitable for recharge. Groundwater overdraft conditions and/or local supply needs exist.</td>
<td>Landowner willingness. Infrastructure needed to extract and deliver recharged groundwater. Feasibility as a groundwater recharge feature would require frequent inundation. Sediment deposition would affect groundwater recharge rates. Disruptive to existing land uses (agricultural practices and revenue generation). Water rights.</td>
<td>Provide incentives to landowners (easements to compensate for changes in land uses). Improve public understanding of the benefits of multi-use floodplains, and the costs of maintaining hard flood control structures, bigger levees, and relatively narrow channels. Fund groundwater extraction and delivery facilities. Construct operable inlet/outlet features to allow inundation and recharge outside flood season. Regularly maintain storage area to preserve recharge potential. Provide recovery/cleanup assistance after floods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category • Subcategory</td>
<td>Opportunity for Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Conditions Needed for Success/Maximizing Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges to Integration</td>
<td>Ways to Overcome Challenges and/or Maximize Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood Protection System Modification • Bypasses (cont.)</td>
<td>Floodplain ecosystem functions and habitats (riparian, wetland, and shallow water habitat).</td>
<td>Hydrologic and geologic conditions that sustain healthy ecosystems (as found in historical floodplains or flood basins). Proximity to existing habitat or connection to existing habitat corridors.</td>
<td>Funding for long-term maintenance of restored habitat area. Frequent flooding required for maximum environmental benefits. Fish stranding. Potential impacts to adjacent landowners (presence of endangered species).</td>
<td>Pre-fund long-term maintenance at time of implementation. Increase sources and frequency of flooding. Construct low-flow channels and egress features to prevent stranding. Promote safe harbor agreements. Engage in long-term monitoring, active adaptive management, and pilot studies to determine how to best integrate ecosystem functions into flood management system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased recreational opportunities.</td>
<td>Recreational facilities compatible with periodic flooding.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table B-4. Management Actions Considerations from the Multi-Benefit Integration Workshop (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category &amp; Subcategory</th>
<th>Opportunity for Strategic Integration</th>
<th>Conditions Needed for Success/Maximizing Benefits of Strategic Integration</th>
<th>Implementation Challenges to Integration</th>
<th>Ways to Overcome Challenges and/or Maximize Benefits of Strategic Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flood Protection System Modification</td>
<td>Increased flexibility of reservoir operations (flood management, water supply, environmental water, climate change adaptation).</td>
<td>Coordination with upstream reservoir operations. Adequate additional floodplain area to accommodate flood pulses for slower release to connected streams over time.</td>
<td>Limited capacity within levees for conveyance and storage. Water quality of pumped water out of flooded areas (toxics/fertilizers). Setback levees or floodplain storage may impact highly productive agricultural lands. Nuisance flooding. Damage to infrastructure in the floodplain, including erosion damage.</td>
<td>Construct setback levees. Provide incentives to landowners (easements to compensate for changes in land uses). Construct inlet/outlet features to better control release of flood waters. For example, improve Butte Basin Flood Relief Structure, especially 3Bs, to function as designed, eliminating overflows (nuisance flooding) when Sacramento River is below flood stage. Use existing irrigation channels and increase roughness (vegetation) to slow flood water to reduce erosion. Maintain compatible agricultural operations in the floodway that provide economic incentives to remove debris after a flood event, which also maintains the carrying capacity of the floodway. Potential reduction in recovery/cleanup assistance after floods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypasses (cont.)</td>
<td>Improve water quality.</td>
<td>Need hydrologic connection between upland sources and functional wetlands that can filter upland runoff.</td>
<td>Established overflow sites.</td>
<td>Ensure hydrologic connectivity using modeling and early planning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category • Subcategory</th>
<th>Opportunity for Strategic Integration</th>
<th>Conditions Needed for Success/Maximizing Benefits of Strategic Integration</th>
<th>Implementation Challenges to Integration</th>
<th>Ways to Overcome Challenges and/or Maximize Benefits of Strategic Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flood Protection System Modification • Existing Leveses (Raise, Restore, or Improve)</td>
<td>Native riparian and shaded riparian aquatic habitat improvement and reduction of invasive/nonnative species.</td>
<td>Locations where berms and other features can be accommodated within the existing flood corridor. Proximity to existing habitat or connection to existing habitat corridors. Effective design of vegetation on levees to reduce operations and maintenance costs.</td>
<td>Vegetation management to preserve flood flow capacity. Funding for long-term maintenance of restored habitat features. Potential reluctance of regulatory agencies to accept nontraditional methods for erosion control that use vegetation.</td>
<td>Construct sufficient capacity in some parts of the system to accommodate vegetation in other areas. Set up an endowment fund for long-term maintenance of restored habitat features. Implement small-scale demonstration projects on non-project levees, working with reclamation districts and other local groups that experiment with, and monitor effectiveness of, bio-geotechnical erosion control methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation opportunities for trails on levees.</td>
<td>Connectivity to existing trails and compatibility with adjacent property types and land uses.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create linkages between habitats and transitory storage (weirs, gates through levees).</td>
<td>Proper design and operation of closure structures to minimize nuisance flooding and seepage.</td>
<td>Identification of proper maintenance authorities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category</td>
<td>Opportunity for Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Conditions Needed for Success/Maximizing Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges to Integration</td>
<td>Ways to Overcome Challenges and/or Maximize Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood Protection System Modification</td>
<td>• Setback Levees and New Levees</td>
<td>Native riparian and shaded riparian aquatic habitat improvement, including habitat connectivity, migration corridors, fish passage, and increased area of frequently activated floodplains.</td>
<td>Hydrologic and geologic conditions that sustain healthy ecosystems (as found in historical floodways and floodplains). Proximity to existing habitat or connection to existing habitat corridors. Adequate flow. Little or no existing infrastructure (pipelines, gas wells, etc.) in setback area. Uncontaminated soils, or soils that can easily be remediated. Potential setback levee areas need to avoid perched reaches of the river, where the river is above the elevation of the adjacent floodplains. Uncontaminated soils, or soils that can easily be remediated.</td>
<td>Vegetation management to preserve flood flow capacity. Funding for long-term maintenance of restored habitat features. Fish stranding. Potential impacts to adjacent landowners (presence of endangered species). Disruptive to existing land uses (agricultural practices and revenue generation). Downstream effects on flows. Restoration projects between setback levee and river do not have incentives to remove debris after a flood event to maintain the carrying capacity of the floodway. Disruptive to Habitat Conservation Plan/Natural Community Conservation Plan plans that have targeted upland habitat restoration in same area as new setback levees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category</td>
<td>Opportunity for Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Conditions Needed for Success/Maximizing Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges to Integration</td>
<td>Ways to Overcome Challenges and/or Maximize Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Flood Protection System Modification  
  • Setback Levees and New Levees (Cont.) | Increased recreation opportunities. | Connectivity to existing trails and compatibility with adjacent property types and land uses. |  |  |
| Operations and Maintenance  
  • Dredging | Beneficial reuse of dredged materials (recharging coarse sediment supply in undersupplied streams, reuse of sediment for fish habitat). | Sediments should not contain hazardous materials. For dredge material reuse, work with Regional Water Quality Control Board to set criteria for “clean” sediment and reuse in habitat and upland areas. Timing of dredging needs to be considered (impacts to habitat, water quality, flood operations, other maintenance activities). Location available to prepare sediment for reuse. Materials must be of correct quality for specific end uses (grain size, amounts, etc.). | Sediments in many Central Valley rivers/streams contain methyl mercury. Loss of fish habitat from dredging – problems with Endangered Species Act. Negative downstream/upstream effects on sediment transportation/deposition. Permitting obstacles to necessary dredging. Water quality impacts. | Coordinate with regional methyl-mercury planning and control efforts when sediment must be removed. Use an integrated strategic management plan such as the Long-Term Management Strategy program in the bay for beneficial use of dredge spoils as a way to maximize beneficial reuse of materials while minimizing environmental risks. Ease or streamline permitting restrictions on dredging in existing channels and bypasses for important public flood protection purposes. Implement monitoring plans and advance planning to address water quality issues. Move sediments shorter distances but still within floodway for future fluvial transport downstream (salmonid habitat features). |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Action Category • Subcategory</th>
<th>Opportunity for Strategic Integration</th>
<th>Conditions Needed for Success/Maximizing Benefits of Strategic Integration</th>
<th>Implementation Challenges to Integration</th>
<th>Ways to Overcome Challenges and/or Maximize Benefits of Strategic Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operations and Maintenance • Vegetation Management</td>
<td>Invasive species management and promotion of native plant species to enhance sustainability and reduce costs over long term, and sequester carbon.</td>
<td>Coordination on a regional scale with other efforts to eradicate nonnative/invasive species, and regional planning and weed inventory/mapping efforts. Match plant palettes to flood management and ecological needs. Proximity to existing native habitat.</td>
<td>Lack of clear objectives for vegetation management (locally, regionally) and conflicts between federal laws and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers policies regarding vegetation on levees. Difficult for maintenance crews to distinguish between native and nonnative/invasive species. Funding mechanisms: Increased short-term costs for integrated weed management plans, and increased costs for debris removal from restoration sites, after flood events, to maintain the carrying capacity of the floodway while not damaging the restored habitat. Vegetation can increase channel roughness (as a system design parameter). Build in designed roughness when planning.</td>
<td>Provide assurances, scientific references, and examples of successful projects to illustrate benefits of enhancing native plant species. Promote policy regulation and review. Continue Levee Roundtable efforts to develop more flexible and appropriate approach to existing vegetation on California levees. Work closely with environmental services staff and scientific aides to educate crews on appropriate species. environmental services staff and seasonal staff provide education to field crews, as needed. Improve technical, scientific, and practical knowledge and develop standards recognizing the distinction between beneficial and non-beneficial vegetation types. Develop funding mechanisms for regional integrated weed management planning. Set up an endowment fund for long-term maintenance of restored habitat features. Construct sufficient capacity in some parts of the system to accommodate vegetation growth in other areas. Integrate environmental stewardship into operations and maintenance manuals, and revise manuals to reflect current management practices. Explore inter-agency coordinated permitting approaches (see, e.g., MA-054, MA-055, MA-056, MA-033, MA-038). Promote Conservation Reserve Program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category • Subcategory</td>
<td>Opportunity for Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Conditions Needed for Success/Maximizing Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges to Integration</td>
<td>Ways to Overcome Challenges and/or Maximize Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations and Maintenance • Bank Stabilization</td>
<td>Opportunities to increase shaded riverine aquatic and riparian habitats.</td>
<td>Locations where berms, benches, and other habitat features can be accommodated within the existing flood corridor. Proximity to existing habitat or connection to existing habitat corridors.</td>
<td>Potential reluctance of regulatory agencies to accept nontraditional methods, including conflicts with current U.S. Army Corps of Engineers policies related to vegetation on levees. Some biogeotechnical methods to control levee erosion are experimental. Funding for long-term maintenance of restored habitat features. Redirected downstream effects, effects on adjacent levees.</td>
<td>Geomorphic analysis can help determine where natural bank stabilizers are needed/appropriate. Implement small-scale demonstration projects to experiment with, and monitor effectiveness of, new erosion control methods. Set up an endowment fund for long-term maintenance of restored habitat features. Use geomorphic analysis to determine where natural bank stabilizers are needed/appropriate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecosystem Functions</td>
<td>See opportunities listed above.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floodplain Management • Flood-proofing</td>
<td>No direct opportunities for water supply or environmental integration.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floodplain Management • Other non-Physical Actions (Education, Insurance, etc.)</td>
<td>No direct opportunities for water supply or environmental integration.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Action Category &amp; Subcategory</td>
<td>Opportunity for Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Conditions Needed for Success/Maximizing Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
<td>Implementation Challenges to Integration</td>
<td>Ways to Overcome Challenges and/or Maximize Benefits of Strategic Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disaster Preparedness and Flood Warning</td>
<td>No direct opportunities for water supply or environmental integration.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood Fighting, Emergency Response, and Flood Recovery</td>
<td>No direct opportunities for water supply or environmental integration.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy and Regulations</td>
<td>No direct integration opportunity, but could be used as tools to facilitate integration and overcome integration challenges.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permitting</td>
<td>Direct integration opportunity with ecosystem functions (Remedial Action Management Plan, Corridor management strategies, Natural Community Conservation Plan).</td>
<td>Willingness to consult early and often with local stakeholders and permitting entities to get them involved in project design, determine extent to which multiple benefits can be incorporated.</td>
<td>Costs associated with ongoing coordination with multiple stakeholders.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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